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I. Introduction.

In dealing with the problem of finding the coefficients of the 
general quadratic potential function of molecules for the in

ternal degrees of freedom it is usually found, that the experimental 
material available is insufficient for a determination of all the 
force-constants. The well-known ‘valence-force’ and ‘central-force’ 
models are generally applied means of avoiding this difficulty. 
However, the use of these models very often is evidently wrong, 
e. g. as demonstrated by the author as regards benzene h.

In order to find some relations between the theoretically inde
pendent force-constants of the general quadratic potential func
tion, based upon less rigorous assumptions than those laid down 
in the valence-force or central-force systems, the author looked 
for such rides in the case of HCN, CH± and C2H21 2) and succeeded 
in putting forward an ‘empirical rule’ valid for the three molecules 
mentioned: If one or more hydrogen atoms connected with the 
same carbon atom are displaced towards the adjoining carbon 
atom, the forces acting upon the other atoms of the molecule 
could as a good approximation be put equal to zero.

1) B. Bak, Det Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, mat.-fys. Medd. XXII, 9 (1945).
2) B. Bak, ibid. XXII, 16 (1946).

To see if a more general validity of this rule could be stated, 
the potential function of ethane was investigated. Ethane is the 
prototype of alifatic hydrocarbons with a carbon-chain, which 
means that the results obtained are of more than special interest. 
The result of the investigation of ethane may be briefly summar
ized as follows:

As far as only vibrations, non-degenerate with respect to the 
threefold axis of ethane, are considered, the ‘empirical rule’ helps 
to find a set of force-constants which are probably correct. But 
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in the case of degenerate vibrations the application of the rule 
gives false results. This, of course, means that the rule should 
be handled with much care as its domain of validity is un
determined.

Even if only a partial knowledge of the potential function 
of ethane is obtained, such knowledge is of importance, loo. It 
can be foreseen that during the next years the study of the spectra 
of the partially deuterated ethanes will be among the principal 
means by which to decide finally whether ethane has the I)3(t or 
the I)3h configuration1}. For the interpretation of those spectra even 
a partial knowledge of the potential function of ethane is of 
importance as all isotopic molecules obey the same potential 
function.

II. Symmetry Considerations.
The problem of finding the correct stereochemical model of 

ethane has been the subject of numerous papers during this 
decade. Il seems to he a firmly established result that no free 
rotation occurs around the carbon-carbon bond, but that three 
intermediate positions of minimum potential energy exist. It has 
not, however, been decided whether the D3d or the D.ih configu
ration is the more correct one. The mathematical technique and 
the subsequent discussion of the vibrational spectra are approx
imately the same in both cases, as will appear from the follow
ing treatment.

1. Symmetry Coordinates and Potential Function 
for the Did Model.

Fig. 1 shows in double projection how the ethane molecule 
is placed in an æz/z-coordinate system.

In table I the characters of the normal modes of vibration 
for molecules of the ethane type (point group D3d) are given.

O A discussion of this problem is given by H. Mark in his book: ‘Physical 
Chemistry of High Polymeric Systems’, p. 53, New York 1940.
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Table I. Point group I).}d.

Covering 
operation

Symmetry
class
..............

■^lu....................

Symmetry 
elements 

particularly 
studied

1
1
1
1
2
2

The effect of the various symmetry operations on the compo
nents of atomic displacements from the equilibrium position is:

The inversion:
x^ “-æo *Vo X5

y 3 — I/o 1/2 -- 1/5

^3 " ~ Z6 -2 “— 7-**5

<--> — .r0

171 —I/o
— z0

x4 <-> — x7

U4 — 17?
z4 Z1
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The Ci-operation :

æo æi X2<-*æ5

J/2^ —{/5 J/3^— ?/7

Z1 Z2 Z5 Z3 <-> Z7

x6 
y^—y& 
z4 z6 •

The equations for the combined operations such as (C2z) 
are easily constructed.

By means of the equations above it is now possible to find a 
set of symmetry coordinates, fulfilling the requirements of table 
I. As to details in the construction of these symmetry coordinates 
reference must be made to an earlier paper by the author1'.

Table II.

Symmetry 
class Symmetry coordinates

A10
Si = |/ 3 (æ3 — x4 — x6 + X7) — 2i/o + 1/3 + y4 + 2 yb — y$ — yi
So = — Zo — z3 — Z4 + Z5 + Zq + Z7
S3 = Zo — Z1

A iu S4 = — 2x¿ + X3 + Xt — 2.T5 + x6 + X7 + |/3 (—1/3 + 1/4 — y& + 1/7)

A211
S5 = — 3 (zo + Zi) +" Z2 + Z3 + Z4 + Z5 + Zg + Z7
So = |/3(ir8 —æ4 + æ6 —æ-) —2z/s + {/3 +z/4 —2z/5 + z/6 4-!/7)

Eg

Si a = — b ({/O — Z/l) — Z/2 — Z/3 — Z/4 + Z/5 + I/o + Í/?
S7i, = —3/j(x0— .Ti) — 3x2—3x3— 3x4 + 3x5 + 3x6 + 3x7

Ss« = 4 1 2 - (i/i — z/o) + 4 Z2 — 2 Z3 —-2z4 — 4 z5 4_ 2 z6 + 2z^

S8b = 12 |/2 ^(x! —x0) — 6 |z3 z3 + 6 |/ÏÏz4 + 6 |/ÏÏz6 —6 |/Kz7

Son = |/ 3 (x3 — X4 — X6 + X7) + 21/2 — Z/2 — 1/3 — 21/5 + I/o + Z/7 
S9b = — 2x2 + æ3 + æ4 + 2x6 — æo — x7 + P (1/3 —1/4 — i/o + 1/7)

EU

Sioa = J/ 3 (X3 — X4 + x6 — X7) + 21/2 — 1/3 — y4 4 2 yb — i/o — 1/7
Sioft = — 2x2 + x3 + X4 — 2x5 + x6 + X7 +|/3 (1/3 — z/4 + z/o — 1/7)
Sila = — 3 (i/o + 1/1) + 1/2 + Z/3 + Z/4 + 1/5 + Z/e + Z/7
Sil b = — 3 (x0 + æl) + X2 + æ3 + x4 + X5 + X6 + X7
S'i2a — 12zo + Z3 + Z4 — 2 Z5 + Zo + Z7
S12Z> = 1 3 (Z3— Z4 + Zo — Z7)

In these definitions 2 a is the C-C-distance, s the C-/7-distance 
, . 3 a + s ...and b = . Pure symmetry considerations of course only

determines each symmetry coordinate except an arbitrary factor,
1) B. Bak, Det Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, mat.-fys. Medd. XXII, 16 (1946). 
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but the factors used in tlie above expressions are chosen so as 
to make the potential energy function as simple as possible.

As the potential function must be invariant during any cover
ing operation of the molecule, we find that:

+ Cf22 (*^110*^120^

2. Symmetry Coordinates and Potential Function 
for the ¿>3Zi-Model.

Fig. 2 shows how the ethane molecule is placed in the co
ordinate system if belonging to the I).ih point group.

In table III the characters of the normal modes of vibration 
are given.

Table III. Point group Z)3h.

Covering 
operation E 2 Cg 2 S8 3 Co* 3*,

Num
ber of 
vib.

Zero 
freq.

Degree 
of deg.

Spect. 
activ.

Fre
quency 
desig.

Symmetry 
class

¿'i................ 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 E
.4' ................ 1 1 1

1
1 — 1 1 0 E. _

2
A"................ 1 — 1 — 1 1 — 1 1 1 ^41

^2................ 1 — 1 1 -1 — 1 1 2 Tt 1 I
E' ................ 2 2 — 1 — 1 0 0 3 2 El
E"................ 2 — 2 -1 1 0 0 3 EVE„ 2 E

Symmetry 
elements 

particularly 
studied

C3 S3 z-M
<>2 <r 

X

The effects of the various symmetry operations on the compo
nents of atomic displacements from the equilibrium positions are:
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The

The

æo i/o X*2

!/o í/i J/4i/o J/2

~1 1

|/3/3 J/3
J/7æ3 æ4 J/3J/2

J/7J/3 J/3 2

|/3
.X’c

El
J/7æ2O 2

J/7i/o Í/2 2
Z0 Zl zl ¿2

111
x3

J/3

z3

J/3J/3
æo

33 3

1
J//

1
æ1_2

(ï_ operation:
æQ 

J/o^J/1

-1*^1
2 3 2

|/3

2
1 

æ°—2
1

æ4~2

z4->z3

x0~^ ~0 *2 -4

z5->z7

z6~> z2 z7-^—Z3

Z3 ~*■ Z2

~ZO

1
æ3_ 2

1
X*7 2

7~* z6-

1
æ2—9 Í/2

yj/o
1
2 æ7

J/3

J/4 ' 2

1
- X(

J/3

J/3
oJ7l

1
i/i-*V æo —2 i/o

1 J/3
2 æj 2

J/3 1
- æ5—o

Í/6 ' 2

J/6 2

Cg-operation :

_læ
2 0 0

J/3
2

1
_2æ4" 
J/3
2J/i-> «

1 J/3
~2 2~~T ya
J/3 1
— -r2—«

The Sg-operation :
1 J/3

æo“* — g æi~ 2 1,1

J/3 1
~2~ xi —2 th

1 I
®6-* —2X7“ 2

J/3 1
J/s^“ æ7~ «

J/3
TJ/4

-læ _L
2 2 2

El
2

1
J/i"^^ æ3_ 2 i/;i

1
x^ — 2 ^3— J/3

El

— ^7

2 2 J/5 æ4~* 2 æ° 2 i/o —-x4- 2 J/4

J/3 1 J/3 1 J/3 1
J/4T æ5_2 Í/5 J/4- r æ6_2 J/ö J/5-*-y ^4- 2

"f> Z4~ *6 z5~^ Z4
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The Co-operation :

In table IV the symmetry coordinates are given.

Table IV.

Symmetry 
class Symmetry coordinates

a;
51 = |/3 (x3 — Xj 4~x3 — x7) — - y-’ 4~ y3 4~ y 4 — 2 y-0 4- y& 4~ y7
52 = — Z2 — Z3 — + Zß 4- Zi
5;1 = Zo —Zi

A'i 5’4 = 2o?2 4" æs 4~ æ4 4~ 2x5 — xø — x7 4~ K 3 (—1/3 4- j/4 4~ y& — y~)

a2 55 = -2.3 (z0 4- zi) 4- za 4- z3 4- z4 4- z5 4- z0 4- Z?
5g = |/3(xs —Xi —Xa 4- X7)—21/2 4“ ÿ3 4" ÿ4 4" 2z/5 — i/o — Ul

E'

Si a = 3 ( i/o 4- í/i ) — .y 2 —y3 — y 4 —1/5 — yo —y-
Si b = 3 (.To 4- æl) — æ2 — x3 — Xj — X5 — Xo — X7
Ssa = 4 z2 — 2 z3 — 2 Z4 — 4 Z5 4~ 2 Zo 4~ 2 Z7
5s b = 2 y 3 (— z3 4- Z4 4~ Zo — Z7)
5o„ = |'3 (x3 — a?4 4- x6 — X7) 4- 21/2 — ya — ÍA 4- 2 y6 — iJo — Ui
S6b = — 2x._> 4- x3 4- .t4 — 2x6 4- .To 4- æ7 4- |/3 (y3 —1/4 4- i/o — i/7)

E"

5ioa = lz 3 (.t3 — t4 — .To 4~ x7) 4- 2 i/o — y 3 — y 4 — 21/5 4~ y« 4” y?
Siob = — 2.t2 4- x3 4~ X4 4~ 2x5—Xÿ—x-, 4- J/3 ( y3 —1/4 — y0 4- y?) 
511 a = ft (yo — yi) 4- ys 4- ys + yt — yb — yo — yi
511 5 = ft (Xo — Xi) 4- Xo 4- X3 4- X4 — X5 — X’o — x7

5’i2a = 2 | 2 - (i/o — yi) — 2zo 4- z3 4- Z4 —2z5 4~ z3 T Z7

5’125 = 2 |/2 — (xo — Xi) 4- |/3 (z3 — Z4 4“ Zo — Z7)
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Table

2 ai--------X
12 «4 Ck

a7 =

I)3(l con

(7 4 2 «2 --------X
3 do = 0

/«// z
24

figuration «5 a0 Za3 — m(: X

ni „in g
3(mc + 3mfl)'c «10

= O

Roots: xi x-í *3

Symmetry 
class

Symmetry 
class

*5 *6

A2„

^2

7)3h con
tigu ration Same as above

Roots: xi x-2 x3

Same
as 

above
Same as above
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V.

mcmn

32 (1) /n"+24 '”c. , 4 y2±b

NimHmc
- X Cl\x -]--- rz------------X

Niamc #15

4|/2.s7i _ mHb2 + 3 mc
TF--------- x ¿Niamc #12 »T XNimHmc #1(1

777 /7
#15 a16 2 (713 —

12

dj H ( 24 b2 + 96 (1) ) + 72 mc

Ö20 #21

mHmcCL-^O 2 (71 «------------ X
3 M #•22

#21 #22

= 0

M = mass of C//3.

E„

*9

2 #17 —
777// 
---- X
12 #20 #21 2(Zu — '3M“’' 0,1 015

#20 2O18

8ia) m#+6/nc

N2iTiHmc
. 2|/2s/i

#2° 1-- ÏT-------XA2a777c = 0 #14
o '#7/
2 #12----------- x24 #16

Û21
,2|/2s/i „

#22 + Xt X 2 (7]gN2dm(:
m i¡b~ “F 3 itIq

N2mHmc #15 #16 2(713 —
777//
---- X
12

mH ( 6 Z>2 + 24Í^2) + 18mc

2 — 9 •
777c77l/“/

*10 *11 *12

M = mass of C//3.

Xy Xÿ Xÿ
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The symmetry coordinates of table IV have been chosen in 
such a way that the potential function is formulated exactly 
as in the case of the Z)3d-model, given on page 8. Formally 
one can operate with the same potential function in both models 
but it should be remembered that the physical meaning of the 
force-constants is not the same in the two cases.

III. Relations between Force-Constants 
and Vibration Frequencies.

These equations are found in the usual way by means of 
the Lagrangian equations. The results are given in table V.

As appears from table V the symmetry coordinates have been 
chosen so as to make all calculations in the non-degenerate 
classes formally identical. This is a great advantage because this 
paper mainly deals with these classes. In the degenerate classes 
there are differences, but there are also fundamental similarities 
between the equations to be solved.

IV. Numerical Calculations.
1. Experimental Material.

Infrared and Raman data have been published by many
authors.

Infrared data.
Levin and Mayer, Journ. Opt. Soc. Am. 16, 137 (1928) (CoHe)
Benedict, Morikawa, Barnes, and Taylor, J. ('.hem. Phys. 5, 1

(1937) ( - )
Bartholome and Karweil, Naturwis. 25, 476 (1937) ( - )
('.rawford, Avery, and Linnett, J. Chem. Phys. 6, 682 (1938) ( - )
Fred. Stitt, J. Chem. Phys. 7, 297 (1939) (Qöo)

Raman data.

Daure, Trans. Far. Soc. 25, 825 (1929) (CzHo)
Bhagavantam, Ind. Journ. Phys. 6, 595 (1932) ( - )
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Lewis and Houston, Phys. Bev. 44, 903 (1933) 
Bhagavantam, Proc. Ind. Acad. Sei. A, 2, 86 (1935)
Glöckler and Beni-rew, J. Chem. Phys. 6, 295 (1938)
Glöckler and Renfrew, J. Chem. Phys. 6, 409 (1938)
Crawford, Avery, and Linnett, J. Chem. Phys. 6, 682 (1938) 
Goubeau and Karweil, Zeits. Phys. Chem. B, 40, 376 (1938) 
Fred Stitt, J. Chem. Phys. 7, 297 (1939)

(C2H6) 
( - ) 
( - ) 
( - ) 
( - ) 
( - ) 
(C2D6)

Fred Stitt was the first to find the very important data 
from C2Z)6. These highly facilitate the assignment of frequen
cies. A careful examination of all the available literature reveals 
that the assignment of frequencies made by Stitt must be con
sidered as far the most probable at present. In table VI the 
results of Stitt, therefore, are given.

Table VI.

Ihd
configuration c2h0 CjD0 ^3/i

configuration

Fl 993 852 Fl

1'2 1375 1158 To

F8 2925 2115 F3

F4 310 — F4

J'S 1380 1072 F5

Fß 2925 2100 fs

F10 827 601 r;

Hl 1465 1102 Fa

fi2 2980 2237 F0

F? 1170 970 F10

F8 1460 1055 Fll

Fg 2960 2225 FI2

2. Discussion of Various Models.

The frequencies of table VI deviate from the ‘harmonical’ 
frequencies of the molecule (the frequencies for zero amplitude). 
In cases where this deviation could be experimentally determined 
il h as been shown that the harmonical frequencies are roughly 
about 2 per cent, higher than those experimentally determined 
for vibrations in which hydrogen and carbon atoms take part.
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The deviation is of course greater in the case of C2HG than 
in the case of C2I)f, because of the greater amplitudes in the 
former case. To give an impression of the size of the deviations 
the ‘product rule’ of Teller can he used. The results are given 
in table VII.

Table VII.

^3d
Product rule 
ratio calc.

Experimentally 
determined

A'i 2.00 1.92
^lu Ai 1.41 —
■^2u A2 1.83 1.79

E" 2.36 2.22
E E' 2.58 2.44

In papers where force-constants are calculated the experimen
tally determined frequencies are generally used as if they were 
‘harmonical’, that is, a molecular model carrying out harmonical 
vibrations with the experimentally determined frequencies is 
considered, and it is postulated that the conditions ot torce in 
such a model are approximately the same as in the real mole
cule. In the papers hitherto published by the author1* this proce
dure has met with no difficulties. In the present case, however, 
difficulties arise in the degenerate symmetry classes. 11 the ex
perimentally determined frequencies are used in the calculations 
in the usual way, imaginary force-constants result. 1 his means 
that in the case of ethane a model corresponding to those used 
at the description of other molecules such as benzene, methane, 
and acetylene does not exist. To get a model with real values 
of the force-constants we must alter the experimentally deter
mined frequencies slightly before starting the calculations. '1 he 
set of frequencies used must of course obey the above-mentioned 
product rule, and they should deviate as little as possible from 
the experimental ones. But as such correction of the frequencies 
could be carried through in many different ways, the important 
question arises what rôle this arbitrariness plays for the numer
ical size of the force-constants. In this paper we shall try to

1) loc. cit. 
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give a partial answer to this problem by making some of the 
calculations on the basis of two different sets of frequencies 
that are to be considered beforehand of equal correctness.

The more fundamental problem concerning the difference 
between the various models and the ‘real’ molecule cannot be 
answered until a description of the vibrating molecule by means 
of a potential function involving higher powers of the symmetry 
coordinates has been given. But there is no possibility of giving 
such a description at the present stage of chemical physics.

3. Force-Constants of the Non-Degenerate Classes.

Solving the determinantal equations of the non degenerate 
classes with respect to the unknown force-constants we get the
eleven equations:

«3

a2 4’4«1

— 4 °1«2

4 a2a3 + 16 ata3 —
.2 9— 4 a5 — a,,

4 ata2a3 +
— cqaj — a2fl5— ada4

«8

xix2z3n,c/,,n

72

72

(5)

(6)

(7)

(x5+x6)) (8)

I). Ktfl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat. fy s. Medd. XXIV, 1. 9
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«9

4a8a9-a20

(9)

x5x6mcm^
36 (mc + 3 znH)

36 (mc+ 3 n?D)

(10)

(11)

where x. = 4zr2r2, r{ being one of the frequencies of the ethane 
molecule

and x'. = 4 7T2r'2, v- being one of the frequencies of the hexa
deuteroethane molecule.

By insertion of the numerical values from table VI we get 
the equations

«3 = 57.85 • 104
4 + a2
al — 4 0^2
4 a2a3 + 16 axa3 — 4

4 «1«2«3 + «4«5«f>— «1«6 — «2°5 “ «3«4

= 9.618 • 104 (12)
= —11.64-108 (13)
= 1988 • 108 (14)

= (5.412 ±5.902) • 1014 = 5.657 1014. (15) 

= 0.02467 • 104; a8 = 2.5732-104; a9 = 1.7651-104; a10 = ±2.318-104.

All force-constants are measured in dyne cm

The equations (12) — (15) represent 4 equations with 5 un
knowns. It is therefore impossible to find their numerical value
without making any physical assumption. We now want to use 
the ‘empirical’ rule cited on page 3.

The hydrogen atoms numbers 2, 3 and 4 are displaced to
wards C (1). The amplitude components are:
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By insertion of these values in the definition equations for 
the symmetry coordinates we get:

Ä\=4|/2; S2 = l; S5 = -1 ; S6 = 4|/2.

The remaining symmetry coordinates are equal to zero. If we 
denote the force acting upon A’-atom number i in the direction 
of the ¿7-axis by AFx(i)(i7), we may write:

ÅH(5)(Z) = — «2 — 2 P 2 «4 + «8 — 2 l/2 flio

AH(5)(y) = — 8 |/2 Ö! — «4 + 8 |/2 a9 — a10 

W# = 0

ÆC(O)(Z) = — 2 j/2 «5 — I «6 — 3 a8 + 6 j/2 a10

Putting these forces equal to zero we get the three equations:

«1+«10 = 8 |/2 («„—<!,) (2,/')

4|/2«5 + a,+ 6a8-12)/2a10 = 0. (3, f)

(‘/” means: derived on physical assumption).

Now (1,/), (2,/) and (12) are three equations with three unknowns. 
We solve them and find

at= 1.764-104 a2 = 2.560-104 a4 = ± 2.318-104.

But a4 can also be determined from (13) and the values just 
obtained for and a2. We find a4 = ± 2.528-104. The consistency 
between the two ways of calculating a4 must be considered as a 
verification of the ‘empirical rule’ in the present case.

(14) now gives a relation between a? and a8. 4n^4-öß = 
237 • 10s. Another relation between the same two constants is 
available in (3,/). Here two cases arise, dependent upon the 
sign of a10. The calculations, however, show that a10 < 0 means 
that a8 becomes imaginary. As this possibility must be excluded 
on physical grounds it only remains that

2*
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= 5.950-104 and a6 = — 9.763-104 (case 1)
or

= 1.559-104 and a6 = 15.07-IO4 (case 2).

The remaining two possibilities for the numerical values of the 
force-constants are:

«1 «2 «8 Ö4 Ö5 dfj a-, a8 «9 «10

(Case 1) 1.764 2.559 57.85 -2.528 5.950 -9.762 0.0236 2.5732 1.7651 2.318 
(Case 2) 1.764 2.559 57.85 —2.528 1.559 15.07 0.0236 2.5732 1.7651 2.318

A choice between these two possibilities can be made by means 
of (15). We write (15) as

4a1a2a3 —a3a| —565.7-1012 = — a4a5a6 + iqa2 + a2ar.

In both cases the left-hand side has the value 109.8-1012.
In case 1 the right-hand side becomes 111.9-IO12, in case 2, 
466.7 • 1012. Thus case 1 must be the correct one and the 
numerical conformity found is a new confirmation of the validity 
of the empirical rule in the present case.

We finish this chapter by comparing the experimentally 
determined frequencies of the non-degenerate vibrations of ethane 
and hexadeuteroethane with frequencies calculated on the basis 
of the force-constants of case (1) above.

Experimentally 
determined

Calculated in 
this paper

• • • ;.............. . . . 993 1037
r2. . .“ . . . . 1375 1344
*3......... .... 2925 2925
J'5........ 1380 1395
f'e ’ • ’- ........... . . 2925 2917
v\ ............... 852 805

9v*............... 1158 1203
fVo............... 2115 2108

V ................... 1072 1060
^6......................... 2100 2106
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4. Effect of the Choice of Model.

In order lo see what effect the choice of model has on the 
numerical values of the force-constants the preceding calculations 
are repeated on the basis of slightly altered frequency values. 
At the choice of these values there is an infinite number of 
possibilities. A special interest would be connected with a model 
the vibration frequencies of which were derived from the experi
mental ones by correcting them for anharmonicity. But such 
correction could not be carried through at present. As the an
harmonicity as a rule is greater at hydrogen- than at deuterium
vibrations I have arbitrarily chosen to consider a model with 
hydrogen frequencies which are 2 per cent, higher than the cor
responding values of table VI except in the A2u-class, where only 
1 per cent, is added1). The deuterium frequencies are taken over
without change. Theoretical Ratio for

product rule ratio frequencies chosen
A, ................ . . . . 2.00 2.04tg
^2u............. . . . . 1.83 1.83

The frequency values chosen are more in harmony with the 
product rule than the experimentally determined ones. But the 
author wants to stress, that this should not be considered a 
sign that the molecular model to be built up on the basis of 
such corrected values is a belter approximation to the ‘real’ 
molecule, not even if we had succeeded in finding the true 
‘harmonical’ frequencies.

By means of the slightly altered frequency values the cal
culation of a new set of force-constants could be made in exactly 
the same way as was shown on pages 18—20. Beneath the force
constants of this second model (model 2) are compared with 
the force-constants of the model first considered (model 1).

constants result.

at a2 «3 «4 05 «6 aj «8 a9 aio
Model 1 . . 1.764 2.560 57.85 —2.528 5.950 -9.762 0.0236 2.573 1.765 2.318
Model 2. . 2.084 2.160 41.76 —1.449 2.898 -6.072 0.0240 1.756 2.072 1.229
Deviation
per cent, 
of middle > 8.3 8.5 16.5 27.2 34.6 23.4 1.0 19.0 7.8 31.0
number

i) If 2 per cent, are added in this symmetry class, imaginary force-
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Table VIII.

As is seen the ‘cross product constants’ of the potential 
function (a4,a5,a6 and a10) are rather badly determined.

Si
d2V
dS¡

(?2 V
Value of j. for displacement

considered

dSi
d.Vo

ÔS,
dz0

öS/
dxs

Si 2aiSi + cqSa + U5S3 8 1 2 4- «4 = a 1 3
s2 a4iSi + 2 UoSg 4“ CI0S3 4 f 2 a4 4- 2 a2 = ¡i
S;i «0S1 + U(jS2 -T 2 O3.S3 4 |/ 2 O5 + Og = y 1
s4 2 a-,Si 0 1
s5 2 ctsSñ 4~ öioSg — 2 as 4~ 4 [ 2 ajo = d -3
So «10S5 + 2 UgSß — «io 4~ 3 |/2 ag = E V3
Si a 2 UllSvn 4- U14Sg(l + air>Sgo 4 1 2 an — 4 Oi4 — 4 |/2 ais = .4 -b

s8a OnSla 4" 2ai2S8<, 4- «lßSg(l 2^2 014 —8a12 —4 f2a10 = B 1 \ 2 5 
a

S9(, flisSva 4- «loSsa 4" 2ai35<ja 2 |/2 ais — 4 am — 8 [2On = C
SlOH 2O17S10<i 4- flSoSiia 4“ «21S12„ — 8|/2an —2|/2a204-2a2i = 1)
Sil a ojoSion + 2ai8Sn„ 4" assSisa — 4 J/ 2 o-o — 4 lz 2 ais 4- 2 «22 = A" -3

S12a a21Si0a 4“ O22S11« 4“ 2 OigSi2(l — 4 f 2 a2i — 2 |/2 O22 4~ 4 a19 = F

Equation number: (1) (2) (3)

5. Attempt to Calculate Force-Constants 
of Degenerate Classes.

Solving the determinantal equation of e. g. the Eu-class we 
find that

2a174-a19 = 2.207 • 104
8a17a184~ 4a18a19 — 2oo“0- a22 = 51.33 • 108
°21 O17O19 = 3.233 • 108
4 O17a18a19 4- o20a21a22 — a17a|2 — ai8ah --o19a20 = 5.240 • 1012
«18 = 5.657 • 104

This is easily seen to be insufficient knowledge if we want 
to find the numerical values of the force-constants ol9—a22. In 
order to get more information of the force-constants we use the 
‘empirical rule’, displacing a single hydrogen atom towards its
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dS¡ dSi dS¡ dS, dS¡ dS¡ <) .S; dSi dS¡ dSt dSt dSi dS¡ dSt dS¡

, dy3 dz3 dy. dxo dyo dz0\ dyo dzo dx3 dys dz3 dyo dzb dxo dyo dzß

1
- 1

2
1
- V 3 -1

1
1

V3 1
-1

— 2

1
V3 1

1

-1 3
1 1

1 -/3(
1 -3

1 -V3
1 1

-1 V3
1

1 _ 2 V3 1 13 1 2 -1 3 -1
- 1 1 1 3 -1 -1 -1

— 2 -4 2 0 _2 -4 2

-1 -2 1 3 1 1 3 -1 2 V3 1
-1 2 V3 -1 |/3 - 1 -2 -1/3 1

1 1 1 b 1 -1 -1

1 1 2V2^
a 1 _2 1

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

adjoining carbon atom and putting the forces acting upon all 
the other atoms equal to zero. Thus,

*2=0 ÿ2=—2|/2 z2=—1,

and consequently

.S',= 4|/2; Sa= 1; S5 = -l;

S, = 4/2; S,a=2j/2; S8a=-4;

S9a=-4/2; .S10a=-4)/2; Sllo=-2|/2; S,2„ = 2,

whether the stereochemical model is I)3/l or 7)3d. All other Sf = 0.
Table VIII gives a good survey of the way in which to find 

the relations that could be derived by means of the ‘empirical 
rule’. These relations could all be written in the general form:

-2KX(I)(O =
d2V_ y--82VdS(
du, dS, du,'
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The ten equations that can be derived from table VIII
are

A • b + 4 j/2 -B a + 3E 0 (1)
/ —3J = 0 (2)

a + e _L1 C + D 0 (3)
a + e— A — C —D + E 0 (4)

ß + Ó -2B + F = 0 (5)
2« -2f+A — 2 C+2D+E = 0 (6)

+ Ô -4B -2 F = 0 (7)
— a + e -C + D 0 (8)
— a + e + A + C -D+E 0 (9)

ß + a + 2B + F = 0 (10)

By eliminating the unknown quantities A—F from these equa
tions it could immediately be tested, whether they are correct
or not. We get:

A = -E-, B = C = ~E-,
41/2 2

n=‘ß;
2 21/2

and finally derive the following three equations between the
wellknown quantities a, ß, /, ô, and c:

— a + e — 0 (4,/)
¿+Ó = 0 (5» /)
/—3Ô = () (6J)

a + t = j/2 (ß — <)) (7J)

Here (4,/), (5, f) and (6, f) simply are identical with the 
earlier derived equations (2, f), (l,f) and (3,/) (page 19). The 
consequences of these three equations were shown to be correct. 
However, (7,/*) is certainly wrong. By insertion of the numerical 
values of the force-constants given on page 21 (model 1) the 
left-hand side becomes + 35-104 while the right-hand side be
comes— 24-IO4. This definite inequality is furthermore seen 
to be independent of the choice of model.

Table IX gives exactly the same result.
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6. Difficulties of Further Physical Treatment.

At a first glance it seems peculiar that the first use of the 
empirical rule made in this paper gives correct results, while 
the use of the rule just made above leads to at least one false

equation. A priori one would reason that the disturbance of the 
molecule made by displacing one hydrogen atom must be much 
less than by displacing three. If, however, one tries to penetrate 
deeper into the problem great difficulties are at once met with.

We start with drawing the attention to the original paper 
by Heitler and London1) and by Siugura2) on the prototype of 

b Heitler and London, Zeits. f. Physik, 44, 455 (1927).
2) Siugura, ibid. 45, 484 (1927).
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thus

molecule.

which means repulsive Coulomb forces b. This shows that 

if the attribution of the Coulomb energy to the total 
12 is rather small, the Coulomb forces are of

molecules, the hydrogen molecule. Fig. 3 reproduces the essen
tial features in a figure from the paper of Siugura.

is the ‘Coulomb’ integral, which corresponds to the clas
sical interaction energy between the two hydrogen atoms. R is 

the distance between the two hydrogen nuclei, 

measuring the Coulomb forces acting within the
ÖE o

is the ‘exchange’ energy and---- similarly

may be called the ‘exchange’ forces within the
The force zero acting upon a hydrogen atom in the equili- 

position is seen to be a result of a positive value of

i. e. attractive exchange forces, and a negative value of

brium
Ö/ii2

dR ’
8En .
dR ’

even i
energy En +E:
the same order of magnitude as the exchange forces in the 
vicinity of the equilibrium position. Consider e. g. the 

$ I
point where — 02). Here the exchange forces are equal to 

zero. This happens for R<Re. At this point repulsive forces are 
acting upon the hydrogen atoms trying to restitute the equili
brium position. This force is solely due to Coulomb inter
action.

^11 is 
dR

molecule. — Ei2.

measures what

If this result is generalized to be valid for all molecular for
mation, it means that chemical affinity is roughly determined 
by the exchange forces. But the exact position of the nuclei in 
the equilibrium position is determined by a compromise between 
exchange forces and Coulomb forces of equal sizes but opposite 
directions.

When one or more atoms of a molecule are displaced 
from the equilibrium position, the problem, therefore, is to ac
count for the hange in two great forces, exchange and Coulomb 
forces. Consequently it generally lies beyond the reach of qua
litative arguing to give reasons why e. g. the ‘empirical rule’ 
could be used with success in one case and not in the other.

O Points marked with circles,
2) Points marked with triangles.
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In future work the author hopes to be able to carry through a 
quantitative or semi-quantitative treatment of this and similar 
problems.

V. Summary.
(1) The equations between the vibration frequencies of ethane 

and hexadeuteroethane and the force-constants of the general 
quadratic potential function have been found, for both the Z>3d 
and the D3h model.

(2) Numerical values are found for all the force-constants 
of the non-degenerate classes. In two independent ways the 
correctness of the values could be stated.

(3) The dependence of the numerical values of the force
constants upon the frequency numbers is demonstrated.

(4) The use of the ‘empirical rule’ in the case of the dege
nerate classes leads into error. Attempts to lind the error by a 
physical analysis meet with difficulties, the fundamental features 
of which have been emphasized.

The author wants to thank Professor Langseth for interesting 
discussions on the subject.

Universitetets kemiske Laboratorium,
Copenhagen.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 10. April 1946. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 3. September 1946.
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Although the physical properties of pure liquids have been 
u investigated in a great number of cases, the relationship 
between these properties of the bulk liquid and the properties 

of the molecules themselves is not yet completely clear. Presumably 
the reason is that the actual shape of the molecules is important, 
i. e. they cannot be regarded as spheres. Again, large molecules 
are often flexible and, due to the possibility of twisting single 
bonds, they may take up a number of shapes; ethylene dichloride 
is a simple example. Bing structures like dioxan must, however, 
be more rigid. Inorganic molecules are generally simple in 
shape and rigid, but they have been comparatively little investi
gated for several reasons, one being that the liquid state is 
seldom realised at room temperature. Boron tribromide is, how
ever, a liquid at ordinary temperatures, and therefore suitable 
for study. The three examples quoted are insufficient for a 
generalisation to be made.

Experimental.
Purification. The purification of ethylene dichloride has 

been described previously (1). Dioxan marked “Exluan 07” 
was frozen, dried over sodium and distilled to give four fractions 
at melting points 11.75, 11.76, 11.80, and 11.55 °C. respectively, 
According to Timmermans and Roland (2), 11.80 is the correct 
melting point. Boron tribromide was distilled twice in a stream 
of pure hydrogen and then a fraction was distilled in vacuo, 
in a sealed all-glass apparatus, into a conductivity cell and 
four ampoules. The melting point was found to be —47 °C.; 
Stock and Kuss (3) found —46 °C.

Dielectric Constant. The dielectric constant of ethylene di
chloride has been determined earlier (1); since then Sugden (4) 

1* 
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has made a more accurate determination. The dielectric constant 
of dioxan has also been determined by several investigators, 
but that of boron tribromide has not been measured previously. 
The above conductivity cell of large capacity was used, and 
the dielectric capacity measured by means of an apparatus de
scribed elsewhere (5). It was also proved that boron tribromide 
is a perfect insulator. The dielectric constants for twice- and 
thrice-distilled boron tribromide were in agreement; measure
ments were made at several temperatures between —70 and 
+ 80 °C. For the liquid state, the following formula was found 
to be valid:

E = 2.58 —0.0028 t ± 0.03

where e is the dielectric constant at temperature ( °C. The dielectric 
constant of the solid is not very different from that of the 
liquid, but the formation of bubbles prevented a very accurate 
determination. The dipole moment is certainly not larger than 
0.15-10“18 e. s. u., and is presumably zero. Zero moment was 
found for boron trifluoride by Watson, Ramaswamy and Kane 
(6). Anderson, Lassettre and Yost (7) have studied the Ra
man spectra of BF3, BC13, and BBr3 and explain the results 
on the basis of a plane model in which the three halogen atoms 
form a regular triangle with the boron atom al the centre. The 
present data are in accordance with these findings.

Viscosity and Surface Tension. These were both mea
sured by means of the same apparatus. As emphasised by Raa- 
schou (8) a modified Ostwald viscometer is very useful for the 
determination of surface tension by the capillary rise method. 
The apparatus used here was provided with standard ground 
joints for the inlet and outlet so that boron tribromide could 
be distilled into it and kept under dry hydrogen all the lime. 
The liquid was raised by means of hydrogen pressure and then 
both gas spaces were connected, and the lime of outflow of a 
definite volume between two marks was measured by a stop
watch. After the lapse of some time the meniscus in the narrow 
tube had attained its equilibrium position, and the capillary 
rise was measured by means of a cathetometer. The apparatus 
was calibrated for both purposes by means of water. In the 
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case of dioxan several different volumes of liquid were used, 
thus varying both the height of fall in the viscometer and the 
position of the meniscus for the capillary rise measurements. In 
this way both viscosity and capillary rise measurements were 
controlled, and it was proved that the effect of kinetic energy 
on the viscosity measurements is insignificant. As the walls of 
the capillary tube are wetted during the flow of liquid, it is 
fairly certain that the contact angle is zero. The measurements 
were carried out al several temperatures between —45 and 
+ 70 C. The viscosity // in gm./cm. sec. was found to vary with 
the absolute temperature T according to the following logarith
mic formulae:

Ethylene dichloride log10

Di oxan

Boron tribromide

log10^~---- 4.02;

1 _346 QQQ*°gio V —. rp 3.33,

In the case of ethylene dichloride the present values lie between 
those of Thorpe and Roger (9) and those of Faust (10). For 
dioxan the agreement with Timmermans and Boland (2) is very 
good, whereas the data of Herz and Lorentz (11) deviate con
siderably. The viscosity of boron tribromide has not been mea
sured before.

The theory of the logarithmic formula for viscosity has been 
gradually evolved; in part it dates back to Maxwell (12) and 
later contributions are due to Raman (13), Dunn (14) and 
Andrade (15). It is in fact a consequence of Debye’s (16) 
theory of the “quasicrystalline structure of liquids’’. The first 
constant in the formula is a measure of the critical increment 
of energy required for the mutual passage of molecules, and 
the second constant is a measure of the velocity with which the 
molecules move during the passage. Due to its great molecular 
weight boron tribromide moves more slowly than the other 
molecules, hut the critical increment is smaller because the di
mensions of the molecule are small, and the molecule as a whole 
is of a suitable shape.

The variation of the surface tension / with the temperature 
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in °C is not quite linear; for the sake of simplicity, however, a 
linear formula is given:

Ethylene dichloride / = 36.3 —0.14 t (dynes/cm.) 
Dioxan / — 36.1—0.141;
Boron tribromide / — 32.1—0.13 t.

These data agree with older data of Schiff (17) and Timmermans 
and Roland (2), but not with data of .Jaeger (18), Worley (19) 
or Herz and Lorentz (11). The surface tension of boron tri
bromide has not been previously determined.

The Orthobaric Curve. In the T—D (or theT—V) dia
gram the orthobaric curve gives the relationship between the 
temperature and the density of saturated vapour or boiling liquid. 
With the vapour pressure curve in the P—T diagram or the bor
der curve in the P—V diagram it defines the equilibrium between 
the liquid and gaseous states. Two of these curves determine 
the third. As will be shown below the orthobaric curve and 
the vapour pressure curve (to the vicinity of the critical point) 
may be determined by means of simple devices, whereas the 
investigation of the border curve requires a complicated apparatus.

The present apparatus for determining the orthobaric curve is 
constructed by combining suggestions of Centnerszwer (20) 
and Gouy (21). Varying amounts of the material are sealed 
(air-free) into ampoules 8 cm. long of internal diameter 2 mm. 
and external diameter 4 mm. An ampoule is placed in the cen
tral bore of an electrically heated copper cylinder, and rests on 
a screw mounted loosely in the cylinder, so that the ampoule 
may be shaken and moved up and down to make the meniscus 
visible through the observation hole. Light from an incandes
cent lamp passes through an inlet into the cylinder, is reflected 
by the meniscus, and passes out again through the observa
tion hole, which is at an angle to the inlet such that only 
the reflected image and not the lamp itself is visible. The image 
is observed during slow heating until it disappears, showing 
that the meniscus disappears, and the corresponding tempera
ture is read on a thermometer placed in a hole in the copper 
cylinder. On subsequent slow cooling the temperature of reappea
rance of the meniscus is also read. The whole arrangement is cali
brated by determining the melting points of tin, bismuth and 
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cadmium contained in glass lubes in place of the ampoule. The 
ampoules are tested before use, but the observation hole is covered 
by mica and metal gauze to protect the eye from possible damage 
due to fragments of an exploding ampoule.

When the meniscus disappears or reappears at the bottom 
of the ampoule, this is filled with saturated vapour; when it is 
at the top of the ampoule, this is filled with liquid at the boil
ing point; and when the meniscus disappears inside the am
poule, the critical stale is approached. It follows that the tem
perature of disappearance of the meniscus, and the density of 
the contents of the ampoule, are the data to be plotted in a 
diagram to give points on the orthobaric curve. The weight of 
the material is obtained by breaking the ampoule into two parts, 
evaporating the contents, and weighing before and after. The 
volume of the ampoule is determined by filling the two parts 
with water and weighing. In this determination, however, the 
effect of temperature and pressure on the volume is neglected.

Orthobaric curves for ethylene dichloride, dioxan, and boron 
tribromide obtained in the above manner are shown in Fig. 1. For 
each density, two temperatures are marked, the higher being for 
the disappearance and the lower for the appearance of the me
niscus; the difference of 2 °C. is a measure of the accuracy. As 
Centnerszwer has emphasised the orthobaric curve is very 
sensitive to the degree of purity of the material. Slight decom
position of ethylene dichloride at the high temperature used is 
unavoidable, but dioxan is stable and presumably pure. Most 
samples of boron tribromide were of twice distilled material only, 
but four ampoules were filled with thrice distilled material. Of 
these, only one withstood heating, fortunately one in which the 
contents had nearly the critical density. The critical tempera
ture of 300 °C. found by means of this sample is considered to 
be the best value; it is 2 °C. below the maximum of the curve 
drawn through the other values. The critical density was estima
ted by means of the law of the rectilinear diameter of Cailletet
and Mathias (22). The following critical data have been found

Ethylene dichloride
Lc

290 °C.
uc

0.44
Dioxan 312 0.36
Boron tribromide 300 0.90
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Older data are available only for ethylene dichloride; Pawlewski 
(23) found tc = 283 °C. and Nadejdine (24) found tc — 288.4 °C. 
and dc = 0.419.

Vapour Pressure. The vapour pressure curve of dioxan 
shown in Fig. 2 has been determined by a new method de-

Eig. 1.

pending on a balance of vapour pressures. A U-shaped glass 
lube is filled with mercury in the bend. The substance to be 
investigated (here dioxan) is placed on top ol the mercury in 
one branch, and benzene in the other branch. Air is boiled out 
of each branch before sealing it, and the closed U-tube then 
contains four phases, namely dioxan liquid, mercury, benzene 
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liquid, benzene vapour. If now the dioxan branch is heated, a 
sudden shift will take place at that temperature at which the 
vapour pressure of the dioxan exceeds that of benzene at room 
temperature. After the shift the sequence of phases will be: — 
dioxan vapour, dioxan liquid, mercury, benzene liquid. The diffe
rence in height of the mercury column and columns of other 
liquids will of course exert an influence, but in the vicinity of 
the critical pressure this will only require a small correction. In 
the actual measurements each branch of the U-tube was placed 
in an electrically heated copper cylinder like that described above. 
For the purpose of following the change of phases the interface 
benzene-mercury was kept outside, and the temperatures of the 
two heating baths were raised alternately. When the interface 
benzene-mercury began to move the heating was reversed, and 
it was often possible to obtain a balance of pressures with vapour 
in both branches of the U-tube. The corresponding temperatures of 
the two heating baths were then read. From the known vapour 
pressure curve for benzene as determined by Young (25), with 
a small correction for the heights of the columns of mercury 
and the other liquids, the vapour pressure curve of dioxan was 
determined. Systematic errors were to some extent eliminated 
by interchange of heating baths.

The vapour pressure curve of dioxan is shown in Fig. 2. The 
difference between the points marked with circles and those 
marked with crosses lies in the interchange of heating baths. 
Inside the experimental error of some 2 per cent, the vapour 
pressure of dioxan may be expressed by the curve shown in 
the diagram drawn according to the formula:

1 A «O 1750
logio P = 4.69 —

where p is the pressure in bar and T is the absolute tempera
ture. Extrapolating to the critical temperature 312 °C (as deter
mined above), the critical pressure is found to be 50 bar with 
a possible error of some 3 bar.
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Summary.
1. The dielectric constant of liquid and solid boron tribro

mide has been measured over a wide range of temperatures. The 
dipole moment is small and presumably zero.

2. The surface tension of a sensitive liquid such as boron 
tribromide is conveniently measured by the capillary rise method 
in a modified Ostwald viscometer. Viscosity and surface tension 
data for boron tribromide, dioxan and ethylene dichloride have 
been obtained over a wide range of temperatures.
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3. Simple methods and apparatus have been devised for 
determining the orlhobaric curve and the vapour pressure curve 
in the vicinity of the critical point. The method of determining 
the vapour pressure by means of a balance of vapour pressures 
is particularly new. The bend of a U-tube is idled with mercury, 
and the substance to be investigated (dioxan) is enclosed (air- 
free) in one branch and a standard liquid (benzene) in the other. 
Each branch is placed in a seperate heating bath, and the two 
are warmed alternately until the visible mercury-benzene inter
face moves rapidly, showing that vapour is present in both 
branches. By temperature regulation the motion is brought to 
a standstill, and the temperature of both baths is read. Knowing 
the vapour pressure curve of the standard liquid, that of the 
liquid under investigation may be determined.

This work was carried out in the Chemical Laboratory of 
the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural College, Copenhagen. I wish 
to thank the Director of the Laboratory, Professor N. Bjerrum, 
for his interest, and Dr. A. K. Holliday for help in rendering this 
paper into English.

Landbohøjskolens kemiske Laboratorium.
Bülows vej 13. Copenhagen V.
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INTRODUCTION

In classical stereochemistry complete freedom of rotation about 
single bonds is assumed because it has been impossible to 

isolate isomers corresponding to different orientations of groups 
connected by a single bond. Even the simple quantum mechani
cal conception of the carbon-carbon single bond implies free 
internal rotation about the bond axis as far as the wave func
tion of the bond is assumed to have rotational symmetry. For 
the double bond, however, 7r-electrons have a node coplanar 
with the plane containing the two carbon atoms and the four 
adjacent atoms (or groups), thus producing a torsional restriction 
sufficiently large to make a separation of the contingent rota
tional isomers possible. It is known that in molecules containing 
two or more double bonds or aromatic rings the zr-eleclrons 
may interact, tending to form molecular orbitals covering greater 
parts of the molecule, which results in a restriction of the 
internal rotation about bonds represented as single bonds in 
the classical formular. But even in saturated molecules a similar 
—though much weaker—rotational hindrance due to interactions 
between the electrons is to he expected. In ethane, for instance, 
the mutual perturbation of the two methyl groups will distort 
the potential curve for their azimuthal orientation. From sym
metry reasons it follows that it must exhibit three potential 
harriers. In fact, strong evidence has in recent times been 
collected showing that the internal rotation in the ethane mole
cule is rather strongly restricted. On the basis of entropy 
measurements Kemp and Pitzer1 found it necessary, in order to 
obtain agreement between theory and experiment, to assume a 

1 Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc. 59, 276 (1937).
1
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value of about 3000 cal/mol for the height of each barrier. 
This result was confirmed by Kistiakowsky, Lacker and Stitt1 
who from the heat capacity date of C2HG and C2D6 found the 
value 2750 cál/mol. It must be emphazized, however, that the 
computed height of the barriers depends on the assumed form 
of the potential function.2 On the other hand, there seems to 
be no other possibility of explaining the observed variation of 
the heat capacity of ethane with temperature than assuming 
torsional barriers of considerable heights (at least 1500 cal/mol).

1 Journ. Chem. Phys. 7, 289 (1939).
2 Cf. A. Chahlesby: Proc. Physic. Soc. 54, 471 (1942).
8 Journ. Chem. Phys. 6, 295, 409 (1938).
4 Journ. Chem. Phys. 6, 682 (1938).

The presence of rotational barriers in the ethane molecule 
involves the existence of certain stable configurations, which 
will naturally be indistinguishable because of the trigonal sym
metry of the methyl groups. Under normal conditions torsional 
vibrations around the molecule axis will occur, only with occa
sional jumps over the potential barrier. The frequency of this 
vibration will be of the order of magnitude of 300 cm-1 if the 
barriers have the computed heights of about 3000 cal/mol. No 
direct information, however, can be obtained either from the 
infra-red absorption or from the Raman spectrum, because the 
fundamental torsional frequency is inactive in both spectra. 
Theoretically it may, however, appear in combination with other 
active frequencies or—-in the Raman spectrum—as even overtones. 
In the Raman spectrum of liquid ethane Glöckler and Renfrew3 
as well as Crawford, Avery and Linnett4 have reported a 
faint line at 620 cm-1 which might be interpreted as the Raman- 
active overtone of the torsion frequency. On the basis of a 
sinusoidal potential function this corresponds to a height of the 
barrier of ca. 3400 cal/mol in good agreement with the entropy 
value. Although the molecular spectra of ethane (and hexadeu
teroethane) have been very thoroughly investigated and dis
cussed, it has not yet been possible to obtain an unambiguous 
confirmation of the torsion frequency. Furthermore no conclusive 
evidence has been gained from the spectroscopical material to 
permit a choice between the two possible configurations: the 
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D3d-symmetrical (“staggered”) or the D3h-symmetrical (“oppo
sed”) model.

There is another way of tackling the problem. If substituents 
are introduced into the two methyl groups of ethane, the pre
sence of a rotational restriction makes the existence of “rota
tional” isomers possible. Because of the low potential barriers 
these will be too labile to allow separation and isolation. The 
Raman spectrum, however, should reveal the coexistence of 
such isomers and in favorable cases produce a conclusive proof 
of the rotational restriction. K. W. F. Kohlrausch1 was the first 
who on the basis of the Raman spectra of several halogenated 
paraffins and other alifalic compounds postulated the existence 
of rotational isomers. Even if in this way—mainly by Kohl- 
rausch and coworkers—it has been possible to collect an extensive 
material supporting this assumption, still some uncertainty re
mains because of the great complexity of the spectra. The main 
difficulty arises from the fact that the various possible rotational 
isomers may have fairly di lièrent thermodynamical stabilities, 
and that a priori very little can be said about the proportion 
in which they occur in the equilibrium mixture. This difficulty 
is overcome by the investigation of the spectra of molecules in 
which the asymmetry responsible for the rotational isomerism 
is caused by the presence of isotopic atoms. From considerations 
of symmetry it is evident that for example 1,2-dideutero-etliane, 
CH2D-CH3I), must be a mixture of 3 rotational isomers, two 
of which are mirror-images of one another and therefore will 
have Raman spectra which are identical, but different from the 
spectrum of the third. As the three isomers have the same 
statistical weight their thermodynamical stability must also be 
approximately the same.2 The Raman spectrum of the equili
brium mixture should therefore be a superposition of two spectra 
with an intensity ratio of about 1:2 according to the abundance 
of the two spectroscopically different molecular species in the 
mixture.

1 Zeitschr. phys. Chem. B, 18, 61. 217 (1932).—For a compilation of the 
work done along this line, of. K. W. F. Kohlbausch: Ramanspektren. Hand- und 
Jahrb. cliem. Phys. Bd. 9, VI (1943).

2 A slight difference due to small departures in zero-point energy and 
moments of inertia is neglected in this connection.
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The chance of a successful analysis of the Raman spectrum 
along this line, however, depends entirely on the possibility of 
obtaining a spectrum of the best attainable quality and com
pleteness. As there will be great technical difficulties in getting 
sufficiently good spectra of ethane and its deuterium derivatives, 
we decided instead to investigate mono-deutero-ethyl bromide, 
CHoD—CH2Br. If there is a restriction of the internal rotation 
this molecule must exhibit a similar rotational isomerism as 
CH2D — CH2D. From an experimental point of view ethyl bromide 
is far easier to handle. Its physical properties are convenient 
for the experimental procedure, it can be prepared in sufficient 
quantities in a chemically and optically pure state, and the 
molecule has a comparatively low number of vibrational fre
quencies to ensure a spectrum which is not too complex for an 
unambiguous demonstration of the expected effect. Furthermore, 
ethyl bromide fulfils the important requirement that the rotational 
problem is not obscured by the effect of interacting dipoles or 
by steric hindrance as is generally the case with the molecules 
investigated by Kohlrausch and coworkers.

Experimental Procedure and Results.
All the Raman spectra were taken with a spectrograph of 

high dispersion and with a Raman apparatus of very high light
gathering power. The positions of the lines were measured 
against an iron-arc comparison spectrum on photographic en
largements (1:15).

The purified substance under investigation was dried over 
P2O5 and in high vacuum distilled into the Raman tube. The 
apparatus used is shown in fig. 1. The tube was sealed off at 
S. By repeated distillation (surface evaporation in the high 
vacuum) from B to R and pouring back to B by tilting the 
tube all dust particles were removed from the liquid in R and 
collected in B. In this way very strongly exposed Raman spectra 
could be obtained without the continuous background getting 
too predominant. The Hg-line 4358 Å was used for excitation, 
the violet Hg-lines being cut off by a NaNO2-lilter.

The spectrum of CH2DCH2Br and for comparison those of 
CH3-CH2Br, CH3-CHDBr, and CD3-CD2Br were measured. The 
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preparations of these substances are described in the appendix. 
The observed spectra are given in Tables I and II. The inten
sities have been estimated visually on an arbitrary scale of 10. 
Diffuse lines are marked “d”, broad lines “b”. As mentioned 
in the appendix we did not succeed in preparing a sample of 
CH2DCH2Br entirely free from contamination with other isotopic 
species. In order to identify the spectrum of the pure compound,

it was prepared in three different ways (I, II, III). Intermediate 
products were in most cases tested for isotopic purity by taking 
their Raman spectrum. As pointed out in the appendix Pre
paration I contained as impurities only higher deuterated spe
cies, Preparation II only lower deuterated species (i. e. C2H5Br), 
and Preparation III both higher and lower deuterated species. 
By careful and critical comparison of the spectra all lines due 
to other isotopic molecules rather than CH2DCH2Br could be 
eliminated with certainty.

Owing to the improved technique the recorded spectra 
are more complete than those measured by previous authors.1 

1 Cf. K. W. F. Kohlrausch, Smekal-Raman Effekt, Ergänzungsband, p. 206;
J. Wagner, Zeitschr. phys. Chem. (B) 40, 439 (1938); 45, 69, 341 (1939).
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Table I.
Observed Frequencies and Intensities.

Nr. 3

CH3CH2Br CH3-CHDBr CD3-CD2Br

Present 
authors

De
Hemptinne

Present 
authors

De
Hemptinne

Present 
authors

De
Hemptinne

— 143.2 (0.5) — — — —

290.4 (6) 290.5 (4) 290.6(5) 290.6 (5) 259.0 (5) 259 (2)
560.4 (10) 560 (10) 549.0(10) 549.8 (10) 517.4(10) 518(10)
959.3 (2d) 959.5 (2) 678.4 (0.5) 680 (0.7) 602.4 (0.5) —

1022 (0.5b) — 807.7(1) 808 (1.5) 745 (Id) —
1062.0(3) 1061.4 (2) 971 (2d) — 765 (2d) —

— 1128 (1) 1054.0(3) — 798 (0.5d) —
1241.5 (2) 1241 (1.5) 1117.1(2) — 896.7 (4) 897 (2)
1250 (0.5d) — 1214.0(3) — 983.1(1) —
1255 (Id) — 1311 (0.5d) — 1005 (0.2d) —
1348.5 (0.5) — 1378 (Id) — 1031 (0) —
1378.5(1) — — — 1047 (4) 1050(1)
1443.3 (2) 1443 (2) 1443.7 (2) — 1069.0(1) —
1453 (Id) — 1454 (Id) — 1158.1 (1) —
2736.9 (1) — 2204 (0.5d) — 2051.9(1) 2051 (0.7)
2825.5 (0.5) — 2216 (Id) — 2071.3(4) 2072 (3)
2867.8 (3) 2868.5 (3) 2240.9 (2) — 2092.6 (0.5) 2094 (0.7)
2893 (Id) 2895.4(1) 2825.4 (0.5) — 2113.4 (5) 2115(4)
2926.3(7) 2924 (5) 2868.8 (2) — 2142.7(2) 2144 (2)
2961.2(5) 2960 (4) 2898.2 (1) — — 2169(1)
2970 (Id) — 2926.3 (5) — 2178.2(8) 2181 (5)
2980.2 (3) 2980 (3) 2972 (3d) — 2222.0 (4) 2222 (2)
3022 (Id) 3021.4(1.5) 2998.4(1) 2236 (3d)

2275 (2d)
2311.1 (2)

2235(1)

M. de Hemptinne and 0. Velghe1 have investigated the Raman 
spectra of several deuterium derivatives of ethyl bromide pre
pared by a method similar to that used by us in Prepara
tion I (cf. Appendix). They have not, however, succeeded in 
isolating pure samples of the different derivatives, and the mea
sured spectra are incomplete. For comparison the recorded 
frequencies are included in Tables I and II. The agreement is 
generally excellent.

Physica 5, 958 (1938).
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Table II.
CH2DCH2Br

Observed Frequencies and Intensities.

1 This strong line presumably belongs to some other isotopic molecule 
(CHsCHDBr?).

Present authors De Hemptinne Present authors De Hemptinne

280.8 (5) 282 (5) 2110 (0.3) 2108 (0.7)
287.0 (3) — 2167.7(2) 2167 (5)
536.7 (5) 535.8 (10) 2192 (Id) 2188(3)
557.5(10) 556 (10) 2224 (0.5d) 2225(2)
703.8 (0.5) — 2824 (0) —
826.4 (2) 825.6 (5) 2927.3 (6) 2925(8)
896.8 (0.5) — 2947.8 (1) 2947(4)
912.0(0.3) — 2961 (1) —
935.2 (2) 933.9 (3) 2966.5 (2) 2968(8)
960.8 (1.5) 961 (1.5) 2976.6 (2) 2978 (8)

1031.0(1.5) 1031 (2.5) 2982 (Id) —
1046.4(1) 1047 (1) 3019 (0.5b) —
1181 (0.5d) — — 3076 (2)
1189 (0.5d) 1211 (4)1
1231.2 (3) 1231 (5)
1247 (0.5d) —
1260 (0.5d) —
1286.3(2) 1286 (3)
1309.9(0.8) 1309 (1)
1347 (0.2) —
1424.5(1) 1425 (2.5)
1437 (0.5d) —
1444.5 (2) 1445 (3)
1453 (Id) —

Discussion of Observed Spectra.
As none of the molecules under consideration (viz. CH3 • CH2Br, 

CH3-CHl)Br, CH2D-CH2Br, and CD3-GD2Br) can have more 
than one plane of symmetry all vibrations will be Raman-active. 
Consequently, there is no need for discussing the symmetries 
of the molecules and their contingent rotational isomers; all the 
molecular species must exhibit (3 n — 6) = 18 Raman lines. Five 
of these will correspond to hydrogen (or deuterium) stretching 
vibrations with frequencies ~ 3000 cm-1 (resp. <* 2000 cm-1). Only 
13 Raman lines are to be expected in the region below 1600 cm-1.
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Table III.

CH3-CH2Br CH3CHDBr
CH2D-CH2Br

A B

290.4 (6) 290.6(5) 280.8 (5) 287.0 (3)
560.4 (10) 549.0(10) 557.5 (10) 536.7 (7)
959.3 (2) 678.4 (0.5) 826.4 (2) 703.8 (0.5)

1022 (0.5) 807.7(1) 896.8 (0.5) 912.0 (0.5)
1062.0 (3) 971 (2) 935.2 (2) 960.8 (1.5)
1241.5(2) 1054 (3) 1031.0(1.5) 1046.4 (1)
1250 (0.5) 1117.1(2) 1181 (0.5) 1189 (0.5)
1255 (1) 1214.0 (3) 1231.2(3) 1247 (0.5)
1348.5 (0.5) 1311 (0.5) 1286.3 (2) 1260 (0.6)
1378.5(1) 1378 (1) 1309.9 (0.8) 1347 (0.5)
1443.3(2) 1443.7 (2) 1444.5 (2) 1424.5(1)
1453 (1) 1454 (1) 1453 (1) 1437 (0.5)

Table I shows that 12 lines are observed in CH3-CH2Br 
and in CHg CHDBr and 13 lines in CD3 CD2Br. As the 1031 cm"1 
line found in deuteroethyl bromide probably is an overtone 
(of the 517.4 frequency), this means that only one fundamental 
frequency in this region remains unobserved. Table II, however, 
shows that CH2D-CH2Br has a much more complicated spectrum 
with 24 measured lines. A closer examination of the frequencies 
reveals that this seems to be due to splitting into pairs of the 
lines corresponding to those found in the other compounds.

This is exactly the kind of spectrum to be expected if 
CH2DCH2Br is a mixture of two closely related, but spectro
scopically slightly different, molecular species. This difference 
is not caused simply by the presence of one deuterium atom 
in the molecule since CH3-CHDBr shows no trace of a similar 
effect. Evidently it is the destruction of the trigonal symmetry 
of the methyl group by the deuterium atom in CH2D CH2Br 
that is responsible for the isomerism. The only reasonable 
explanation seems to be rotational isomerism.

As mentioned above, the equilibrium ratio between the two 
spectroscopically different rotational isomers should be approx
imately 1:2. Therefore the intensities of the component lines 
in each pair should be different. It will depend on the difference 
in the modes of vibration of the two rotational isomers how 
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close the observed intensity ratio will be to 1:2. For several 
of the frequencies there will presumably only be a slight dif
ference. In these cases the intensity ratio should approximately 
be 1:2. It is seen from Table II that the observed intensity 
ratios for the two low-frequency pairs (280.8—207.0 and 536.7— 
557.5 cm-1) are resp. 3:5 and 5:10 in good accordance with 
the expected ratio. As these lines have fairly isolated positions 
in the spectrum, we are confident of their assignment as pairs.

On the basis of different intensities an assignment of 
the spectra corresponding to the two rotational isomers in 
CH2D’CH2Br is tentatively given in Table III. Because of the 
incompleteness of the spectra—only 12 instead of 13 frequencies 
being observed—it is impossible to obtain further support of 
this assignment by the use of Teller’s product rule.

Appendix.
Preparations.

1. C2H5Br was made in the usual way and finally purified 
by a careful fractional distillation through a 60 cm column 
over P2O5. Boiling interval: 38°.45—38°.55 (760mm).

2. C2D5Br was prepared from C2D5OD (supplied by “Norsk 
Hydro”), H2SO4 and HBr. The Raman spectrum taken shows 
that no exchange takes place between the hydrogen in the acids 
and the deuterium atoms attached to carbon in the C2D5-group. 
The sample was carefully purified as above. Boiling point: 
37 .35 37 .45 (760 mm), that is, 1.1 lower than for C2H5Br.

3. CH2D • ClI2Br. In spite of several attempts we have not suc
ceeded in preparing a pure sample of this compound. Raman 
spectra were taken of the following three preparations:

Preparation I. A dry mixture of ethylene and deuterium 
bromide in equimolar portions was led through a tube contain
ing a BiBr3-catalyst at 200°. Yield: 15 per cent. The deuterated 
ethyl bromide formed was condensed and purified as above. 
Boiling point: 38 .30—38°.70 (760 mm). It is to be expected that 
this sample must be a mixture of different isotopic molecules 
because the BiBr8 catalyses the exchange reactions
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CH2=CH2+ DBr^CH2DCH2Br,

CH2DCH2Br^CHD=CH2+ HBr, 

CHD=CH2+ DBr^CHD2-CH2Br, and so on.

The Raman spectrum taken was fully consistent with this view. 
As the reaction velocity was rather low at the experimental 
conditions chosen (hence the low yield), it is seen that the 
formation of CH3-CH2Br was less probable than the forma
tion of higher deuterated compounds. Actually, no lines from 
CH3-CH2Br were present in the Raman spectrum.

Preparation II. An ethereal solution of diazomethane (1 mole) 
(Organic Synt. 15) was dried for one hour over solid KOH 
(mechanical stirring). During the drying process a slight decom
position of the diazomethane took place, visible by the evolution 
of nitrogen, and resulting in the formation of a small quantity 
of methyl alcohol. Through a separatory funnel the ethereal 
solution of diazomethane was dropped to the reaction products 
of D2O (25 g) and P2O5 (15 g). The reaction

CH2N2+D2O = CH2DOD + N2

is catalysed by hydrogen ions. The evolution of nitrogen being 
reduced to a minimum, the ether was distilled off through a 
100 cm column. By continuing the fractionation the mixture ot 
CH2D OH and CH21) ()H contaminated with CH3-OD and 
CH3()H was isolated. Yield: 50 per cent. Boiling with constant 
boiling hydrogen iodide transformed the alcoholic mixture into 
a mixture of CH2DJ and CH3J. Yield: 0.3 mole. By a Grignard 
reaction CH2DMgJ + CH3Mg.J was prepared, and the ethereal 
solution at once dropped to an ethereal solution of methylene 
iodide at 10°—20°. The evolution of heat during the reactions 
taking place was considerable.

CH2DMgJ+CH2J2 = CH2DCH2J+MgJ?.

The mixture of CH2D CH2J and CH3-GH2.J was isolated by 
fractionated distillation through a 60 cm column. Boiling point: 
71°—75°. Yield: 25 per cent.

1 A corresponding reaction with CHaBrg is not feasible.
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Substitution of iodine by bromine was effected by a method 
mentioned in Lassar-Cohn: Arbeitsmethoden der org. Chem. 
(1907), p. 382, by which

2 C2H5J + 2 CuBr2 = 2 C2H5Br + 2 CuJ + Br2.

The reaction was carried through by boiling for 4 hours under 
reflux condenser. Yield: 90 per cent. Purification as usual. The 
sample obtained must be a mixture of CH2D • CH2Br and a small 
amount of CH3-CH2Br. There seems to be no possibility of the 
presence of higher deuterated compounds. These views were 
fully substantiated by the Raman spectrum.

Preparation III. To 2.5 moles of dimethyl malonate was added 
Vs cc cone, sulphuric acid and 50 cc D2O. After standing for 
15 hours at room temperature methyl alcohol formed by the 
reaction

COOCHg /COOCH3
ch2 +D2O->CH2 +CH3OD (1) 

COOCHg COOD

was slowly distilled olf through a 60 cm column at 63°—65° 
(760 mm). Preliminary experiments had shown that under the 
conditions chosen the saponification only extends to one of the 
ester groups. At the point at which an evolution of CO2 starts, 
the receiver is shifted, thus collecting a mixture of CH3OD and 
CH2D COOCH3 originating from the reaction

/COOCHg
CH2 ->CH2D-COOCHg+CO2. (2)

GOOD

A preliminary experiment had shown that actually a rather 
pure sample of CH2D-COOCHg is obtained in this way, not 
being contaminated with CH3-COOCH3, CHD2-COOCH3, etc. 
This was clearly demonstrated by the lack of lines originating 
from these compounds in the Raman spectrum of the sample.

At the present experiment, however, CH2D-COOCHg was not 
isolated, but the mixture of the compound and the accom
panying CH3OD was boiled for 18 hours with 5n H2SO4. The 
reaction
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CHOO • COOCH.3 + H2O -> CH.,D • COOH + CH3OH (3) 

having taken place, CH2D-COOH was distilled olí, neutralized 
and precipitated as CH2D-COOAg, which was filtered, washed 
with water, alcohol, and ether, and dried to constant weight 
(227 g) in vacuum. The theoretical yield from 2.5 moles of 
dimethyl malonate is 420 g.

225 g CH2D-COOAg suspended in 500 cc dry CC14 was gently 
boiled and a solution of 90 cc dry bromine in 150 cc CC14 was 
added drop by drop. The two gases from the reaction

CHoD • COOAg + Br2 -> CH2DBr + CO2 + AgBr (4)

were led through 3 wash-bottles with 4n NaOH, absorbing 
carbon dioxide. The deuterated methyl bromide was dried and 
condensed. Afterwards it was fractionated through a 60 cm 
column. Boiling point: 4°.5—4°.8 (760 mm). The Raman spec
trum of this compound showed that during (4) some sort of 
exchange reaction had taken place which had destroyed the 
isotopic purity of the sample: it was a mixture of CH3Br, 
CH2DBr, GHD2Br and a little CD3Br. The possibility that the 
exchange should have occurred during (3)—and not during (4) 
—can be excluded by the following arguments:

(a) If exchange had taken place during (3) and not during 
(4), a mixture of CH3COOH and CH2DCO()H would result 
from (3)—but not CHD2C()OH, etc.—and subsequently a mixture 
of CH3Br and CH2DBr would be the result.

(b) The fact that no exchange lakes place during (1) makes 
it very unlikely that it should occur during (3).

In spite of this derailment we carried through the reactions

CH2DBr + Mg-* CH2D-Mg-Br,

CH2D • Mg - Br + CH2J2 -> CH2D • CH2J + MgJ2

2 CH2D -CH2J + 2 CuBr2-> 2 CH2D -CH2Br+ 2 CuJ + Br2 

and finally got a sample containing CH2D-CH2Br, CH3CH2Br, 
CHD2-CH2Br, and a little CD8 CH2Br.
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Consequently the Raman spectrum was the least valu
able of the three taken. It shows all the lines ascribed to the 
CH2D-CH2Br from the study of the spectra of the preparations 
number I and II.

4. CH3-CHDBr. A dry ethereal solution of diazoethane (0.5 mole) 
was prepared by a method quite analogous to the one used for 
obtaining diazomethane. Owing to the decomposition of the 
diazoethane during the drying process it is inevitable that this 
solution should contain a little CH3CH2OH. The ethereal solution 
was dropped to a mixture of 25 g D2O and 5 cc cone. H2SO4:

CH3 CHN3+ DOD-> CH3 CHDOD + N2.

Owing to the use of H2SO4 instead of D2SO4 about 4 per cent, 
of the reaction product must be CH3-CH2OH.

The evolution of nitrogen having ceased, the reaction flask 
contains: ether, CH3CHDOH, CH3CHDOD. CH3CH2OH, 
CH3-CH2OD, and acid esters of sulphuric acid. The ether was 
fractionated oil’ through a 100 cm column and the esters after
wards saponified. The alcohols were distilled off and transformed 
into the mixture CH3-CHDBr and CH3CH2Br in the usual way. 
Theoretical yield from 0.5 mole diazoethane: 54 g ethyl bromide. 
We got 18 g of the pure product. Boiling point: 38°.40—38°.60 
(760 mm). The considerations concerning the composition of 
the sample was confirmed by the Raman spectrum.
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Summary.
1. The Raman spectra of

CH3CH2Br, CHg CHDBr, CH2DCH2Br, and CD3 CD2Br 

are measured and the frequencies recorded.
2. CH2DCH2Br is shown to be a mixture of two spectro

scopically different rotational isomers.
3. The intensity ratio of corresponding lines due to the two 

rotational isomers strongly supports the assumption of a three- 
minimum potential curve for the internal rotation about the 
C-C bond.

Universitetets kemiske Laboratorium.
Copenhagen.

Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 12 .Juli 1947.
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§ 1. In einer früheren Arbeit1) habe ich die theoretische Grund
lage, insbesondere im MAXWELL’schen Zustande der Gase, für 
das absolute Manometer von Martin Knudsen und ähnliche 
Radiometerkonstruktionen untersucht. Unter Vernachlässigung 
des Einflusses des Akkommodationskoeffizienten a und des hier
von abhängigen Temperatursprunges wurde für die Radiometer
kraft K des absoluten Manometers in der rationellen Ausführung 
gefunden :

unter der Voraussetzung, dass die erweiterte Maxwell’sehe 
Grenzbedingung2) folgendermassen geschrieben werden kann:

Hier ist d der Abstand zwischen den parallelen Platten mit den 
Temperaturen 7\ und T2 und p der Gasdruck. Z ist die mittlere 
freie Weglänge bei dem Druck p. Die Konstanten und Zc2 sind 

4einander gleich, und zwar etwa —.

Seit dem Erscheinen jener Arbeit sind einige neue Konstruk
tionen und Messungen veröffentlicht worden, so dass es von 
Interesse sein dürfte, die theoretischen Untersuchungen unter 
Berücksichtigung des Einflusses des Temperatursprunges und 
des Akkommodationskoeffizienten wieder aufzunehmen und mit 
den Untersuchungen von E. Fredlund3) und von H. Klumr und

9 Sophus Weber: I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XIV, 13, 
1937.

2) Sophus Weber: Comm. Kamerlingh Onnes Lab. Leiden, No.246b S.7. 1936.
3) E. Fredlund: Phil. Mag. S. 7, Vol. XXVI, p. 987, 1938. (a)

— : Arkiv, f. Mat. Astr. Fys. 27 A No. 12, 1940. (b)
1



H. Schwarz1) zu vergleichen; dies erscheint umso mehr ange
bracht, als aus den Messungen von E. Fredlund hervorgeht, 
dass die mit dem gleichen Apparat gemessenen Radiometerkräfte 
in den zwei Gasen Wasserstoff und Deuterium, die dieselbe 
mittlere freie Weglänge 2 besitzen, insbesondere bei höherem 
Druck bedeutend von einander abweichen.

von Martin

1 +

woraus folgt:

y = i

d
b

für - = 0. 
b

1
TI

K=~P
2 ‘

d
Durch Reihenentwicklung für /, wenn —*• 0, erhalt man hieraus:

§ 2. Wir wollen erst das absolute Manometer
Knudsen in der rationellen Ausführung näher betrachten. In 
dieser Konstruktion, Fig. 1, hat man die feststehende, zirkulare 
heisse Platte A mit dem Radius r0, auf der konstanten Tem
peratur 7\. Die Platte A ist von einem Schutzring von der 
Temperatur T2 umgeben. Die bewegliche Platte li hat, wie auch 
ihre Umgebung, die konstante Temperatur 7’2. Der konstante 
Abstand zwischen den beiden parallelen Platten A und li wird 
mit (I bezeichnet. Während Präzisionsmessungen muss der Ab
stand d konstant gehalten werden; die Radiomeierkraft auf li 
muss dann in der einen oder anderen Weise kompensiert werden. 
Liegt die Drehachse I) der kalten Platte hinreichend weit von A 
entfernt, und ist die kalte Platte li gross genug, so wird die 
Randkorrektion2) im Knudsen-Zustand des Gases, d. h. wenn 

y 0, sehr klein, auch wenn die Bedingung -—«1 nicht be- 
2 2 r0
sonders gut erfüllt ist.

1) H. Klumb & H. Schwarz: Z. f. Phys. 122, 418, 1944.
2) G. Sri war: (Z. f. Phys. 77, 123, 1932) hat die Grösse der Randkorrek

tion für zwei quadratische Platten ohne Schutzringe mit Kantlänge b und Ab
stand d berechnet. Er findet im Knudsen-Zustand des Gases für die Radio
meterkraft per cm2 K:

d 
b

Wir ersehen also, dass für die Konstruktion von Spiwak die Grösse der Rand
korrektion nur ca. 1 °/o beträgt, wenn — = 0,01 .

b
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Bei Verwendung dieses Manometers bei höherem Druck ist 
es der Konvektionsströmungen wegen am zweckmässigsten, dass 
<lie Platten A und B horizontal sind und die heisse Platte oben liegt.

Bei dieser Konstruktion liegt das ganze Temperaturgefälle 
am Rande der Platte A, und die massgebende Temperaturdiffe
renz liir die bei höherem Druck entstehenden thermischen Gleit
ströme ist 7’j —7’2.

Fig. 1.

In dem Knudsen-Zustand des Gases , = 0 ist die Theorie2
dieses Manometers zur Genüge bekannt1), und man erhält für 
die Radiomeierkraft per cm2 K:

wo a den Akkommodalionskoeffizienten des Gases den Platten 
gegenüber bezeichnet, während p der Druck in dem das Radio- 
metersyslem umgebenden Raum ist, wo auch die Temperatur 7’2 
herrscht. Wird nur mit kleinen Temperaturdifferenzen gearbeitet, 
erhält man hieraus in erster Näherung:

Haben die zwei Platten A und B gegenüber dem Gase ver
schiedene Akkommodationskoeffizienten, nämlich at und o2, und 
betrachten wir nur kleine Werte von 7\—7’2, erhalten wir in 
erster Näherung:

K = ‘ nT' l
4 7 T I ot + a2 —OiO2j

E. Fredlund hat die Konstruktion von Martin Knudsen 
etwas abgeändert; er verwendet eine drehbare, sehr dünne Me
tallscheibe, Radius B, die in der Milte zwischen zwei grossen

ü Vgl. J. H. A. ter Heerdt: Dissertation, Utrecht 1923, S. 203. 
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parallelen Platten A und B auf den Temperaturen TL und 7’., 
aufgehängt ist. Die Scheibe ist in der Gleichgewichtslage parallel 
zu den grossen Platten. Die Abstände zwischen der Scheibe und 
den festen Platten sind gleich gross und werden mit d bezeich
net. Aus Konstruktionsgründen liegen die Zentren der grossen 
Platten und das Zentrum der Scheibe S in der FREDLUND’schen 
Konstruktion nicht auf einer Gerade. Dies ist im Knudsen-Zu

stande des Gases ohne Bedeutung; bei höherem Druck wird 
aber hierdurch der Vergleich zwischen Messungen und Theorie 
erschwert.

Durch ein magnetisches Kompensationssystem wird die Lage 
der beweglichen Scheibe während der Messungen unverändert 
gehalten. In der vorliegenden FREDLUND’schen Ausführung stehen 
die grossen zirkularen Platten A und B vertikal und haben die 
Temperaturen 7\ und T2; die Fredlund’scIic Konstruktion eignet 
sich jedoch besonders gut für die Arbeit mit horizontaler Platten
aufstellung.

Die praktische Ausführung der FREDLUND’schen Konstruktion 
bietet zwei Möglichkeiten: die grossen zirkularen Platten A und 
B können temperaturmässig entweder praktisch unabhängig von 
einander sein (vgl.Fig.2) oder in direkter Verbindung mit einan
der stehen (vgl. Fig. 3). In ersterem Fall, können die am Rande 
der Platten A' und B' entstehenden thermischen Gleitströme nicht 
zwischen den Platten A und B und der kleinen Scheibe S ein
dringen. Diese rationelle Konstruktion ist im Prinzip einer 
Konstruktion von P. Lazareff1}, für die direkte Messung des Tem
peratursprunges ähnlich. Die vorliegende Konstruktion von Fred- 
lund entspricht dem zweiten Fall und ist vergleichbar mit der

x) P. Lazareff: Ann. d. Phys. 37, S. 233, 1912.

F7

--B
o-- - D
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von Mandell und West1) verwendeten Konstruktion für die 
Wiederholung der LAZAREFF’schen Messungen.

In der FREDLUNü’schen Konstruktion (Fig. 3) erhält man bei 
höherem Druck, unabhängig von dem Verbindungsmaterial, am 
Rande der grossen Platten thermische Gleitströme, die selbst in 
einem Apparat mit horizontalen Platten zwischen diesen und 
der Scheibe eindringen können. Da Fredlund’s Aufstellung aus
serdem asymmetrisch ist, wird es ausgeschlossen sein, den Ein
fluss dieser thermischen Gleitströme auf die Radiometerkraft 
theoretisch zu berechnen.

Bei höherem Druck wird in dem Falle, wo die Platten A 
und B keine direkte Verbindung mit einander haben (Fig. 2), die 
massgebende Temperaturdifferenz hauptsächlich bestimmt durch 
den Temperaturunterschied der an die Scheibe grenzenden Gas
schichten, bezw. durch den Temperatursprung auf beiden Seiten 
der beweglichen Scheibe; in dem Falle, wo die Platten A und B 
direkte thermische Verbindung mit einander haben, wird die mass
gebende Temperaturdifferenz teilweise durch den Temperaturun
terschied zwischen den beiden Seiten der Scheibe und teilweise 
durch die Temperaturdifferenz T\ — T2 am Rande der grossen 
Platten bestimmt. Bei höherem Druck und geringem Temperatur
unterschied werden aber diese thermischen Gleitströme, jeden
falls wenn der Apparat mit hinreichend grossen, horizontalen 
Platten gebaut ist, wahrscheinlich nicht sehr tief zwischen den 
Platten und der Scheibe S eindringen; es wäre daher nicht ganz 
ausgeschlossen, dass die Dimensionen in einer horizontalen Kon
struktion so gewählt werden können, dass diese Gleitströme bei
nahe ohne Einfluss sind.

Wünscht man aber die grösstmögliche Empfindlichkeit des 
Instrumentes bei höherem Druck zu erreichen, ist die vorliegende 
FREDLUND’sche Konstruktion am zweckmässigsten.

In der ersten Untersuchung2) von Fredlund war für die 

Scheibe zr/?2 = 1,80 cm2 und d = 0,485 cm, also = 0,64. Diese 
Versuchsreihe kann also bei höherem Druck kaum als ein ab
solutes Manometer betrachtet werden.

!) W. Mandell and S. West: Proc. Phys. Soc. London, 37, p. 20, 1925. Vgl. 
auch Sophus Weber: I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XVI, 9, 
1939 (Seite 5-7).

2> E. Fredlund: loe. cit. (a) S. 996.
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In der zweiten Untersuchung von Fredlund1) waren die Kon
stanten des Instrumentes: 7r 7?2 = 3,161 ein2 und d = 0,042 cm, 

also = 0,042, so dass es sich hei höherem Druck tatsächlich um 
eine dem absoluten Manometer ähnliche Konstruktion handelt.

os

— A
II

T r

* w
' +

Fig. 4.

In dem Knudsen-Zustand des Gases, d.h. 

wenn j 0, sind keine thermischen Gleit

ströme vorhanden, so dass die beiden Mess
reihen in diesem Gebiet nebeneinander ver
wendet werden können.

Klumb und Schwarz2) haben neuerdings 
eine interessante Konstruktion eines abso
luten Manometers beschrieben und experi
mentell untersucht; diese hat Ähnlichkeit 
mit einer Konstruktion von Riegger3), ist 
aber zweckmässiger und stabiler. Das Mano
meter von Klumb und Schwarz kann prin
zipiell dadurch karakterisiert werden, dass 
die Grösse der Radiometerkraft auf den 
beweglichen Radiometerkörper sich durch 
die Drehung des Radiometerkörpers nicht 
ändert, wodurch eine Kompensation der 
Radiometerkraft überflüssig wird.

Die Konstruktion ist schematisch in 
Fig.4 wiedergegeben. In einer zylindrischen 
Ringspalte 1t wird der innere Mantel durch 
inwendige elektrische Heizung auf einer 
höheren Temperatur T\ gehalten, während 
der äussere Mantel durch Kühlung, z.B. mit 
Wasser oder flüssiger Luft, auf einer nie
drigen Temperatur 7’2 gehalten wird. In 

dem ringförmigen Hohlraum der Ringspalte ist ein leichter und 
leicht drehbarer zylinderförmiger Radiomeierkörper angebracht. 
Dieser Radiometerkörper bestehl aus schiefgestellten Längsschau- 
feln oder Prallflächen, die unter dem Einfluss der Radiometer
kraft ein Drehmoment erfahren.

1) E. Fredlund: loe. eit. (b) S. 11.
2) H. Klumb und H. Schwarz: Z. f. Phys. 122, 418, 1944.
3) K. Riegger: Z. f. techn. Phys. 1, 16, 1920.
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Der Radionieterkörper ist an einem Quarzfaden oder Wol
framdraht aufgehängt, bezw. nach Art der Spannbandlagerung 
gelagert, wodurch seine Stabilität sehr gross wird.

Das Manometer dieser Konstruktion zeigt weitgehende Line
arität der Ausschläge mit dem Druck und ist in dem Knudsen- 
Gebiet praktisch gesprochen unabhängig von der Gasart, da es 
nur aus Glas und blankem Platin gebaut ist.

Klumb und Schwarz1) fanden experimentell in atm. Luft 
Linearität zwischen 10 und 10 " Torr, bezw. 0,001 und 13 Bar. 
Der Apparat zeigt, wie auch zu erwarten war, bei einem be
stimmten Druck pmax ein Maximum des Ausschlages.

Für einen Apparat mit einem Abstand von etwa 5 mm 
zwischen dem heissen Mantel und der Milte der Prallflächen 
hegt in atm. Luft der maximale Ausschlag bei p x = ca. 3-10

Torr = ca. 40 Bar, woraus sich, da p). = 6,2, ergibt, dass ----—
0,5 . .. 'max• 40 = ca. 3, in Übereinstimmung mit meinen früheren theo- 6,2 
retischen Resultaten.

Der Apparat ist konstruktionsmässig einfach und kann z. B. 
aus Glas und Platin gebaut werden, so dass er durch Erwärmung 
leicht zu entgasen ist.

M. E. ist dieser Apparat, versehen mit einer angemessenen 
Dämpfung, für vakuum-technische Arbeiten und Messungen von 
kleinen Drücken, eventuell nach Eichung, sehr zweckmässig und 
vielseitig anwendbar.

Bevor wir zu der theoretischen Behandlung der verschiedenen 
Manometerkonstruktionen übergehen, wollen wir zwei gleich
grosse, parallele, zirkulare Platten A and B auf den konstanten 
Temperaturen 7\ und /, betrachten (vgl. Fig. 5). Die Platten A 
und B sind mit Schulzringzylindern umgeben; b ist der Abstand 
zwischen dem Kupferzylinder A bezw. 7? und den Schutzring
zylindern A' und B' mit den Temperaturen 7’2 bezw. t2. Am 
Rande der Platten A und B liegen also in den an die Platten 
grenzenden Gasschichten die Temperaturgradienten

wodurch den Platten entlang thermische Gleitströme entstehen. 
0 Klumb und Schwarz: loc. cit. S. 431.
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Haben die Platten die konstanten Temperaturen und 4 und 
liegen die Temperaturgefälle nur am Bande der Platten, können 
wir annehmen, dass die thermischen Gleitströme am Rande la
minar und parallel zu den Platten verlaüfen. Ist der Abstand 
zwischen den Platten d klein, darf man annehmen, dass die 
Gleitströmung praktisch gesprochen nicht zwischen den Platten 
durchdringen wird.

Wenn wir von der Krümmung des Randes absehen, können

wir annehmen, dass der laminare Strömungszustand am Rande 
der Platten gegeben ist durch:

(0

wo w die Strömungsgeschwindigkeit, p der Druck, und die 
innere Reibung des Gases bezeichnet. Diese Formel gilt für den 
stationären Zustand, in welchem auch die gesamte durch den 

Rand strömende Gasmenge gleich Null sein muss. Da für 

diese laminare Strömung als unabhängig von z angesehen werden 
kann, erhält man nach Integration für den stationären Zustand:

zu = Ao+ lioz+ c0 z2, wo I
dr' (2)

Die Grenzbedingungen an den Oberflächen der Platten A und /> 
sind durch die erweiterte MAXWELL’sche Grenzbedingung

gegeben.
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ZP0 = Cl

und
1 = c2,

weil

(3)"’o — e

und

(4)wd + f

o T

ist der MAXWELL’sche Gleitungskoefficient und, wenn 2 
die mittlere freie Weglänge des Gases nach Chapman bezeichnet, 
wird :

Gleitungskorrektion auf 

zwei parallele Platten und 
2,67 sein.

Für die Randbedingung

ist die
(IT

3
4

an den Platten A und B erhalten wir 
für z = 0 und z = d hieraus:

=d

1 (dt'
1 i ¿
1 + m — '

d

entgegengesetzte Vorzeichen haben, 
d

Abgekürzt können wir die Randbedingungen schreiben:

dr 1St
Es

Die Temperatur T in der MAXWELL’schen Grenzbedingung 
Temperatur der an die Platte grenzenden Gasschicht, und

der Temperaturgradient in dieser Gasschicht.

hat sich aus den Messungen der thermomolekularen
Druckdifferenzen in Röhren ergeben, dass die beiden Zahlen
faktoren k2 und kt einander ungefähr gleich sind; annäherungs- 

4
weise kann kt = k2 = - gesetzt werden, m ist, wie früher ge- 

zeigt, ein Zahlenfaktor, und wenn der Faktor --------- als eine
1 + m jd 

aufgefasst werden kann, muss für 
2den Zustand — 0, m = 2 k9 ■— ca.d

1 (-1

«

I
/z = o
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Ausserdem gilt in dem stationären Zustand am Rande der 
Platten :

\ ivdz = 0. (5)
• 0

Hieraus bekommt man nach Einsetzung des Wertes w = 
Ao + Boz+coz*:

Aus (3) Ao = t

» (4) Ao+ßorf+cod2+£ (Bo+2 cod) = c2

» (5) Ao+9/?<)(/+^ cod2 = 0.

Nach Elimination von Ao und wird hieraus erhalten:

-c0 d2 | 1 + = q + c2

oder

(7)

Aus dieser Formel erhellt, dass der Druck zwischen den 
Platten grösser ist als in dem sie umgebenden Gasraum, so 
dass sich die Platten mit einer senkrecht zu den Platten ver
laufenden Kraft abslossen, während sich die Tangentialkräfte 
auf die Platten infolge der Symmetrie gegenseitig aufheben.

Aus der Formel ist weiter ersichtlich, dass sich die am Rande 
der Platten liegenden Temperaturgefälle einfach addieren, so 
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dass die Radionieterkraft grösser wird, wenn mehrere Tempe
raturgefälle in derselben Richtung vorliegen. Macht also die 
Platte B — entweder infolge gleichzeitiger Bestrahlung beider 
Platten oder infolge Wärmeleitung durch das Gas — das Tem
peraturgefälle der Platte A ganz oder teilweise mit, addieren 
sich die Kräfte. Dies kann von Bedeutung sein bei der Kon
struktion eines hochempfindlichen Zweiplattenradiometers, eines 
Instrumentes, das in der Strahlungsmessung von Rubens und 
Nichols1^ verwendet worden ist. —

Wenn wir nur kleine Temperaturdilferenzen haben und 
folglich nur kleine Druckunterschiede erhalten, ergibt sich aus 
den Formeln (6) und (7), dass die auf die Platten wirkende 
Radiometerkraft K folgendermassen geschrieben werden kann:

pt und p.¿ ist der Druck zwischen den Platten und in dem 
sie umgebenden Gasraum; ausserdem ist vorausgesetzt, dass die 
thermische Gleitströmung praktisch gesprochen nicht zwischen 
den Platten durchdringt, so dass zwischen A und B überall 
konstant ist.

Ist d~=~, wird 2z/T = 2 (T< — To). Wird 4=0 und 
dr dr “ dr
wie *in Falle des absoluten Manometers, wird 2z/T = 

7\ — T2, und wir erhallen dann die früher von mir abgeleitete 
Formel für K.

Auf Grund der Messungen von Martin Knudsen über den 
Verlauf der Radiometerkraft in dem absoluten Manometer für 

der Wert von
2,70 ist.

das ganze Druckgebiet 0 < - < oo ist es wahrscheinlich, dass
Ao . _ rr - d /»..i// = — ~m in dem Zustande -> oc ungefähr ¿5 /C I Á

II. Rubens und E. F. Nichols: Wied. Ann. GO, 418, 
Vgl. auch: G. Hettner: Z. f. Phys. 47, 499, 1928.

1897.
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absolute

demnach

richtigen

Z/; — Ao + Boz+ c0z2

erhält

worin 

co

c2 + 2 ct

und

2 
d

§ 4. Es ist nicht ohne Interesse zu untersuchen, wie die 
laminare Strömung am Rande der Platten verläuft. Aus dem 
Ausdruck für die Geschwindigkeit

3 
d2

Ko

man für z = 0 und z — d\

= Ao und mx = d = Ao + Bod + cod2,

muss für y = 0, ¡li — 2 gesetzt werden, um mit dem

Grenzwert für .- = 0,

Dies ist in Übereinstimmung mit den Resultaten der um
fassenden experimentellen Untersuchungen über die thermo
molekularen Druckdifferenzen in Röhren1^, für welche eine 
analoge Formel gilt. Bei diesen Untersuchungen wurde für den 

Y tt 1\Zustand ~-*oo gefunden, dass : —2 m == — fi = ca. 1.30, so dass 

die Übereinstimmung befriedigend ist.

Wenn j = 0, wird der Grenzwert der Formel (9) für das 

Manometer
A'» = Hc'i-'A)--;

2 / }t

A’"=2

übereinzustimmen.

O Sophus Weber: Connn. Kamerlingh Onnes Lab. Leiden, No. 246, 1936.
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Für das rationelle, absolute Manometer von Martin Knudsen 
ist c2 = 0, so dass wir erhalten:

W

Der Strömungszustand am Rande wird in diesem Falle wie 
in Fig. 6 b angegeben, während die Geschwindigkeitsverteilung 
aus Fig. 6 a zu ersehen ist.

Betrachten wir den einfachen Fall, in dem das Temperatur-
Z~d

Fig. 6 1).

gefalle in derselben Richtung am Rande der beiden Platten 
gleich gross ist, erhält man cL = c2, und also
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und
w' = -

l+6ja

Der Strömungszustand am Rande ist für diesen Fall in Fig. 7 b, 
die Geschwindigkeitsverteilung ist in Fig. 7 a wiedergegeben.

§ 5. Wir können nun untersuchen, wie sich die Formel für die 
Radiometerkraft K ändert, wenn das Temperaturgefälle nicht 
allein am Rande der Platten, sondern z. B. in den Platten selbst 
liegt.

Wird z. B. eine dünne, gutleitende Kreisscheibe mildem Radius 
R durch einseitige, gleichmässige Bestrahlung der Intensität I er
wärmt, so wird die Temperaturverteilung in der Scheibe in erster 
Näherung bestimmt durch

(10)

wo dt die Dicke der Platte und x die Wärmeleitfähigkeit des 
Plattenmaterials bezeichnet, s ist die äussere Wärmeleitfähigkeit 
und a die Strahlungskonstante, wenn die Ausstrahlung propor
tional mit der Temperaturdifferenz T— To angenommen wird.

Wird in dieser Gleichung

2 (•s±ö') und r=T-7’0-P
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gesetzt, erhält man die Differentialgleichung

d2!' 1 dT'_
dr2 r dr a2T' = 0.

Die Lösung hierfür ist, wie bekannt, die Zylinderfunktion 
Io (iar) mit komplexem Argument.

Wir linden hieraus: T' — A'I0(iar), und also, weil für r = 0, 
A) G«r) =' 1 :

und

A = Tt-T0
1 — 70 (iaR)

T = i ( i o) ’
1 — Io (iar)
l—I0(iaR)' (H)

In dieser Formel sind 7\ und 7’(l die Temperaturen im Zen
trum und am Rande der Kreisscheibe.

Wird nur die erste Näherung der Reihenentwicklung für
70 (iar) verwendet, erhält man, da

o

(12)

Die Voraussetzung für 
teilung, die »parabolisch«

die Gültigkeit dieser Temperaturver- 
genannt werden kann, ist:

1
8

Diese Bedingung wird im allgemeinen für alle Gase und eine 
nicht allzugrosse metallische Scheibe hinreichend erfüllt sein.

Bei einer parabolischen Temperaturverteilung auf der heissen 
Platte

und für die konstante Temperatur 7’0
I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 4.

der kalten Platte und
2
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des Schutzringzylinders habe ich1) früher nachgewiesen, dass man,

unter der Voraussetzung, dass auch inar diesem Falle als un

abhängig von z angesehen werden kann, für die totale Radio
meterkraft K' zwischen den Platten den folgenden Ausdruck 
erhält :

während man für denselben Apparat, wenn der Temperatur
unterschied (Tt—To) nur am Rande der heissen Platte liegt, 
folgenden Ausdruck erhält: 

so dass K' = K. Dieses Resultat ist in Übereinstimmung damit, 

dass die mittlere Temperaturdifferenz zwischen den Platten in 
diesem Falle

1 1 ^-a\(T-7’0)2^rdr = ^(T, —To) 
to

ist.
Mit einer parabolischen Temperaturverteilung der heissen 

Platte werden die thermischen Gleitströme nicht allein am Rande 
der Platten liegen, sondern bis zum Mittelpunkt der Platten durch- 

(IT
dringen; in diesem Punkte ist nämlich — = 0.

Die in diesem Falle enstehende, rotationssymmetrische Strö
mung hat G. Fanselau2) in seiner Berliner Dissertation behan
delt. Ausgehend von den hydrodynamischen Gleichungen für 
eine nicht zusammendrückbare, zähe Flüssigkeit findet er für 
den stationären Zustand, dass die Stromlinien für diese Strömung 
bestimmt sind durch:

t/j — rzf(z) = r2 (Ct z3 + C2z2 -I- C3z + C4) = konst., (15)

!) Sophus Weber: loe. cit. S. 37, 1937.
2) G. Fansei.au: Dissertation, Berlin, 1927.
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wo r2 = x,2 + y2, während die Werte von Ct, C2, Ca und C4 in 
der Weise bestimmt werden müssen, dass die vorgegebenen 
Randbedingungen erfüllt sind, (vgl. Fig. 8).

Für die Strömungsgeschwindigkeiten in den drei Achsen
richtungen erhält Fanselau:

iv = 2f(z), u = —xf'(z) und i? = — yf (z) (16) 

in Übereinstimmung mit der Kontinuitätsbedingung für inkom- 
pressible Flüssigkeiten:

ö u , ô V ö U) 
Ä----a—*■ T“ = •o X () y o z

Vernachlässigt man den Einfluss der Schwere, erhält man
aus den hydrodynamischen Gleichungen für den stationären 
Zustand :

/2 ÔP nWz/ w —~ = 0, oz

jæd.c + öy +dz = /][2 f" (z) dz — y f" (z) öy — xf" (z) die],

woraus:
P ~P» (17)

2'
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und also:

Die auf die Platten ausgeübte Kraft K wird

wo

Nun ist

A = \ (Zn— px) 2 tt rdr,
to

(18)

oder, weil die Flüssigkeit nicht zusammendrückbar ist,

|r2/'"(--)+ 2/■'(-)

woraus

o
(19)

Ausgehend von dieser allgemeinen Behandlung einer rotations
symmetrischen Strömung zwischen zwei parallelen Platten kön
nen wir nun annehmen, dass die zwei parallelen Platten Kreis
scheiben mit Radius 7? sind, und dass beide eine parabolische 
Temperaturverteilung,

2
T = T’i-^äU.-T’ä) 

bezw.
2

besitzen.
Wir erhalten dann:

w = 2f(z), u = —xf'(z), v = —yf'(z), 
wo

f(z) = Ctz3 + C2z2 + C3z + C±.

Da w = 2 f(z) = 0 für z — 0 und z — d, wo d den Ab
stand der parallelen Platten bezeichnet, erhalten wir die folgenden 
Bedingungen :
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= O,

lur z = (I

Hieraus wird erhalten:

dT

und

Addieren wir diese Ausdrücke, erhalten wir:

r
dr

und weil

rCtd2

1
(20)a

r

r

Setzen wir a = Ctd2, erhalten wir:

wo

-M, ydT

■V1

1+6 Ä*2 "J dweil y = 2.
Aus der parabolischen Temperaturverteilung erhält man: 

dT _ o r fT i (lt
un,‘ d~r

(/ — — j/n2 + u2

f (0) = 0, woraus C4 = 0,
/(</) = 0, woraus C//2 + C2d + C3 = 0.

h-

2 ^2 Oi O »

Aus der MAXWELL’schen erweiterten Grenzbedingung bekom
men wir, da die radiale Geschwindigkeit

— rf'(z) und = — rf"(z),

, 7, <l(h W (IT 3(]z = Mr — und

, 7 (l(,d w
Qd + kiy— = 3/.-—,

(IT 
dr ’

woraus
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¿7^ = - 2 ¿ í<ri - 7'ä) + <(> - O] = -2 ¿2’y7'-
und also:

woraus erhellt, dass Ct, ebenso wie C2 und C3, für die para
bolische Temperaturverteilung der Scheiben unabhängig von rist, 
so dass der von Fanselau angegebene Wert für i/j eine befrie
digende Lösung des hydrodynamischen Problems ist. — Es ist 
nun weiter einfach die Werte von C2 und C3, in « ausgedrückt, 
zu berechnen und hieraus mit Hilfe der Formel für K die auf 
die Platten ausgeübte Kraft zu bestimmen. Wir werden nur die 
beiden einfachsten Fälle behandeln.

Der Symmetrie wegen finden wir leicht die Werte von C2 
und C3. Setzen wir z. B. q0 = qd, wo q — —J/ zz2 + z/2 = —rf' ("), 

erhalten wir C2 = —und C3 = — C\z/2, wodurch

Aus der Formel für K erhalten wir für z = 0 und z = d 
denselben Wert, nämlich:
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oder:

(21)

»

7 = = — ali 3 woraus

7o =

wird.

2
1-3

Berechnen wir den Strömungszustand am Rande der Platten, 
erhalten wir in diesem Falle:

linden wir q = 0 für J =

mit der früheren Ableitung S. 16 (vgl. Fig. 7 a und b).

• tt/?2 (22)K = _î./f .¿.1
2 1 (>7- da

7/2 9 7/2 7T /?2
■]/rkíeT+-¿kí^'^

Weiter
stim mung

Der Ausdruck für die Kraft K ist aus zwei Gliedern zusam- 
Âmengeselzt. Setzen wir d = oo, und also — = 0, bleibt nur das 

erste Glied übrig. Dieses Glied,

ist die Radiometerkraft auf eine Kreisscheibe ohne Gegen- 
platte, wenn ein Temperaturunterschied 7\ — T2 zwischen Zen
trum und Rand der Scheibe besteht. Der Wert für K. ist in _ a = oo
Übereinstimmung mit den Formeln, die P. Epstein1) und Th. Sexl2) 
auf andere Weise hierfür abgeleitet haben.

Ist die Temperaturverteilung auf beiden Seiten der Scheibe 
dieselbe, wird die Kraft Æd = oo in entgegengesetzter Richtung auf 
die andere Seite der Scheibe auch ausgeüht, so dass die totale 
Radiometerkraft für die Scheibe mit Gegen platte, jedenfalls 
für ^->0,

d

1 dq z 1qä = —~aR, während ~ = 0 für — = — mit2 dz d 2
1 p 1

7max = 4 = ~2q°’

linden wir <? = 0 für in Überein-

*) P. Epstein: Z. f. Phys. 54, 537, 1929.
2) Th. Sexl: Z. f. Phys. 52, 249, 1928.
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2°. Für das absolute Manometer mit parabolischer Tempe
raturverteilung hat man

Wir finden 
bei der kalten

in diesem Kalle leicht, wenn wir die Gleitung
Platte vernachlässigen, wodurch also f'(d) — 0,

Fussnote.
Denken wir uns zwei Räume I und II mit den Temperaturen 7i 

und T>, die durch eine Ringspalte A—B (vgl.Fig.9) mit einander in Ver

bindung stehen, dann wird in den Wänden der Ringspalte ein Tempe

rat urgradient — liegen.
dr
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und
(24)

der Formel für K:
►2n

oder
1

woraus:

(23)

Wird

inan für

dr

in Übereinstimmung mit dem früher abgeleiteten Ausdruck (13). 
Für die warme Platte erhält man aus

7’i - T,

1
r

1p
2 J" (36 Å-, (

Ï’.-'A

d¿

,/ll in Übereinstimmung mit

dT Q dT ., = 2 -7-, und also:
dr dr

d
á

Ä dr ~ 2 T dr ps
der Quadratwurzelformel für die thcrmomolekulare Druckdifferenz. Für 
z —> 0 wird u = ca. 2,70. Wünscht man die thermomolekularen Druck- 
d
differenzen für Pumpzwecke zu verwenden, kann eine Ringspalte von 
angemessenen Dimensionen eine zweckmässige Lösung sein.

Ab
X “ dr

l + 6k2-,d

___ dT 
n kz dr' 
r • r m6 ki

für = 0, « = '[ I'2 -m = 1, und also m = ca. 2 gesetzt, erhält 
2 6 A’i

„le, ■ ''■= l/’l ....................
-. pz y Tz

1 .‘Æ’
X Z dr ’

1 + rn à 1+6 Ä’2 j

K

Fortsetzung Fussnote:
Die Gleichgewichtsbedingung wird dann, weil die Temperatui'ver- 

teilung über die Wände der Ringspalte parabolisch wird

dp „ „ a-d-r = -^CvVr=-f.^-n-r. 

dr b d8 4 l?T

woraus folgt:
 3 /. V « - 2^'^

In diesem Falle wird
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weil in dieser Platte die Temperaturdiflferenz (7\— 7’2) zwischen 
Mittelpunkt und Rand der Scheibe besteht.

Hat die warme Scheibe dieselbe Temperaturverteilung auf der 

anderen Seite, wird auch die Kraft — 3 nkx — T*') auf diese () l
Seite ausgeübt, so dass auch in diesem Falle nur das zweite
Glied übrigbleibt.

Für den Strömungszustand am Rande der Platten linden wir 
in Übereinstimmung mit früheren Ergebnissen:

1 2q = () für z = <7 und z = — d\ weiter erhalten wir für z = — d, 

5=0 und o v = — all, während für z =0, q = — a li (vgl. 
dz max 3
Fig. 8 und 6 a, b) wird.

§ 6. Um auch den Einfluss des Akkommodationskoeffizienten 
zu bestimmen, werden wir nun dazu übergehen, die vorliegenden 
Konstruktionen des absoluten Manometers laut der hier aus
einandergesetzten Theorie näher zu untersuchen. Wir wollen 
mit dem absoluten Manometer von Martin Knudsen anfangen.

Für ein Manometer dieser Konstruktion in der rationellen 
Ausführung liegt die massgebende Temperaturdiiïerenz am Rande 
der heissen Platte in der an die warme Platte grenzenden Gas

schicht. Für den Zustand j-»0 folgt nach dieser Theorie:

71 T 7s« 1, = ^2 = 1 undoder wenn

Laut der Theorie für den Temperatursprung wird für den 
Temperaturgradient = — in der an die warme Platte gren- 

dr dr
zende Luftschicht gefunden (vgl. Fig. 10):
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at ist hier der Akkommodationskoeffizient der warmen Platte
15 dein Gase gegenüber, Z die mittlere freie Weglänge und k = .

Laut einer meiner früheren Untersuchungen1) ist

a2 den Akkommodationskoefiizienten der kalten Platte bezeich
net. Hieraus wird erhalten:

1 , 2—a2 Z1 + 2 a2 d
< 1, 2 — a. 2 — c/.> z1 + , k t +------------2

2 «1 «2 d

(26)

Äusser diesem massgebenden Temperaturgradient bei der 
warmen Platte liegt aber auch noch ein Temperaturgradient in

d

í ;
dr

\rnrm\ 'iniunnnniiu ih'i\ Vnm

T
■ //// / / / ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! 1H1H Illi ! ! ! U ! / / ! ! 1, ! H ! ! 1/1 ! 11 ! ! ! ! ! ! / ! !*■ *•

/ • r r,
ai 7

Fig. 10.

der an die kalte Platte grenzenden Gasschicht gegenüber dem 
Rande der warmen Platte, weil:

i) Sophus Weber: D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XVI, 9, 
1939. In Formel (7), S. 31 dieser Abhandlung, ist leider ein Druckfehler, wo

durch ein Faktor im Nenner der Formel für zuviel steht.
2 dz

Die Zahlen in Tabelle V, S. 33, sind aber auf Grund der obenstehenden, 
richtigen Formel berechnet.
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Also wird

(27)

«2

Für die Radiometerkraft wird hierdurch erhalten:

1
2 T

I

7t I?

also unabhängig von dem Akkommodationskoeffizien-

während die von Smoluchowski direkt abgeleitete Formel

«i Í2 *

l1\ - 7\ wird :

man für das ganze Gebiet

z 
d

annäherungsweise die 
(7 Í 7t k2
Â = \3 Å*.

f/2

Í=0'

72

und wird 
ten a.

Wenn

7\ - 7’.

ist zu ersehen, dass

(7'1-7’2)

«1.0

2 — a2]
d

1 + Å’ -

Hieraus

0 < — < oc
Z =

kann, wenn für . = 0, ft0 =

p^Ttl? = \'P~-ÿ

d =2 gesetzt wird. Für 
- = oz

2 — o2 Z
d

(t2
2-^»+ 

«1

Für c/1 = cf2 gehl diese Formel über in die früher von mir 
abgeleitete Formel:

zr/?2,«i 4- a2 — a2

Formel für Kt verwenden 
■)

• (T-72). (28)
P

p-TtR1_________

;(*■<)(>

ata2 fi

Kt = (Pi~ PÙ ™ K2, =

Pz) ttR- = ~ •

gibt die Formel (28) für Kl0

1 p nt(2 -a2) 'J\ Ti ir>
2 ’ Ta 1 ~ ~ ‘ ’

2-Oj

at a2

- (29)
nl + °2 — al a2
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oc, habe ich früher auf

Grund der vorliegenden Messungen von Martin Knudsen den

grössere Werte von j, d. h. für —

Wert von pd =
k

= — ca. 2,70 gefunden, oder:
3

(îmh" 2’70-

Die einfachste
✓

Interpolationsformel für ist

wodurch die Formel (28) für dem ganzen Gebiet 0 < . < oo 
angepasst ist.

Ist = a2, lindel man hieraus die früher von mir abgelei
tete Formel:

Wird 2 gross gegenüber d, also
Formel für P mit /i0 = 2 :

erhält man aus der

P 1 P 1
d->o 4 T . , 5 n(d\À 1 + ñu>’

(30)

Auf diese Formel werde ich in § 7 zurückkommen.
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Einige neue Messreihen mit einem horizontalen absoluten 
Manometer in der rationellen KNUDSEN’schen Ausführung, in dem 
der Abstand d während der Messungen durch ein Kompensations
verfahren konstant gehalten wurde, waren für die Theorie von 
grossem Interesse.

Wir wollen zunächst die FnEDLUNn’sche Konstruktion näher 
betrachten, und dann erst die von mir genannte rationelle Kon
struktion besprechen, in der die zwei grossen Platten A und 13 
auf den Temperaturen 7\ und 7’2 keine direkte thermische oder 
mechanische Verbindung mit einander haben.

Die Platten A und 13 können wir dann als unendlich gross 
annehmen im Vergleich zu den Dimensionen der sehr dünnen, 
metallischen Scheibe C, die in der Mitte zwischen A und 13 auf
gehängt ist.

Angenommen wird, dass die Platten A und 13 horizontal liegen, 
wobei die warme Platte oben ist. Während der Messungen bleibt 
durch ein Kompensationssystem die Scheibe C auf ihrem Platz. 
Den Durchmesser der Scheibe C nennen wir 2 J?o und den Ab
stand zwischen der Scheibe C und den Platten A und 13 be
zeichnen wir mit </.

Weiter ist für die rationelle Konstruktion

-y«l und T!>T2. (Fig. 11)

Die gutleitende, sehr dünne Scheibe und die Gasschicht in 
der Ebene der Scheibe zwischen den Platten A und 13 haben die 

konstante Temperatur 7’= -^{'1\+ T¿).

Haben alle Oberflächen in dem Apparat denselben Akkom-
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modationskoeffizienten a, wird der Temperatursprung an der 
Oberfläche der Scheibe C:

Die Temperatur der an die obere Oberfläche der Scheibe 
grenzenden Gasschicht wird also:

T + z/ /1,

so dass der horizontale Temperaturgradient am Rande der Scheibe 
für die obere Seite von C, z/7\, und für die untere Seite von C, 
— z/7\ wird.

Ausserdem liegt noch ein Temperaturgradient in den an die 
grossen Platten .4 und B grenzenden Gasschichten. Dieser Tem- 
peraturgradienl rührt von dem Unterschied im Temperatur
sprung her und liegt gegenüber dem Rande der Scheibe, weil 
die Temperatur der angrenzenden Gasschicht bei A', 7\— //7\ 
(Fig. 11) und bei A", T\ — dT2 ist, wo:

und

1 + m*’T
Der Temperaturunterschied zwischen A' und A" wird

7 l z/ 7 j ( 7\ — z/ 7’2) = z/ f2 z/ 7 ! = /! 7\

11 1 1 1
(I 1 7 2) ” 4 *

^1-^2

2 ' 2d 4 d , (l\ /. n d\1 + mu l + ,n,r V + '"‘i)
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Wir erhalten hieraus z/7\>0 und ./7'jX) für alle Werte 

von —. Für die untere Seite der Scheibe wird der Zustand ganz 

analog, nur wird z/7\ und Da die Gleitströme von
Stellen niedriger nach Stellen höherer Temperatur strömen, wird 
die Strömung am Rande der Scheibe wie in Fig. 12 a angegeben.

Verwenden wir nun die entwickelte Theorie, erhalten wir für 
jede Seite der Scheibe:

und also für die totale Radiometerkraft auf Scheibe C:

Aus der Formel für K erhellt, dass die Radiometerkraft für 
die FREDLUNö’sche Konstruktion, jedenfalls in der rationellen 
Ausführung, durch die Formel
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2 am

oder
(35)

diesem Ausdruck, dass K bei einem be-

bestimmt aus der Gleichung

(36)4 a m

Aus dieser Gleichung folgt, dass der Wert für

a = 0,50,

a = 0,30,
max

dass die Radiometerkraft

Akkommodationskoeffizienten 
von Fredlund nachgewiesen

I = tl-
max

(I
z

a — 0,70,

(v’t-n)

Aus dem Ausdruck von K erhalten wir für t-“±0 Â

von dem 
max

a abhängig wird, was auch bereits
wurde. Wir erhalten hieraus:

Aus der Formel für K gebt hervor,

K eine Funktion von y und von dem Akkommodationskoef- 

fizienten a ist. Dies erklärt, weshalb die Radiometerkraft für 
denselben Apparat in Deuterium und Wasserstoff bei demselben 

Wert von y, bezw. für denselben Druck p, verschieden sein kann, 

wie Fredlund experimentell gefunden hat.

ber

æber

dargestellt werden kann, was auch Fredlund selbst aus seinen 
Messungen gefunden hat. —

Wir ersehen aus
__T dstimmten Wert von t-

Wert für æ = — wird
Z

ein Maximum KmnK hat. Der entsprechende

ber

æber

(7\-r2)
+ p

Für a — 1 ,

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-tys. Medd. XXIV,4. 3
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(37)

ist m. W.

^Deut.

TZ
xWass.

2-an
«D

iz
z.   1 YDeut.   .
/° — — 1 

/YWass.

= «w
/ni, D - °W

Der Akkommodationskoeffizient von Deuterium
noch nicht experimentell bestimmt1). Man kann aber annehmen, 
dass die Akkommodationskoeffizienten von Helium und Deute
rium für dieselbe Oberfläche der Grössenordnung nach ange
nähert gleich sind. Setzen wir annäherungsweise aw = 0,70 und 

= 1 für sehr rauhe Oberflächen, erhalten wir für . ->oc:

während Fredlund für ~ oo experimentell

4, obs = Ca- °’50 Und fö, obs = ca- 

gefunden hat.
Um die FREDLUND’schen Messungen mit der Theorie ver

gleichen zu können, müssen wir überlegen, welchen Einfluss 
eine direkte mechanische bezw. thermische Verbindung zwischen 
den grossen Platten A und B haben wird. Durch eine Verbindung 
werden neue Gleitslröme (vgl. Fig. 12 b) von der kalten Platte 
B entlang der Verbindungswand nach der warmen Platte ent
stehen. Sind die Platten A und B hinreichend gross verglichen 
mit den Dimensionen der Scheibe C und liegt der Apparat horizon
tal, ist es möglich, dass diese Gleitströme, jedenfalls bei höherem 
Druck, praktisch gesprochen nicht zwischen der Scheibe und den 
grossen Platten durchdringen, und also nur am Rande des Appa
rates und ausserhalb der Scheibe Wirbelströme bilden, wie in 
Fig. 12 b angedeutet. In diesem Falle werden die Gleitströme wahr
scheinlich nur geringen Einfluss auf die Radiometerkraft ausüben.

Viel komplizierter wird aber der Zustand, wenn der Apparat, 
wie bei den FREDLUND’schen Messungen, vertikal steht, und 
ausserdem die Scheibe C exzentrisch zwischen den grossen

0 Nach der Beendigung dieser Arbeit hat J. AmdüR (Journal of ehern, 
physics, 14, 339, 1946) neue Bestimmungen der Akkommodationskoefficienten 
der Gase glattem, blankem Platin gegenüber durchgeführt.

Es wurde gefunden für Wasserstoff aœ = 0,316, für Helium = 0,409 
und für Deuterium aœ = 0,396.
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Platten angebracht ist in der Weise, dass sie an einigen Stellen 
dicht an den Verbindungsring zwischen den Platten heranreicht. 
In dieser Aufstellung werden die Rand-Gleitströme zwischen 
den Platten und der Scheibe durchdringen und, da sie dieselbe 
Richtung haben, die bestehenden Gleitströme verstärken. Hier
durch wird die gemessene Radiometerkraft grösser als der auf 
Grund der Formel (34) berechnete Wert. —

In diesem Falle muss nämlich in dem Ausdruck für ^,z/7\ 
Formel (33), noch ein Glied, das aber einer exakten Berechnung 
nicht zugänglich ist, hinzugefügt werden. Dieses Glied muss 
jedenfalls proportional mit (7\— 7’2) sein. Wir können also 
annäherungsweise schreiben :

= ‘------- 1---- - (7\ - r2) + - T2),
1 + 2znlf

wo V von den Dimensionen und wahrscheinlich von * abhän
gen wird.

Wir werden also für _\./71 schreiben:

T = 1------ 1—s ( T, - T2) •,, ;

1 + 2m‘I
es darf aber nicht erwartet werden, dass g> eine Konstante ist. 
Aus den FREDLUND’schen Messungen kann also

bestimmt werden, wenn 7iber aus der Formel (34) berechnet wird.
3*
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Fredlund hat durch Präzisionsmessungen mil seinem zweiten 
Apparat, in dem alle massgehenden Oberflächen mit Platin
schwarz rauh gemacht waren, ein grosses Beobachtungsmaterial 
für verschiedene Gase gewonnen.

Die Apparatkonstanten waren

7\-T2 = 20°C, d = 0,042 cm, tt/?2 = 3,161 cm2.
Die Akkommodationskoeffizienten der Gase wurden jedoch 

von Fredlund nicht gemessen und müssen daher auf Grund 
der Bestimmungen von Martin Knudsen geschätzt werden.

In den folgenden Tabellen sind einige Fredlund’scIic Mes
sungen für die verschiedenen Gase und die auf Grund der For
mel (34) berechneten Werte wiedergegeben.

p ist der Druck in Bar (1 mm Hg = 1330 Bar), während 
7<beob und z<ber in Dyn/cm2 angegeben sind. —

1. Helium. = 18,51 cm, a = 0,90.

PBar A'obs A'ber (34)
A'obs

Aber

414.1 13 31 8.11 1.65
825.3 17.13 9.04 1.90

1025 Max. 17.43 8.80 1.98
2809 11.36 5.07 2.24
6800 3.93 1.80 2.18
8783 2.62 1.252 2.09

10620 1.94 0.934 2.08
12630 1.44 0.707 2.04
37090 0.20 0.106 1.90

2. Wasserstoff, /10o == 11,81, a = 0,75.

Pßar Aoba A'ber (34)
Aobs

<r =
Aber

319.9 9.34 6.01 1.55
636.0 11.22 6.51 1.72
690 Max. 11.24 6.44 1.74

1865 7.43 3.89 1.91
5758 1.80 1.01 1.79
8186 1.068 0.584 1.83
8640 0.961 0.534 1.80

28580 0.106 0.064 1.66
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287.8
575

7.43
Max. 8.76

1947 4.687
5(537 0.992
7156 0.642
7569 0.578

25710 0.0525

Æber (34)
^'obs

99 =
Aber

5.32 1.40
5.75 1.53
3.00 1.56
0.792 1.25
0.546 1.17
0.449 1.16
0.0577 0.91

3. Deuterium, 1Z10„ = 11,81, a — 0,90.

/’Bar i ^'obs

4. Argon. = 6,57, a = 1,00.

/’Bar ^'obs Aber (34)
•^obs

Aber

143.1 4.01 2.68 1.50
280.0 5.12 2.93 1.75
345.0 Max. 5.22 2.85 1.83
687.3 4.26 2.091 2.04

1209 2.556 1.277 2.00
2531 0.830 0.505 1.64
3291 0.491 0.341 1.44
3598 0.410 0.297 1.38

12560 0.0232 0.033(5 0.69

5. Stickstoff. tZ10o =■• 6,18, a = 1,00.

/’Bar ^obs A'ber <34)
^<obs

T = kAber

113.7 2.490 2.373 1.05
226.6 4.518 3.985 1.13
320.0 Max. 4.690 2.(583 1.75
555.5 4.060 2.165 1.88

1080 2.320 1.2(58 1.84
2402 0.668 0.469 1.43
2908 0.456 0.353 1.29
3069 0.405 0.325 1.25

10150 0.0272 0.0419 0.65
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Aus diesen Tabellen erhellt, dass die von Fredlund gemes
senen Werte im allgemeinen anderthalb bis zweimal so gross 
sind wie die aus der Formel (34) berechneten Werte Z<b

Das Verhältnis —°bs- = ist, in Übereinstimmung mit der
'Vber /

Erwartung, keine Konstante und ändert sich in dem ganzen 
Bereich von ca. 1 auf ca. 2. Mit Ausnahme der Werte bei dem 
höchstem Druck, die nach Fredlund ziemlich unsicher sind, 
sind die beobachteten Werte grösser als die nach Formel (34) 
berechneten, wie auch erwarten werden sollte, da 1 y.

Die beobachteten Werte Kobs können annäherungsweise durch 
die empirische Fredlund’scIic Formel

1 + b-p + c-p2 + d-p2
dargestellt werden.

Die Werte der Konstanten sind in der folgenden Tabelle 
angegeben.

1^283°.l A (mA) b-103 c-106 d-109

Helium............................... 18.51 26.83 1.645 0.511 0.215
Wasserstoff'...................... 11.54 26.47 2.615 1.104 0.722
Deuterium......................... 11.54 25.88 3.476 1.369 1.440
Argon ................................. 6.57 25.21 5.741 2.914 7.95
Stickstoff........................... 6.18 25.00 6.600 2.424 11.47

Die Einheit für A ist mA, d. h. die in dem Kompensations
system gemessene Stromstärke in Milliampère. Um A in Dyn/cm2 
anzugeben, muss

1 ni A = 2,19*10 3 Dyn/cm2

gesetzt werden. Es wäre wahrscheinlich möglich, die Werte von 
A, b, c und d durch Ausgleichung nach der Methode der klein
sten Quadrate etwas zu verbessern. Eine weitere Diskussion 
dieser FREDLUND’schen Messungen, jedenfalls bei höherem Druck, 
hat m. E. kein Interesse, weil die vertikale Aufstellung des Appa
rates und die exzentrische Lage der Scheibe eine genauere 
theoretische Behandlung ausschliessen; ich werde deshalb vor
läufig hierauf nicht eingehen.
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Aus den obigen Tabellen geht weiter hervor, dass der von 
Fredlund gefundene Unterschied zwischen Wasserstoff und 
Deuterium insbesondere bei höherem Druck einwandfrei durch 
den Unterschied im Akkommodationskoeffizienten der beiden Gase 

erklärt werden kann. Für 7 = 0 ist der Unterschied in der

Radiometerkraft sehr gering, um allmählich für —> oc bis auf 
l()O°/o anzuwachsen, so dass

wird, in Übereinstimmung damit dass die Akkommodations
koeffizienten von Wasserstoff und Deuterium für sehr rauhe 
Oberflächen ca. 0,70 und ca. 1,0 sein werden. Zur Erklärung 
dieses Unterschieds ist es also nicht nötig, anzunehmen, dass 
die mittlere freie Weglänge in Wasserstoff und Deuterium ver
schieden ist. —

Abgesehen von den Verwendungsmöglichkeiten des Fred- 
LUND’schen Manometers in der vorliegenden Ausführung wäre es 
für die Theorie und für den Einfluss des Akkommodations
koeffizienten auf die Radiometerkraft von Bedeutung, die Fred- 
LUND’sche Konstruktion in der von mir genannten rationellen 
Ausführung experimentell zu untersuchen und mit der oben an
gegebenen Theorie zu vergleichen. —

§ G. Die Theorie der Klumb-SchWARz’schen Manometer
ausführung wird von den Temperaturen und T2, und ausser
dem von Anzahl, Lage, Grösse und Form der Prallflächen ab
hängen; insbesondere wird die gegenseitige Lage der Prallflächen 
bei niedrigen Drücken von Bedeutung sein, weil hierdurch gegen
seitige Schirmwirkungen der Prallflächen entstehen können. 
Bei dem von Klumb and Schwarz verwendeten, ringförmigen 
Spalt kann aber die Lage und die Anzahl der Prallflächen so 
gewählt werden, dass die Schirmwirkung praktisch gesprochen 
vernachlässsigbar ist.

Die Akkommodationskoeffizienten der verschiedenen Ober
flächen den Gasen gegenüber werden auch von Einfluss sein; 
einfachheitshalber werden wir sie vorläufig für alle Oberflächen 
in dem Instrument gleich eins setzen, also a = 1.
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Wir werden also im folgenden von etwaigen Schirmwirkungen 
bei niedrigem Druck und von dem Einfluss des Akkommoda
tionskoeffizienten absehen und nur ganz kurz die beiden Grenz

fälle y = 0 und Á
d
z oo, wo d = R-r, näher betrachten; ferner

werden wir die Radiometerkraft, bezw. das Drehmoment, auf die 
Drehachse in Pr bezogen, auf einen schiefgestellten Planstreifen

Fig. 13.

zwischen zwei grossen, parallelen Platten auf den Temperaturen 

T. und To berechnen, da eine Ringspalte, für die ------in1 “ r
erster Näherung durch zwei parallele Platten ersetzt werden kann.

Wir betrachten erst den Grenzfall
/?-/■

Z

Die beiden grossen, vertikalen Platten A und B stehen parallel 
und haben die Temperaturen und T2, wo Tt>T2‘, der Ab
stand zwischen den Platten ist d. In der Mitte zwischen den 
Platten steht ein vertikaler Streifen, von dem wir ein Element 
dS = 1 cm2 betrachten. Den Winkel zwischen der Normale des 
Streifens und der Y-Achse nennen wir a. Die vertikale Dreh
achse läuft parallel mit der Z-Achse und schneidet die Y-Achse 
in dem Punkte Px im Abstande h von der Mitte des Elementes dS, 
Fig. 13.

Wir nehmen an, dass sich in dem Raum des Ringspaltes 2VX 
Moleküle per cm3 befinden, die sich mit einer Geschwindigkeit 
ßx von der Platte A hinweg, und N2 Moleküle per cm3, die 
sich mit der Geschwindigkeit _Q2 von der Platte B hinweg be- 
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wegen. Steht der Raum zwischen den Platten A und B mit 
einem Raum in Verbindung, in dem die Temperatur T2 und 

der Druck p= - Nmiil herrschen, hat man, wie bekannt, in o
der Gleichgewichtslage

und

Für beide Seiten des Streifens erhält man nach einer ein
fachen Berechnung für die totale Komponente der Radiometerkraft 
Kn in der Richtung der Normale n den Ausdruck:

sin a cos a (38)

Für die Komponente in der n Richtung des Elementes dS, 
Kn,, wo zf in der XY-Ebene liegt, erhält man für beide Seiten 
zusammen:

K , = ~ N,m (X?1 — -Q.>) sin2 a, (39)
3 71

während Kz = 0.
Das Drehmoment in Bezug auf die Drehachse in l)l wird 

gegeben durch P = Kx-h, wo

Kx = ~ Kn cos — aj + Kn, cos a, 

oder
Kx = -^P (40)

7C woraus hervorgeht, dass A" = 0 für a = 0 und « = —, ein 
Resultat das auch einleuchtend ist.

Das Drehmoment P erreicht ein Maximum, wenn Í — — al sin a 
= Max, d. h. a = ca. 41°.

Aus dem Ausdruck für ArT erhellt, dass die Ablenkung des

Radiometersystemes für den Zustand y = 0 in der negativenz TTRichtung der X-Achse geschieht, solange a<y ist.
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A' X

Für den Zustand
(vgl.§7)

(I
1 0 erhält man weiter in bekannterWeise

1
2P

wo d durch die Dimensionen des Radiometersystemes gegeben 
ist, während Z die mittlere freie Weglänge des Gases bei dem 
Druck p bezeichnet.

Aus dem Ausdruck für /<L. erhellt, dass eine zwischen zwei 
grossen, parallelen Platten mit verschiedenen Temperaturen 
7\ und T2 aufgehängte Platte oder Scheibe nicht nur einer 
Radiometerkraft in der Richtung der Normale, sondern auch 
einer Radiometerkraft in der Richtung n senkrecht zur Nor
male n, unterliegt. Die Grösse der Kräfte ist von dem Winkel 
ct abhängig.

Steht die Scheibe parallel zu den grossen Platten, d.h. a = 0, 
heben sich die parallel zur Scheibe wirkenden Radiometerkräfte 

gegenseitig auf, und also Kn, = 0 und Kn = - A72m.Q2 —122) 
= 2^(|^^—Steh* die Scheibe aber senkrecht zu den

“ TV
grossen Platten, d. h. a = -, erhält inan Kn = 0 und Kn, 

= — N„ ni -Q.) (.Q. — _Q9) = — • p 11/-^1 — 1 I, was auch durch eine
3 n “ " 7t \| /2 /

direkte Berechnung leicht zu beweisen ist.
Diese letztere Anordnung ermöglicht es, ein absolutes Mano

meter zu konstruieren, für welches der Radiometereffekt in dem
Gebiet 0 < ^ < oo unabhängig von der Bewegung der Scheibe, 

bezw. von dem Ausschlag der Scheibe wird, weil sich die Scheibe 
in diesem Falle in ihrer eigenen Ebene bewegt.

Wir gehen nun dazu über, den anderen Grenzzustand, d. h. 

zu betrachten; hier sind die durch den Temperatur

gradienten entstehenden Gleitströme entlang den Prallflächen 
massgebend für die auf diesen wirksame Radiometerkraft.
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Wenn mehrere Prallflächen vorhanden sind, werden die Gleit
ströme entlang einer Prallfläche a b wahrscheinlich wie in Fig. 14 
angegeben verlaufen. Das Gas strömt der Prallfläche entlang in 
der Richtung von Stellen niedriger Temperatur nach Stellen 
höherer Temperatur. Wird der Abstand der Prallflächen mit /

Fig. 14.

bezeichnet, erhalten wir für die Geschwindigkeit w' dieser Gleit
strömung (vgl. Seite 16):

Die hierdurch auf die Prallfläche a b wirkende Tangential
kraft K in der Richtung der Fläche ist die totale Radiometer
kraft per cm2. Nach einer einfachen Berechnung erhält man 
für beide Seiten der Prallfläche

weil kt = k2 = - , während — den Temperaturgradienten in 

der an die Oberfläche der Prallfläche grenzenden Gasschicht 
bezeichnet.
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Setzen wir ;—- sin«, erhallen wir für das Dreh
ers a

moment, P = wo

Das Maximum von P wird erreicht, wenn a = 45°, während 
7TP = 0 für « = 0 und a = —, was auch einleuchtend ist.

Es erhellt hieraus, dass die Ablenkung des Radiometerkörpers 
7Tin der positiven Richtung der X-Achse erfolgt, solange a<-, 

in der entgegengesetzten Richtung wie die Ablenkung im Zu- 
d _vstande Zs Q.
Á

Für das Manometer von Klumb und Schwarz wird der Ver
lauf der Radiometerkraft, bezw. des Drehmomentes P, also in 

dem ganzen Druckgebiet 0 < < oo ungefähr so wie in Fig. 15
A

angegeben, woraus hervorgeht, dass sich der Apparat am besten 
für die Messung von niedrigen Drucken eignet.

Die Kurve für Kx in Fig. 15 ist in Übereinstimmung mit den 
Messungen und Mitteilungen von Klumb und Schwarz.
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§

wird

in Übereinstimmung mit dein wahren

wenn

von

(42)

3
gefunden, wo

ist die nach der CHAPMAx’schen Formel berechnete

1
4

9

p

1
4

1
= 2P

Grenzwert für ~ = 0: Z

ten des Gases a = 
den Werl

Z =
P

i) Sophus Weber, loc. cit. S. 25. 1937.

^cm*

■fd’.-T.).

7. Aus der allgemeinen Formel für das absolute Manometer 

mit >i = 2 für den Zustand > 0 gefunden:

Bei der Verwendung des absoluten Manometers in dem Druck

gebiet y—>0 kann es von Interesse sein, diesen Ausdruck mit 

der Formel zu vergleichen, die man annäherungsweise theore
tisch ableiten kann.

In einer früheren Arbeit1^ habe ich untersucht, wie die Grenz
formel 

P 7 1 ^2

1 1 + 0,625 f-

von vereinzelten, gegenseitigen Zusammenstössen der Moleküle 
zwischen den Platten A und li beeinflusst wird. Einfachheits
halber wurde bei der Ableitung der Akkommodationskoeflizien-

1 gesetzt, und ausserdem — -2 « 1. Für 
wurde

“ = 4"

K =cm’ 4 T 5
1 +7

7‘ y7’2«!.
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freie Weglänge in dem Gase zwischen den Platten, wenn die 
Gasmasse als einheitliches Gas aufgefasst wird, und also

j/2 Nttct2’
wo /ro’2 den mittleren effektiven Stossquerschnitt der Moleküle
bezeichnet. N ist bestimmt durch P = wo p der

Druck ausserhalb der Platten ist, während zwischen und am
Rande der Platten die folgende Bedingung gilt:

Bei Berechnung der von den Molekülen übertragenen Beweg
ungsmenge wurde vorausgesetzt, dass alle gegenseitigen Zusam
menstösse gleichwertig sind und dass die direkt von Zusammen
stössen in einem Volumenelement kommenden Moleküle gleich
mässig verteilt in allen Richtungen ausgestrahlt werden; dies ist 
der Fall, wenn die Moleküle als harte, elastische Kugeln aufge
fasst werden können. Ausserdem ist angenommen, dass ein Mole
kül höchstens an einem Zusammenstoss zwischen zwei auf ein
ander folgenden Stössen gegen die Wände teilnimmt. Wenn diese 
Voraussetzungen erfüllt sind, werden die Moleküle, welche infolge 
von Zusammenstössen die Platten nicht erreichen, durch direkt 
von Zusammenstössen kommende Moleküle ersetzt.

Die in die Ableitung eingehende Voraussetzung, dass alle 
gegenseitigen Zusammenstösse der Moleküle gleichwertig sind, 
verlangt aber eine nähere Überprüfung. Betrachten wir zwei 
grosse Platten 1 und 2, bezw. das absolute Manometer von 
Knudsen, mit den Temperaturen 7\ und 7’2, die nur wenig von 
einander abweichen, sieht man, dass man es in dem Raum 
zwischen den Platten 1 und 2 mit zwei Molekülgruppen 1 und 2 
zu tun hat, in welchen sich die Moleküle in entgegengesetzten 
Richtungen bewegen; für 7\ = 72 bilden die zwei Molekül
gruppen zusammen eine homogene Gasmasse im MAXWELL’schen

Zustand. In dem Zustande 0 werden vereinzelte Zusammen

stösse der Moleküle beider Gruppen einsetzen. Von Platte 1 
bezw. 2 geht die Molekülgruppe 1 bezw. 2 aus; die Anzahl der 
ausgestrahlten Moleküle per Sek. und per ein2 ist
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bezw. |n2o2.

Die von der Platte 1 bezw. 2 ausgestrahlten Moleküle sind gegen 
die Platte 2, bezw. 1, gerichtet und nach dem Cosinusgesetz

verteilt. Die Geschwindigkeitsverteilung für jede Gruppe ist die 
MAXWELi/sche.

In dem Zustand — —> 0 wird von den von der Platte 1 bezw. 
2 ausgestrahlten Molekülen J-MíG bezw. JjV2.Q2 ein Teil

d d 2 2
bezw. die Platte 2 bezw. 1 nicht erreichen,

weil die Moleküle in dem Raum zwischen den Platten einen 
Zusammenstoss erlitten haben. Die Anzahl von Molekülen, die 
per Sek. und per cm3 zwischen den Platten gegenseitige Zu
sammenstösse erlitten haben, ist also

M2o2
2 ’ 2 ’

wenn ein Molekül höchstens an einem Zusammenstoss teilnimmt.

Dies wird der Fall sein für den Zustand y—>0, wenn dieser 
i/ ™Zustand dem Zustande y = 0 sehr nahe kommt. In diesem 
a

Falle kann auch annäherungsweise für den Zustand jT^O,
in der obenstehende Summe A’j = .V2 <>2 gesetzt werden, so 
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dass die totale Anzahl von Zusammenstössen per Sek. und per 

cm3 wird. Die Hälfte dieser Moleküle ist nach den gegen

seitigen Zusammenstössen gegen die Platte 1 bezw. 2 gerichtet.
Die gegenseitigen Zusammenstösse der Moleküle der Gruppen 

1 und 2 können, sofern ein Molekül nur an einem Zusammen
stoss teilnimmt, in drei Arten aufgeteilt werden, nämlich:

a) Zusammenstoss von 2 Molekülen der Gruppe 1,
b) Zusammenstoss von 2 Molekülen der Gruppe 2,
c) Zusammenstoss von einem Molekül der Gruppe 1 bezw. 2 

mit einem Molekül der Gruppe 2 bezw. 1.

Betrachten wir nun die Zusammenstösse unter a) und b), 
ersehen wir leicht, dass diese Zusammenstösse — genau wie in 
der Theorie der Diffusion der Gase — keinen Einfluss auf die 
übertragene Bewegungsmenge oder Energie haben können. Von 
Bedeutung für den Transport von Bewegungsmenge und Energie 
sind also nur Zusammenstösse zwischen den Molekülen 1 und 
2, und wir müssen daher für die verschiedenen Apparate und 
Konstruktionen die Anzahl der unter c) aufgeführten Zusammen
stösse berechnen, da diese Anzahl im allgemeinen von der geo
metrischen Form des Messapparates abhängig sein wird.

Ist die Temperaturdifferenz zwischen den Molekülgruppen 1 
und 2 sehr klein, ist es einleuchtend, dass ein Molekül 77h, 
(Fig. 16), das sich parallel zu den Platten 1 und 2 bewegt, die
selbe Wahrscheinlichkeit besitzt gegen ein Molekül der Gruppe 
1 bezw. 2 zu stossen. — Nennen wir die Anzahl der Stösse ge
gen Moleküle der Gruppe 1, und gegen Moleküle der Gruppe 
2, n2, erhalten wir für Moleküle, die sich parallel zu den Platten 
bewegen

/»i /?t 7?2 1
7?a nt + 7J2 7Jx i 7J2 2

Anders liegen die Verhältnisse für ein Molekül, das sich in 
der Richtung senkrecht zu den Platten bewegt. Betrachten wir 
ein Molekül 7?j2, das sich in der Richtung von der Platte 2 
nach der Platte 1 und senkrecht zu diesen bewegt, ist es ein
leuchtend, dass das Molekül 7H2 eine grössere Wahrscheinlich
keit besitzt gegen ein Molekül der Gruppe 1 als gegen ein Mole-
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kül der Gruppe 2 zu stossen, weil die relative Geschwindigkeit 
des Moleküls m2 und der sämtlichen Moleküle der Gruppe 1 
grösser ist als die relative Geschwindigkeit des Moleküls /n2 und 
der sämtlichen Moleküle der Gruppe 2. In diesem Falle wird

Bei der weiteren Berechnung werden wir einfachheitshalber 
annehmen, dass alle Moleküle der Gruppen 1 und 2 dieselbe 
Geschwindigkeit Ct bezw. C2 besitzen, und dass Ct und C2 nur 
wenig von einander abweichen, so dass wir annäherungsweise 

mit dem mittleren Wert C — (Cx + C2) rechnen dürfen.

Der mittlere Wert der relativen Geschwindigkeit eines Mole
küls /n2, das sich mit der Geschwindigkeit C senkrecht zu den 
Platten bewegt, gegenüber allen Molekülen der Gruppe 1, wird 
in diesem Falle (Fig. 16):

(43)

und gegenüber den Molekülen der Gruppe 2:

— cos H sin H (I H (44)

Betrachten wir die beiden Gruppen 1 und 2 zusammen, 
bilden diese ein homogenes Gas, worin sich die Moleküle gleich
mässig in allen Bichlungen mit der Geschwindigkeit C bewegen 
(Clausius-Gas); hierfür erhalten wir in derselben Weise den 
bekannten Ausdruck :

/?3 = | \ C j/2 |/ l”—"cos 6 sin f) d 0 = | C. (45) 

vo
Wird das MAXWELL’sche Verteilungsgesetz für die Molekular

geschwindigkeiten eingeführt, muss, wie bekannt, der Faktor 
4 /- in /?3 durch J/2 ersetzt werden.

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys Medd. XXIV, 4 4
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Bezeichnet in einem homogenen Gas N die Zahl der Mole
küle per cm3, sind die Stosszahlen n2 und (/?t + n2) in den 
Gruppen 1, 2 und in dem homogenen Gas durch die relativen 
Geschwindigkeiten bestimmt. Wir haben hierfür:

7?1 — ’ 71 ■ ^1 = N’7T(T2- (2 | 2 — 1) • C 

n.>

•C.

Hieraus erhallen wir:

für

gill

während 
bewegt,

+ n-2

' = 0,50

4
7lt + /l2 = 1V-TT O'2-/? 3 = NtT(Î2-

77 2 M aq — 1 a= -— = 0,35o = 1 — p,
nt + n2 4

ein Molekül, das sich parallel zu den Platten

«1
”1

und

Wird der Winkel zwischen der Bewegungsrichtung des stos
senden Moleküls m2 und der Normale der grossen Platten 1 
und 2 mit y bezeichnet, können wir mit hinreichender Genauig
keit die folgende Interpolationsformel anwenden:

= (#- ) c(,s '!■ + 2 “ 2 + " 412 cos ’’ = S1!

wir finden hieraus im Mittel für den Baum zwischen den beiden 
Platten :

In meiner früheren Ableitung der Manometerformel in dem
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oder
1 1

(46)

Messungen von Fred-

Konstanten

20° C.

Instrument

Aus dem Vorhergehenden erhellt aber, dass man bei zwei 
grossen, parallelen Platten nur mit effektiven gegenseitigen 
Zusammenstössen zu rechnen hat; hieraus folgt, wie leicht zu 
sehen ist, dass die Formel geschrieben werden muss:

Km'

wo a = 0,43.
Wir können nun diese Formel mit den 

lund vergleichen und wählen hierfür die mit dem zweiten Fred- 
LUNn’schen Apparat gewonnenen Messreihen mit den

^'cm1

1
l+».f

4 X

TT- 2 RHieraus erhellt, dass —— = ca. 50, so dass dieses d
als ein absolutes Manometer aufgefasst werden darf, jedenfalls

4*

Gebiet y->0 wurde mit (yjt + n2) bezw. —effektiven Zusam

menstössen per cm3 zwischen den beiden Platten gerechnet, 
und es wurde die folgende Formel abgeleitet:

^2 ’

d = 0,042 cm, 2 R = ca. 2 cm und Tt— 7’2

Sind die Akkommodationskoeffizienten für die beiden grossen 
Platten 1 und 2 dieselben, kann man den Einfluss des Akkom
modationskoeffizienten auf den Wert von vernachlässigen. — 

p _ p
Ist —1 —~«1, kann die Formel (46) auch folgendermassen 

12
geschrieben werden:

1

1 + «
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für den Zustand wo keine Gleitströme vorhanden
sind. —

Um den Einfluss des Akkommodationskoeffizienten weit- 
gehendst zu eliminieren, waren alle massgebenden Oberflächen 
in diesem Radiometersystem mit Platinschwarz rauh gemacht; 
ausserdem wurde der Abstand </ während der Messungen durch 
eine elektromagnetische Kompensation der Radiometerkraft kon
stant gehalten.

Fredlund hat das umfangreiche Beobachtungsmaterial für 
die Gase Helium, Wasserstoff, Deuterium, Argon und Stickstoff 
in fünf Tabellen1) wiedergegeben. Für die in diesen Tabellen 
aufgeführten Messungen gilt ungefähr:

Für Tabelle V: 0 < — < ca. 852

» » IV: 0<d-<
z = » 3,7

» » III: 0 <¿<2 = » 0,95

» » II: 0 » 0,15

» » I: 0 » 0,03

Verwenden wir für jede Messreihe und für jedes Gas die
Formel K — 4 . p

Ti-7’2 1 + bp + cp2 + <d-p3’

können wir den Werl von b bestimmen und hieraus den Faktor 

a berechnen, weil « = 5-—,.(I

“V «in «II «I

Tabelle V Tabelle 111 Tabelle 11 Tabelle 1

Helium: He... . 0.725 0.732 1.08 1.20
Wasserstoff: Ho........ 0.719 0.779 1.30 1.39
Deuterium: Do........ 0.955 0.800 1.32 1.42

Argon: Ar ........ 0.898 0.789 1.33 1.52
Stickstoff: No........ 0.972 0.850 1.37 1.52

0 E. Fredlund: loe. cit. (b) S. 4—9.
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Aus dieser Tabelle geht hervor, dass der beobachtete Wert 

von a in dem Gebiet - -> 0 etwas zunimml und dass der experi

mentelle Werl von « bedeutend grösser ist als der nach der klas
sischen kinetischen Theorie berechnete Wert « = 0,43. Der ge

fundenen Variation von «, bezw. dem Anwachsen von a für — —► 0, 

braucht wahrscheinlich keine grosse Bedeutung zugemessen zu 
werden, zumal hierfür verschiedene Erklärungen möglich sind, wie 
z. B. ein minimales Loch in dem Apparat, bezw. bei niedrigen 
Drucken Anwesenheit oder Abgabe einiger schwerer Dämpfe usw.

Der Unterschied zwischen dem berechneten Wert a = 0,43 
und dem beobachteten, mittleren Wert a — ca. 0,85 ist aber so 
gross, dass er wahrscheinlich nicht durch den Einfluss eventu
eller Verunreinigungen der Gase durch schwere Dämpfe, selbst 
in einem komplizierten Apparat, erklärt werden kann.

Unter der Annahme, dass die entwickelte Theorie für die 
gegenseitigen Zusammenstösse der Moleküle in den beiden Grup
pen annäherend richtig ist, würde sieh aus dem Wert a = ca. 0,85 
ein Wert von 2 ergeben, der nur gleich der Hälfte des klassi
schen CHAPMAN’schen Wertes ist, d. h. ein Stossquerschnitt der 
Moleküle von ca. 2 znr2, wo zro-2 den CHAPMAN’schen Stossquer
schnitt bezeichnet.

Die Erklärung von diesem Unterschied kann daher vielleicht

darin gesucht werden, dass es in dem Gebiet . ->0, wo nur

vereinzelte Zusammenstösse zwischen den Molekülen stattfinden, 
nicht erlaubt ist, die Moleküle als harte, elastische Kugeln an
zusehen.

Es wird dann in diesem Gebiet, in Übereinstimmung mit 
den Resultaten der Untersuchungen über Zusammenstösse von 
nicht-identischen Molekülen in Molekularstrahlen, notwendig, 
das wcllenmechanische Modell der Moleküle zu gebrauchen. — 
In diesem Ealle wird, wie u. a. Massey und Monnl) gezeigt 
haben, der effektive Stossquerschnitt grösser und also der Wert 
von 2 in demselben Verhältnis kleiner.

Laut den aus den Untersuchungen mit Molekularstrahlen

H.S.W. Massey und C. B. O. Mohh: Proc. Boy. Soc. A 141, 434, 1933. 
» » » » A 144, 188, 1934. 
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für den effektiven Stossquerschnitt gewonnenen Resultaten muss 
angenommen werden, dass der einzelne Zusammenstoss zwi
schen zwei Molekülen nach den Gesetzen der Wellenmechanik 
zu behandeln ist, während es laut der kinetischen Gastheorie 
erlaubt ist, die klassische Mechanik anzuwenden, wenn es sich 
um den mittleren Wert von vielen gegenseitigen Zusammen
stössen handelt.

Der effektive Stossquerschnitt wird nämlich laut der Wellen
mechanik u. a. abhängig von dem Wert der zugeordneten de 
BnoGLiE’schen Wellenlänge //, und man findet hieraus für den 
effektiven Stossquerschnitt sn für identische Moleküle0

für Â' = 0, su = 2 tto2 und

für À,' — oo, sn = 8 na2,

wo tto2 den klassischen CiiAPMAN’schen Stossquerschnitt bezeich
net. Hieraus würde folgen, dass der Wert der Hilfsgrösse 2, 

die mittlere freie Weglänge im Gase, der für den Zustand 

in Betracht kommt, bedeutend kleiner ist als der klassische 
CHAPMAN’sche Wert.

Vollständigkeitshalber muss aber noch erwähnt werden, 
dass E. Fredlund mit seiner ersten Manomelerkonslruktion, 
für welche die Konstanten

d = 0,485 cm 2 1? = ca. 1,50 cm und 1\ — T2 = 20° C

waren, einen Wert von « für die Gase N% und Ar von im
Mittel ca. 0,40 gefunden hat. Das Beobachtungsmaterial in diesen

Messreihen ist aber für das Gebiet ~-*0 nicht sehr gross, und z
ausserdem muss diese Untersuchung als eine Bestimmung der 
Radiometerkrafl auf eine gut wärmeleitende, kleine Scheibe in 
einem Temperaturfeld karakterisiert werden. — Es wäre aus 
theoretischen Gründen von erheblichem Interesse, einige Reihen 
von neuen Präzisionsmessungen zur Bestimmung des Wertes

von a in dein Gebiet > 0 durchzuführen; hierfür würden Unter-

O Vgl. Earle H. Kennard: Kin. Theory of Gases, 1938, S. 133 und, 
Harald Wergeland: I). Kgl. Danske Vid. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIII, 

14, 1945,
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suchungen über die molekulare Reibung und die molekulare 
Wärmeleitfähigkeit in Betracht kommen. Insbesondere ist die 
molekulare Wärmeleitfähigkeit hierfür geeignet, weil der Einfluss 
der unbekannten molekularen Streuung der 'Moleküle nach den 
gegenseitigen Zusammenstössen bei dem Energietransport in dem 

Zustande y^O nur von geringer Bedeutung sein wird, jedenfalls 

dann, wenn mit parallelen Platten oder grossen coaxialen Zy

linderflächen, wofür die Bedingung - -«1 erfüllt ist, gearbei

tetwird und sehr kleine Temperaturdifferenzen verwendet werden.

Zusammenfassung.
1. In einer früheren Arbeit wurde für die Radiometerkraft 

per cm2 in dem absoluten Manometer • von Martin Knudsen 
die folgende Formel abgeleitet:

unter der Voraussetzung, dass nicht zu klein ist und

Ausserdem wurde angenommen, dass die Oberflächen des Radio
nietersystems absolut rauh waren, d.h. dass für alle Gase a = 1, 
wenn a den Akkommodationskoeffizienten des Gases bezeichnet.

d ist die massgebende Abmessung des Radiomeiersystems; 
für das absolute Manometer ist d der konstante Abstand der
grossen, parallelen Platten mit den Temperaturen 7\ und 7’2. 
XZ = pZ ist die mittlere freie Weglänge des Gases bei dem Druck 1
Bar. Z wird auf Grund der CiiAPMAN’schen Formel berechnet, 

i • . d .Die Formel ist gültig, wenn ~ nicht zu klein ist, und der 
7T . (Iexperimentelle Wert von p = — •/n in dem Bereich — oo 

ist p = ca. 2,70. ' , Z
Soll die Formel auch den Grenzwert für = 0 befriedigen, 

muss in diesem Gebiet p = 2 gesetzt werden. — Laut dieser 
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Formel muss für zwei Gase mit demselben Wert von Z, z. B. 
Helium und Deuterium, die Radiometerkraft K für denselben 
Apparat und bei demselben Druck p die gleiche sein. —

2. E. Fredlund hat aber mit seinem Molekularmanometer 
experimentell nachgewiesen, dass die Radiometerkräfte in Wasser
stoff und Deuterium für denselben Messapparat und bei dem
selben Druck p verschieden sind.

Für den Zustand 0 ist die Radiometerkraft in beiden

Gasen, wie auch erwartet werden sollte, praktisch gesprochen 

die gleiche, während in dein Gebiet die Radiometerkraft 

in Wasserstoff ca. zweimal so gross wird als in Deuterium.
Bei diesen Untersuchungen von Fredlund waren die Ober

flächen des Radiometersystems mit Platinschwarz rauh gemacht.
3. Der Einfluss des Akkommodationskoeffizienten a wird für 

das absolute Manometer von Martin Knudsen und für das 
Molekularmanometer von Fredlund in der rationellen Ausfüh
rung theoretisch untersucht, und die Manometerformeln werden 
berechnet. Haben alle Oberflächen des Manometersystems den
selben Akkommodationskoeffizienten a, wird für das absolute 
Manometer von Martin Knudsen gefunden, dass der Einfluss 

des Akkommodationskoeffizienten auch in dem Gebiet j--*oo 
vernachlässigt werden kann.

Für das Fredlund’scIic Manometer in der rationellen Aus
führung, d. h. eine kleine metallische Kreisscheibe, aufgehängt 
parallel zu und in der Mitte zwischen zwei grossen, parallelen 
Platten, die keine direkte Verbindung mit einander haben, wurde 
die folgende Formel gefunden:

In dieser Formel ist 2 m, = ~ ° und 2 < p = ~ in < ca. 2,70.
15 2 — a " «>

Hieraus erhellt, dass man für zwei Gase mit demselben Werl 
von tZ und mit verschiedenen Akkommodationskoeffizienten «w 
und erhält:
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= ca. 1, wird hier

en. in Übereinstini-

Der von Fredlund gefundene Unterschied in der Radiometer
kraft von H2 und D2 wird hierdurch einwandfrei erklärt. Wird 
z. B. für die stark platinierten Oberflächen seines Manometers 
angenommen, dass aw = ca. 0,70 und 
aus für oo gefunden, dass (~ j

. \ W/oo
mung mit den experimentellen Resultaten.

Soweit bekannt, ist der Akkommodationskoeffizient für Deu
terium noch nicht gemessen1). Es darf aber angenommen werden, 
dass die Akkommodationskoeffizienten für Deuterium und Helium, 
weil beide Gase dasselbe Molekulargewicht haben, annäherungs
weise gleich sind. Auf Grund der Messungen von Martin Knud
sen ist es bekannt, dass für eine stark platinierte Oberfläche, 
für welche aw = ca. 0,70, der Akkommodationskoeffizient für 
Helium ca. 0,95 ist; es ist nicht wahrscheinlich, dass der Ak
kommodationskoeffizient für reines Deuterium kleiner ist. —

Aus der obenstehenden Formel für die Radiomeierkraft Æ 
in dem FREDLUND’schen Molekularmanometer gehl hervor, dass 
die Abhängigkeit zwischen Æ und dem Druck p durch

A’cm. = A------ ST-----ÍT------- 7 - C''' - ’»)p' + a2 p¿ + a3 p 4- a4 
gegeben ist.

Diese Druckabhängigkeit zwischen K und p hat Fredlund 
auch aus seinen Messungen für alle untersuchten Gase gefunden.

4. Grösse und Verlauf der Radiomeierkraft in dem Mole- 
kularmanomeler von Klumb und Schwarz werden theoretisch 
untersucht, und die Radiometerkraft auf einer Oberfläche oder 
Scheibe, die zwischen zwei grossen, parallelen Platten mit 
verschiedenen Temperaturen 7\ und T2 aufgehängt ist, wird 
berechnet. Ist die kleine Scheibe, in der FREDLUND’chen 
oder die Prallfläche in der KLUMB-ScuwARz’chen Konstruktion,
parallel zu den grossen Platten, wird für den Zustand — 0 

0 Vgl. Fussnote S. 34.
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die Radiometerkraft in der Richtung der Normale der 
u 1
An = g P
Radiometerkräfte gegenseitig auflieben.

|/y—1 , während sich die in der Scheibe li
Scheibe

egenden

Steht die Prallfläche oder kleine Scheibe aber senkrecht 
zu den grossen Platten mit verschiedenen Temperaturen, wird 

für den Zustand y = 0, Kn = 0, während die Resultante der in

der Scheibe liegenden Radiometerkräfte Kn, unter Berücksich
tigung beider Seiten der Scheibe 

wird.
Hierdurch wird es möglich ein absolutes Manometer zu kon

struieren, in dem der Radiometereffekt von dem Ausschlag un
abhängig ist.

5. Für das absolute Manometer von Martin Knudsen wird 
der Bereich ^-->0 theoretisch näher untersucht, und zwar von 

der Voraussetzung ausgehend, dass ein Molekül zwischen zwei 
auf einander folgenden Stössen gegen die Wände höchstens an 
einem Zusammenstoss mit anderen Molekülen teilnimmt, und 
dass die vereinzelten, gegenseitigen Zusammenstösse der Moleküle 
nicht alle in Bezug auf den Transport von Bewegungsmenge und 
Energie gleichwertig sind.

Von den grossen Platten 1 und 2 mit den Temperaturen 7\ 
und T2 werden die Molekülgruppen 1 bezw. 2 ausgesandt; ein 
Molekül aus der Gruppe 1 kann nun entweder gegen ein Mole
kül der Gruppe 1 oder gegen ein Molekül der Gruppe 2 stossen; 
dasselbe gilt für ein Molekül aus der Gruppe 2. —

Für den Transport von Bewegungsmenge und Energie von 
der einen Platte nach der anderen sind nur Zusammenstösse 
zwischen Molekülen aus verschiedenen Gruppen von Bedeutung, 
während der Zusammenstoss zwischen Molekülen aus derselben 
Gruppe den Transport von Bewegungsmenge und Energie nicht 
beeinflusst.

Ausgehend von diesen Betrachtungen wird für den Zustand
d 0, und wenn —1 « 1, die folgende Formel für die
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Radiometerkraft abgeleitet :

Aus dem grossen Beobachtungsmaterial von Fredlund für 

das Gebiet ¿ wird aber ein Wert von a gefunden, der un

gefähr doppelt so gross ist wie der berechnete Wert a = 0,43.
Wenn dieser Unterschied reell ist, kann man annehmen, 

dass der effektive Stossquerschnitt identischer Moleküle in 
diesem Zustand des Gases doppelt so gross ist wie der klas
sische CHAPMAN’sche Stossquerschnilt.

Diese Abweichung ist in Übereinstimmung mit den bei den 
Bestimmungen des effektiven Stossquerschnittes für nicht-iden
tische Moleküle nach der Methode der Molekularstrahlen gefun
denen Resultaten. Stellt es sich bei anderen Untersuchungen, 
z. B. Untersuchungen über die molekulare Reibung und die 

molekulare Wärmeleitfähigkeit in dem Zustande -•-> 0, heraus, 

dass der beobachtete Wert von a doppelt so gross ist wie der 
berechnete, muss man annehmen, dass der einzelne Zusammen
stoss zwischen zwei identischen Molekülen auch nach den Ge
setzen der Wellenmechanik behandelt werden muss, während 
nach der kinetischen Gastheorie die Anwendung der klassi
schen Mechanik erlaubt ist, wenn es sich um den mittleren 
Effekt von vielen gegenseitigen Zusammenstössen handelt.

Im Hinblick auf dieses Problem wäre es von wesentlichem 
Interesse, dass neue Präzisionsmessungen über den Verlauf der 
molekularen Reibung und molekularen Wärmeleitfähigkeit in 
dem Gebiet = 0 vorgenommen würden. —

Der Direktion des Dänischen Carlsbergfonds bin ich wieder 
für gewährte Stütze sehr zu Dank verpflichtet.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 19. Juni 1946.
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 20. December 1947.
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A survey of the motions in our solar system shows that space 
around our sun is filled with bodies, large and small: the 

major planets and their satellites, asteroids, and comets; and 
filled with orbits. Objects that are situated in the outer parts of 
the system are invisible to us even if they are intrinsically bright; 
but if they move in very eccentric orbits, so that their perihelion 
distances are smaller than a certain limit, then they may come 
within a distance small enough to make them observable. Millions 
of planets and comets are certainly present in our solar system, 
but the great majority are never observed from the earth.

Most of the several hundred comets for which orbits have 
been determined move in very eccentric orbits, very close to 
parabolic motion. In the case of a few comets, for which slightly 
hyperbolic motion has been derived, it has been found that this 
hyperbolicity can be explained as a consequence of the pertur
bations by the major planets during the- motion of the comet 
towards the inner parts of the solar system. We may maintain 
that there is not a single comet among those observed for which 
motion from the outside into our solar system has been estab
lished1.

A small fraction of the comets observed until now move in 
relatively small ellipses round the sun, and the relation between 
these comets and the great majority of comets moving in very 
eccentric orbits has been made the subject of a number of investi
gations by various authors.

By the investigations of the orbit of the so-called Lexell’s 
comet (comet 1770 I) attention was drawn to the possibility of 
great changes in the character of the motion of a comet if a near 
approach to one of the major planets took place. Later it became

1 Cf. e. g. Publications of the Copenhagen Observatory Nos. 19, 44, 98, 105, 
112, 114.

1* 
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possible to establish by accurate calculations many cases of large 
changes of cometary orbits caused by one of the major planets 
(Jupiter). For an example see Publ. Copenhagen Observatory 
No. 106: H. Q. Rasmusen’s calculation of the motion of comet 
Schwassmann-Wachmann 2 (1929 I). With the increasing know
ledge of cometary orbits it became evident that groups of cometary 
orbits exist which apparently to a certain degree are connected 
with the major planets: a large group with aphelion distances 
about equal to the semi-major axis of the orbit of Jupiter, a small 
group with aphelion distances about equal to the semi-major axis 
of the orbit of Saturn, and two small groups apparently con
nected in a similar way with the orbits of Uranus and Neptune. 
It was supposed that the comets had come from distant regions 
of the solar system and had been captured by one of the major 
planets. Later investigations have shown that such an explanation 
is uncertain in the case of the three groups of comets apparently 
connected with the planets Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, while 
the existence of a group of comets that have a direct mechanical 
connection with Jupiter may be regarded as an established fact.

How is it possible to establish whether a planet, e. g. Jupiter, 
has by its attraction captured a comet coming from a great 
distance, and changed its orbit into an ellipse of relatively small 
dimensions? The most exact and conclusive method would be 
that of carrying out for every single comet a calculation of the 
perturbations as far back in time as the moment when the great 
change of the orbit due to the close approach between planet 
and comet took place. The amount of work involved in carrying 
out this program would, however, be prohibitive, not only because 
the number of comets to be treated would, nowadays, be very 
large, but especially because it is not possible a priori to see how 
many revolutions woidd have to be calculated before the required 
situation of capture were reached’and—still worse—how many 
times in the past a comet has had near approaches to the planet 
from the capture up to our lime. It has, therefore, been necessary 
to be content with investigations of a more statistical nature.

In the course of time the problem has been attacked by many 
different investigators. We shall here mention the important 
researches made by G. Fayet and H. N. Russell.

Fayet in the Bulletin Astronomique (1911) investigated the
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situation of the minimum distances of the short-periodic comets 
known at the time from the orl>it of Jupiter. Making use of amongst 
others the so-called Tisserand criterion, he found that a number 
of comets form a group of common origin. Russell in a paper 
in The Astronomical Journal (1920) studied the minimum 
distances of the short-periodic comets then known from the orbits 
of the major planets, and came to the conclusion that Jupiter 
in this problem plays an absolutely dominating role among the 
planets. Saturn does not seem to be of much importance. The 
importance of Uranus seemed to be small, and that of Neptune 
negligible.

After the publication of Fayet’s and Russell’s results the 
material of cometary orbits has considerably increased.

In Tables I and II we have compiled the material now avail
able. Table I gives the orbits for all comets that have been ob
served in more than one apparition, while Table II contains the 
orbits of short-periodic comets that have not been rediscovered 
(the orbits of which are, however, on the whole to be considered 
as sufficiently reliable). In 'fable II we have, however, restricted 
the material to orbits with aphelion distances smaller than 35.0. 
fhe various columns in the tables give: the number, designation 
of the object, the perihelion time T, the longitude of the peri
helion n, the longitude of the node Í2, the eccentricity e, the peri
helion distance c/, the inclination relative to the ecliptic z, the 
longitude of the perihelion reckoned from the node co, the aphelion 
distance (), and the period in years P. 'fhe table is arranged 
according to increasing period. In fable II we have not indicated 
the limit between the .Jupiter group and the next group, as this 
limit is rather ill-defined. In our reasoning, as given below, we 
have identified the inclination relative to the ecliptic with the 
inclination relative to the orbit of the planet, an approximation 
that is of no importance to the reasoning. Similarly we have not 
reduced the elements to a common equinox. This is without any 
consequence whatever in our statistical discussion based on the 
elements / and co. 1 am much indebted to Mr. K. A. Thernöe 
M.Sc. and to Mr. P. Naur for their valuable assistance in com
piling the two tables.

It would undoubtedly be interesting to repeat the investigations 
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of Fayet and Russell on the basis of the considerably greater 
material now available. We shall not, however, enter into this 
problem but restrict ourselves to a discussion from another point 
of view of the material contained in Tables I and II.

It has always been considered a fact that a small inclination 
(z) is favourable in as far as capture is concerned, and also that 
direct motion is more favourable than retrograde, as it makes 
it possible for the comet to move for a longer interval of time in 
the neighbourhood of the planet1. Statistical investigations of the 
orbits indeed indicate that small inclinations dominate, and that 
retrograde motion for short-periodic comets is very rare and does 
not occur at all in the Jupiter group. It is not, of course, excluded 
that a comet with large inclination (up to 180°) is captured in 
an exceptional case when the point of intersection with the 
ecliptic (the planetary orbit) so to speak accidentally falls very 
close to a point of the planetary orbit, but this is a question of 
extraordinary cases. There is another point that deserves more 
consideration.

It is a condition for referring a comet for instance to the 
Jupiter-group that the aphelion of the comet is at a distance from 
the sun about equal to the semi-major axis of the orbit of Jupiter 
(the range of the distances has proved to be rather wide, incident
ally). This, however, is not sufficient. It is also required 
that the line o f a p s i d e s o f t h e comet lies in, or near the 
plane of the ecliptic (the planetary orbit). This condition 
is satisfied if the inclination is small, but it may also be satisfied 
if z is large, provided that the orbital element co is equal to, or 
nearly equal to 0° or 180°.

Already Tisserand in his Traité de Mécanique Céleste (Tome 
IV, p. 206, 1896) has remarked that the short-periodic comets

1 This remark seems to give the explanation of a fact that would otherwise 
seem difficult to understand: Why do all these comets of the Jupiter group obtain 
their aphelia in the neighbourhood of the planet’s position at the time of capture, 
i. e. why .have they there a motion at a right angle (approximately) to the radius 
vector from the sun? Could we not imagine that the motion of a comet could 
cross the orbit of the planet at a wide angle? Of course there are many cases, 
where a comet crosses the planet’s path at a wide angle, but then there will 
normally be no capture, because the planet and the comet then move in the 
neighbourhood of each other for a very short time only. Normally we get a capture 
only if the comet for a relatively long time moves near the planet. In other words: 
capturing requires normally a motion at a right angle (approximately) to the 
radius vector from the sun, and then there will be an aphelion (or a perihelion, 
cf. p. 9).
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then known showed a certain regularity with regard to the orbital 
clement co. We have thought that an investigation based on all 
the material now available would be of a certain interest. A study 
of our two tables now leads to the following result. In the column 
i we have typographically indicated small values, and similarly 
we have in the column co indicated values of co that do not deviate 
from 0° or 180° by more than a small angle, in both cases up

The Celestial Sphere from the Outside.
EE = the projection of the ecliptic on the celestial sphere. KK = the projection 
of a cometary orbit on the celestial sphere, y — the vernal equinox, ß = the 
longitude of the node, i = the inclination of the cometary orbit relative to the 
ecliptic. FT = the projection of the perihelion on the celestial sphere, m = the arc 

from the ascending node to the perihelion.

to 16° by bold letters, up to 22° by italics. We now see how the 
conditions i small and co close to 0° or 180°, separately or 
together, characterize the situation. We do not now consider the 
Saturn-, Uranus-, and Neptune-groups—we shall treat them on 
another occasion—we restrict ourselves to the Jupiter group, 
and we see that we have here a powerful statistical confirma
tion of the capture theory, not only with regard to the comets 
that have been observed in more than one apparition, but also 
regarding the comets that have not been rediscovered after the 
apparition of discovery.
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Table I: Short-Periodic Comets Observed in more than 
one Apparition.

1 The list of short-periodic comets observed in more than one apparition was com
piled in the autumn of 1944 for the “Festskrift” for Prof. N.E. Nörlund. Six of the 
comets in this list have been rediscovered at a later date. References for Comet Grigg- 
Skjellerup: U.A.I. Circ. 1080; for Comet Tempel 2: H. A.C. 745 and U. A. I. Circ. 1040; 
for Comet Pons-Winnecke: U. A. I. Circ. 998 and 1005; for Comet Kopff: U.A.I. Circ. 
1019; for Comet Giacobini-Zinner: U.A.I. 755; for Comet Brooks 2: U.A.I. Circ. 1057.

s Comet Oterma 3 has been moved from Table II to Table I.
3 Cf. p. 10.

No. Comet T1 ™ ß e '/ i (0 Ö
p 
in 

years
No.

1 Encke............. 1937 Dec. 27.2 15976 33477 0.846 0.3 12.5 184.9 4.1 3.3 1
2 Grigg-

Skjellerup1. . 1942 May 23.2 211.8 215.4 0.704 0.9 17.6 356.4 4.9 4.9 2
3 Tempel 21.. .. 19 10 .July 2.3 310.3 119.4 0.54 1.4 12.4 190.9 4.7 5.3 3
4 Neujmin 2 ... 1927 .Jan. 16.2 161.1 327.7 0.565 1.3 10.6 193.7 4.8 5.4 4
5 Brorson 1 .... 1879 April 1.0 116.2 101.3 0.810 0.6 29.4 14.9 5.6 5.5 5
6 Tempel 3-

L. Swift .... 1908 Oct. 1.4 44.0 290.3 0.62 1.2 5.4 113.7 5.2 5.7 6
7 de Vico-

E. Swift .... 1894 Oct. 12.7 345.4 48.8 0.57 1.4 3.0 296.6 5.1 5.9 7
8 Tempel 1......... 1879 May 7.6 238.3 78.8 0.463 1.8 9.8 159.5 4.8 6.0 8
9 Pons-

Winnecke1 . . 1945 July 10.6 264.5 94.4 0.654 1.2 21.7 170.1 5.6 (i.l 9
10 Kopff1............. 1945 Aug. 11.3 284.6 253.0 0.556 1.5 7.2 31.5 5.3 6.2 10
11 Forbes ............. 1929 June 26.0 285.0 25.5 0.56 1.5 4.6 259.5 5.3 6.4 11
12 Schwassmann-

Wachmann 2 1942 Feb. 14.3 124.0 126.0 0.385 2.1 3.7 358.0 4.8 6.5 12
13 Perrine 1........ 1922 Dec. 25.7 19.6 242.3 0.66 1.2 15.7 167.3 5.8 6.6 13
14 Giacobini-

Zinner1 ......... 1946 Sept. 18.5 8.1 196.3 0.717 1.0 30.7 171.9 6.0 6.6 14
15 Biela............... 1852 Sept. 24.2 109.2 245.9 0.756 0.9 12.6 223.3 6.2 6.6 15
16 d’Arrest........... 19 13 Sept.23.8 318.0 143.6 0.611 1.4 18.0 174.4 5.7 6.7 16
17 Daniel............. 1943 Nov. 22.2 76.6 70.5 0.574 1.5 10.0 6.1 5.7 6.8 17
18 Finlay............. 1926 Aug. 7.2 5.9 45.3 0.70 1.1 3.4 320.6 6.2 6.9 18
19 Piolines........... 1906 Mar. 14.6 346.0 331.7 0.42 2.1 20.8 14.3 5.1 6.9 19
20 Borelly........... 1932 Aug. 26.3 69.6 77.1 0.617 1.1 30.5 352.5 5.8 6.9 20
21 Brooks 21 .... 1946 Aug. 25.8 13.3 177.7 0.484 1.9 5.5 195.6 5.4 7.0 21
22 Reinmuth .... 1935 May 1.4 133.8 125.0 0.504 1.9 8.1 8.8 5.7 7.2 22
23 Faye............... 1910 April23.0 46.7 206.4 0.566 1.6 10.6 200.3 5.9 7.4 23
21 Whipple......... 1941 Jan. 13.3 19.0 188.8 0.349 2.5 10.2 190.2 5.2 7.5 24
25 Oterma 32. . . . 1942 Sept. 13.7 153.9 154.9 0.143 3.4 4.0 359.0 4.6 8.0 25
26 Schaumasse .. 19 13 Nov. 4.5 137.7 86.7 0.705 1.2 12.0 51.0 6.8 8.2 26
27 Wolf 1............. 1942 June 7.6 5.3 204.3 0.405 2.4 27.3 161.0 5.8 8.3 27
28 Comas Sola .. 1944 April 11.6 104.6 65.7 0.576 1.8 13.7 38.9 6.6 8.5 28

29 Gale................. 1938 June 18.5 276.4 67.3 0.761 1.2 11.7 209.1 8.7 11.0 29
30 Tuttle 1 ......... 1939 Nov. 10.1 116.8 269.8 0.821 1.0 54.7 207.0 10.3 13.6 30
31 Schwassmann-

Wachmann 1 1941 Sept. 1.2 323.4 323.0 0.142 5.53 9.4 0.4 7.3 16.3 31
32 Neujmin 1 ... 1931 May 7.4 334.3 347.3 0.775 1.5 15.2 347.0 12.0 17.7 32
33 Pons-Forbes .. 1928 Nov. 5.0 86.0 250.1 0.93 0.7 28.9 195.9 18.0 27.9 33
34 Stephan-

Oterrna......... 1942 Dec. 18.9 76.7 78.6 0.858 1.6 17.9 358.1 17.9 37.8 34

35 Westphal......... 1913 Nov. 26.8 43.9 346.8 0.92 1.3 40.9 57.1 30.0 61.7 35
36 Brorson 2-

Metcalf........ 1919 Oct. 17.4 80.3 310.8 0.97 0.5 19.2 129.5 33.2 69.1 36
37 Pons-Brooks . . 1884 Jan. 26.2 93.3 254.1 0.955 0.8 74.0 100.2 33.7 71.6 37
38 Olbers ............. 1884 Oct. 9.0 149.8 84.5 0.931 1.2 44.6 65.3 33.6 72.7 38
39 Halley............. 1910 April20.2 169.0 57.3 0.97 0.6 162.2 111.7 35.3 76.0 39

Id Herschel-
Rigoilct......... 1939 Aug. 9.5 24.4 355.1 0.974 0.7 64.2 29.3 57.2 150.7 40
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Table II: Short-Periodic Comets Observed in one 
Apparition only (Aphelion distance < 35,0).

1 Possibly identical with No.7 in Table I (cf. Leverrier, Astr.Nachrichten 26, p.382-384).
- This comet was overlooked in the list of 1944.
3 Very uncertain elements.

No. Comet T 7T ß e 7 i Q
p 
in 

years
No.

1 1766 II ........... 1766 April28.2 252°0 71?6 0.834 0.4 7"8 180°4 1.5 3.9 1
2 1819 IV........... 1819 Nov. 20.8 67.5 77.4 0.699 0.9 9.1 350.1 5.0 5.1 2
3 16781 ............... 1678 Aug. 18.8 322.8 163.3 0.627 1.1 2.9 159.5 4.9 5.2 3
4 1930 VI........... 1930 .lune 14.2 269.1 76.8 0.666 1.0 17.3 192.3 5.0 5.3 4
5 1884 II ........... 1884 Aug. 17.0 306.1 5.1 0.584 1.3 5.5 301.0 4.9 5.4 5
6 1743 I ............. 1743 Jan. 8.7 93.3 86.9 0.721 0.9 1.9 6.4 5.3 5.1 6
7 1941 e ............. 1941 July 21.2 298.8 229.6 0.579 1.3 3.2 69.2 4.9 5.4 7
8 1770 I............. 1770 Aug. 14.0 356.3 132.0 0.786 0.7 1.6 224.3 5.6 5.5 8
9 1886 IV........... 1886 June 7.2 230.3 53.5 0.579 1.3 12.7 176.8 5.0 5.6 9

10 1940 a2 ........... 1939 Oct. 3.5 70.4 137.6 0.448 1.7 4.8 292.8 5.1 5.6 10
11 1783................. 1783 Nov. 20.4 50.3 55.7 0.552 1.5 45.1 354.6 5.1 5.9 11
12 Giacobini3.... 1928 Mar. 26.8 182.0 196.8 0.71 1.0 1.4 345.2 5.9 6.4 12
13 1890 VII......... 1890 Oct. 27.0 58. 1 45.1 0.171 1.8 12.8 13.3 5.1 6.4 13
1 1 1900 III ......... 1900 Nov. 28.5 7.8 196.7 0.733 0.9 29.8 171.1 6.1 6.5 11
15 1858 III ......... 1858 May 3.5 200.8 175.1 0.674 1.1 19.5 25.7 5.9 6.6 15
16 1892 V............. 1892 Dec. 11.0 16.3 206.4 0.594 1.1 31.3 169.9 5.6 6.6 16
17 1896 V............. 1896 Oct. 28.5 334.0 193.5 0.589 1.5 11.4 140.5 5.6 6.6 17
18 1918 III ......... 1918 Sept.30.7 37.4 117.9 0.168 1.9 5.6 259.5 5.2 6.7 18
19 1916 I............. 1928 Oct. 22.4 103.8 108.3 0.487 1.8 20.7 355.5 5.3 6.8 19
20 1895 II ........... 1895 Aug. 21.3 338.1 170.3 0.652 1.3 3.0 167.8 6.2 7.2 20
21 1894 I ............. 1894 Feb. 9.9 130.6 84.4 0.697 1.1 5.5 46.2 6.4 7.4 21
22 1925 I............. 1925 Jan. 24.0 8 1.6 260.5 0.37 1 2.1 23.1 184.1 5.3 7.5 22
23 1906 VI........... 1906 Oct. 10.3 3 1.6 191.6 0.58 1 1.6 14.6 200.0 6.2 7.8 23
24 1936 IV........... 1936 Oct. 3.4 1.5 164.2 0.650 1.5 13.3 197.3 6.9 8.5 21
25 1881 V............. 1881 Sept. 13.8 18. 1 65.9 0.828 0.7 6.9 312.5 7.7 8.7 25
26 1889 VI........... 1889 Nov. 30.1 1(1.2 330.4 0.685 1.4 10.3 69.8 7.2 8.9 26
27 1939 IV........... 1939 Feb. 9.0 179.9 135.5 0.62 1 1.8 11.1 14.4 7.6 10.1 27
28 1929 III ......... 1929 June 28.2 298.7 158.2 0.585 2.0 3.7 140.5 7.8 10.9 28
29 1846 VI........... 1846 June 1.6 210.0 260.4 0.729 1.5 30.7 339.6 9.7 13.4 29
30 1944 c ............. 1911 June 17.5 279. 1 22.3 0.781 1.3 18.6 257.1 10.4 14.0 30
31 1585 ................. 1585 Oct. 8.5 9.9 38.0 0.826 1.1 5.4 331.9 11.4 15.5 31
32 1916 III ......... 1916 June 14 319 224 0.93 0.5 103 95 12.4 16.4 32
33 1866 I............. 1866 Jan. 11.6 42.4 231.4 0.905 1.0 162.7 171.0 19.7 33.2 33
34 1863 V............. 1863 Dec. 27.1 59.3 305.0 0.946 0.8 63.6 114.3 27.8 53.2 34
35 1873 VII......... 1873 Dec. 2.5 85.9 250.0 0.949 0.7 29.2 195.9 28.1 51.8 35
36 1931 III ......... 1931 June 10.8 150.4 191.6 0.935 1.0 42.5 318.8 30.6 62.9 36
37 1827 II ........... 1827 Jan. 7.7 337.0 317.7 0.949 0.8 136.4 19.3 31.1 63.8 37
38 1883 II ........... 1883 Dec. 25.6 41.9 264.3 0.981 0.3 114.7 137.6 31.9 64.6 38

We have assumed—as is indicated by the statistics—that 
the aphelion of the captured comet is, within certain limits, 
situated close to the orbit of the planet (cf. the footnote on p. 6). 
Whv the aphelion? Is it not possible that the result of the capture 
were that the perihelion of the comet came to be situated close 
to the planetary orbit? Capture results because the comet at a 
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certain time moves very close to the planet. When the planet 
has loosened its grip, the comet quickly glides into a practically 
unperturbed two-body motion relative to the sun.

If the comet through the capture has obtained a motion that 
makes it approach the sun, the aphelion of the new orbit 
will be in the neighbourhood of the point where the planet was 
situated in its orbit during the capture. Apparently this is the 
normal, and until recently it was the only case represented in 
our tables. The aphelion of the new cometary orbit is close to 
the planetary orbit, and its perihelion is situated on the other 
side of the sun. If, however, the comet through the capture has 
obtained an orbit in which it recedes from the sun, the peri
helion of the new cometary orbit will be close to the planetary 
orbit, and the aphelion will be located on the opposite side of 
the sun. A priori this case would appear to be as probable as 
the other. A case of perihelion in the neighbourhood of the 
orbit of Jupiter now actually exists in comet Schwassmann-Wach- 
mann 1 (No. 31 in Table I). The explanation of the fact that 
this case appears as an exception in the existing material instead 
of occurring quite often is probably the simple one that a comet 
having its perihelion close to the orbit of Jupiter during its entire 
motion will stay at a great distance from the earth, and therefore 
will be visible from the earth only in the case of abnormally 
great brightness. We must imagine that captured comets exist 
with all values of q from Ü up to the radius of the orbit of Jupiter 
(approximately) and such with values of Q from the value of 
the radius of the orbit of Jupiter (approximately) up to very 
high values, but the majority of them will never be discovered.

The problem of capture of comets contains many other 
questions of interest. Some of them we shall treat elsewhere.

i
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I. Introduction.

It has recently1 been proved that Marquis’ nitroacetin,2 the 
compound prepared by nitration of furan with nitric acid 

in acetic anhydride, is a 1.4-addition product of furan. The 
radicals added arc the nitro and lhe acetic acid group, presum
ably formed by cleavage of a mixed anhydride of nitric and 
acetic acid.

AcO-\o/-NO2
Nitroacetin.

The theory of 1.4-addition has proved extremely useful to 
explain lhe structure of compounds obtained from oxidation of 
furans. Already before Thiele’s exposition (1899), the hypothesis 
was employed by Hill3 in his classic investigations in lhe furan 
scries. Later it has been repeatedly discussed, especially by 
Gilman, Johnson, LuTz, Wright, Milas, and their co-workers. 
However, other reaction mechanisms are often suggested and 
among chemists working on this subject there still seems to be 
some disagreement as to lhe reactive properties of furan and its 
derivatives.

In lhe author’s opinion, our present knowledge of the chemistry 
of the furans warrants lhe view that the initial reaction between 
the furan nucleus and such oxidizing reagents as usually add 
to aliphatic double bonds, is always one of two. First, lhe 
reagent may add in 1.4-position to the double bonds; this is by 
far lhe commonest way of action, and no other diene system 
exhibits so marked a tendency towards 1.4-addition as the furan 
nucleus. Secondly, in some cases a ^-substituted furan may 
be formed by what is usually called direct substitution. It shall 
be stressed that it is apparently an inherent property of 
the furan nucleus to react with oxidizing reagents 

1* 
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exclusively as described. So far no experimental evidence 
which demonstrates a 1.2-addition, a direct a-substitution, or any 
alternative mode of action has been given.

In Part II the different aspects of 1.4-addition are discussed, 
/^-substitution will not be considered in this communication.

II. 1.4-Addition.
1.4-addition  leads to the formation of a 2.5-dihydrofuran (I). 

The stability of such compounds depends largely upon the nature

‘ + AB -> A\| [/B
B4_ X()z B1

I

of the radicals added, and can as a rule be deduced from the 
structural formula. In general the dihydrofurans in question are 
very reactive at ordinary temperatures and only a small number 
have actually been isolated in a pure state.2» 4-6 They decompose 
into smaller molecules or react with the reagent or the solvent. 
Many different ways of further reaction are possible 
and by selecting the proper experimental conditions, 
simple furans may be used for the synthesis of several 
compounds which are otherwise difficult of accession 
or not accessible at all. To exemplify this, a number of 
typical reactions will be cited below.

(a) 1.4-elimination; formation of an a-substitution 
product. Klopp and Wright7 have shown that furan and 
bromocyanogen yield a mixture of 2-furonitrile and 2-bromofuran. 
It is evident, as pointed out by these authors, that 1.4-elimination 
of hydrogen bromide and hydrogen cyanide from the preli
minarily formed 1.4-addition product has occurred.

Br + HCN
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Often only one of the two possible ways of 1.4-elimination 
takes place; so the nitroacetates, formed by nitration of furans 
with Marquis’ reagent,2 only yield acetic acid and an a-nitrofuran 
when heated alone or with pyridine. No a-acetoxyfurans are 
obtained.

AcO—\q/—NO2 \q/—NO2+HOAc

In some cases replaceable groups, such as carboxylic or 
sulphonic acid groups, are split off before 1.4-elimination (see 
Freure and Johnson5). E. g. 2-methyl-5-furoic acid among 
other products yields 2-methyl-5-nitrofuran by nitration in acetic 
anhydride (Rinkes8).

HscJ(oJ-C<)OH
HNOS

>- AcOxJ |/NO2
Ac2O H3Czx()/X cooh

—> AcO\|
HgC/^O/ NO,+

H- CO2 —H3C—\ q/—^2 "i~ HO Ac

(b) Formation of unsaturated 1.4-dicarbonyl com
pounds. When the addition reactions are performed in acetic 
acid or in an aqueous solvent, unsaturated 1.4-dicarbonyl com
pounds may come into existence. In order to obtain good yields, 
the reaction must usually proceed at low temperature. Already 
Zinin9 prepared 1.2.3.4-tetraphenyl-2-butene-l.4-dione by oxi
dation of tetraphenylfuran with nitric acid in glacial acetic 
acid. The method has later been employed by Lutz and co
workers in numerous oxidation experiments on 2.5-diarylfurans. 
The reaction may be formulated as a 1.4-addition of the nitro 
and the acetic acid group, followed by hydrolysis or acetolysis 
to the dicarbonyl compound (see Lutz et. al.10’ u).

’’x
AcO\| '/NO,

(p/ ()z (p

cp—C=C—(p
+ HNO.,+ HOAc

<p—CO CO—<p

As in most 1.4-oxidations in a protolytic medium, where the 
addition product is not isolated, nothing is known with certainty 
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about the nature of the radicals actually added or about the way 
in which the dihydrofurans are transformed into carbonyl com
pounds, but it is evident that the reaction proceeds through a
1.4- addition.

In consistency with this view, Lutz found (sec 11) that
2.5- dimesitylfurans alone of all 2.5-diarylfurans resisted oxydative 
ring fission with Zinin’s reagent under the usual conditions. If 
they reacted at all, only ^-nitration or decomposition occurred. 
The failure to furnish unsaturated 1.4-dikelones is readily under
standable, if one assumes that the mesityl groups oiler hindrance 
to addition at the a-carbons.

Later Lutz and Boyer12 found that a-mesitylfurans with only 
one mesityl group are easily oxidized to 1.4-dikelones. This they 
regard as inconsistent with the theory of 1.4-addition, as hin
drance at one a-position should be as effective as at both. But 
such an argument is only valid if both radicals added are identical, 
and this is not the case with nitric acid oxidations. Consequently 
there is no reason to suggest any other mechanism of oxidation 
on the basis of these experiments.

Furans with free «-positions may under carefully controlled 
conditions give a./Lunsaturated aldehydes. Thus furan itself, 
when hydroxylated with hydrogen peroxide in aqueous methanol
in the presence of osmiumtetroxide, yields in

Il 2 OH
\()/ ho-<o;-oh

(.11 ('.II

OCH HCO + H2O

In such reactions the aldehyde groups may be oxidized further 
by the reagent to carboxylic acid groups; but some of the un
saturated aldehydes are so unstable, that polymerization or 
oxidation of other parts of the molecule occurs before the com
paratively stable groups are attacked.

The type of oxidations described under (b) and (c) are not
wholly confined to reactions in a protolytic medium. Atmospheric 
oxygen or some form of activated oxygen may add in 1.4-position
to furans and yield dicarbonyl compounds as well as derivatives
of maleic acid. Milas and Walsii14 were able to oxidize furan, 
furfural, furfuryl alcohol, and furoic acid in vapour phase with 
oxygen and a catalyst to maleic acid; and Schenk15 oxidized
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2.5-dimethylfuran  with atmospheric oxygen to 1.2-diacetyl- 
ethylene.

(c) Oxidative elimination of a-substituents. This is a 
very common reaction, which has often been observed, e. g. 
when furfural or furoic acid are oxidized. If oxidation lakes place 
in an aqueous solvent, it may be formulated as a 1.4-hydroxyl- 
ation followed by oxidative fission and hydrolysis (cfr. Milas16). 
It will be seen that furfural and furoic acid yield maleic acid alde-

II

Another compound isolated from the reaction mixture was
the barium salt of a dicarboxylic acid C5H605. This acid is
probably a-ketoglutaric acid formed by a similar process.

+ H2O+CO2HO HO

II

2 OH
—>

OH 
\OZ\OH

l/0H
X()/XC()OH

+ HCOOHi /OHI/OH 2 OH
h°-<oAcho —> H()A0A()h

hyde together with formic acid and carbondioxide, respectively. 
Thé maleic acid aldehyde, which has been isolated repeatedly, 
is easily oxidized to maleic acid, and the numerous preparations 
of maleic and fumaric acid from the common furans belong to 
this category of reaction.

In one case, viz. when furfural was oxidized in water with 
Cabo’s acid at about 20—35° C. (Cross, Bevan, Briggs17), a 
considerable amount of succinic acid was obtained. This may 
be explained by assuming a 1.4-elimination of water from the 
intermediate compound II.

HO
l/OH

\)/\)H
Ho()

>II() '<0/ OH
CH,

I
HOOC

CH2

COOH
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2 OH I/OH HoO
COOH -> HO-<OXCOOH—¿>H0 /o/-600-11

CH.—CH,
—> I ' I \

HOOC CO—COOH

In this connection it should be remembered that maleic acid 
aldehyde, which according to the investigations of v. Auwers 
and Wissebacii18 exists in two tautomeric forms, is easily con
verted into succinic acid (Fecht19). Some derivatives of maleic 
acid aldehyde act in the same way.

CH=CH CH=CH j j () CHa—CH2

OOH COOH HOCH CO “ HOOC COOH 
\oz

Possibly the above formulations involving a 1.4-elimination 
of water give no correct picture of what actually happens during 
the formation of the saturated acids, but all three reactions 
undoubtedly express the same tendency of similar dihydrofurans 
to rearrange in a similar manner.

(d) Reactions with the 3.4-double bond. In advance one 
would expect that reactions between the reagent and the 3.4- 
double bond of the dihydrofuran would frequently take place. 
Such reactions have also been observed. Tetrahalotetrahydro- 
furans may be isolated as the result of the action of halogens 
on furans; Hill and co-workers, when oxidizing furans with 
bromine water, have obtained dibromosuccinic acids;20 and by 
the interaction between furan and hydrogen peroxide cited above, 
mesotartaraldchyde is formed besides malealdehyde. It has not 
been investigated whether the addition in the two reactions last 
mentioned takes place before or after the opening of the furan 
ring.

However, reactions of this type are rare because the double 
bond in the diliydrofurans or their products of hydrolysis is 
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MO

rather inert. As by other double bonds, which are inert towards 
addition reagents, substitution of the adjacent hydrogen atoms 
may take place instead of addition. A typical example is the 
well-known oxidation of furfural or furoic acid to mucobromic or 
mucochloric acid with warm bromine, respectively chlorine 
water.21

Il H Br—C=C—Br Br-C = C—Br
I I —\0/“CH()  x OCH COOH X HOCH CO

XOZ

III. 2.5-Dialkoxy-2.5-dihydrofurans.
Scattered throughout the literature on the chemistry of the 

furans, one linds formulas for furan derivatives which can only 
be explained by assuming a 1.2-addition to the furan nu
cleus.17’ 2228 In consistency with the view expressed in Part I 
the author believes such formulas to be incorrect.

Meinel28» 29 has advocated two formulas of this kind. He 
made the important discovery that furfural and furfuryl alcohol, 
when treated in methanolic solution with bromine or with com
pounds containing active bromine, c. g. N-bromophthalimide, 
add two methoxy groups. The aldehyde group of furfural is at the 
same time acetalized. Meinel assigned the formulas III and IV 
to the addition products.

MO—j— MO—T------ 1,
MO-^oJ-CH(OM)2 mo-'XoJ'-ch2oh

III IV

The experiments of Meinel have not been repeated here, but 
a similar méthoxylation was carried out on furan with methanolic 
bromine in the presence of an equimolar amount of potassium 
acetate. 2.5-Dimethoxy-2.5-dihydrofuran V was hereby obtained 
in a 47 per cent, yield. It therefore seems reasonable to assign 
the formulas VI and VII to Meinel’s compounds.

OM
CHoOH

l/OM
()/\ch(om)2 mo Ao/
VI VII
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Dimethoxydihydrofuran is a cyclic acetal of malealdehyde. 
It has an odour similar to that of malealdehyde tetraethylacetal, 
prepared earlier by Wohl and Mylo,30 and exhibits similar 
properties. It may be distilled in vacuum and is stable at ordinary 
temperature. Il is rather soluble in water. In acid solution it is 
rapidly hydrolized to malealdehyde, which was identified as 
bis-phenylhyd razone, bis-methylphenylhydrazone and bis-diphe- 
nylhydrazone. This reaction, combined with the analysis and a 
methoxy determination, proves the structure.

The corresponding diethoxy-acetal was also prepared from 
furan and a solution of bromine in ethanol (yield 56 per cent.); 
the structure was proved in the same way as described for the 
dimethyl-acetal. The higher yield of the ethyl derivative is pro
bably mainly due to its lesser solubility in water.

It is evident that the alkoxylation method is of general ap
plicability in the furan series. The method makes it possible to 
synthesize stable acetals of labile unsaturated 1.4-dicarbonyl 
compounds, many of which, as pointed out in Part II, are of 
importance for synthetic purposes. It will as a rule be most 
convenient to prepare the ethyl acetals, which are easier to 
extract with ether than the methyl derivatives. In water or an 
aqueous solvent the acetals will react in the way of lice carbonyl 
compounds when traces of acids are present. II the carbonyl 
compounds are sufficiently stable, they may be obtained in a 
pure state by extraction with ether after hydrolysis.

Malealdehyde, which has now become easily accessible 
through the convenient synthesis of dialkoxydihydrofurans, has 
so far only been employed for the synthesis of pyridazine 
(Marquis,2 Wohl and Bernreuther31), of succinaldéhyde and 
some of its derivatives (Keimatsu and Yokota,32 Wohl and 
Bernreuther31) and of tropenone (Preobraziienskij, Rubtsov, 
Dankova, and Pavlov33). However, this reactive dialdehyde will 
surely find a wider range of application when sufficient quan
tities are at hand.

The recent synthesis of tropenone (1945) from malealdehyde 
by the Robinson-Schöpf procedure is most interesting because 
it may ultimately lead to the synthesis of several tropa alkaloids, 
e. g. scopolamine and meteloidine, that have hitherto only been 
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isolated from natural sources. The Russian authors seem to be 
working along this line. Unfortunately only an abstract of their 
paper has been available.

If malealdehyde yields tropenone in the Robinson-Schöpf 
procedure, it should also be capable of participating in con
densation reactions of similar types. It may therefore, in one 
way or another, serve to build up Carotinoids from the middle 
of the molecule by symmetrical condensation reactions.

When discussing the biological synthesis of carotinoids it 
should be kept in mind that furans may be oxidized to un
saturated 1.4-dicarbonyl compounds under biological con
ditions, e. g. with atmospheric oxygen (Ciamician and Silber,34 
Milas and McAlevy,36 Schenk,15 Schering A.-G.,36 and Dunlop, 
Stout, and Swadesh37).

IV. 2.5-Diacetoxy-2.5-dihydroturan.
In view of the stability of the dialkoxydihydrofurans it was 

highly probable that 2.5-diacetoxy-2.5-dihydrofuran (VIII) also 
would be a stable derivative of malealdehyde. In order to prepare 
this compound furan was treated with lead tetraacetate in acetic

Pb(AcO)4
—>- AcO-k() J-OAc + P‘>(AcO)2

VIII

acid. From the reaction mixture the diacetoxydihydrofuran was 
isolated in a 45 per cent, yield. Il is a very viscous, colourless 
oil boiling at about 130° C. in vacuum. The analysis and a 
molecular weight determination in benzene gave the correct 
values. Although almost insoluble in waler, this mixed acetal
acetate is very easily hydrolyzed. The malealdehyde and the 
acetic acid formed by hydrolysis were identified as bis-phenyl- 
hydrazonc and S-benzyl thiuronium salt, respectively. The 
acetic acid- was further determined quantitatively by titration. 
These reactions, together with the synthesis and the analyses, 
prove the structure.

2.5 - Diacetoxy- 2.5 
purposes in the same

To furan may be used for synthetic 
way as the dialkoxy compounds. It is 
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possible that it will in sonie cases prove superior to the latter 
because it is easier to saponify in alkaline solution.

V. Summary.
The view is advanced, that reactions between the furan 

nucleus and what may be termed oxidizing double bond reagents 
only can be initiated by a ^-substitution or a 1.4-addition. This 
mode of action seems to be an inherent property of the furan 
nucleus. The latter reaction is by far the most common and its 
different aspects are discussed.

In consistency with the conception of 1.4-addition, cyclic 
acetals of malealdehyde are obtained by alkoxylalion of furan. 
The general applicability of this method for the synthesis of 
acetals of unsaturated 1.4-dicarbonyl compounds is suggested.

Another derivative of malealdehyde, viz. 2.5-diacetoxy-2.5- 
dihydrofuran, was obtained in a similar way by 1.4-addition of 
two acetoxy groups to furan. The acétoxylation was performed 
with lead tetraacetate.

VI. Experimental Part.
2.5-Dimeth  oxy-2.5-dihydrof uran.

7.25 cc. of freshly distilled furan (0.1 mol) and 20 g. of 
anhydrous potassium acetate (0.2 mol) are dissolved in 130 cc. 
of methanol. The mixture is cooled in an ice-salt bath and a 
solution of 5 cc. of bromine (0.1 mol) in 100 cc. of methanol is 
added under efficient stirring. The temperature must be kept 
below —7° C. After all the bromine has been added (20—30 min.) 
stirring is continued for 5 minutes. Then the reaction mixture 
is poured into 300 cc. of a cooled saturated solution of calcium 
chloride. The acetal is extracted with 400 cc. of ether and the 
etheral layer shaken with 50 cc. of a saturated solution of potas
sium carbonate and dried over 20 + 50 g. of solid potassium car
bonate. The ether is removed on the steam bath through an 
ordinary Vigkeux column and the residue distilled in vacuum. 
Distillation begins at 48°/8 mm. and the fraction boiling at 
48—53° was collected. A small amount (1.3 g.) of a higher boiling 
residue remained in the flask. The distillate consisted of pure 
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dimethoxydihydrofuran and boiled sharply at 47°/8 min. when 
redistilled.
Yield 6.1 g. = 47 per cent.
Analysis: Caled, for C6H10O3: C = 55.36 per cent., H = 7.76 

per cent., CH3O = 47.7 per cent.
found : C = 55.56 per cent., H = 7.73

per cent., CH3O = 45.7 per cent.
The acetal is a colourless, stable liquid. It smells like other 

lower acetals and exhibits similar chemical properties.

Bis-hydrazones of male aldehyde.
About 150 mg. of the acetal were boiled with 3 cc. of centi

normal sulphuric acid for 45 seconds. After cooling, a solution 
of the corresponding hydrazine in diluted acetic acid (10 cc.) 
was added. The hydrazones precipitated immediately. The mix
ture was allowed to stand for some hours, then the precipitate 
was filtered olf, washed thoroughly with water and dried in va
cuum over calcium chloride. The crude products were recry
stallized once and then proved to be identical with authentic 
specimens prepared from malealdehyde tetraethylacetal.1

Bis-phenyl hydra zone. Yield of crude product 82 per cent. 
Yield after recrystallization from acetone-benzene 73 per cent. 
M. p. 171° (Kofler stage*); previously found1 171°.
Analysis: Caled, for C16H16N4: N = 21.21 per cent, 

found : N = 21.13 per cent.

Bis-methylphenyl by dr azo ne. Yield of crude product 
98 per cent. Yield after recrystallization from acetone-benzene 
67 per cent. M. p. 176° (Kofler); previously found1 176°. 
Analysis: Caled, for C18H20N4: N = 19.18 per cent.

found : N = 19.14 per cent.

Bis-diphenylhydrazone. Yield of crude product 82 per 
cent. Yield after recrystallization from acetone-methanol 60 per 
cent. M. p. 180° (Kofler); previously found1 177°. 
Analysis: Caled, for C28H24N4: N = 13.46 per cent.

found : N = 13.68 per cent.
* All melting points are corrected.
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2.5-1)  i et h oxy-2.5-d i h y d r o lu r a n.
This acetal was prepared in the same way as the methyl 

derivative, using ethanol instead of methanol. The etheral extract 
of the acetal contained a comparatively large amount of ethanol, 
which was removed by distillation through a small Widmen 
column at ordinary pressure. An equal volume of ether was 
added to the residue and a crystalline precipitate filtered oil'. 
The acetal, when distilled in vacuum, boiled al 65—7()°/l() mm.
The first drops of the distillate had a strong yellow colour, due
to some free male e. This could be removed by heating
the distillate for some time on the steam bath. The malealdchyde
was hereby
i ation.

destroyed and a colourless product obtained on

Analysis: Caled, for C8H14O3:

found : 

C = 60.76 per cent., Il = 8.89 
per cent., C2H6O = 56.9 per cent.
C = 60.30 per cent., II = 8.66 
per cent., C2H6O = 54.9 per cent.

The ac s hydrolyzed as described above and the bis
phenylhydrazone of malealdchyde prepared. Yield of crude pro
duct 78 per cent. Yield after recrystallization 55 per cent. M. p. 
167° (Kofleb).
Analysis: Caled, for C16H16N4: N = 21.21 per cent, 

found : N = 21.27 per cent.

2.5-1)  i acetoxy-2.5-d i by d ro f u r a n.
Preparation. 3.4 g. of freshly distilled furan (0.05 mol), 

22.2 g. of lead tetraacetate (0.05 mol) and 100 cc. of perfectly 
dry glacial acetic acid were placed in a 250 cc. round-bottomed 
flask fitted with a reflux condenser. The flask is healed over a 
flame under frequent shaking until the temperature of the mixture 
is about 100°. By this time all lead tetraacetate has dissolved. 
The temperature is kept at 90—100° for some minutes; then the 
flask is cooled with water. If crystals of lead tetraacetate appear 
on cooling, the reaction is not yet complete and healing must 
be repeated.

The acetic acid is evaporated under reduced pressure in a 
water bath. 100 cc. of waler containing cracked ice and 200 cc. 
of ether is added, the mixture shaken vigorously and the aqueous
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layer separated. The etheral layer is dried with sodium sulphate 
and calcium chloride and the ether removed at ordinary pressure. 
The residue is distilled in vacuum. After a fore-run af acetic 
acid, a small amount of free malealdehyde distils at 50—60°. 

|i Distillation of the diacetoxydihydrofuran begins at 129°/10 mm.
The first drops of the distillate are yellow, the main portion is 
colourless. Distillation is interrupted when the distillate begins to 

I turn yellow again due to destruction of the residue. The tem
perature is now about 135°. Yield 4.2 g. = 45 per cent. Redistil
lation yields 3.9 g. of a slightly yellow product boiling at 128— 
129°/10 mm. Very viscous oil, almost insoluble in water.
Analysis: Caled, for C8H10O5: C = 51.60 per cent., II = 5.42 

per cent.
found : C = 52.01 per cent., H = 5.43

per cent.

Molecular weight determination. The freezing point de
pression of a benzene solution was measured. Caled. M = 186, 
found M = 188.

Hydrolysis; identification of malealdehyde. Hydro
lysis and preparation of the bis-phenylhydrazone of malealdehyde 
was performed as described for the dialkoxy compounds. Yield 
of crude product 68 per cent. Yield after recrystallization 58 per 
cent. M. j). 168—169° (Kofler).
Analysis: Caled, for C16H16N4: N = 21.21 per cent, 

found : N = 21.33 per cent.
I
V

Hydrolysis; titration of acetic acid. About 200 mg. were 
heated with 5 cc. of 0.02 normal hydrochloric acid to 100° for 
some minutes and the acetic acid formed by hydrolysis titrated 
with decinormal barium hydroxide. Found 98.5 per cent, of the 
theoretical amount.

Hydrolysis; identification of acetic acid. 186 mg. were 
boiled for one minute with 2 cc. of decinormal sulphuric acid. 
3.1 cc. of normal sodium hydroxide were added and boiling 
continued for some minutes. Then 0.5 cc. of normal sulphuric 
acid and a solution of 420 mg. of S-benzyl thiuronium chloride 
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in 2 cc. of water was added and the mixture left in an iee bath 
for 10 minutes. The precipitate formed was filtered ofT, washed 
with 5 cc. of alcohol and dried in vacuum over calcium chloride. 
Yield 327 mg. = 72 per cent. Yield after recrystallization from 
2 cc. of alcohol 180 mg. = 40 per cent. M. p. 132—133 (in a tube). 
Mixed melting point with an authentic specimen of S-benzyl 
thiuronium acetate 133°. (Donleavy38 134 ; Veibel and Lille
lund39 135—136°).
Analysis: Caled, for C10H14O2N2S: N = 12.39 per cent, 

found : N = 12.32 per cent.
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I. Introduction.
he production of ion beams of high degree of homogeneity

1 with respect lo mass and energy is of increasing importance 
for a number of experimental investigations. In connection with 
experiments made with the mass spectrograph of the Institute 
for Theoretical Physics of the University of Copenhagen1, 2 a 
very simple method has been worked out by which it is possible 
lo meet rather strict demands for homogeneity, even though the 
d. c. high voltage used for accelerating the ions is not very con
stant3. This is of particular importance when very high volt
ages are used, for in this case a smoothing of the voltage ripple 
and other fluctuations may be inconvenient or impossible lo 
carry out satisfactorily.

An essential feature of the proposed method is the application 
of a particular form of velocity focusing which even under the 
conditions mentioned makes it possible lo focus the ions on a 
collecting cylinder or target placed behind the wedge-shaped 
magnetic field that is used to resolve the beam. To indicate the ex
perimental conditions under which this method was applied3 
it should be pointed out that the mass spectrograph used here 
works with a very narrow beam produced by ions from a low 
voltage ion source. This beam is accelerated and collimated by 
means of a system of electrostatic lenses which makes use of 
high voltages. The relative energy spread of the ions is very 
slight, since the ions leave the ion source with very small energies. 
The magnetic deflecting field is kept constant by means of a 
large storage battery.

In the following a detailed account will be given of the 
general principles of the method of focusing, which has 
so far been only briefly described (loc. cil.). The treatment of 
the problem by means of geometrical optics shows that a focusing 
can be carried out for all kinds of charged particles traversing

1* 
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an arbitrarily extended homogeneous wedge-shaped magnetic 
field. The calcnlations show certain features of the passage of 
charged particles through magnetic fields which may be useful 
in the construction of types of apparatus other than the one 
mentioned here.

II. General Description of the Method of Focusing.
Let us consider a narrow beam of ions of uniform mass 

and energy coming from the ion source I (fig. 1) and moving in 
parallel paths towards R, where the beam enters a homogeneous 
wedge-shaped magnetic field AOB with central angle ?9. In the 
magnetic field the ions will be deflected in circular paths around 
the apex 0 with a radius

(1)

where V is the accelerating potential, e/M is the specific charge 
of the particles, and H is the magnetic field strength. At R' the 
ions continue their paths along a straight line.

Now, if the accelerating potential V is not constant, but 
changes as a function of lime, so that /I V = A V(/), the radius 
of curvature of the ion paths will change correspondingly and 
the ion beam will strike the plane n —n" al various places. 
On a fluorescent screen placed there, slow variations of zl V may 
be observed as oscillations about a central position, while rapid 
variations manifest themselves in an increase of the natural line 
breadth. If the beam contains several ion species differing slightly 
in mass, the beam at n' — n" will be resolved into several com
ponents lying close together, provided that both the inherent line 
breadth and the oscillations of the beams are small compared 
with the mass dispersion.

To compensate for these oscillations it is possible, as will be 
proved below, to let the ion beam pass between the electrodes 
of a parallel plate condenser, placed al G, one plate of which 
(a) is grounded while the other (b) is supplied with a voltage 
E which is proportional to the fluctuations A V of the accelera
tion potential from its average value:

(2)

The proportionality factor Eo takes account of the extent to
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Fig. 1. Graphical construction for the computation of the point of focus F indicating 
the characteristic features of the construction of the ion paths by means of geome

trical optics as discussed in section V.

which the deflecting voltage on the condenser must depend on 
the voltage variations A V. To show qualitatively that the inten
ded focusing is obtained by this means, let us first assume that 
A V is positive. 1'he ion beam then will suffer a slight angular 
deflection A a = const. X A V in the direction of the plate a, so 
that it will appear to have been emitted from a virtual source G 
in the middle of the condenser. Entering the magnetic field al S 
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it will describe a circular path around a new centre O' with a 
radius r' which is somewhat greater than r and which by means 
of (1) is calculated to be

z a r JVr = r + Jr = r + ~’~~. (3)
£ V

Al S' the ion beam leaves the magnetic field tangentially to the 
circular path and later al the angle Aß intersects the central 
beam al the point of focus F. At a corresponding negative voltage 
variation A V the ions will move in the direction Q, from which 
they will continue along a circular path around 0" with a radius 
somewhat smaller than r, lo Q'. From there they will proceed 
on a straight line to the point of focus F. As all quantities under 
consideration are proportional lo A V, a focusing must necessarily 
take place somewhere on the line through R'F'.

III. Calculation of the Position of the Point of Focus.
For an exact determination of the position of the point of 

focus al a given value of the proportionality factor Eo we may 
calculate the quantities Ax and Aß (cf. fig. 1), and then use

f= A x/Aß. (4)

As it is expedient to express ail lengths in relation to the radius 
r of the central beam, we pul

z/ = f/r, (5)

and so (4) may be written as

= A x/r Aß. (C>)

The “r/-axis” introduced here begins al R' and is reckoned as 
positive in the direction of F.

For the calculation of (6) we shall first determine the angular 
deflection in the plate condenser, the field of which is assumed 
to be homogeneous*. In the case of small deflections we obtain 
the well-known expression

Ja = ^’ (7)

* The effects of stray fields are not considered and only first order terms 
are retained in the calculations.
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where l/d is the ratio between the length of the condenser plates 
and their mutual separation. By substitution of E (2) we gel

d V
V

1 d V
2?'V

where the quantity

(8)

(9)

has been introduced. y may be thought of as the electrical field 
strength in the deflecting condenser al A V = 1 multiplied by the 
path length in the condenser (cf. (2)).

The relative displacement of the beam on entering the magnetic 
field at S is found to be 

where we have introduced the quantity

^ = g/r, (11)

which is analogous to in (5). The “£-axis” begins at the edge 
of the magnetic field (/?) and is reckoned as positive in the 
direction of G.

From the inset in the upper right corner of fig. I, Ax — R'S' 
may be calculated. If we draw two circles with radius r around 
the centres T and U, it may be seen from the figure that IVT' = 
r Aa sin ft and T'U' — As cos ft. If, now, the circular path of 
the actual ion beam is drawn with radius r + Ar about 0' from 
S to S', it is further found that U'S' = Ar (1 —cos &). Since the 
distance Ax = IVS' = IV T' + T'U' — U'S', we obtain

Ax . As Ar- = A a sin il H—— cos I) — -— (1 — cos #). (12)r r r

Substituting Aa (8), As/r (10), and Ar/r (3), we obtain

—= — (ç? sin & + £97 cos & + cos û — 1 ) - y7 • (18)

From the inset in fig. 1 it is found correspondingly that

Aß = [sin ■& (d s + A r) — r Aa cos &]/r, (14)
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from which, with the same substitutions as used above, we obtain

Aß = — (£99 sin & 4- sin û — cp cos $) (15)

Substituting (13) and (15) in (6), we finally find an expression 
for the relative position of the point of focus

>/ = (1«)

From this it appears that a focusing on the positive //-axis may 
take place al suitable values of <p, $ and #.

IV. The Proportionality Factor Eo.
In order to apply this method in practice we must calculate 

Fo = (p • d/l for the values of r/, £ and Î) given by the experimental 
conditions. For the discussion of the conditions of focusing we 
therefore solve (16) for cp, obtaining

1 + r/ sin & — cos ■&
<,J (1—z/£) sin # + (77 + £) cos

Il should be remarked here that if, for the calculation of 99, 
the relative distances from F and G, respectively, to the inter
section R" of the 77- and £-axes are used instead of 77 and £, viz.

//' ~ /’/r + c/r = 77 4- tg &/2 and

we obtain
£' = (j/r + c/r = £ 4- tg &/2,

r/' sin & 
t/' + £'— r/'£'sin

(18)

(19)

The reason why this expression is of a somewhat simpler form 
than (17) is that the bisector OC may be viewed as the principal 
plane of the cylindrical lens, since beams leading from G to F 
are apparently deflected there once (cf. section V, 1). In what 
follows the expression (17) for 99 will, however, be used, as this 
offers the best possibility for carrying through a discussion of 
the conditions of focusing.

A general mathematical analysis of the function 99 (17) gives 
the following result. If we present 99 as a function of 77 with £ 
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as parameter at a fixed value of û, we get a set of equilateral 
hyperbolas which are symmetrical with respect to a pair of axes 
rotated by n/4- from the r/, 92-system and having their centres al 
the points

£ cos ft + sin i) sin V
£sin#— cos#’ £sin#— cos#’ (*^^)

The centres of the hyperbolas for various values of £ lie on the 
straight line

<Pc M = — sin2# (?/c — cig #). (21)

It is further characteristic that the hyperbolas for all values of 
I pass through the two points Ar and Y with coordinates

= etg #; <PX = sill #, (22)

>/r = (cos # — l)/sin #; = 0. (23)

A degenerate case arises when £ — etg #. The function (p (r/) is 
then of the form

/ \ • 9 o / cos # — 1 \?('/) = "Ill¿ 4'sin 0 )’ w 

i. e. (p is linearly dependent on //. Finally it should be staled 
that the function (p (77) has a singularity (92 = ± 00) when the 
denominator in formula (17) vanishes, i. c. when

(1 — ?/£) sin # + (77 + £) cos # = 0. (25)

In connection with the physical problem discussed here only 
the course of (p (r¡) al positive values of 7/ and £ is of interest. 
I’lie reader is referred to section VI, where <p (t¡) is represented 
graphically lor # = tt/3, tt/2, tc and 3ti/2. The connection be
tween the above mentioned properties of the function 97(77) 
((22)—(25)) and the geometrical treatment of the problem of 
focusing will be discussed in detail in section V.

V. Characteristic Features of the Construction of the Ion 
Paths by Means of Geometrical Optics.

In what follows attention will be called to some characteristic 
features ol the construction of the ion paths by means of 
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geometrical optics which are convenient to use in the graphical 
treatment of the focusing method mentioned here and are fur
thermore of particular importance in its practical application.

(1) As appears from fig. 1, the 77 and £-axes intersect at the 
point R" on the bisector OC of the wedge-shaped field so that 
the deflection of the central beam is seen Io be ■&. As mentioned 
above (p. 8), the bisector OC, however, may generally be con
sidered as a principal plane of the prism, all ion beams here 
apparently being subjected to one single deflection. This result 
appears by putting

Í9 + c) da = (f+c)dß, (26)

from which follows

4- tg #/2) da = (r/ + Ig #/2) dß. (27)

Substituting here (8) and (15), and replacing #/2 by & we obtain 
an expression for y that is in accordance with the expression (17). 
The centres O' and 0" of the circular paths SS' and QQ' are found 
by making the perpendiculars to the beams at the points S, S' 
and Q, Q' intersect.

(2) It is now to be demonstrated that (a) the centres 0, O' 
and 0" of the circular arcs RR', SS' and QQ', respectively, lie 
on a straight line, and (b) the line through 0, O', and 0" is 
perpendicular to the connecting line GF.

(a) From the inset in the upper right corner of lig. 1 it is found 
that

*8 = 27727 <28>
which, after substitution of da (8), ds (10) and dr (3) may 
be transformed into

= i/+1- (29)

As this expression is independent of d V the centres 0, O', and 
0" must lie on a straight line.

(b) On the basis of the above assertion, we have <X GFR" — y 
and consequently e = <£ R"GF = & — y. From the right triangle
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FDG we get
0

(30)0 (j + c+P'
Substituting here

o/r = (p + tg #/2) sin 

p/r = (p 4- lg #/2) cos #, 

c/r = tg &/2

' (31)

and then putting (29) = (30), we gel

sin & (p + tg ■&/2)
£<P + L £ + tg #/2 + cos $ (p + lg ’&/2)' (32)

which again leads to an expression for <p corresponding Io (17). 
Thus it is proved that the straight line through the centres 0, O' 
and 0" is perpendicular to the line GF. The application of this 
fact is particularly suitable for use in the geometrical construc
tion of the ion paths.

(3) A focusing at the point F' (cf. fig. 1), which is lying on 
the straight line through the point of divergence G and the apex 
0 cannot take place. This means

tge = r/iZ = l/£. (33)

Using the formulas (30) and (31), this leads to

cos l) (p 4- tg #/2) + Ig 'd/2 + Ç — Ç sin (// + Ig -0/2) = 0. (34) 

By the substitution of & for &/2 (34) may be transformed to

( 1 + cos (sin û — p£ sin 0 + r/ cos 0 + £ cos = 0. (35)

This formula can only be satisfied for all values of <7 if the 
expression in the parenthesis on the right is equal to zero, which, 
however, according to (25) corresponds to (p = T oo. Hence we 
cannot obtain a focusing al the point F' or its immediate proximity, 
as the voltage variations of the deflecting condenser must be small 
compared with the acceleration potential (cf. (7)). We shall 
discuss in section VII, in connection with the graphical re
presentations of (p in figs. 3—6, how close it is practically pos
sible Io approach the point F'.
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Finally, attention should be called lo the l'acl that the point 
F' is also of particular importance in the general theory of 
the passage of ion beams through a wedge-shaped magnetic 
field. R. Herzog1, N. F. Barber’’ and W. E. Stephens6 have 
independently shown that a slightly divergent bundle of charged 
particles with uniform energy coming from G will be focused 
at F' (direction focusing). It is generally said that F' is the image 
ol G and the formula (25) gives the conditions that the image 
be formed.

(4) If the deflecting condenser (G) is placed at A/, the inter
section of the £-axis and the perpendicular to BO at 0, then (p 
is linearly dependent on >/. For under the conditions mentioned we 
have < RMO — ■& and £ = gjr — etg & and the formula for <p (rf) 
then has the form (24) in accordance with the above insertion.

(5) If the beams are to be focused al N, the intersection of the 
//-axis and the perpendicular to AO al 0, the deflecting condenser 
may be placed anywhere on the £-axis, and (p will have the same 
value for all positions. For under the conditions mentioned we 
have <X ONR' — i) and ?/ — f/r — cig #, which according to (22) 
corresponds lo (p — sin •& for all values of

Il should be added that the point N is further characterised 
by being the one focus (in the ordinary optical sense) of the 
magnetic prism, since a parallel bundle of charged particles 
coming from Zin the direction of R will just be focused here4”’’6. 
This form of focusing is closely connected with the peculiarity 
mentioned just above, which perhaps appears most clearly from 
a drawing of the ion paths al various values of £.*

(6) The derivation of the formula (17) for (p and the detailed 
discussion of lhe conditions of focusing have so far been carried 
out in connection with fig. 1, where an angle of deflection # < zr/2 
is chosen. By means of lhe above subsections (l)-(5) it is, however, 
easy to evaluate conditions in the case of an arbitrary angle.

Thus in fig. 2 an angle & which is between n and 3 tt/2 has 
been chosen as an example. The general features of the geometrical 
construction are easily recognized; in lhe case of & > n there

* Instead of characterizing the position of the focus iV by // = etg »7 one 
often, as mentioned on p. 8, uses its relative distance from the principal plane 
OC of the prism, which is easily calculated to be tj' = 1 /sin ft. - The fact that the 
point M is the second focus of the prism is closely connected with the considera
tion mentioned in subsection (4) above.
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is, however, an additional feature which should be mentioned. If 
the point of locus F coincides with /?", which is the intersection 
of the r/- and £-axes, the magnetic field will itself have a velocity 
focusing effect, i. e. an ion beam coming from I with the energies 
V + A V (/) without any influence from a deflecting condenser 
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will be focused at R". From the inset in the upper right corner 
of fig. 2 we find the value of r¡ belonging to R", viz. r] = f/r = 
(cos &—l)/sin ft. According to (23) we have <p = 0 (indepen
dently of £) corresponding to this, i. e. no voltage variations are 
to be supplied to the deflecting condenser.

In subsection (3) of this chapter the geometrical conditions for 
direction focusing have been staled, from which it appears that 
a slightly divergent bundle of charged particles of uniform 
energy emitted from R" will be focused in the point Z, which 
will again have its image in R". From the above mentioned 
considerations it may be concluded in a simple way that even 
a divergent bundle of particles coming from R" with slightly 
different energies will be focused in R", as the conditions for 
direction- and velocity focusing are satisfied al the same lime. 
This case of double focusing has already been discussed by
W. E. Stephens6, who is able to show, that the focusing effect 
is of a very high order.

(7) Finally it is to be mentioned that from the geometrical 
construction of the ion paths by the methods given in sub
sections (1) and (2) above, it is possible to find the approximate 
magnitude and sign of (p al given values of //, £ and ft. For ac
cording to (8) and (3)

The magnitude and sign of da and dr/r for a certain beam 
may be taken from an exact drawing.

VI. Graphic Representation of the Function y(^).
For the illustration in detail of the experimental conditions 

under which a focusing may be carried out, the function <p (r¡), 
(// > 0), is represented graphically with the parameter £ lying 
between 0 and + oe for # = %/3, tt/2, n and 3 tt/2 (figs. 3—6). 
The general form of the curves, which was discussed in sec
tion IV, will be recognized.

Fig. 3. For & = 7t/3 the formula for (p (r¡) has the following
form :

0,500 + 0,866//
<Z'0,866 ( 1 — r/|) + 0,500 (// + £) ’ (37)
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Figs. 3 and 4. Graphical representation of (p (?;). The numbers shown on the curves 
are values of the parameter £. The values of # are ?t/3 and n/2 in the respective 

figures.
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Let us as an example follow the course of <p for £ = 2. Al 
low values of r¡, cp (rf) has a low positive value. With increasing 
ry, 9?(r/) rises towards the point of singularity at tj = 1,514. This 
corresponds geometrically to the approach of the point of focus 
F to F' (fig. 1). If F' is passed, cp (77) will begin with high negative 
values, which will soon decrease*. It is evident that the sharpness 
of the singularity is greatly dependent on £.

For £ = cig# = 0,577, cp (?/) is a straight line of the form 
(24), viz.

cp (r¡) = 0,750 + 0,433. (38)

The coordinates of the point A” (cf. (22)) will be

77,. = 0,577, 1 . ./x (39)
= 0,866.

'flic point Y lies outside the figure since 7?y<().
Fig. 4. For 'O = 7t/2 we gel the simple formula

, x 1+77
Ki) = j - J;i- (40)

For the straight line (£ = cig tt/2 = 0) it follows that

Ç9 (ry) = 1 +

The (‘oordinales of the point A” become

r;Ä. = 0

'/>x = 1
When the point of focus is at the edge of the magnetic field (the 
point fig. 1), the deflecting condenser thus may be placed 
anywhere on the £-axis.

Fig. 5. For ?9 = % the function becomes

»’(’») = («)
* Negative values of <p mean that the voltage variations /i(/) on the deflecting 

condenser are to have opposite polarity to that of A V, as E (/) = <p-(d/l)-A V (t). 
If the d. c. linear amplifier3 supplies voltage variations of the same sign as A V, 
it is only necessary to interchange the terminals to the condenser plates a and b 
(cf. fig. 1).
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Figs. 5 and 6. Graphical representation of cp (rj). The parameter has the values 
7t and 3 7i/2 in the respective figures.

ß 1). Kgl. Dunske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV,7. 2
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It appears from the figure that (p (r¡) is negative at all values of 
and £. If we wish to focus at = 0, the deflecting condenser 

must be placed somewhat outside the magnetic field, as other
wise <p (y¡) will have a very high value. The straight line and the 
points X and Y do not occur in the figure in this case.

Fig. 6. For # = 3 n/2 we get

9? (>?) = 1 — »?
— 1 ’ (44)

The straight line for £ = cig 3 n/2 = 0 has the form

V (r/) = (45)

The points X and Y both occur here, and they have the coordinates

VIL Some Technical Remarks on the Use of the Method.
In connection with the graphical representation of <p in the 

preceding section the question arises as to the magnitude of tin* 
values of 99 which may be used. According to (7) the voltage vari
ations of the deflecting condenser E must be small in relation to the 
acceleration potential V. Hence, if we pul Eo = ± 1 (i.e. E = V; 
cf. (2)) and use a condenser of the dimensions l/d — 10 (cf. (7)), 
which should ensure that the electrical field is sufficiently ho
mogeneous, we obtain, according to (9),

<p = Eo-^ = ± 1-10 = ± 10. (48)

Il appears from figs. 3—6 that within this limit of 9?, which may 
even in a given case be exceeded considerably, it will generally 
be possible to choose a suitable combination of t¡ and so that 
a focusing may be effected. It should, however, be taken into 
consideration that the slope of the curve at the operating point 
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d <p (rf)/d i? should nol be allowed to assume loo high a value, 
for if it does the adjustment of the apparatus may be critical.

We have so far considered the course of a narrow beam of 
ions of one definite mass. However, if the magnetic prism is to 
be used for a mass-spectographic resolution of a beam containing 
several ion species with slight relative differences in mass it 
is necessary to aim al such experimental conditions that the 
resolving power of the apparatus becomes as great as possible, 
i. e. that the ratio between line distance and line breadth is 
maximum. The most favourable position of the collecting cylinder 
therefore will be determined by the central angle of the prism 
and by the properties of the beam before it enters the magnetic 
field, viz. the diameter, the angle of divergence of the beam 
and the relative energy spread2. The location of a deflecting 
condenser to compensate for variations of the acceleration poten
tial must be regulated by all this.

In the experiments with the mass spectograph in the Institute 
for Theoretical Physics2 a magnetic field with a central angle 
of & — n/2 and a mean radius of r = 80 cm is used. The diameter 
of the ion beam on entering the magnetic field is less than 1 cm, 
and the divergence of the beam is less than 2.10‘.The collecting 
cylinders are placed at 1/ = 1. The line breadth here is about 
3 mm and the resolving power of the apparatus about 300. 
For reasons of space the deflecting condenser had to be placed 
at £ = 0.38. The ratio Z/d was chosen al 3.2, so that Eo s 1. 
Oscillations of the ion beam are hardly noticed in spile of the 
fact that the source of high voltage (ordinary voltage doubling 
circuit) is directly connected to the city power supply. This 
corresponds to a voltage stabilization of about 1 :1 ()4 (7 volts al 
70.000). During the operations slight changes of the cross 
section of the ion beam may, however, be observed. They are 
presumably due to the fact that it passes obliquely through the 
stray field of the magnet, so that both focusing and defocusing 
effects may arise (cf. Ref. 1, pp. 73 and 7). Il has been ob
served that lhese effects have no influence on the mass-dispersion 
of the apparatus.

A diagram of an arrangement by means of which il is pos
sible in a simple way Io produce voltage variations proporti
onal to zl V has already been published3. Perhaps it should be 

2* 
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added that the d. c. linear amplifier consists of two stages with 
a total amplification of about 1,400. In the first stage is used 
an AF 7-valve, while in the second stage a transmitting valve 
is applied corresponding Io the Philips type PC 1,5/100, which 
is fed from a 2,000 volt d. c. tension engine. The d. c. anode 
tension of the latter valve is 1,000 volts (corresponding Io 
A V = 0), which in the present arrangement is compensated 
for by means of a small rectifier instead of batteries. The 
voltage variation on the deflecting condenser is a linear function 
of the input voltage within the region ± 800 volts. The various 
parts of the apparatus are well screened in order Io avoid 
disturbances from the outside.

In certain experiments, i. e. those of nuclear physics, it is of 
great importance that the accelerated ions always strike the target 
or collecting cylinder with uniform energy. This may be ac
complished by insulating these electrodes and supplying them 
with voltage variations of the magnitude E' = A V, since the 
difference in voltage between the ion source and the electrodes 
is in this case always V.3 This method of compensation for the 
ripple and other fluctuations of the voltage may be useful even 
without magnetic analysis of the beam. By means of the focusing 
method proposed here it is, however, possible to make the ion 
beam pass through a magnetic deflecting field first, and thus 
to select one definite kind of ions for further experiments. The 
electrical circuits will become particularly simple il the experi
mental conditions for focusing are chosen so that E = Jy 
(E’o =1), as in this case it is possible to connect the deflecting 
condenser directly to the target.

VIII. Summary.
In the mass-spectrographic analysis ol a narrow beam of 

ions, uniform with respect to energy, by means of a homogeneous 
wedge-shaped magnetic field even small variations of the ac
celerating potential of the ions A V will have a very disturbing 
effect, as the ion beam at the collecting cylinder will fluctuate. 
This movement may be compensated for by making the ion 
beam, before it enters the magnetic field, pass through a de
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Heeling condenser, one plale of which is grounded, while the 
other is supplied with a voltage proportional lo /1 V. The 
magnitude of the proportionality factor Eo is mainly determined 
by the central angle of the wedge-shaped field and by the position 
of the condenser and the collecting cylinder. The construction 
of the ion paths by means of geometrical optics shows certain 
very characteristic features, the discussion of which is closely 
connected with the general theory of the passage of charged partic
les through a magnetic prism. To facilitate the use of the method 
in practice a number of graphic representations are given, from 
which it is possible to read the magnitude of the proportionality 
factor Eo for given experimental conditions. Finally, various 
technical questions related to the practical application of the 
method are discussed.
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The following is a discussion of the heal transfer caused by 
radialion between Iwo bodies of different temperatures, one 
of them entirely surrounding the other.

In the first part of the article we make some simplifying 
assumptions often allowed for technical surfaces (later on we 
are going to discuss the significance of the most important among 
them) :

(1) I'he temperature-radiation obeys the cosine emission law.
(2) 'I'he surfaces of the bodies are reflecting according to the 

cosine law of reflection (completely diffuse reflection). The 
bodies are opaque.

(3) I'he reflectivity is independent of temperature and wave
length. According to Kirchhoff’s law this means that the 
emitted temperalure-radiation obeys Stefan-Boltzmann’s law.

(4) 'I'he inner surface is everywhere convex and the outer one 
is everywhere concave.

(5) 'I'he temperature is constant on each body.

I'he energy emitted in unit of lime from the inner body is 
A1c1ï’f, where Aj is the area of the surface, cx the “radiation
constant” and the absolute temperature of the body. If the 
surroundings are non-reflecting (absolutely black) the energy 
received and absorbed by the inner body in unit of time will 
be where T.¿ is the absolute temperature of the sur
roundings. Hence, the net loss of energy from the inner body 
will be

H = A^fTÍ-TÍ). (1)

I'his formula is often used in practical calculations. It is only 
valid if the radiation emitted from the inner body and reab
sorbed after reflection from the surroundings can be neglected.

1*
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If the reflected radiation is not vanishingly small, the loss of 
energy is less than given by (1). Christiansen1 arrived at the
following formula:

H AlC1{T\-T^ C2)

Index 2 refers to the outer surface; c0 is the radiation-constant 
for a black body (Stefan’s constant).

Clausing2 and Saunders3 have shown, that (2) is not always 
correct; H also to some extent depends on the form and mutual 
position of the two surfaces. Saunders has shown how to make 
corrections for this dependence if the reflectivity is so small that 
it is sufficient to take into account only one reflection.

We shall give equations determining H, show in which 
cases (2) is correct, and find an approximate solution in the 
general case.

The integral equations of the problem.
We choose two points x1 and ,r2 on the 

face, respectively (cf. fig. 1), so that xx can
inner and outer sur-
be seen from ,r2 and

vice versa. That part of the outer sur
face which can be seen from .iq is denoted 
by A», while .42 means that part which 
cannot be seen from x2. denotes that 
part of the inner surface, which can be 
seen from x2. By ^(xjX^) we denote

the function 2 , where and z2 

are the angles shown in fig. 1, while /• is 
the distance between the points xx and

x2. It is equal to the fraction of the radiation from the vicinity 
of x\, which goes directly to unit of area around the point x2 or 
vice versa. The corresponding function for radiation between two 
points x2 and x2 of the outer surface is denoted by 9>(x2.r2).

The resulting radiation (both emitted and reflected) in unit 
of lime from unit of area near a point x is called /(xj.

1 C. Christiansen: Ann. d. Phys. u. Chem., Vol. 19, p. 267, 1883.
2 Clausing: Revue d’Oplique, Vol. 10, p. 353, 1931.
3 Saunders: Proc, of the Phys. Soc., Vol. 41, p. 569, 1929.
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We now express thal this resulting radiation is the sum of 
the emitted and the reilecled radiation.

'Phis leads to the following two integral equations:

(3)Cl

C0
‘ ) • V2 (*2) dx2
' / »’a;

/1 (.r 1 ) (p (.r j ,r2) dx\ + f Z2 ( (æ2 -c2 ) dx'2 j, (4)r2

C0

where as before index 1 refers to the inner, index 2 to the outer 
surface; dxr, dx2, and dx2 denote surface elements. We have 
made use of Kirchhoff’s law, according to which the reflectivity 

cof a surface with the radiation-constant c is 1------ . The absorp-
clivily is —.
c0

Let X2 denote the point where a straight line from .r2 to æi 
intersects the outer surface again (cf. fig. 1). It is then easily 
seen, that (4) can be rewritten as

Plie net energy-loss from the inner body is the difference between 
emitted radiation and absorbed radiation:

H = Aj q7’jf — 1 ' • ( dx} ( 72(.r2) 9?(æi.r2) dx2. (5)
co Ja, .’a;

Phe equations (3), (4a), and (5) determine H, when the geometry 
of the system is known. They cannot often be solved exactly.

We first want to emphasise that Christiansen’s formula (2) 
is valid, if the function

^(.r2) = \(p(xix2) dxt 
•'a;

(6)

(i. e. the fraction of the radiation from the vicinity of x2 which goes 
directly to the inner body) is independent of ,r2. In that case (.r2) 
can easily be found: From the definition ((5) it follows that
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= Ai, (7)

so that if <p(.r2) is constant, it must be equal to —A.
Ai . Az

In general —— is the mean value of ^(.x^) over the outer surface. 
A2 4

When <p(.x2) = -7—, it is seen that (3) and (4 a) are satisfied A2
by constant values of 7) (.Xj) and /2 (^'2)- Solving for 7j and 72 
and inserting in (5), we gel Christiansen’s formula (2).

Some very simple forms and symmetrical arrangements of 
the two bodies give a constant value of (p (,x2), e. g. two concentric 

spheres, two coaxial cylinders, or a sphere 
with a thin disk covering the equatorial plane 
(see below). In these eases Christiansen’s 
formula (2) is valid, but if 99 (.x2), and con
sequently 7i (.x’i) and 72 (x2), vary, this for
mula is no longer correct. A simple example 
that can be solved exactly, will show this: Let 
the outer surface be a sphere and the inner 
body a hemisphere with slightly smaller radius 
(cf. fig. 2). Formula (2) then is valid for the

radiation from the hemispherical surface and the plane surface 
separately (cf. p. 12). This means that II is a sum of two expres-

and —, respectively. This sum, however, is different from what is

obtained by using formula (2) for the radiation from the total inner 
A 3surface (putting - = in the denominator). One often gets a 4

belter approximation than (2) by separating the radiation in 
two or more parts of the form (2) as in this instance, e. g. when 
dealing with a Hat radiator placed near a wall. On page 13 one 
more example is given, where such a separation is exact.

Approximate solution of the integral equations.

We shall now show how lo lind approximate solutions of the 
equations (3), (4a), and (5) in the general case.

The crudest approximation—formula (1)—is obtained by dis
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regarding the integral ^4; ' ’ ' dxv in (4a); this integral represents 
the influence of the inner body on the radiation from the outer 
surface. By doing so one gels the solution (black-body radiation):

/2(.q) = (8)

which inserted in (3) gives

l,M = q ('/■;-■/■*) +<■„■/■ J. (9)

(5) then leads to the “zero111” approximation (1).
These expressions for /2 and 7X arc now inserted in the integral 

in (4 a) which was first disregarded. In the other terms of the 
equations (3), (4a), and (5) we put

/, (.q) = q ( - T‘) + q Tt, + /-(x-,) (II))

l2(x¡) = q 7’.J + ;/ix.). (11)

We then gel the following equations, where we have introduced 
the function (p (,r2) defined by (6):

/’(•t’i) = (1 — ( g (.r2) »/’(.rix2) dx2 ( 12)
\ Co/

g (-c2) = í 1 — --V ! Cj ( T\ — 7’2) • 99 (x\) + ( g (x2) (p(x2x2) dx2 j ( 13) 
\ Co/ | J

// = (7’{ — Tg) — ~ • j¡ g (x2) 9>(x’2) dx2. ' (14)

These equations can be solved without further approximations if 
the outer surface is a sphere. If it has the radius /?, it is seen that

^(.X’g.Vg) = COSZ2-COSZg

71 ■

1
4 ti R2

1
A2

(15)

2*
because cos z"2 = cos z2 = ——. The last term in equation (13)

therefore is a constant so that

f/(.r2) = — ■ Ci(Tj —7'^) • <9?(.r2) + const.}, (16)

where the constant is found by inserting (16) into (13). Making 
use of (7) it is seen that the constant is equal to
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Ai
A 2

(16a) 

Ci •

instead of the nominator. In this way we gel from (17)

(1«)

w
C2 . <P
Co

the first two terms of an expansion

of H in powers of We know that Christiansen’s formula (2) 
rl 2

is correct when (p is constant, i. e. — (<p)2. We therefore obtain 
a better result if we transform the expansion (17) into an ex
pression in which the denominator is expanded in powers of 
Ai
Ao

(14). We denote mean 
e. g.

// is then determined by means of 
values over the outer surface by a bar,

( tø(æ2)]2<fø2 
^2

according to (7).
The resulting expression

H = 1-41--

1 See, e. g., Courant and Hilbert: Mell oden der mathematischen Physik, 
Vol. 1.

I -L
This may be considered as 

......... „ A.

Ai
A 2

It is of course possible to proceed along these lines and first
MiVgel the term ol order 1>Y introducing the now determined 

first order expressions for /2(.r2) an<l 7) (.Tj) into the integral 
^¡•‘•d.Ti, in (4a). In the case of a surrounding sphere this— 
second—approximation can also be expressed in terms of simple 
mean values. Usually, however, (18) will be quite a sufficient 
approximation.

If the outer surface is not a sphere (18) will no longer be a con- 

sequent expansion until the first power of because (16) is not an 

exact solution of (13). In order to solve equation (13) in this case we 
make use of the following result from the theory of integral equations1:
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The integral equation

(/ (X2) ~ U <p (*G) + ^ - \ .7 (æi) 'P (X2X2) ^^2 , 
.M,

(19)

where u and b are constant and the “kernel” <p(x<2x2) is symmetrical 
in x2 and x2 (as in our case) has the solution

<7 (*t) = « ! <P (^2)
N

Åf(x2)-/i((x2)
(20)

In this expression h¡ (x2) and Á¡ (where i covers 0 to N) are the N -f- 1 
independent eigenfunctions and corresponding eigenvalues of the kernel 
ç?(x2x2); they are defined by the statement that they satisfy the homo
geneous integral equation:

(21)

furthermore 
i. e. :

the eigenfunctions must be normalised and orthogonal, 

( ht (x,) ■ hk (X,) dx, = I If Í = £. (22)

In our case \ tp (x2x2) dx'2 = 1 ; it then follows from (21) that there is
. Ja,

always a constant eigenfunction h0(x2); owing to the normalisation it

must have the value The corresponding eigenvalue is 20 = 1 ac- 
|/A2

cording to (21). In the solution (20) we treat this eigenfunction 
separately.

From (13), (19), (20), and (14) we get an expression for H similar 
to (17). Transforming to a form similar to (18), we finally get

with

// = A1C1(Tf-T‘) (23)

(24)

Generally the eigenfunctions cannot be found explicitly. However, it 
will often be a sufficiently good approximation to neglect the eigen
functions of higher order than the zero*11, because they have zeropoints 
and consequently give smaller contributions to k than the zero111. Below 
we shall treat an example where these contributions can be evaluated. 
If the eigenfunctions of higher order are neglected, (23) and (18) are 
identical.
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Two spheres. Examples.

We consider two spheres, one inside the other, with radii 1{ 
and r and placed excenlrically with a distance c between the cen

tres (cf. fig. 3). We evaluate the function <p(x2) 
by means of the following quite general rule: 
The cone made up by the tangents from ,r2 
to the inner surface cuts a sphere with 
radius 1 and centre in ,r2 in a certain closed 
curve; this curve is projected on the tangen
tial plane of the outer surface in .r2; the area 
enclosed by the projection is 7cIn the 
case of two spheres the projected curve is 
an ellipse, the area of which can easily be

found by simple geometry. For a point x2 on the outer sphere 
with a distance y from the centre of the inner sphere we find 
(for notation cf. fig. 3):

<P (.r2) = <7J(.'/) = I/2
CO S V =

r2 /?2 + p2-c2
2 ñy (25)

Integration then leads to

k is zero when c = 0; it is always positive and increases mono
tonously until c — H — r (the spheres touch each other). The 
value of k for c = Ii — r—denoted by A'inax—is given below for 

some values of — :r

R
r 8 4 2 1

^mu 10 2.5 0.5 0

When c # 0, (18) leads to a smaller loss of energy than 
Christiansen’s formula (2). A few examples will show the order 
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of magnitude of the difference. We lake — — 4; the difference r
between (2) and (18), when the spheres touch each other, is then

6.4 % if — =1 -- = °-5c0 c0

3.7 °/0 if - = 1 = 0.75
c0 c0

2.8 °/0 if — = 0.75 — = 0.75.
c0 c0

In Ihe same three cases the differences between the values given 
by the uncorrecled formula (1) and Christiansen’s formula (2) 
are 5.9 percent., 2.0 percent., and 1.5 percent., respectively.

(All numbers arc given in per cent, of the uncorrecled ex
pression (1).)

Plane disk inside sphere.
— (q?)2 ....We shall evaluate k — for a number ol different
(<?)“

positions and magnitudes of a plane disk inside a sphere in 
order to be able Io estimate k for any position and magnitude 
of the disk.

In the first case (cf. fig. 4) the disk is circular and placed
with its centre in the centre of the sphere.

Il can be proved—by integration—that 
for a point ,r2 with polar distance <9:

(p(.v2) = <p(&) = —— • cos & =
Qi Q2

r2cos &
|/7F+74 4- 2 r2R2 cos 2 &

(for notation cf. fig. 4). 
This leads to

(21)

decrease is slow when r is

hen r increases from 0 to /?. The 

small.
Next we consider a—not necessarily circular—disk which is 
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so small, that its magnitude only plays a minor role in deter

mining k.
that k is not far from ~Y The disk is situated so that the straight 

In the case above this corresponds to r being so small 
\ „ 1

3
line from the centre of the sphere to it is p-R in length, and the 
angle between this line and the direction perpendicular to the 
disk is w. Il may then be shown that

k = Á-! cos2 u + k2 sin* zz, (29)

where and k2 are the values of k in the two cases where the 
plate is respectively perpendicular to and parallel with the line
to the centre of the sphere. The values of kx and k2 are found
by integration :

/. 4
,-1 (3Ü)3(1-Jp2)5

A-2
1 1 1 + /) 5-3/r’ (31)4p °gcl — p 6(1—p2)2

Finally we consider a disk covering a parallel circle, the centre 
of which has a distance p-R from the centre of the sphere (fig. 5).

For a point ,r2 on the smaller of the two 
spherical caps we have:

<P (.1’2) = \ <P Ct2.T]) d.vx •’disk
(32)

In the same way it is seen that <p (.r2) is 
constant on the big spherical cap and equals 

the ratio of the area of the small spherical cap to the area of

the whole sphere, i.e. —- — . Consequently we lind

(33)

By means of the results from the special cases treated above 
the value of k may be estimated in most cases without further 
integration. As an example we consider a circular disk per-
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formula

d i ci ( 1 i f 2) *//

The approximation (18) leads lo

(35)

Christiansen’s formula (2) gives

(36)H

estimation of the 
(18) is used:

+ ~
1 + <‘i2

L+P
2

special case above (foronda 28). If the radius is 

/ccx? 5. The difference between the values of H given 

(18), respectively, is—for the three sets of values
C2— used on page 11
co

pendicular to the line from its centre to the centre of the sphere 

at a distance of —
4

lhe disk is small,
the corresponding

R from lhe centre of lhe sphere fp = If 

k 6 according to (30), while k = 1.3 for 
parallel circle. For values of its radius be

tween zero and the radius of the parallel circle we may 

estimate k from the way in which it is known to vary with radius 
in the first 
' R we find
4 
by (2) and

» ^'1 1
of — and — used on page 11—: 7 per cent., 4 per cent, and 3 per 

Co Co
cent., while the correction in Christiansen’s formula ((1)—(2)) 
amounts to 3 per cent., 1 per cent, and 0.8 per cent, in the cor
responding cases.

In the case of a parallel circle in a sphere treated above, 
// can be calculated exactly as a sum of two terms, each of lhe 
form (2), because 99 (x2) is constant on each of the two spherical 
caps. We will therefore use this case for an 
magnitude of lhe error made, when

The exact value of H is:

(7’î -TQ-
l + ci

1 _ 2 •1 —p
9
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With the usual three sets of values of and—(page 11) we 
lind in this special case:

The error in the formula (1) is approximately 30 per cent., 14 
per cent, and 11 per cent.

- Christiansen’s formula (2) is approximately 17 p2 
per cent., 11 p2 per cent, and 9 p2 per cent.

- the formula (18) is approximately 4 p2 per cent., 
1.3 p2 per cent, and 1.4 p2 per cent.

(All numbers in percentages of the simple expression (1).)

Two infinite circular cylinders.
In this case the formulae (23) and (24) ought to be used. We introduce 

ordinary cylindrical coordinates 0 and z for points on the outer cylinder. 
<7 (x2) is independent of z. Consequently the last term in equation (13) 
can at once be integrated with respect to z'. The result is:

17(0) = (l-;2)- hjTÍ-rj^W + ííÁo')- 1 ■ I sin°'- °| <70' j. (37) 

' t-o/ I *’o I z I J

The corresponding homogeneous integral equation is

h (0) = Â • ( h (O') • • I sin 01 d 0'

. ° . (3«)
= Z • Í - jj h (O') ■ sin °-~ d0' + jj h(O') • j sin 0 2” ° d0' .

Differentiation of this equation with respect to 0 shows that the eigen
function h (0) must satisfy the differential equation

(39)

the solutions of which are S’n P • 0 j.
cos 1 2 J

They must be periodic with period 2 tt,-whence it follows that 
|1 z

2
must be an integer. If we normalise the eigenfunctions according to 
the rule: ,.271

\ [/j(0)]MO = 1, (40)
•’o

we get the following series of independent eigenfunctions:
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(41)

with the corresponding eigenvalues

= 1-4/)’-. (/) = 1,2, •••). (42)

Besides these, we have the constant eigenfunction

1
h0 = —— with zn = 1.

¡2 77
(43)

Inserting these eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in (24) and the resulting 
k in (23), we find II. (It should be noted that the methods of normalisation 
used here and on page 9 arc different, because A2 now is infinite). If 
the zero-plane for 0 is taken to be the plane through the axes of the 
cylinders, sin pO ■<?(()) = 0 (odd function of 0). Denoting the radii of 
the inner and outer cylinder by r and /?, respectively, we find that 
the energy loss per unit of length from the inner cylinder is

wit 11

II =
2 77 rc, ( 7’í — 7'2)

(44)

(45)

The distance between the axes of the cylinders we denote by c. 
The function ^(x.^ may be determined by the method used
on page 10 through a rather simple geometrical consideration. With 
X denoting the distance from the point 0 to the axis of the inner cylinder 
we get:

7>(0)
r 7Î2 + ,r2 c*

2/? ’ .T2 (46)

From this we get by integration

(47)

The terms in the sum in (45) 
easily by contour integration).

can be evaluated by integration (most 
We find:

<f> cos p()\2 1 / y* 
. F / 4W (48)

When (47) and (48) are inserted in (45) we get
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It is seen that the terms from the higher eigenfunctions decrease rapidly 
with increasing order. Even the contribution from the second term in 

(49) may generally be neglected. If e. g. — = 0.75, the ratio between 
Co

the first and second term in (49) will be 13 —-, which is more than 13.

This result gives some justification for totally neglecting contri
butions from the other eigenfunctions than the zero111, i. e. for using 
formula (18) even in cases where the outer surface is not a sphere.

We again calculate the difference between the values of II given 
by (1) and (2) and by (2) and (18) for the usual three sets of values of 
c c 1— and — (page 11). We choose as an example r — R and c = R — r 
Co Co o
(the cylinders touch). By using formula (18) we neglect other terms 
in (49) than the first, ('file contribution from the second is in this case 
3—2 per cent, of the first). The result is that the difference between 
Christiansen’s formula (2) and our formula (18) is 7.4 per cent., 4.5 per 
cent, and 3.5 per cent., respectively, while the corresponding differences 
between (1) and (2) are 11 per cent, 4 per cent, and 3 per cent.

in case of a very 
with respect to I he 

‘g

The examples treated above show that 
unsymmetrical position of the inner body 
outer one, it is often so that very little is obtained by applying 
Christiansen’s formula in calculating the heat transfer, because 
the error made may be just as large or larger than the correction 
which the formula gives compared with the simple expression 
c1A1(7’/—ïg). We must conclude that if we aim at such an
accuracy that it is necessary to apply a corrected formula instead 
of (1), then (18) must be used in case of unsymmetrical position 
of the inner body. This is also practically possible, because the 

- 9 Í—\2
order of magnitude of the correction factor 7 z_ can often 

(?)
be estimated by simple geometrical or graphical methods.

Discussion of the assumptions made on page 3.

Equations analogous to (3), (4a), and (5) can easily be ob
tained in the most general case. The surface in the vicinity of 
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a point x has the absolute temperature 7’and a reflectivity denoted 
by (z a I r(z Tx) | i' a') and defined in the following way:

We consider monochromatic radiation of wavelength z, which 
is falling on a surface element dA. The direction of the incoming 
ray will be characterized by the angles i 
(angle of incidence) and a (azimuth) as 
shown on fig. 6. Of this radiation a certain 
fraction will be reflected so that it leaves 
the surface within a solid angle d(o', the 
principal direction of which is characterized 
by i' and a' (cf. fig. 6). If the reflection is 
completely diffuse the reflected radiation is
to the cosine law, i. e. the said fraction will be proportional to 
cos z' and independent of z, a, and a. In general we therefore 
denote the fraction reflected to dco' by

• (z a I r (A 7’.r) I i'a ) • cos z' do)'. (50)
7T ’ 1

fhe notation r(z 7’.r) is chosen in order to show that the reflectivity 
in general will depend on wavelength, temperature, and con
stitution of (he surface as well as on the angles, 'fhe factor ' is 
introduced for convenience.

file intensity of the emitted radiation (emitted radiation from 
unit of apparent area into unit of solid angle) in an arbitrary 
direction can be calculated by means of Kirchhoff’s law, if the 
reflectivity is known:

We shall write down an equation expressing that the resulting 
intensity of radiation in a closed cavity, the walls of which all 
have the same temperature 7’, must everywhere be equal to the 
intensity of radiation from a black body Æ0(Â7’). The resulting 
intensity from a point x in the direction (za) is the sum of the 
emitted intensity KT(1 Tx, id) and the reflected intensity, an 
expression for which can be written down by means of (50); 
the equation is:

Ko (Z T) = Kr (Â Tx, ia) -|- Ko (z 7’) • - -•.C (f d | r (Â Tx) | z a) cos i' da)' (51 ) 
•'solid angle 2zi

or

distributed according

D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-lys. Medd. XXIV, X. 2
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e (2 Tx, i a) I\ T (>. Tx, z'a) 
~K^(ÅT)~

The black body intensity Å’o(2 7’) is given by Planck’s radiation 
formula (il is independent of the angles). The ratio between the 
emitted intensity from the surface in question and from a black 
body, denoted by e(Â7x, za) in (52), will be called the emissivity 
for the given surface, wavelength, temperature, and direction. 
(52) is valid for all wavelengths.

The ratio between the total hemispherical radiation of wave
length Â emitted from unit of area of the surface in question 
and from unit of area of a black body is:

E (z 7’x) =1 Í e (z Tx, i a) cos i do . (53)
»'solid angle 2/t

(For the so called “grey” surfaces treated above we have the 

equalities :
e (ÅTx, ia) = E(ÅTx) = -C

<’o

We further define the absorptivity a(ÅTx,ia), i. e. the fraction 
absorbed of radiation coming in from the direction (ia):

a(ÅTx,ia) = 1— 1 ( (ia 1r (Å Tx) | i'a') cos ¡'do'. (54)’
» solid angle 271

We now gel the equations analogous to (3) and (4a) by expressing 
that the resulting intensity of radiation K (iax) emerging from 
the point x on one of the surfaces in the direction (ia) is the 
sum of the emitted and reflected intensities:

/<i (z\ a^Tj) = KTi (ii ax) + \ (q cq I rx | z\ cq) /<2 (z2 a2.r2) • ç? (aq.i’a) z/.r2.

Æ2 (z2 a2x2) = KTt(i2 a2) + \ (i2a2 | r2 | z2a2) • [K1(i1 cqaq) — K2(i'> a2X2)\ ■ 

^(XiX^dx-! + (*2 a2 J r2 J l2 a2) ’ ^¿(¡2 a2. -r2) T (<T2*T2) <^2 •

1 If the so called Helmholtz’s reciprocity law (H. v. Helmholtz: Theoretische 
Physik, Vol. 6, p. 161, 190.3) is valid, we have: (/a|r|z'a') = (/'a'|r|/a), and 
consequently e = a.

• ^4a

(56)
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The heat transfer from the inner body is in analogy with (5) 
(for monochromatic radiation):

7 = Aln-E1- Ko (7\) — ti • \ dxx /<2 («2 «2*^2) • «i (G «i) • <P (æiæ2) dx%. (57) 
•% .’a;

(The emitted intensity of radiation and the reflectivity are still functions 
of (2 7'.r), although these variables have been omitted. To get the total 
radiation the equation (57) must be multiplied by rfz and integrated 
over all wavelengths. It is still assumed that the inner surface is convex 
and the outer one concave, and that both bodies are opaque; further
more the inner body must have the same temperature and emissivity 
everywhere if (57) is to be correct. Apart from this the equations arc 
quite general.)

Of course the equations can only be solved exactly in special 
cases, of which we are going to consider some in what follows, 
in order to exemplify the applicability of the method of integral 
equations.

(a) Non-validity of St elan-Boltzmann’s law.
If the reflectivity depends on wavelength and temperature, 

but not on angles and position (.r), the assumptions (3) on page 3 
arc not valid, but the rest is. In this case all the calculations in 
the first part of this paper hold true for the heal transfer caused 
by radiation in a narrow interval </A of wavelength (monochrom
atic radiation). (Fluorescence, etc., must of course be excluded.) 
The total heal transfer is then obtained by integration over all 
wavelengths. The formula analogous to (18) now is

//

(p)2 )
(•>«)

The ratios -1 andCo —2 from the case of “grey” bodies have been 
co

replaced by j (Â 7’j) and 7î2(â7’2), while c07’4 has been replaced
by ti/<o(A7’).

(b) N o n - V a 1 i d i ty of the c o s i n c 1 a w f o r th e i n n er s u r fa c e.
The inner surface is now assumed to relied in an arbitrary 

way, while the outer one still has a reflectivity that is independent 
2* 
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of the angles (completely diffuse reflection). Il is then easy to 
show from (55), (56), and (57), in a way similar to that which 
led to formula (18) or (58), that formulae analogous to (18) or

992— (o?)2
(58) hold, but the term —(^y — must be replaced by

where

and

, = —(y)2
<V’)2

i* U] (Â 7 ] / ] U])
U EiGTx) (p (.Ti Xz) dxi ;

(59)

(60)

(61 )'

ip and ip' are straightforward generalisations of the function
cf) (,r2) for emission and reflection, respectively. The definitions 
(52), (53), and (54) together with the definition of tp (rr1x2) show
that

y>(.r2) = /(x2) = 95(0*2) = Ai
Aa’

(62)

Il is worth noticing that Christiansen’s formula (2), perhaps 
modified in order to take into account a possible dependence 
of the reflectivity on wavelength and temperature, still holds for 
concentric spheres and coaxial cylinders, in which cases ip (;r2) 
and ip'(,r2) are constant. But y>(.r2) and ip'(,t2) are not necessarily 
constant in all cases where 99 (;r2) is so. They are not so, e. g., 
in the case treated on page 6 and 12, where the outer surface is 
a sphere and the inner body a disk covering the equatorial plane. 
In such cases Christiansen’s formula therefore is only correct, if 
the inner body radiates according to the cosine law.

(c) Non-validity of the cosine law for the reflection 
from the outer surface.
The case which gives the largest deviation from the uncor

rected formula (1) is the following: The system consists of two 
concentric spheres or coaxial cylinders of which the outer is 
reflecting specularly, Every ray which, coming from the inner

1 If Helmholtz’s reciprocity-law holds, then y(.r2) i/>'(x2).
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surface, is reflected on the outer one, will then hit lhe inner 
surface again. If especially the reflectivities are independent of 
wavelength and temperature, and the absorptivities are indepen
dent of lhe angles, the reduction in loss of energy due to reflection 
must therefore be the same as if lhe inner body was closely sur
rounded by the outer one. We then get in place of (2)

// = (63)

This formula is also due to Christiansen (footnote on page 4). 
It can easily be generalised to the case of wavelength- and 
temperature-dependent reflectivities.

As mentioned above, (63) is valid for concentric spheres and 
coaxial cylinders. But as soon as the spheres or cylinders arc 
placed a little excenlrically, or deformed somehow, the fraction 
of the reflected radiation that reenters on the inner surface will 
decrease considerably, and lhe loss of energy increases. Il is 
worth noticing that the loss of energy in case of specular reflection 
is the smallest possible in lhe concentric position, while it is 
largest in this position if lhe reflection is diffuse. The formulae 
(2) and (63) give the maximum and minimum values of the 
loss of energy, while excenlric position or unsymmetric form 
gives formulae like (18) lying between (2) and (63).

Il will often be a good approximation to assume that the 
outer surface is reflecting a certain fraction s of the reflected 
radiation completely diffusely, while the rest — (1—s) — is 
reflected specularly. Furthermore we assume that s and the total 
reflectivity is independent of lhe angle of incidence, lhe heal 
transfer between concentric spheres or coaxial cylinders can 
then easily be calculated. Either (55), (56), and (57) may be 
used (for the outer surface we may put (ia|r2|i a/) = ^1 —

—7-—- 7-ó(z — z’z) • <5 (a—(az + zr)) 1, where Ô (x— x') is 
I sin z-cos z J
Dirac’s ¿»-function), or we may al once write down analogous 
equations for the total resulting radiation from the two surfaces. 
We only give lhe result in case the radiation constants are in
dependent of wavelength and temperature and the absorptivity 
of the inner surface is independent of the angles:
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H = A1Cl(T{
.S 1 4~ Cj Ai

A 2
1 + Ci

• (64)

Phis shows that the heat transfer is nearer lo the valne for diffuse 
reflection, i. e. larger, than that obtained by simply adding ex
pressions of the form (2) and (63) in the ratio s: (1 —.s).

It has not been found possible to obtain a general formula 
in case of angle-dependent reflectivity of the outer surface.

(d) The temperature and emissivity of the outer body 
varies over the surface. Resulting radiation field 
within a closed cavity.

Let all assumptions made on page 3 be correct, except that 
7a and c2 are functions of ,r2.

We only treat the case of a very small inner body 

corresponding to the “zero111” approximation (1). Consequently 
we must solve the equation for /2(.r2) without contributions from 
an inner body. For convenience we omit the index 2 in /2, ,r2, 
c2, etc.:

/(a.) = + (65)

This equation is a straightforward generalisation of (4a) or 
specialisation of (56). If T is a constant, it has of course the 
solution /(.r) = c07’4 irrespective of the values of c(.r) and the 
form of the enclosure (black body radiation). In general, how
ever, it can only be solved numerically, e. g. by replacing it by 
a number of linear equations corresponding to the required 
accuracy. If the cavity is a sphere, it can be solved exactly, for 

in this case we have ^(.r.r') = , so that (65) lakes the form

/(.r) = c(x)-7'(;v)4 + (l--^) 7 (66)
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where I (&•') dx' is the mean value of /(.r) 
A

over I he

surface. 'Faking mean values of the terms in (66), we get 

whence

which inserted in (66) leads Io

/(•r)
c7’’
--+e(.r)

(67)

(68)

(69)

From this result the heal exchange with a small body with uniform 
temperature 7\ and radiation constant Cj can be calculated when
lhe contributions from this body Io lhe radialion field can be 

neglected By means of (69) and (5) page 5 we gel

instead of (1):

// = Ax Ci
?,4 1 l(x)-cp(x)

. 1 C0 (p(x)
=

11 • C] • 7’4 cT* 1 c7’4<p ! 1 c 7’4 C(p
1 1 c c0 ÿ c0 c <p

(70)

We may define a “resulting radiation temperature” 7’0 of lhe 
sphere with respect to the small inner body as the uniform 
temperature which lhe sphere ought to have if it were black 
and were to exchange lhe same amount of heat as (70) with 
the inner body, i. e. we put

llx = AyCi{T\-T^, (71)
whence

y,i 1 1y _ A- 1 - 1 c7’4 cy
co (p c C0 (p Co C (p '

Phis is strictly correct for a sphere and will probably be a good 
approximation in many other cases. If lhe temperature does not 
vary loo much, it may be a sufficient approximation to use the 
temperatures in C in (72) instead of lhe fourth powers of lhe 
absolute temperatures.
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(e) Cavities in a surface.
A cavity the walls of which have a certain emissivity, may 

be replaced by a surface covering the cavity, but with another 
emissivity, which generally will vary over the surface and depend 
on the direction of emission. The method of integral equations 
can also be used

Fig. 7.

to find this apparent emissivity.
We assume that the walls of the cavity are 

reflecting diffusely and independently of wave
length, temperature, and direction. The radia
tion constant is Cj and the uniform tempera
ture 7\; the emitted intensity of radiation is 

then — c/rj in all directions. We are going to 

tind the resulting radiation intensity /<3(.x3z3a3) 
in an arbitrary point x3 on the replacing sur

face A3 and in an arbitrary direction (z3, a3) (cf. fig. 7). First, we 
have that the intensity sought for is equal to the resulting inten
sity from the corresponding point .xx (cf. tig. 7):

^3 (-r3 z3 as) — k i (,ri) (73)

A’i (.Ti) is independent of direction owing to the completely 
diffuse reflection and may be found from an integral equation 
expressing it as a sum of emitted and reflected radiation as usual:

(.x'Jç^Xpx'Jcfaq. (74)

Il is seen that only if the function

is independent of .xx, we tind a constant value of A1(.x1), and 
only in this case, therefore, K3 is independent of .x3 and the direc
tion (z’3a3).

If (p (.Xj) is constant, the value of it may be found, because

I dXi ( (p (.X!.x3) dx3 = \ dx3 \ (p (.Xi.x3) dxx = A3. (76)
•’>1, ¿4, «U, <4,

From this and (75) it follows that
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9>(.Ti) = 1 —(77)

(In (76) it is assumed, that A3 is plane.)
With this value of (pÇxj), K3 may be found from (73) and (74):

We define the apparent radiation constant c3 by pulling

K, = |c.,7’í. (79)

(80)

3 0, as it must, because we then get

= whence

(79) and (78) then lead to

1 = 1 . 4i -,

C.3 G Ai

3

.1

AIt is seen that c3->cfl, if > 
Ai 

an artificial “black body”.
If 99 (.rx) is not constant, (74) may be solved numerically or 

by iteration, 99 (.tj) is constant, if the cavity is a spherical cap 
(cf. page 12). If the distance from the centre of the sphere with 
radius /? to the plane A3 is p-R (p positive to the interior of the

. x Acavity), we gel
i

_L 1 1 ±p j_ 1 .1 p
C3 Cl 2 Co 2

(-1 </><!). (81)

The results and methods used in this section and section d may 
be useful in estimating the deviations of the radiation from a 
cavity from black body radiation.

Summary. The net loss of energy suffered by a radiating 
body entirely surrounded by another body of different temperature 
is investigated with special respect to its dependence on the 
form and mutual position of the bodies. Integral equations are 
given which determine the heal transfer ((3), (4a), and (5) for 
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“grey” radiation, and (55), (56), and' (57) in the general ease). 
The equations for “grey” radiation are solved approximately and 
a formula for the heat transfer is given — (18) — and applied 
to several examples. The radiation between surfaces which are 
not grey is treated in some special cases. On page 22 (section d) 
the case of variation in temperature on the outer body is treated, 
and formulae for the radiation field inside a sphere and for the 
heal exchange with a small body inside a sphere are obtained 
(formulae (69) — (72)). Finally, in section (e), page 24, equations 
determining the apparent emissivity of a cavity are obtained and 
solved for a cavity shaped as a spherical cap.

The methods and results may be of some interest in the 
heating technique, the illumination technique, and optical pyro
metry.

'I'he author wants to express his thanks to Professor T. Bjerge, 
Professor F. Becker, and cand. polyt. V. Korsgaard for helpful 
suggestions and discussions.

Danmarks tekniske Højskoles fysiske Samling.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 3. Februar 1947. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 4. Februar 194K.
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I. MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF METHYL BROMIDE

I. Introduction.

n recent years, the application of quantum mechanics to che-
A mical questions has proved especially fruitful in the treatment 
of problems which hitherto could only be dealt with correctly 
from a purely thermodynamical point of view, such as the de
termination of standard entropies, chemical affinities, etc. As 
quantum mechanics mainly work with symbols to be experi
mentally determined by means of spectroscopical methods, a 
near relationship between spectroscopy and thermodynamics has 
been established.

A survey of the work accomplished within this common field 
of spectroscopy and thermodynamics up to 1936 was given by 
Kassel.1 It is a striking fact that most of the compounds in
vestigated are simple inorganic molecules, and the develop
ment of the last ten years has hardly altered the situation. This 
is due partly to the restrictions laid upon the experimentator 
when working with unstable organic molecules, partly, as will 
be pointed out later, Io theoretical difficulties arising when the 
more complex organic molecules are treated.

In (he present paper the author attempts to combine the 
determination of the heat capacity of CH3Br, carried out by 
Egan and Kemp,2 with an analysis of the optical spectra of the 
same compound. In order to ascertain the correctness of the 
vibrational analysis, the Raman spectrum of CH3Br was re
investigated. Our result is in conformity with the results obtained 
earlier. The vibration frequencies, therefore, can only be unes
sentially changed by future work. As will be shown in the 
present paper, the combination of thermodynamical and spec
troscopical data leads to definite values of the moments of inertia 
of CH3Br.

1 Kassel, Chem. Rev. 18, 277 (193G).
2 Egan and Kemp, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 60, 2097 (1938).

1*
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II. Entropy in Terms of Spectroscopically 
Determinable Quantities.

The fundamental equations were coherently published by 
Giauque.1 The general expression for the absolute entropy of 
one mole of an ideal gas, S°, is:

1 Giauque, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 52, 4808 (1930).
2 The subscript zero applies to the ideal state throughout this and the 

following paper.
3 Kassel, Chem. Rev. 18, 279 (1936).

S°= S;¡llls + K(lnZ + Td^Z). (1)

Here, R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, and 
Strans the translational entropy.2 / is the so-called ‘stale sum’. For 
an ideal gas the individual molecule has a well-defined ground 
state, a first excited level, etc., unquantized translational energy 
being neglected. The separation of the translational energy from 
the quantized vibrational-rotational energy is correct for the ideal 
gas state because, in the field-free space, the part of the Schroe- 
dinger equation dealing with the translational movement of the 
molecule, factors out.3 In Table I a survey of present circum
stances is taken.

Table 1.

If the total number of molecules is denoted by N, we obtain:

State
Energy minus 
translational 

energy

A priori 
probality 
of state

Number of 
molecules 
in state

Ground State....................... e' Po Apo
— £i

1. excited level..................... eo + «i Pi ApiekT
-61

Ap2e kI2. excited level..................... £'0 + £a P«

— 8|
i. excited level ................... f ó + ®l Pi Ap,e kr

i = i
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Within this field most rules are conveniently formulated by 
means of Z, as for example in (I). It should, however, be kept in 

_ 00 , -(ei+e'o)
kT mind that the state sum is sometimes defined as Z = ' p¡e

i= o
where £0 is zero. This is done e. g. in the important paper by
Gordon and Barnes.1 As is seen from the papers cited,

1 Gordon and Barnes, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 298 (1933).

4
Z (Giauque) = ekl Z (Gordon and Barnes).

However, Giauque’s definition seems to be more commonly used. 
For the ideal gas state

s° trans
= ;• RlnM + 1 RlnT — RlnP + | R + C + RlnR'. 

¿i u

Here, M is the molecular weight proportional to oxygen, P the 
pressure in atmospheres, R' the gas constant in ccm atmospheres 

( 2 k ) 2per degree and C = Rin*------n—, where k is Boltzmann’s con-
h3N ’

stant, h Planck’s constant and N is Avogadro’s number. Thus, 
for one mole of an ideal gas

S° = I RlnM + RlnT -RlnP + R + C + RlnR' +

+ R
(II)

Let us now try to find the special form for (II) in the case of 
CH3Br by following the approximations step by step.

As a first approximation let us assume that no molecules are 
in a state of electronic excitation. This is practically true for most 
molecules up to ca. 1500°, because the available kinetic energy 
per degree of freedom at 0° C is * 100 cm-1 while the electronic 
excitation energy is 10000—-100000 cm“1.

Furthermore, in the case of CH3Br, p0, the a priori prob
ability of the electronic ground level, is 1. Hence
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-- - £

Z = 1 + PiekT ,
i = i

where £ now simply means the height of one of the vibrational- 
rotational levels above the ground level. By defining £0 = 0 we 
may write:

i = o

where p0 is equal lo 1.
Generally, the vibrational and rotational energies of a mole

cule vary almost independently of each other. However, special 
interest will be paid to the case where they are completely in
dependent. The correctness of this assumption will be discussed 
later. The assumption means that each £¡ can be written as 
£n (vib) + £j (rot), defining £0 (vib) = £0 (rot) = 0. To every 
fixed value of £n (vib) belongs the same series of rotational 
levels £0 (rot), £x (rot), £2 (rot) - • - , superposed on the vibrational 
level. Simultaneously, p can be written as pn (vib)-pj (rot), be
cause of the independence of the a priori probabilities ol the 
vibrational and the rotational states. As p0 (vib) = p0 (rot) = 1 
we get:

“ -e, “ 7 y- -g, (vib)-g,(rot)
z = PiekT = \ Pn (vib) Pj (rot) e kT

i = 0 n = 0 j = 0

-6n(vib) *7 -fij(rot)
= Pn (vib)e kT Pj(rol>e kT = Zvib ’ Zrol'

n = 0 j = 0

The entropy expression (I), therefore, is changed into

= Strans+Svlb + (Hl)

a. Calculation of the vibrational entropy.

Here the simplifying assumption will be made that the 
molecules of the system perform harmonic vibrations. For 
a diatomic molecule, with only one vibration frequency, the 
vibrational energy diagram is considered to consist of a series 
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of equidistant levels instead of the actually occurring con
verging ones.

Fig. 1.

e4(vib) = 4e1(vib)

A

£i(vib)

Fig. 1 is the energy diagram for a harmonic oscillator with 
one degree of freedom. £¡(vib) = i •e1 (vih). The a priori probability 
of each level is 1. Therefore

y-—, -^(vib)

Z (vib., diatomic molecule) = / e kT =
i = 0

1
— £x(vib) ■

1—e kT

If, moreover, we imagine a molecule with two vibrational 
degrees of freedom, an energy pattern like that shown in fig. 1 
(but with a different distance between adjacent levels) must be 
superposed on each of the levels of fig. 1. Thus, when calculating 
Zvjb, the situation is completely analogous to that described 
earlier, which permitted the rotational state sum Zrot to be factored 
out from the combined Zrot + vlb: each vibrational level is super
posed with the same series of other vibrational levels. Con
sequently, in the case of two vibrational degrees of freedom, 
Zvib consists of two factors, each of the form slated for the 
diatomic molecule. Generally, for a molecule with n atoms, 
possessing Bn — 6 vibrational degrees of freedom, corresponding 
to 3 n — 6 fundamental frequencies v{, where hvf = ef, we get:

3n — 6

(1)

If is a double degenerate frequency, e. g. v{ = vf + 1, the 
same factor appears twice in (1); if vf is threefold degenerate, 
the same factor appears three times, etc.
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The approximation made by assuming harmonic vibrations 
is mostly very good. The ground level and the first excited level 
appear with their correct energy values in (1), the second and 
higher excited levels appear with an energy value which is some
what (1—2 °/0) too high. But, as the second excited level generally 
lies higher than 500 cm-1 (in most cases much higher), the frac
tion of molecules in this state is very small, viz. approximately 
-500

e 100 -*0.006 at room temperature. Consequently, we may write

We then obtain:
f = 3n—6

b. Calculation of the rotational entropy.

-gj (rot)00 — £j (r<

Zrot = y Pl <rot> e kT
j =0

A common expression valid for all types of molecules; e. g. 
at room temperature, cannot be given. For small molecules a 
direct summation generally pays (H2, HF). For larger molecules, 
such as CH3Br, approximate formulas have been developed. 
CH3Br has two different principal moments of inertia, A and C. 
If C be the moment of inertia around the C-Br axis,

I n I < k.
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k and n arc the integral quantum numbers. For a state with 
quantum numbers n, k the a priori weight is 2 k + 1. The sum
mation to be made according to (2) is considerably more com
plicated than the summation of Zvib. Asymptotically the sum 
can be expressed by

Z = ^ö-hd'l*(ß+ l)-i

where 8 ti2 AkT and

In the case of CH3Br the expression in the square brackets 
in good approximation is equal to 1. As A — 10 38 gem2 we get

40 • IO“54 1
8-10 • IO-38 • 1.4 • IO“1(5 • T * 2.8 T ’ A/C-15. Thus £-14

and 1)_1<5 - . At 100° K this is less than 0.001 and
1 ¿I T'U 1

can safely be neglected.
1

e111. At 100° K this is approximately 0.001. Con
sequently, in good approximation we have

Zrot = ’(£+1) * and Rin •
8%* AsC^kTe]’

h2

Finally,

s° = s;rans+s;lb+s°ot = R InM + liiT - lnP + | +

„ 311-6
*j+lnH' + J\ SE„, 

f = 1

Looking more closely into the matter and taking into con
sideration the possible presence of spin isomers, optical isomers, 
and a possible multiplicity of the electronic ground state differing 
from unity, we find:

1 Kassel, loc. cit.
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S° = R I JnM + “ InT — InP +1 lnR' +

h2
/87t»A«C’kTeV pepnI 
\ h2 / (TSH„(-f,T) + ln

f=3n —6 (IV)

Here, pc is the a priori probability of the electronic ground state 
(= 1 for CH3Br), pn is the number of nuclear spin isomers, / 
is the number of optical isomers (= 1 for CH3Br), and a is the 
‘symmetry number’, equal to the number of permutations of 
identical atoms in a single molecule which could be carried out 
by rotating the molecule (= 3 for GH3Br). The number pn is 
unknown for the molecule in question, which means that the 
absolute entropy given by (IV) cannot be calculated. However, 
most entropy determinations are carried through at temperatures 
between a few degrees above the absolute zero and room tem
perature. As in all cases the calorimetric efTect of the presence 
of spin isomers is detectable only in the immediate neighbour
hood of 0° K, this means that such effects are not included in 
the experimentally determined entropy values. These experimental 
values may, therefore, be put equal to S, calculated from (IV), 
putting pn = 1.

In this connexion it is worth mentioning that in the calculation 
of equilibrium constants for chemical reactions above 100° K 
all nuclear spin effects can be ignored1.

1 Gibson and Heitleb, Z. Phys. 49, 465 (1928).

Defining A' = A-1038 and G' = C-1038, and using the usual 
numerical values for the natural constants, we get the formula:

S° = R 2.307 + 4 lnT + |lnM + 1/2 lnA'*G' +

f- i

(V)

valid for the entropy of one mole in the ideal gas state at a 
pressure of one atmosphere.
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III. Moments of Inertia of Methyl Bromide.

a. Application of the calorimetric data of Egan 
and Kemp.

Egan and Kemp (loc. cil.) determined the entropy of GH3Br-gas 
in the ideal state at 1 atm. and 276°.66 K (the boiling point) to 
57.86 cal. deg.-1 mol.-1. They estimated the values of A' and C', 
using the data of Levy and Brockway1 for the C-Br distance 
(1.91 ± 0.06 Å) and taking C-H equal to 1.09 Å and < H-C-H 
= 1110. These values correspond to A = 85.3 IO-40 gem2 and 
C = 5.36 10-4ogcm2. Inserting A and C into (V) together with 
the known vibration frequencies, T, M, and a (= 3), they cal
culated the entropy per mole CH3Br in the ideal gas stale at 
276°.66 K to 57.99 cal. deg.-1. Thus, good agreement between the 
calculated and the experimentally determined entropy was found.

In the present paper, however, we wish to reverse matters, 
e. g. exactly to determine the contribution of Egan and Kemp’s 
calorimetric data to our knowledge of the dimensions of the 
CH3Br-molecule. As is seen from (V), the calorimetric data 
determine the product A'2 C'. By combining the value found 
with spectroscopic results, the best possible values for the mo
ments of inertia of CH3Br are obtained. These figures will be 
applied in a paper to be published later.

From (V) we obtain:

l/21nA'2C' = ^^ + ln3-^2.307 + 41nT + ^ InM +

3n- 6

+ y SEin(Vf’T)
. Í - 1

The uncertainty of the value 57.86 is ± 0.1, all other ligures 
are known to be practically exact. This means that

A2 • C = 33400 10-120g3cm6± 10 °/0. (V’)

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 59, 1662 (1937).
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b. Application of the structure of infrared bands.

In 1928, Bennett and Mayer have studied the infrared absorp
tion spectrum of gaseous CH3Br.x Parallel bands (||) were found 
at 610, 1305 and 2972 cm-1, perpendicular bands (J_) at 956.9, 
1450.5 and 3061.5 cm-1. A study of the structure of these bands 
gives us some information on the size of the molecule.

From the structure of the || bands the absorption maxima 
of the P- and R-branches could be determined. The distance 
between the absorption maxima of a single band is called the 
doublet separation and is denoted by ôv. Gerhard and Den
nison1 2 have demonstrated that

1 Phys. Rev. 32, 888 (1928).
2 Gerhard and Dennison, Phys. Rev. 43, 197 (1933).
3 Bennett and Meyer, loc. cit.
4 Moorhead, Phys. Rev. 39, 788 (1932).
5 Sleator, Phys. Rev. 38, 147 (1932).
6 Barker and Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 4G, 970 (1931).

ôv is ~ 25 cm 1 and could only be measured with an accuracy 
of * 2—3 cm“1.

Therefore the average of the following results is taken.

Doublet separation cm

Bennet and Mayer3........................... 25 23 23
Moorhead4  26 25 24
Sleator5................................................ 26
Barker and Nielsen6........................ 27.5

As an average value is used ôv = 25.0 cm’ 1 ± 1.0.

The I bands show a rotational line structure which was 
resolved by Bennett and Mayer (loc. cit.). The fine structure 
is found to be more complicated than usual since the I vibrational 
levels are double-degenerate; this means that an interaction be
tween rotational and vibrational movements takes place, disturb- 
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ing the usual regularity of the bands. However, Dennison and
Johnston1 assuming harmonic vibrations, showed that

2
1

(VII)

where Av is the average line spacing within one of the I bands, 
3

and ¿"dr is the sum of the average values of all three I bands, 
i

(VII) mainly determines C, because A * 15 C. For a given A, 
Dennison and Johnston (loc. cit.) estimated that C may be found 
with an error of about 5 °/0.

c. Numerical calculations.
From (VII) it is seen that only a rough knowledge of A is 

necessary to obtain a good value of C. Using A = 85 • IO“40 gem2 
in accordance with Egan and Kemp, we obtain

C = 5.42 HT40 gem2 ±5%.

An error of 10 °/0 in the value assumed for A, only changes 
C by 1 °/0. The calculation is carried through on the basis of

3
5^ dr = 28.32 cm“1 from the paper of Bennett and Mayer 
i

(loc. cit.).
Now, by inserting C = 5.42 IO“40 in (V') and (VI) we get 

two values of A. Substituting C in (V') and allowing for an error 
of 5 °/0 in C and 10 °/0 in the calorimetric A2C-value we find

♦

A = 78 • IO“40 gem2 ± 8 %•

Inserting C = 5.42-10 40 in (VI), it is seen at once that, as 
A/C -*15, S * 1.065. If C changes by 5 °/0, S becomes 1.070, 
viz. a change in C within the experimentally permissible limits 
is of negligible effect on S. Thus, the error of A simply is about 
twice the error of ôv. Consequently we get:

A = 82-IO“40 gem2 ± 10 %.

1 Dennison and Johnston, Phys. Rev. 48, 868 (1935).
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According lo the above-mentioned results the value of A, 
equally well consistent with calorimetric and with spectroscopic 
data, is then

A = 8O-1O~40 gem2 £ 6 °/0.

In the calculation of A = 82-IO-40 gem2 by means of (VI) 
and (VII) due regard was paid to the interdependence of rota
tional and vibrational energies. In using (VII) and (V') which 
leads to A = 78• IO“40 gem2, this interdependence is partly 
ignored. The fact that almost the same values of A are obtained 
supports the view that the approximation made in formulating 
(V) is rather good.

VI. Summary.

(1) The expression for the entropy of 1 mole of CH3Br in 
the ideal gas state is considered and the derivation from more 
general expressions is discussed.

(2) The calorimetric data given by Egan and Kemp are ap
plied to find the product A2C. The infrared measurements of 
Bennett and Meyer are used to calculate the value of C. Com
bining calorimetric and spectroscopic data A = 78'IO-40 gem2 
(±8 per cent) and C = 5.42 • 1O~40 gem2 (±5 per cent) is ob
tained.

Infrared measurements by Bennett and Meyer, Moorhead, 
Sleator, Barker and Nielsen permit the calculation of A = 82- 
IO-40 gem2 (£ 10 per cent) on a purely spectroscopical basis.

(3) A value for A, equally well consistent with spectro
scopical and heat capacity measurements, is 80 • 10” 40 gem2.

Universitetets kemiske Laboratorium.
Copenhagen.



II. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS OF THE REACTION 
CH3Br + HCl CH3CI + HBr

MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF METHYL BROMIDE

I. Introduction.

In a previous paper by lhe present author1 the formula

1 D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 9. Here cited 
as (S-TI).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc. GO, 2097 (1938).

S° = R 2.307 + 4 InT + |InM + lnA'2C' + In T)

was shown to be valid in a large temperature interval (100°— 
1000° K) for the entropy of one mole of CH3Br-gas in the ideal 
slate at 1 atm. Il was demonstrated how the measurements of 
heal capacity by Egan and Kemp2 can be used for finding the 
product A/2C'. In lhe present paper it is shown how A' can be 
determined by measuring another thermodynamical quantity, 
viz. the equilibriurii constant of the reaction

CH3Br + HC1 CH3C1 + HBr

al various temperatures, lhe final calculation of A' being based 
upon the equilibrium constants of the above reaction and spectro
scopical data available in lhe literature.

For the most convenient formulation of the problem (I) is 
combined with the general thermodynamical relation 

G = E — TS + pV, (1)

where the thermodynamical potential G, is defined as a function 
of the internal energy E, the absolute temperature T, the entropy 

(I)
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S, the pressure p, and the volume V. As only ideal gases are con
sidered pV = RT. Furthermore, E° = E° + |rT + RT2-—-, 

where E(° is the internal energy at the absolute zero, y RT is 

the translational energy, and the last term is the energy due to 
all other degrees of freedom (electronic, vibrational, etc.). This 
equation is easy to derive by means of Table I, (S-TI). Sub
stituting for E° in (1) we get

G° = Eg + ~ RT - TS° + RT2 .2 d 1 (2)

As already shown (S-TI), Z can be written as Zvib-Zrot, which
means that

dlnZ
dT

dlnZvib 
dT

dlnZrot
' dT *

But
3n—6 ef

2 dlnZvib _
“ dT

kT
«f

dlnZ,and RI
f = 1 ekT —1

Substituting for Z in (2) we get

3n—6

(3)

Introducing the value of S given by (I) we derive

want to formNow, we
. G° —Eo fZl ——— for the reaction CH3Br +

HCl = CH3CI + HBr. The part of the function originating from 
the conversion of CH3Br into CH3C1 is easily seen to be
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R 3 M(CH3Br)
2 M (CH3CI) r

A'(CH3Br) ,
A'(CH3C1) ’

+-
3n-6 / _eA 3n-6 /

7—7' (CH.C1) f----7 (CH.Br)

(5)

Hero, M(CH3Y) is the molecular weight of the molecule CH3Y, 
ami A'(CH8Y) is IC)38 X the moment of inertia of the molecule 
with respect to an axis perpendicular to the C—Y bond through 
the centre of gravity. The term

C' (CH,Br) 
" ' C'(CH,CI)

literature.2 In Table 
given.

has been pul equal to zero. Experimentally C'(CH8Br) was found 
to be 0.0542, viz. the same as for CH^1 Using the same ex
perimental method, C'(CH3C1) is found to be 0.0544. However, 
both values have an uncertainty of 5 per cent, but the deviations 
from C'(CH4) must have the same sign and be very nearly equal. 
Thus C'(CH3Br) = C'(CH3C1).

qo_ p°
The part of the function d —

version of HC1 into 

—— originating from the con-

11 Br is found from tables available in the 
p 0_ p °

I values of —-  for HBr and HC1 are

1 S-T I, p. 9—10.
2 Gordon and Barnes, Jour». Chem. Phys. (1), 692 (1933); Giauque, J. Am. 

Chcm. Soc. 54, 1731 (1932).

Abs. temp... . 250 300 100 500 600 700 800 900 1000

HBr............... 39.330 40.594 42.589 44.139 45.409 46.187 47.426 48.259 49.019
I ICI................. 36.487 37.778 39.771 41.321 42.588 43.663 44.597 45.425 46.171

Difference . . . 2.843 2.816 2.818 2.818 2.821 2.824 2.829 2.834 2.839

O. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Nedd. XXIV, 9.
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The equilibrium in question was studied in 
interval 350° K—600° K. Table I shows that

the temperature 
in this interval

originating from HCI —> HBr can with good approxim

ation be put equal to —2.819 cal. deg. 1 mole 1
Consequently we get for the reaction CH3Br HC1 -> CH3C1 

4- HBr

3 MCCIIaBr) A' (CH3Br)
2 M (CH3C1) ' 11 A'(CH3C1)

3ii-6 / — ef\ 'L11-*? / ~ M
f- In \1—ekT/— In \1 — ekT/~ 

' (CH,Cl) - (CH,Hr)

2.819
B~

(6)

The general relation between the Zl C of a given reaction and the 
equilibrium constant for the corresponding equilibrium is

z1(i = — RTInk,

where k or k (T), as it will often be written, is the thermodynamic 
equilibrium constant. Combining this relation with (6) we gel

k (T)
m(ch3ci)\’/*a'(ch:.(;i)
M (CHsBr)/ A'(CH3Br)

2.819 A li.°
RT (7)

If the equilibrium constants at two different temperatures are 
known, the knowledge of the quantity JE(I is unnecessary for 
our purpose (8):
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Thus, by means of equilibrium data and spectroscopical data 
the ratio

A'(CH3C1) 
A'(CH3Br)

can be calculated. From the fairly accurate value of A'(CH3CI), 
known from work in the infrared by Nielsen,1 A'(CH8Br) can 
be calculated.2

II. Experimental Determination of the Equilibrium Constant 
at Different Temperatures.

a. Preparation of CH3Br.

Commercial bromine was freed from chlorine by being kept 
24 hours in contact with an aqueous solution of KBr under 
shaking at intervals. Subsequently the bromine was distilled olT 
and reduced to HBr by means of S()2 in the usual way, a con
stantly boiling hydrobromic acid being prepared. By heating the 
hydrobromic acid to 70° C and adding methyl alcohol a gentle 
evolution of gaseous CH3Br is obtained. The gas is fractionated 
through a column, jacketed with water, at 5° C, led through .3 
wash-bottles with waler and 3 with concentrated sulphuric acid 
and is finally condensed. Its purity was checked by its Raman 
spectrum. Since the spectrum showed no lines originating from 
waler, methyl alcohol, dimethyl ether, methyl chloride, or any 
other compound, the sample contains no water or methyl alcohol, 
such substances being very easily delectable in the Raman 
spectrum. Dimethyl ether and methyl chloride must be present 
in amounts of less than c. 4- per cent and, actually, the way 
of preparing the sample makes it highly probable that it is even 
less. Unfortunately the constancy of the melting point and the 
course of the premelting curve could not be studied.

The CH3Br was kept in a glass vessel, M (fig. 1), surrounded 
by ice. Prior to each experiment c. 1 g was distilled from M to 
Tx (or T2), which was placed in liquid air. Then a high vacuum 
was established and the CH3Br was twice sublimated from Tx 
to T2, and vice-versa. At the end of each sublimation the last 
one-tenth was pumped off. This treatment ensures the presence

1 Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 56, 847 (1939).
2 Compare, however, the note added in proof.

2* 
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of an air-free sample, which was afterwards allowed to distil 
into that part of the apparatus (A), where the amount of CH3Br 
was determined.

b. Preparation of HC1.

While a suitable amount of CH3Br was prepared for a whole 
series of experiments, HC1 was produced for each single de
termination of the equilibrium. Cone, hydrochloric acid (0.5—
0.7  cc) was added to 400 cc cone. HaSC^1 in a carfully evacuated 
flask through a separatory funnel, the tube of which was led 
to the bottom of the sulphuric acid (H, fig. 1). When the stopcock 
of the separatory funnel is cautiously opened the hydrochloric 
acid distils to the bottom of the cone, sulphuric acid, and a stream 
of dry HC1 is obtained. The gas is condensed in or T2. Before 
using it in the experiment it is subjected to the same treatment 
as CH3Br (sublimation in vacuo). In this way an air- and 
water-free sample of HC1 was prepared as will be seen from 
experiments referred to under d.

The pink, crystalline modification of HC1, noticed by Grey 
and Burt2 and by Giauque and Wiebe3 was again observed.

c. Determination of the amount of CH3Br used 
in the experiments.

From the evacuated tube Tx (or T2) CH3Br was distilled into 
an evacuated 1 1-bulb A, placed in a thermostat. After 2 hours 
the pressure of the gas was read olí by means of the mercury 
manometer P. A Dewar vessel with liquid air was put around 
the evacuated tube B until all CH3Br was condensed. Now, in 
a series of preliminary experiments, the tube B was carefully 
sealed off, washed outside with ethyl alcohol and dried in vacuo 
over P2O5. The weight of the tube was determined on the analytical 
balance. Subsequently, the tube was broken by being scratched 
cautiously and heated in a little (2 mm) flame. In this way, a 
tube can be opened with practically no loss of solid material, as 
blanks have shown. The tube was again dried in vacuo and weighed. 
Its volume was determined by its water content being weighed.

1 This amount suffices for abt. 20 preparations of 0.01 mole dry HCI.
2 Journ. Chem. Soc. Lond., 1669 (1909).
3 Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. 50, 101 (1928).
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In this manner the amount of CH3Br in grams corresponding to 
a certain manometer reading was determined. By carrying out 
a great number of similar experiments an equation, giving the 
number of moles CH3Br in A as a function of the manometer 
reading, was found (y mole CH3Br = 0.00006051 x—0.000034, 
where x is the cathetometer reading in mm at a temperature of 
the mercury of 19° C). Thus, in equilibrium experiments, this 
analytical expression and a manometer reading serve as the 
practical means of finding the amount of CH3Br involved in 
the reaction.

The manometer readings were taken by means of a cathe
tometer. Each pressure was determined as the average of ten 
cathetometer readings. In this way the pressure determination is 
exact to about | per thousand for the pressures in’ question, 
viz. 100 mm Hg. The pressure reading and the use of the 
y-equation together cause an uncertainty in the determination 
of the amount of GH3Br to c. 0.2 per cent.

At the thermostat temperature and a pressure of 100 mm 
Hg CH3Br docs not obey the ideal gas law. In view of the general 
interest of this fact the respective experimental data are given 
in Table II.

Table II.
Deviation of CH3Br from the ideal gas state.

ß CHaBr p atm.
pv 

liter-atm.
nRT 

liter-atm.
nil r

PV

0.7685 0,1764 0.1950 0.1961 1.005
0.7085 0.1625 0.1796 0.1808 1.006
0.6499 0.1490 0.1647 0.1658 1.006
0.5934 0.1363 0.1507 0.1514 1.005
0.5202 0.1197 0.1323 0.1327 1.003
0.4677 0.1076 0.1189 0.1193 1.003

Volume of A: 1.1055 1 at 295.2° K ± 0.1°.

d. Determination of the amount of HC1 used in 
the experiments.

The amount of HC1 present in A could not be determined 
in the same way as in the case of CH3Br due to the high pressure 
developing in the ampulla when healed to room temperature. 
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In these experiments, therefore, B was connected with the re
maining apparatus by means of a ground glass joint, which permits 
of removing B after condensation of the HC1 gas. In a stream 
of hydrogen the HC1 was subsequently distilled into water, which 
dissolves HC1 quantitatively. Cl was precipitated as AgCl, which 
was filtered off and dried to constant weight. In this way an 
equation giving the dependence between the pressure reading 
and the number of moles HC1 in A was obtained (z mole HC1 = 
0.00005883 X + 0.000101, where x is the cathetometer reading as 
in the case of CH3Br).

Grey and Burt1 have shown that al p = 180 mm Hg and 
room temperature nRT = 1.0012. At the somewhat lower pres
sure (100 mm) used in our experiment, the gas must be practically 
ideal. If, in our experiment, this result can be reproduced, it 
means that the HC1 prepared as described under b must be 
pure. The results of 5 experiments are given in Table III.

Volume of A: 1.1055 1 at 295.2 i 0.1° K.

Table III.
Proof that the HCl-gas used obeys the ideal gas law.

g AgCl
Corresp.
gHCl

p atm. pv 
liter-atm.

nRT 
liter-atm.

nRT
PV

1.1793 0.3000 0.1807 0.1997 0.1993 0.998
1.1706 0.2978 0.1790 0.1978 0.1979 1.001
1.0539 0.2681 0.1610 0.1778 0.1781 1.002
0.9952 0.2531 0.1519 0.1678 0.1682 1.002
0.9015 0.2293 0.1377 0.1521 0.1523 1.001

e. The reaction vessel.

After successive determinations of the gas quantities in A and 
the condensation in B of CH3Br and HC1, the Dewar vessel with 
liquid air was removed from B, which results in the evaporation 
of the two gases into the reaction vessel C (fig. 1). The vessel 
was a 3 1-bulb of pyrex glass, surrounded by two tightly-fitting 
copper hemispheres. These hemispheres were surrounded by a 
layer of asbestos paper and asbestos wool together with an electrical 
healing wire. The whole arrangement was again surrounded by

1 Journ. Chem. Soc. Loud., 1669 (1909).
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a big tin container, filled with kieselguhr. Copper-constantan 
thermocouples were placed at tx, t2, and t3. In this way it was 
possible to maintain temperatures deviating less than 2°, t2 gener
ally being very nearly the mean of tj and t3. No thermo-regulator 
was necessary for keeping the temperature constant within 1° 
during an experiment. By varying the heating current any desired 
temperature between 20° C and 450° C could be obtained.

The thermocouples were calibrated in the vapors of boiling 
benzene, water, toluene, bromobenzene, naphtalene, benzophenon 
and mercury. At 350° C the reading is accurate to 0.5°, at 100°C 
it is accurate to 0.2°.

f. Analytical determination of the position of 
the equilibrium.

After equilibrium had been established in C, the equilibrium 
mixture was frozen down into the carefully evacuated trap D, 
surrounded by liquid air. After 2 hours the stopcock S was 
closed. By means of a stream of hydrogen the reaction mixture 
was passed through 75 cc water in an 300 cc Erlenmeyer flask. 
HBr and HC1 are dissolved quantitatively in water. Most of the 
CHgBr and CH3C1 is passing, as blanks have shown, the rest is 
removed by continued bubbling-through of hydrogen for 2 hours. 
In a special experiment it was shown, moreover, that neither CH3Br 
nor CH3C1 hydrolyse under the present circumstances.

The amount of acid was determined by titration with 0.5 n 
NaOH. Blank experiments with HC1 alone prove that the quantity 
of acid found by means of this titration is in excellent agreement 
with the amount calculated by means of the equation mentioned 
under d.

Using the mass-law of action for the equilibrium we obtain:

Number of moles before 
reaction :

Number of moles in the 
equilibrium :

CH3Br + HC1 CHgCl + HBr

me c o o

c(m — a) c(l —a)I ca ca

(in — a) (1 — a)*
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m is the known ratio between the number of moles CH3Br and 
HC1 before the reaction. If the ratio between HBr and HC1 in 

.... . 1 — athe equilibrium is f, a is given by f = -------. Consequently a

determination of the ratio between Br and Cl in the aqueous 
solution of HBr + HC1 must be made.

This special problem has been studied by several authors. 
(See e. g. Gmelin, Handb. der anorg. Chem.). I have checked 
a series of these methods. The method described by Lang1 
(oxidation of HBr by KMnO4 in the presence of HCN and H3PO4, 
reduction of surplus KMnO4 by FeSO4, addition of KJ and 
titration with Na2S2O3) was found to be of suitable accuracy and 
convenience. By this method the contents of Br can be determined 
almost independently of the contents of Cl. In the present ex
periments we are interested in determining Br in the presence 
of 3—5 times as much Cl. Table IV gives the results of using 
Lang’s method on weighed quantities of KBr and KC1.

Table IV.

g KBr Equiv. Br. gKCl Equiv. Cl. Br
Cl

Equiv. Br. 
found. Error

0.2029 0.001704 0.5025 0.006740 0.252 0.001721 1-0%
0.1943 0.001632 0.5047 0.006769 0.241 0.001649 1-0%
0.1460 0.001226 0.5103 0.006844 0.179 0.001239 1-1%
0.1277 0.001073 0.4973 0.006670 0.161 0.001085 1-2%

Lang’s method thus gives reproduceable, although not quite 
correct values for the Br contents. In practice, the thiosulphate 
solution used was adjusted to solutions of KBr + KC1, almost 
like those to be analyzed. In this way the amount of Br can be 
found with an accuracy of about 0.3 per cent.

The inaccuracy in the determination of m and f is seen to 
cause an inaccuracy of k of about 1.5—2 per cent, as verified 
by equilibrium experiments.

g. The determination of the equilibrium constant at 
606° K in the absence of a catalyst.

As seen from the preceding sections, the equilibrium was 
studied by mixing known amounts of CH3Br and HCl in ‘C’ and

1 Zeit.sell. f. anorg. u. allg. Chemie 144, 75 (1925).
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heating the mixture. As preliminary experiments show, the ex
change of Br and Cl starts at 250—300° C in the absence of a 
catalyst. Al 330—340° C, equilibrium is established within 40—50 
hours. Some experiments aiming at a faster establishment of the 
equilibrium were carried out al higher temperatures. Al 390° C 
the following observations were made: After 40 hours the reaction 
mixture was led to the trap 1). The condensation, being complete 
in corresponding experiments al 330° C, now was incomplete. 
At the same lime the number of equivalents of acid, present in 
I) after the reaction, exceeded the number present before the 
reaction. Thus, some ‘side reaction’ must lake place, because 
all the reaction partners of the equilibrium CH3Br + MCI 
CH3C1 + HBr, are condensable and the number of equivalents of 
acid is constant. In fact, the only compound which could not 
be condensed in liquid air and which could be formed from the 
reaction partners, is hydrogen. When, in a following experiment, 
HC1 was omitted, the contents of ‘C’ were likewise not completely 
condensable in D after 24 hours, a considerable amount of HBr 
(c. 0.1 mole per cent) being simultaneously formed. This in
dicates that the ‘side reaction’ probably is

CH2Br
2CH3Br-> II2+ I

CH2Br

HBr being produced by subsequent reactions such as

CH2Br CHBr
-> HBr+ II

CH2Br CH2

CH2Br CH3
or J +H2-+| +HBr.

CH2Br CH2Br

Al 330° C, however, the condensation in 1) was complete and 
no extra equivalents of acid were formed. To ensure that no 
secondary reactions take place in experiments at this temperature, 
an experiment with 0.01 mole CH3Br alone was run for 10 days at 
330° C. The subsequent condensation in 1) was complete and no 
HBr was formed. In a similar experiment with 0.05 mole CH3Br 
the condensate in D was distilled into a Raman tube and the 
Raman spectrum was photographed. The spectrum showed no 
signs of other lines than those corresponding to CH3Br. If e. g.
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CH2BrCH2Br had been present il would have been particularly 
easy to detect because of the isolated Raman line of the C—C bond.

Consequently it was decided to carry out a series of deter
minations of the equilibrium constant al some temperature be
tween 330 and 340° C. The results arc given in table V.

Table V.
Equilibrium constant determinations at 606° K.

Mean of experiments 2—10: 0.1352. Result: 0.1352 ± 0.0008 = k.

Exp.
Nr.

Duration.
(hours)

Equiv. 
CHsBr. 
before 
exper.

Equiv. 
net 

before 
exper.

m

Equiv.
HC1

+ HBr 
aft. exp.

Equiv.
HBr 
after 

exper.

f a a2
(m—ct) (1 — a)

1 22 hours 0.007891 0.007986 0.9882 0.007996 0.001975 0.3280 0.2470 0.1093
2 46 0.007786 0.006162 1.2635 0.006162 0.001845 0.4274 0.2994 0.1327
3 64 — 0.007121 0.007146 0.9965 0.007131 0.001916 0.367 1 0.2687 0.1356
4 93 — 0.007125 0.007381 0.9653 0.007377 0.001947 0.3586 0.2639 0.1349
5 112 — 0.007200 0.007007 1.0275 0.006982 0.001896 0.3728 0.2716 0.1340
6 141 — 0.006522 0.008077 0.8074 0.008087 0.001951 0.3180 0.2413 0.1355
7 72 — 0.007863 0.007767 1.0123 0.007767 0.002096 0.3696 0.2698 0.1342
8 72 — 0.007797 0.006774 1.1510 0.006781 0.001965 0.4080 0.2898 0.1373
9 67 — 0.006704 0.007587 0.8836 0.007578 0.001918 0.3389 0.2531 0.1360

10 63 — 0.007791 0.006341 1.2286 0.006334 0.001890 0.4253 0.2984 0.1364

In connexion with 'Fable V the use of the mass-law of action 
may be discussed. The law is only fulfilled for ideal gases. At 
higher temperatures and lower pressure, lhe actual gases can be 
considered ideal with better and belter approximation. As HC1 
and HBr are already ideal al p — 150 mm Hg and room tem
perature they are even more so al the pressure of lhe experiment 
(50—100 mm Hg) and the temperatures 80°—340° C. Table 11 
shows that al room temperature CH3Br deviates a little from 
ideality. The same is probably the case with CH3C1. At lhe higher 
temperatures of lhe experiments lhe deviations from ideality are 
minor. Thus, the ratio between the activities of CH3Br and 
CH3C1 as a good approximation must be equal to the ratio be
tween lhe concentrations. The .application of lhe mass-law of 
action must be permissible.
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h. Determinations of the equilibrium constant at 
357° K in the presence of a catalyst.

For the determination of the equilibrium at a temperature as 
far as possible from 606° K a suitable catalyst was looked for. 
The first attempt with granulated active carbon turned out to 
be successful. The catalyst was suspended in a glass spiral in 
the centre of C (fig. 1). In the presence of this catalyst it is possible 
to study the equilibrium even at 80° C.

The first experiment with the catalyst was made at the same 
temperature as the experiments without a catalyst, 606° K. The 
experiment lasted for 24 hours. After that time the condensation 
in the trap D was incomplete and the number of equivalents of 
acid had increased. Thus, some side reaction is catalyzed, too. 
In the following experiment at the same temperature, which was 
interrupted after one hour, the condensation in D was nearly 
complete and the number of equivalents of acid had only in
creased by 0.5 per cent. When calculating the equilibrium con
stant on the assumption that no side reaction had taken place 
k was found to be 0.1300. Without a catalyst k = 0.1352. In 
broad outline these experiments indicate that active carbon is 
an excellent catalyst for the reaction we want to study. Since, 
however, also the side reactions are catalyzed it is impossible 
to study the equilibrium with and without a catalyst at the same 
temperature.

Next the highest possible temperature at which the side 
reactions are negligible was looked for. In experiments at 533° K 
and 497° K, excess equivalents of acid were formed in the course 
of 40 hours. At 458° K no excess equivalents of acid were pro
duced during 40 hours. At 419° K the same result was found. 
Thus experiments with the catalyst at temperatures lower than 
about 450°K (177°C) can be performed without the complications 
originating from the side reactions.

Finally the lowest possible temperature at which the equi
librium can conveniently be studied was sought for. At 357° K 
(84° C) equilibrium is established in the course of 30—40 hours. 
As this is a suitable period, the experiments of Table VI were 
carried out at that temperature.
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Table VI.
Determination of the equilibrium constant at 357°K.

29

Mean number of experiments 2—9: 0.03433. Result: k = 0.03433 ± 0.00014.

Exp.
no.

Du
ration, 
(hours)

Equiv.
CH3Br 
before 
exper.

Equiv.
HC1 

before 
exper.

m

Equiv. 
HBr 

+ HC1 
after exp.

Equiv.
- HBr 
after exp.

f a a1 2
(l-a)(l-a)

1 20 0.006335 0.006678 0.9486 0.006647 0.001003 0.1777 0.1509 0.03366
2 39 0.006730 0.006376 1.0555 0.006376 0.001027 0.1920 0.1611 0.03459
3 45 0.007021 0.006696 1.0485 0.006685 0.001070 0.1906 0.1601 0.03435
4 42 0.006264 0.007147 0.8888 0.007126 0.001035 0.1728 0.1473 0.03431
5 64 0.006270 0.006782 0.9245 0.006775 0.001021 0.1774 0.1507 0.34560
6 40 0.007167 0.006516 1.1000 0.006510 0.001070 0.1967 0.1644 0.03457
7 40 0.006724 0.007328 0.9230 0.007325 0.001101 0.1769 0.1503 0.03441
8 40 0.006247 0.006649 0.9395 0.006623 0.000998 0.1774 0.1507 0.03390
9 43 0.006635 0.007017 0.9455 0.007025 0.001063 0.1783 0.1513 0.03396

1 Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 56, 847 (1939). Compare the note added in proof.
2 Bennett and Mayer, Phys. Rev. 32, 888 (1928)

III. Calculation of Spectroscopically and Thermodynamically 
Important Quantities.

a. Calculation of the greatest moment of inertia
of CH3Br.

Formula (8) shows that sufficient data are now available to 
calculate A' (CH3Br), the greatest moment of inertia of CH3Br. 
Putting Tx = 606° K ± 1.0°, T2 = 357° K ± 0.5° and A' (CH3C1) 
= 0.5791 and using the vibration data of Bennett and Mayer2 
we obtain

A' (CH3Br) = 0.782 gem2 ± 4 per cent.

As A'(CH3Br) = A (CH3Br) • 1038, where A (CH3Br) is the true 
moment of inertia, we get

75 -IO"40 gem2 < A (CH3Br) < 81 ■ 1O~40 gem2.

This value is in excellent agreement with values found by pre
vious authors (S-TI, p. 13).
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The limits given for the valne of A (CH3Br) were calculated 
on the assumption that the sources of experimental error arc 
exclusively to be found in the temperature measurements and 
the analytical determination of the equilibrium. To check the 
correctness of this we may determine the equilibrium at a third 
temperature, as different as possible from 357° K and 606° K. 
On page 28 it was mentioned that the equilibrium in question 
can be established at 458° K in the presence of the catalyst 
without side reactions. A temperature of 443° K (170° 0) was 
chosen for the experiment. Two determinations were made.

Determination of the equilibrium al 443° K.
1. experiment. Duration 36 hours  k = 0.06610
2. experiment. — 67 —  k = 0.06643

Mean number: k = 0.06636 ± 0.00100

Now, calculating A (CH3Br) by means of the results al 606° K 
and 443° K we obtain

A (CHgBr) = 70 • 10~4() gem2 ± 8 per cent.

The agreement between the two values found by the present 
‘equilibrium method’ is not quite so satisfactory as was expected. 
This might mean that some systematic error was neglected. As 
no such error seems to have occurred in the experimental de
termination of the equilibrium constants it seems natural to re
consider the theoretical basis. In the derivation of equation (1) 
the simplifying, partly uncontrollable assumption was made that 
the interaction between the rotational and vibrational movements 
of the molecule can be neglected. For the methyl halides it is 
known with certainty that such interaction occurs. Unfortunately 
it is very difficult, if not impossible at present, to see Io what 
extent such interaction will influence equations (I) and (8).

Paying due regard to both determinations of A (CH3Br) made 
in this paper, we gel:

A (CH3Br) = 76.5 • 10~40 gem2 ± 4 per cent. 

Even if a systematic error of 5 per cent is taken into account 
the value found by the present ‘equilibrium method’ is of the
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same accuracy as the values hitherto determined by spectro
scopical or physico-chemical methods.

Spectroscopical methods  82 • 10-40 gem2 ± 10 percent.
Heat capacity measurements ... 78-IO-40 — ±8
‘Equilibrium method’ 76.5 "IO-40 — ±4

The value, equally well conceivable with spectroscopical heat 
capacity and equilibrium measurements, is:

A (CHgBr) = 77.5’IO-40 ±4 per cent.

r A'CCHgCI) RT (9)

CHSC1

the temperature T are connected by the relation:r

Taking the value of (1 from (3) we get:

As all lhe quantities of the right-hand side are known, we can 
calculate:

The enthalpy H, the thermodynamical potential G, the entropy 
S, and

A'(CH8Br) 3n-6 /71 u-
f = 1

Cn,Br
k(T)-i.

A E(° = 2500 gcalmole 1 ± 75.

1 In the newest American literature zlH° is were commonly used for zlEg.
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We now want lo calculate A H° for 
HC1 -► CHgCl + HBr. The fraction of 
CH3Br-> CHgCl is easily seen to be:

the reaction CH3Br + 
A H° originating from

dH°(CH3Br -> CHgCl) = A Eo (CH3Br -> CHgCl) +

T
_  J£° 

For the hydrogen halides tables of are available.1 Denoting

this function by B we can write G = Eo + BT and

Thus,
H — Eq -T B 1 T IS.

/lir(HCI > HBr) = JEO°(HC1 -> HBr) + TA B° (HC1 -> HBr) + 

+ TdS° (HCI -> HBr)2
and

A H°(CH3Br + HCI CHgCl + HBr) = A Eo° (CH3Br + HCI -> CH3Br+ HBr) +

+ TzlB°(HCl-> HBr) + T JS°(HC1 -> HBr).

By insertion of numerical values we get:

1 Gordon and Barnes, Journ. Chem. Phys. (1), 692 (1933); Giauque, Journ. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 54, 1731 (1932).

2 Values of S for HCI and HBr in the papers of Gordon and Giauque.

T°K T°C gcal mole 1
0 273 2500

298 25 2450
606 333 2340
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The change in the evolution of heat at a change in temperature 
of about 300° is of the same order of magnitude as the experimental 
error.

The evolution of heal al the present reaction can be calculated 
in advance by using the data available from the literature.1

1 Revised and edited by Bichowsky and Rossini, Thermochemistry of Che
mical Substances, New York 1936.

2 Thomsen, Thermochemische Untersuchungen IV, 86 and 116 (1886).
3 Berthelot, Ann. de Chemie ct de Physique (V), 23, 214 (1881).

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 9.

GH8Br + HC1 -> CHSC1 + HBr
Heal of forma
tion, kcal mole-1 8.5 22.06 20.1 8.65

Conseq uently

dQ° = — Z1H° = (20.1 + 8.65) —(8.5 + 22.06) = — 1.81 kcal.

In this paper it is found that

ZlQ° = — 2.45 kcal.

Phe values of the heat of formation of HC1 and HBr undoubtedly 
are correct, as they are based on consistent thermochemical and 
spectroscopical data. The data for the heat of formation of 
CHgBr and CH3C1 are mainly due to Thomsen.2 From Thomsen’s 
book and from a paper by Berthelot3 it is evident that the 
determination of the heat of combustion of the methyl halides 
meets with considerable difficulties. It seems safe to conclude 
that one or both of Thomsen’s values of the heal of formation 
of CH3Br and CH3C1 are incorrect.

IV. Summary.

(1) A relation between the equilibrium constants al two dif
ferent temperatures of the reaction CHgBr + HC1 CH3C1 + HBi
and spectroscopically determinable quantities has been derived, 

s

3
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(2) An experimental determination of the equilibrium con
stants at various temperatures was carried through. The reaction 
vessel was a 3-1 Pyrex bulb. At 606° K k = 0.1352 ± 0.0008 was 
found in the absence of a catalyst. Al 357° K k = 0.03433 ± 
0.00014 was found. At 443° K k = 0.06636 ± 0.00100 was found. 
The two last-mentioned determinations were carried through in 
the presence of an active carbon catalyst.

(3) The results obtained permit of calculating the greatest 
moment of inertia of CH3Br, A (CH3Br) = 76.5 • 10-40 gem2 ± 4 
per cent. The result is in good agreement with the values found 
by means of infrared spectroscopy (82-IO-40 ± 10 per cent) and 
by heal capacity measurements (78’10-40 ± 8 per cent). Al pre
sent A (CH3Br) = 77.5 • 10-40gcm2 is considered the best value. 
It is accurate to 4 per cent.

(4) Furthermore, A E(° for the reaction CH3Br + HC1-> 
CH3C1 + HBr was found to be 2500 gcal mole-1 ± 75. The heal 
of the reaction at various temperatures was calculated. The value 
found is inconsistent with the value which can be calculated 
from existing thermochemical data. Il is concluded that Thom
sen’s values for the heal of formation of CH3Br and CH3C1 must 
be incorrect.

The author wants to thank Professor Langsetii for helpful 
discussions on the subject.

Note added in proof: In a ‘letter’ to Phys. Rev. 72, 344, (1947) 
Gordy, Simmons and Smith have reported the results of micro
wave experiments with CH3C1 and CH3Br. For CH3C136 A is 
found to be 63.1 • IO-40 gem2, for CH3C137 A = 64.0 • 10-40 e. g. 
the ‘weighed’ average for ordinary methyl chloride is 63.4 • IO-40. 
A serious discrepancy thus exists between this result and Niel
sen’s value A = 57.9- IO-40 used in this work. The discrepancy 
is hardly explainable by experimental uncertainly. If the micro
wave results are confirmed by future experiments the results of 
the present paper are changed as follows:

pag. 29: A(CH3Br) = 85.6 • 10-40gcm2 ± 4 per cent.
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This is in fine agreement with the microwave result by Gordy 
el. al. who found A(CH3Br) — 87.5 • IO-40 by direct measure
ment

pay. 31: JE0° = dHo = 2464 goal mol“1 ±75. 
pag.32: JH°(298°K) = 2414 gcal mole-1. 
pay. 33: JQO(298OK) = —24.1 kcal mole“1.

Universitetets kemiske Laboratorium.
Copenhagen.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 6. August 194(1. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 11. Februar 194K.
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1. Introduction.

The determination of the exact geometrical shape of the methyl 
halides is of more general interest. It has long been realized 
that numerous chemical problems which hitherto could only be 

treated empirically or half-empirically, as e. g. the Walden in
version, should be studied by means of the methods of quantum 
mechanics. A first step which should enable us to perform such 
calculations is, of course, the study of the geometrical con
figuration of the molecule.

In organic-chemical problems we often meet with the question 
to what extent the substitution of one or more hydrogen atoms 
by so-called “electro-negative” atoms or groups, such as the 
halogens, will alter the original stereochemistry of the compound. 
In this respect the simplest cases are the methyl halides, and 
conditions are most favourable in the case of CH3C1 and CH3Br. 
Here, comparatively exact spectroscopical and interferometrical 
data are available which, in connection with thermodynamical 
data, offer the best possible information on the geometrical pro
perties of the molecules.

Penney1 has given a quantum mechanical treatment of the 
bond energies and the valency angles of the methyl halides. The 
treatment, of course, is only approximative. To quote Penney, 
the result is that “if some or all of the hydrogen atoms in methane 
are replaced by other mono-valent groups, the resulting deviations 
from the tetrahedral angle are remarkably small, and can hardly 
exceed a few degrees”. Beside this theoretical treatment, a con
tribution based upon spectroscopical results was later given by 
Sutherland2. However, since the paper of Sutherland was

1 Penney, Trans. Far. Soc. 31, 734 (1935).
2 Sutherland, ibid. 34, 325 (1938).

1* 
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published, many new important spectroscopical and thermo
dynamical data have been found which make a new treatment 
interesting.

2. Relations Between the Intramolecular Distances and Angles 
in the Methyl Halides and the Two Principal Moments 

of Inertia. Numerical Calculations.

In Fig. 1, X is the halogen atom, C the carbon atom, and H 
a hydrogen atom. T is the center of gravity, d is the distance 
C—H, and a the distance C—X. The supplementary angle to

Fig- 1-

H—C—X is denoted by y. Ic is the moment of inertia around the 
z-axis and IA the corresponding quantity around the x'-axis. 
Then, the following relations hold:
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Ic = 3 mH d2 sin2 y.

5

(1)

3 (a ± d cos
mrm„

3 d2cos2 gi-------- . (2)
mCH,X

Here, mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom, etc.
The quantities to be determined are a, d and y. a, the di

stance between the carbon and the halogen atom, has been 
determined by electron scattering experiments.

a Å.
CH3C1 .... 1.77 ±0.02 Sutton and Brockway1.
CH3Br.... 1.91 ±0.06 Lewy and Brockway2.

It is to be expected that these values are rather reliable since in 
the electronic scattering experiments the molecule practically acts 
as if it was diatomic owing to the small scattering effect of the 
hydrogen atoms. Thus, the additional knowledge of IA and Ic 
will enable us to calculate d and y by means of (1) and (2).

Our present knowledge of I v and Ic for CH^Cl is mainly 
based upon a work of Nielsen3 and papers by Bennett and 
Mayer4 and Johnston and Dennison5. Studying the fine struc
ture of the infrared band at 1355 cm 1 Nielsen was able to 
show that Iv = 57.9 1 0 40 gem2. Utilizing the measurements of 
Bennett and Mayer, Johnston and Dennison could show that 
Ic = 5.44 10 4<> gem2. Nielsen’s value of I x is probably exact 
within 1—2 per cent*, while I(. is uncertain to 5 per cent.

The present values of IA and Ic for CH^Iir were communi
cated and discussed by the author in a previous paper6. Ic = 5.37 
10 40 gem2 ±5 per cent and IA = 77.5 10 ’40 gem2 ±4 per cent, 
values which are equally well consistent with spectroscopical7, 
heat capacity8, and equilibrium9 data.

1 Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. 57, 473 (1935).
2 Ibid. 59, 1662 (1937).
8 Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 56, 847 (1939).
4 Bennett and Mayer, Phys. Rev. 32, 888 (1928).
5 Johnston and Dennison, Phys. Rev. 48, 868 (1935).
6 B. Bak, D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 9 (1948).
7 Bennett and Mayer, loc. cit.
8 Egan and Kemp, Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. 60, 2097 (1938).
9 B. Bak, loc. cit.
* Compare, however, the note added in proof.
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IA-1O40 ic-1O40

CHgCl  57.9 5.44
CHgBr  77.5 5.37

By means of these values the following figures for d and tp 
are calculated:

IA IO40 a Å lc io40 <P d Å

CHgCl........... 57.9 1.77 5.44 87° 1.05
CH3Br........... 77.5 1.91 5.37 90° 1.04
Tetrahedral angle: 70°
C—H distance in CH4: 1.09

The figures given here are, of course, not exiict, as the experi-
mental data on which they are based have a given uncertainty. 
Considering equation (2) we see that the least possible value of 
(p is obtained by using the highest possible value of IA and, at 
the same time, minimum values of a and Ic. When carrying
through the calculations as above we find:

lA io40 aÅ Ic1040 <P dÅ

CH3CI........... 59.0 1.75 5.17 78° 1.04
CH3Br........... 80.5 1.85 5.11 69° 1.08
Tetrahedral angle: 70°
C—H distance in CH4 1.09

In the case of CH3C1 it seems firmly established that deviates 
considerably from the tetrahedral angle. For CH3Br it is necess
ary to assume a maximum deviation from the experimental 
average in order to get a model with y = 70°. It seems thus 
unevitable to draw the conclusion that the methyl group ol 
CH3C1 and CH3Br is far more “flat” than that of CH4, in con
trast to the result obtained by Penney.

Note added in proof: In a letter to Phys. Rev. 72, 344 (1947) 
Gordy, Simmons and Smith have reported IA(CH3Cl:i >) = 63.1 -10 
gem2 and IA (CH3Br) = 87.5- IO-40 gem2. A serious discrepancy 
thus exists between this microwave value and IA (CH3C1) = 
57.9-10 40 gem2 given by Nielsen (loc. cit.), which is hardly 
explanable by experimental uncertainty. Should the values found 
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by means of the new microwave technique be confirmed by 
future experiments, they will mean a confirmation of Penney’s 
viewpoint:

Universitetets kemiske Laboratorium.
Copenhagen.

IA 1O40 a Å Ic 1O40 ÍP dÅ

CH3CI ....... 63.1 1.77 5.44 69° 1.10
CH3Br........... 87.5 1.91 5.37 67° 1.12
Tetrahedral angle: 70°
C—H distance in CH4 1.09

Indleveret til Trykkeriet d. 6. August 1946. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet d. 31. December 1947.
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INTRODUCTION

T'lie following well-known theorem by Kronecker

Theorem I. If m real numbers 2t, do not satisfy any
relation

inhere i\, • • • ,rm are rational numbers and al least one r is T2 0, 
then there exists to any given real numbers i>t, • • ‘,vm and any posi
tive e a number I satisfying

| 2,7 —p,, | < f (mod. 2 zr), v = 1, •••,/)?,

is equivalent to the following

Theorem
lions, whose

relation

2. If ht,(f) — e1'’1'1-, v — 1, • • - ,m 

frequencies —v = 1, •••,»» do
¿71

are pure oscilla-

not satisfy any

where i\, •••,rm are rational numbers and at least one rr is 4^0, 
then there exists to any given real numbers olf’-’,vlu and any 
positive t a number I satisfying

(1) \hl,(t) — el"t'\ <e; v = 1 , • • -,m.

If the numbers 2t, • • •,Xm satisfy the condition of Theorem 1, 
they are called rationally independent. Theorem 1 states that the 
straight line x,, = 2,7; v = 1, • • •, m, where 2t, • • *,2m are ration
ally independent, is mod. 2 nr everywhere dense in the m-dimen- 
sional space.

In this paper we shall consider phase-modulated oscillations,

1*

i. e. functions //(/) = Z"-'4»"”,
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where c is a real constant and g (f) a real-valued function, almost 
periodic in the sense of Bohr. Its frequency (in mean) is deter
mined by the constant c, which is called the mean motion of 
H(t). We shall prove in this paper that Theorem 2 is valid also 
for phase-modulated oscillations, i. e. we shall prove the following

Theorem 3. Let Hl(t), ■ ■ - be phase-modulated oscillations 
with rationally independent mean motions. To any given real num
bers vt, • • •, vm 
fy¡"9

and any positive e there exists a number t, satis- 

\Hr(t)-eiv>'\<e-, v= ], - ,m.

Apparently we lose nothing by this generalization although 
Theorem 3 is evidently much more far-reaching than Theorem 2. 
However, it is well-known that Bohl has proved that the set 
of numbers t satisfying (1) is relatively dense and Weyl has 
proved that the set of numbers t satisfying (1) has the relative 

(' . í\ni2 arc sin - \

---------- I on the /-axis. It will be proved that Bohl’s 

result is valid also in the general case, but we lose Weyl’s 
result. This is, in fact, not valid for the single oscillation 
H (t) = el(i + sin<)# if we take v = 0 and t<2.

Theorem 3 states that the curve xr = crt + </,-(/); r — m,
where are rationally independent, is mod 2 n every
where dense in the m-dimensional space.

The result is brought in closer connection with the theory 
of almost periodic functions by the following theorem by 
H. Bohr1.

Theorem 4. A complex-valued almost periodic /'unction f(t)\ 
— 2>c<t<oo, satisfying | f (/) | > k > 0, can be written

f(l) = r(t)-H(t),

where r (/) is a positive almost periodic function and II (/) z.s a 
phase-modulated oscillation.

The mean motion of II (/) is also called the mean motion of 
fit}. If /’(/) is almost periodic and a and b are complex con-

1 H. Bohr: Kleinere Beiträge zur Theorie der fastperiodischen Funk
tionen, I. Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Math.-fys. Meddelelser, X, 10 
Í1930). Über fastperiodische ebene Bewegungen. Comment, math. helv. 4 (1932). 
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stants such that f(f)— a and f(t)—b satisfy the condition of 
Theorem 4, the mean motions of these functions have a rational 
ratio. This was first proved by Jessen1 and later Jessen and 
Fenchel2 found a more general theorem concerning almost 
periodic movements on closed or plane surfaces. In this paper 
we shall deduce some generalizations of Jessen’s original theorem 
in another direction. For the present we observe that Jessen’s 
theorem is a corollary of Theorem 3. In fact, Jessen’s theorem 
may be expressed as the following

Theorem 5. //' two almost periodic functions fi(t) and /^(f), 
which do not come arbitrarily near to zero, satisfy a linear relation

(2) aiA(0 + «2Á(0 = «3’

where «1, a2 and a3 are complex constants rfz (), the mean motions 
q and c2 of f\ (/) and f> (/) are rationally dependent.

In fact, if ct and c2 were rationally independent, there would 
according to Theorem 3 exist a number t such that the com
plex numbers «j/lCO, a2f2(t) and —a3 would have nearly equal 
arguments and that would render tjie relation (2) impossible.

We shall prove that Theorem 5 is valid for an arbitrary 
number of almost periodic functions satisfying a similar 
condition. If, on the other hand, we restrict the number of 
functions to three, we may replace the linear relation (2) by a 
homogeneous quadratic equation, and the theorem is still true.

§ 1. Some Preliminary Remarks.
For the convenience of the reader we shall first mention 

some results concerning periodic and limit periodic functions of 
a denumerable set of variables, which we shall use in the sequel. 
We shall permanently use the vector notations æ = (aq,æ2, • • •). 
For two vectors æ = (aq,æ2, • • •) and // = {yY,y2, • • •) and two 
numbers k and I we define the linear combination

koc +l t/ = (kx{ + lyi, kx2 + /y2, • • • ),

1 B. Jessen: Über die Säkularkonstanten einer fastperiodischen Funktion. 
Math. Ann. Ill (1935).

W. Fenchel und B. Jessen: Über fastperiodische Bewegungen in ebenen 
Bereichen und auf Flächen. Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Math.-fys. 
Meddelelser XIII, 6 (1935). 
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and if one of the vectors .r and // has only a finite number 
of coordinates 4=0, we have the inner product

Jt‘tf = X,tZ/l + .Toi/o + * • ‘ .

A sequence æ,, = (x,.t,xr2, • • •); r = 1,2, • • « of vectors is 
said to converge towards a vector æ0 = (x01,.r02, • • •) if xrll-+ x0(( 
for /i = 1,2, ••• and r->oc. A function F (a?) is called con
tinuous for jt = æ0 if F (ar,.) /'’(•**(,), when .r,, runs through
a sequence of vectors belonging to the domain where F (ar*) is 
defined, and converging towards æ0. A function is continuous 
in a domain (i. e. continuous in every point of this domain) 
if it can be approximated uniformly with any given accuracy 
by a continuous function depending only on a finite number of 
variables. In what follows the domain in question is the real 
infinite-dimensional space. A function F(an) = F(.rt,.r2, • • •) is 
called limit periodic with the limit period 2 rr, if it can be ap
proximated uniformly in the whole space by a continuous func
tion depending only on a finite number of variables and periodic 
in each of these with a period that is an integral multiple of 
2zr. Hence a limit periodic function is continuous. The function 
F(ar) can be approximated uniformly in the whole space with 
any given accuracy by an exponential polynomial

P(a?) = ?, at,e

where runs through a finite set of vectors with rational co
ordinates, among which only a finite number are ^0*.

The numbers are called rationally independent if
a relation

Mi +------1- r/nÂm = 0

with rational rt, • • is possible only when rt = • • • = r — 0. 
The numbers - are rationally independent if Zt, •••,/.
are rationally independent for all values of m.

In the sequel we shall give a very brief account of some 
principal theorems concerning almost periodic functions2. We 
shall start with two preliminary definitions:

1 A detailed discussion of the properties of limit periodic functions is 
given by H. Bohr: Zur Theorie der fastperiodischen Funktionen II. Acta math. 
46 (1925).

'' Fordetailed proofs, cf. II. Bohr: Fastperiodische Funktionen, Berlin 1932.
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A set of real numbers is called relatively dense if there exists 
a number I such that any interval of length / contains al least 
one number of the set.

A number z is called a translation number of a function 
/ (/), — oo < t < oc corresponding to ¿>0, if

l/’G+ «)-/■(')!<»

for — oc < / < oc.
A function /(i) is called almost periodic if it has the following 

properly

(i) The set of translation numbers of /(/) corresponding to 
any ¿X) is relatively dense.

It is a main result of the theory of almost periodic functions 
that any of the following two properties is equivalent to the 
preceding one:

(ii) To any £>() exists an exponential polynomial

where ). runs through a finite set of real numbers, approximating 
/'(/) everywhere with the accuracy e.

(iii) There exist a series of linearly independent real num
bers - and a function F(x) with the limit period 2n
such that

/•(/) = F(¿0 = •••).

I he function F(x) is called a spatial extension (or the spatial 
extension, although F(x) is not uniquely determined) of f(f).

The equivalence of the two latter properties is rather easily 
proved and it is also rather simple to prove that they imply 
the properly (i), bul it is much more difficult to prove that (i) 
implies (ii) or (iii). This is the main theorem in the theory of 
almost periodic functions. In the sequel we shall almost ex
clusively use the properly (iii). From the theory of almost 
periodic functions we also have

Theorem 6. The set of values assumed by the spatial extension 
of an almost periodic function f(f) is a subset of the closure of the 
set of values assumed by f(t).
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Theorem 7. The set of common translation numbers of a /¡nite 
number of almost periodic functions corresponding to an arbitrary 
e> 0 is relatively dense.

Sum and product of a finite number of almost periodic func
tions are almost periodic, and if g (t) is almost periodic the 
function is also almost periodic.

It is important that the numbers in (iii) can be
chosen in a great variety of manners. E. g. any sel ylty2, ••• 
of linearly independent numbers such that any /?., can be written 
as a linear combination with rational coefficient of a finite 
number of the / ’s. From this follows further

Theorem 8. To a sequence f\(t), f2(X), ••• of almost periodic 
functions exist a sequence ff,ß2, • • • of rationally independent real 
numbers and a sequence T\ (.r), F2 (ir), • • • of limit periodic func
tions such that

f„(t) = F„(ßt); r = 1,2,

and the sequence ßi,ß2,--- can be chosen such that it contains 
any given sequence of rationally independent numbers as a sub
sequence.

From the theory of almost periodic functions follows further

Theorem 9. If a denumerable sel f\(t), f2(t), • • • of almost 
periodic functions satisfy an equation

œ(A(0,/à(0, •••) = 0,

inhere (D (ut, u2, • • •) is continuous when u,, for r = 1,2, • • • be
longs to the closure of the set of values assumed by f.(f), the 
spatial extensions T\(ac), T\(¡jc) , ••• satisfy the equation

(D (I<\ (æ), En (a?) ,--•) = ().

Theorem 10. If G (pc) has the limit period 2 n, and (i\, r2, • • •) 
is a vector with rational coordinates, of which only a finite num
ber are 4=0, the function

+ r,x, + • • • + G(ar))

has the limit period 2 tt.
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If g (t) is almost periodic and c is an arbitrary real number, 
the function

e¡(rt + o(.f)) 
is almost periodic.

§ 2. The Mean Motions of Limit Periodic and Almost 
Periodic Functions.

A continuous argument of a continuous function P(ae) = 
— P(xlt • • • ,xin) with the period 2 n in each variable and not 
assuming the value 0 can evidently be written

arg P(æ) = pjc + Q (ae) = /qxq 4--------F pmxm + Q (æ),

where pt, --’,pin are integers and is continuous and has 
the period 2zr. For a limit periodic function we have

Theorem II. //’ F(æ) = F(xifx2, •••) has the limit period 
2n and satisfies | F(jc) | >k> 0, a continuous argument of F (pci) 
can be written

arg F (.r) = r^y 4- r2x2 + ■ ■ • + G (¿r) = ræ + G (æ), 

where iy,r2,--- are rational numbers, of which only a finite 
number are 4^0, and G(oc) has the limit period 2n.

The vector r is called the mean motion vector of F(oc).
For the proof1 we consider a sequence l\(pc), I\(ac), • • • 

of continuous functions with the following properties: (i) Each 
function depends only on a finite number of variables and has 
a period that is an integral multiple of 2tt. (ii) The functions 
Pr (a?) converge uniformly towards F (oc) and satisfy

I F(æ) — P„ (æ) I < J ; V = 1,2, • • •.

We can choose continuous arguments such that

(3) |arg F(ac) —arg Pr(æ) |< |; v = 1,2, •••

and we have for any integer v

1 The following proof is very similar to a proof of Theorem 4 given by 
B. Jessen loc. cit.
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arg P,, (or) == /-piq + r2x2 + ••• + (),, (ar),

where i\,r2,--- are rational numbers, of which only a finite 
number are 4=0, and (¿,(x’) is a continuous function depend
ing on a finite number of variables and having a period that 
is an integral multiple of 2 nr. From this and (3) follows

arg F(ît) = riæi + r2x2 4- • • • + G (æ),

where G (æ) is continuous and bounded. But it also follows 
that the numbers i\, r.¿, • • • do not depend on r. Hence it follows 
that Qr(ac) converges towards G(.r), which implies that G (.r) 
has the limit period 2 zr.

Concerning almost periodic functions we have

Theorem 12. Lei f(J) denote an almost periodic function and 
F (pc) its spatial extension such that

f(t) = F^t^t,---),

inhere dt,d2, ••• are rationally independent real numbers. If f(f) 
satisfies the condition | f(t) | > k > 0, continuous arguments of F(oc) 
and f(f) can be written

arg F (jr) = + r2x2 + • ■ • + G (ar)
and

arg / (/) = ct + g (t),
where

c — H- i'2d2 H- • • •
and

g (t) = G(/iyt, d2l, • • •),

i. e. g (t) is almost periodic.
The constant c is called the mean motion of f(t).
The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems 6 

and 11. It contains Theorem 4 as a special case.

§ 3. An Auxiliary Theorem on Convergence in an 
Infinite-Dimensional Space.

A denumerable set a = (aia, atl2, • • -); p = 1,2, ••• of in
finite-dimensional vectors, each with only a finite number of 
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ils coordinates 4=0, is called a complete set of linearly in
dependent vectors if every vector with only a finite number of 
its coordinates 4= 0 in one and only one way can be written 
as a linear combination of a finite number of the vectors att. 
This will be the case if and only if any finite number of the 
vectors a<t are linearly independent and each of the unit vec- 
ors = (1,0,0, • • •)» c2 = (0, 1,0, •••),’’ ’ can be written as a 
linear combination of a finite number of the vectors aH.

For the proof of a generalization of Theorem 3 to a denumer- 
table set of phase-modulated oscillations we shall need the 
following theorem.

Theorem 13. Let be a complete set of linearly in
dependent vectors, each with only a /¡nite number of its coordinates 
4=0, and let be a sequence of positive numbers. Any
sequence act, — (.rr t, x‘r2, • ••); r = 1,2, • • • of vectors satisfyiny

possesses a convergent subsequence.
In fact, for each n we have a representation

en = ------H «nN„aN„’

which implies that

(Ö) -Vvn ~ ~ ' ’ ’ +

and from (4) and (5) follows that

I æïn I l«n 1 I I a 1 I +-------Hl anN I I I < I «„ t I + • • • +

+ I “nN. I r = n ’ 11 + 1 ’ * ‘ ’

or
I ærn I < A* ; « = 1,2, • • • ; r = 1,2, • • •,

and it follows by lhe usual diagonal method that the sequence 
has a convergent subsequence.

It is easily proved that any sequence of vectors at,a2, •••, 
each with only a finite number of its coordinates 4=0, and of 
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which any finite number are linearly independent, can be en
larged to a complete set of linearly independent vectors, e. g. 
by adding to the sequence a conveniently chosen subsequence 
of the sequence of unit vectors.

§ 4. An Auxiliary Theorem from the Topology.
The greater part of our theory will be founded on the follow

ing topological theorem, which is an immediate consequence of 
the theory of the Kronecker index of a surface '.

Theorem U. Lei y = f(ac) or ip = f^æ), --,ym = fm(æ) 
be a continuous vector /'unction in m-dimensional space. If there 
exists a constant K such that | /’, (æ) | < K for v = 1, • • •, in and 
all vectors oc, the vector function y = + f(œ) maps the total
m-dimensional space on itself.

Generally, of course, the mapping is not a one-to-one-cor
respondence. For the infinite-dimensional space we shall prove 
the somewhat more general theorem:

Theorem li). Let ai,a2, ••• denote a complete set of linearly 
independent real vectors, Kt, I\.2, • • • positive numbers and Qi(ac), 
()3(æ),--- continuous real functions satisfying | (æ) | < K,, ;
r = 1,2, • • •. To arbitrary real numbers yt, y„, • • • exists a cor
responding vector jo satisfying

(6) + Q„ (¿») = i/r; r = 1,2, • • •.

At first we shall restrict our considerations to the equations

a,;jc + Q,, (æ) = yr; v = 1, • • •, m.

It is easily proved that these equations possess a solution. In 
fact we can enlarge the system so that we obtain a new system

brjc + It,, (ar) = yr\ v = 1, • • •, A,

where 6t, • • •, 6V are linearly independent A-dimensional vectors 
such that for v = 1, the coordinates of b,, are identical

1 Cf. e. g. J. Tannery: Introduction à la théorie des fonctions d’une variable, 
2. éd., vol. 2, Paris 1910. Note de M. J. Hadamard. 
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with the N first coordinates of ft,, including all that are different 
from zero. If we introduce zv — brw, v = \, • - •, N as new 
variables, we obtain a new system of equations satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 14 and the assertion follows. We choose 
zero for the coordinates æjv+i ’ æN-i-2’ ”*•

The solution ac;/| found in this manner satisfies

I tl^m I = I Qr (æ) I I y J + A'r

and from Theorem 13 follows that some subsequence of the 
sequence of vectors JCm converges towards a limit vector ae, which 
evidently satisfies all the equations (6).

§ 5. The Main Theorems.
From Theorems 11 and 15 follows immediately

Theorem 16. Lei = Fv (xx,x.¿, • • ■); v = 1,2,••• be a 
sequence of functions with the limit period 2 zr and satisfying 
I F,z(æ)| >Åy>0 for all vectors or. If the mean motion vectors cor
responding to any finite number of the functions F,, (ae) are linearly 
independent and v^v^, • • • are arbitrary real numbers, there exists 
a vector æ such that

arg F„(æ) = = 1,2, • • •.

In fact, if the set of mean motion vectors is not a complete 
set of linearly independent real vectors, we can make it com
plete by enlarging the system of functions F„(ae).

For a finite set of almost periodic functions we have

Pheorem 17. If ct, • • -,cn are rationally independent real num
bers and gt(l), • • •, gn(t) are arbitrary almost periodic functions, 
there exists to any given real numbers v{, and any positive 
f- a number I satisfying

(7) I c,.t + gr(t) — o,, I < í (mod. 2 zr); v = 1, • • •, zz,

i. e. the curve x,, — c,,t gt,(t); v = 1 , • • • , zz is mod. 2 zr every
where dense in the n-dimensional space.
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According to Theorem 8 we choose a sequence ••• of 
rationally independent real numbers, where = q, • • •, = cn,
such that

cr/ + <yr(7) == r= 1, •••,/»,

where the functions G,, (;r); v = 1, •••,/! have the limit period 
2 tv. Il follows from Theorem 14 that there exists a vector 
æ* = (x*, • • •, x*, 0, • • • ), satisfying

s* + G,(æ») = q,.

We can further choose continuous periodic functions 
•••,Qn(.r) each depending only on a finite number of variables, 
such that

I G,(æ) — QrO) I < r = 1 , • • • , 71

for all vectors .r. From Kronecker’s theorem follows the existence 
of a number I satisfying

-<ZCaO|< >■ = i.■■■•" 

and
I x* —ß,.I1 < J. (mod. 2 tv) ; v = 1, • • •, n.

Hence

IM1 = | x.' + w')-<>„ I <l«,.(ßi) -Q,W\ +

+1 i +1 q„w)- (),(»*) I +1 «,(»•)-«,(»*) I + 

+1 ■’>' + «,.(»*) — I < ó+ (, + f. + 3 + 0 = f ('nod. 2 

which proves the theorem.
Theorem 3, announced in the introduction, is evidently 

equivalent with Theorem 17. We observe that the theorem is 
not valid for a denumerable set of almost periodic functions. 
E. g. the pure oscillations ellil1 , • ■ -, where the numbers 
X?t, /?2, • • ’ are rationally independent and converge towards zero, 
will never simultaneously obtain values near — 1 .

We shall further prove the following generalization of the 
Kronecker-Bohl theorem.
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Theorem IS. The sel of numbers satisfying (7) is relatively 
dense.

In tact, if we choose the real number ttt satisfying

+9 (mod. 2zr); r=l, •••,/!,

any number la-\-r, where t is a common translation number 
of the almost periodic functions

corresponding to 2 sin * , satisties (7). Hence the theorem follows 
4-

from Theorem 7.

§ (i. On Limit Periodic and Almost Periodic Functions 
Satisfying Linear Relations.

From Theorem 15 follows

Theorem 19. If a sequence of functions — Fv{x^x^, • • •) 
with the limit period 2 zr and with the property | Ft, (pc) | >/rF>0; 
V = 1,2, • • • for all or satisfies a linear relation

(8) «i I \ (or) + (æ) + • • • =0,

where aita%, • • • are complex constants that are 4=0, and the 
series on the left converges for all real vectors or, the mean motion 
vectors rlfr2, • • • are linearly dependent, i.e. the set of mean motion 
vectors has a finite subset of vectors that are linearly dependent. 
This is still (rue even if I he condition | F,, (ac) | > k„ > 0 is satis
fied for only one value of v, if for every v we have a representation

where G,,(oc) is continuous and bounded and rt, is a vector with 
rational coordinates, of which only a finite number are 0.

In fact, if the vectors rlf were linearly independent, accord
ing to Theorem 15 there would exist a vector ae* satisfying

rX + G„ (ae*) + arg = 0; r = 1,2, • • • 
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and for .r = ac* the left side of (8) would be positive and the 
relation would not be satisfied.

Theorem 20. Lei fi(t), f%(f), • • • be a sequence of almost 
periodic functions satisfying |/j, (0 I > 0 ; r= 1,2, ••• and 
let Kv denote the upper bound of\f,(f)\; v — 1, 2, • • • . If a2, • • • 

oc 
are complex numbers different from zero such that \ | at, | Kt, is 
convergent and if ive have

(9) «iA(0 + «2/,2(0 + ••• = 0,

the mean motions cl,c2,--- of /\(f), f¿(l), •• • are rationally de
pendent-

From Theorem 9 follows that the relation (9) implies an ana
logous relation between the spatial extensions and the theorem 
therefore follows immediately from Theorems 19 and 12.

We shall prove some stronger theorems concerning finite 
sets of almost periodic functions satisfying linear relations. For 
the sake of brevity a function r (0 e'(cZ + !7(Z)), where g(t) is a 
real almost periodic function and r (/) is a real, non-negative 
function, will be called a modulated oscillation. It will further be 
called normal if the set of zeros of r (/) contains no intervals.

Theorem 21. If a finite set of modulated oscillations ~ 
= rl,(t)et(r,'i + <J,'il>); v — 1, • • •, n satisfy a linear relation

(10) «iA(O+---+«n/n(O + ^ = o,

inhere eq, and ß are arbitrary complex numbers 4=0, //ic
mean motions cL,---,cn are rationally dependent.

If the numbers clf-'-,cn were rationally independent, it 
would follow from Theorem 17 that the inequalities

I + </„ (/) + arg — arg ß | < (mod. 2 tt); v = 1 , • • •, n 

were satisfied for some value of I in contradiction to the 
relation (10).

We notice that Theorem 21 is a generalization of theorem 5, 
mentioned in the introduction. In the case where ß = 0, we have
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Theorem 22. If a finite set of modulated oscillations /,,(/) = 
= r,,(t) el<'crt + °vd)>. v  \, ... of which at least one is normal, 
satisfy a relation

(11) «1/1(0+•••+«„/■„ (0 = 0,

inhere are arbitrary complex numbers that are ^O,
the mean motions ct, • • - , cn satisfy a linear relation

'’i^-l-------- H-ncn = 0,

inhere q, • • •, r are rational numbers satisfying

q + • • • + rn = 0,

and not ail zeros.
We choose a real number c that cannot be written c = qq + 

+ *’’+/’ncn with rational i\, • • -, rn. If the real numbers 
c +q, • • *, c + en were rationally independent, it would follow 
from Theorem 17 and the continuity of f/i (0, ' ' •,(0 that 
the inequalities

I (c + q) / + i/r(/) + arg ar | < ^ (mod. 2 7r); v = 1 , • • • , 71 

were satisfied for all values of t belonging to some interval 
/t</</2. One of the oscillations, say fu(t), is normal, and 
hence the interval /t</< 0 contains a point t*, where qi(/*)>0. 
From this would follow that the term «,</„(/*) e’c/had a positive 
real part and none of the terms al,fl,(J*>) e'ct had negative real 
parts, and the relation (11) could not be satisfied for t — t*. 
We have thus proved the existence of a relation

(12) q(c + q) + •••+rn(c + cn) = 0,

where q, •••»/•„ are rational and not all zero. As c cannot be 
written as a linear combination of q,-**,cn with rational 
coefficients the relation (12) implies the following two relations

/•(+•••+ /•„ = 0

qq + ••• + qcn = 0,

which proves the theorem.
1). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 11. 2
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As a very special case of Theorem 21 we have the following 
theorem, which is a slight generalization of Jessen’s original 
theorem mentioned in the introduction.

Theorem 23. Lei f(f) be an almost periodic function. We con
sider all complex numbers a, for which me haue a representation

/■(D-a = +

where g (t) is an almost periodic function. The values c correspond
ing Io all possible values of a are rational multiples of one real 
number.

§ 7. On Almost Periodic Functions Satisfying Quadratic 
Relations.

Theorem 24. Let /\(t), find f3(t) be three almost periodic 
functions satisfying |fF(0|>Âr>0; v — 1,2,3, and let ct,c2, and 
c3 denote their mean motions. If we have a relation

ajl (02 + (1-2 Í2 (02 + «3 A (02 + btf2 (/) A (/) + b2f3 (/) ft (0 +

+ />:Ji(0/2(/) + a- = o,

where at least one of the complex numbers a}, a2, a3, b{, b2, b3, 
and k is 4=0, we have a relation

/\ ^'1 + ^*2 C2 + r3 f 3 0,

where i\,r2, and r3 are rational numbers of which at least one 
is 4= 0.

From Theorem 9 follows that the spatial extensions
F2(œ), and F3(jc) satisfy the equation

(13) //[if + a2z2 + a3z3 + /\72”3 + ^2-3-1 H~ b = 0

and if q,c2,c3 were rationally independent it would follow from 
Theorems 12 and 16 that the equation (13) would possess 
solutions zi,z2,z3 with any given set of arguments <Pi, y8, <¡P3. 
Hence it is sufficient to prove the existence of a set of numbers 
<fi,</>2.yg such that the equation
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/>2r3r1el(7,+'fl) 4-
+ ô3r1r2ei(^+’,*) + À’ = O

is not satisfied for any positive values of rlt r2, r3. Without 
restricting the generality we may suppose that k > 0 (if not, 
we multiply the equation by a convenient factor e‘f/).

Let us first suppose that at most one of the numbers bl,b2,b3 
is zero. In this case it is sufficient to determine 9>i,9>2,9>3 such 
that

I 2 (f>„ + Arg a,, | < 

IT2 + SP 3 + Arg I < 

I IPs + Vi + Arg b2 I < 

I Vi + Vz + Arg ¿>3 I <

(mod. 2 7r); v = 1,2,3

(mod. 2 7t)

(mod. 2 ti)

(mod. 2 7r),

where the sign < holds in at least two of the three last 
inequalities (If a coefficient is zero, its argument is in this 
connection defined as zero). If we put

(J4) </>,, = 9),, + ^ Arg a,; r = 1,2,3,

we obtain a new set of equations 

(15)

(16)

I ^2 + Ipi — «1 I < 2

I ^3 + ^1 — «2 I < ¡J

I V>1 + ^2 — «3 I 2

(mod. 7t); v — 1,2,3

(mod. 2 7t)

(mod. 2 :r)

(mod. 2 7r),

and to prove our theorem we shall lind solutions to this system 
such that the sign < holds in two of the last three inequalities.

If at least two of the numbers cq,«2,a3, say cq and «2, are 
neither 0 nor n (mod. 2 ri), we have

2*
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ÍT

/T

7T

TT (mod. 2 7t)

(mod. 2 zr)

(mod. 2 zr)

when are chosen conveniently as 1 or —1. If we choose
V'l.VA’VA such that

(17)

V*2 + V's = * 1 9

VA + VA = f2 2

VA + V'2 = f3 9 .

the inequalities (16) are satisfied and the sign < holds in at 
least two of them. But from the equations (17) results

<
!2, are

, . , 7T . 3 7T
V'l "T VA + VA = =t or ± »

and it follows that i/A> i//2, and have also values ±4 or ± /’ 

which proves .that the inequalities (15) are satisfied.
If at least two of the numbers a1,a2,«3, say <tt and «

7T0 or zr (mod. 2zr), we choose s3 = ± 1 such that ¿3 —«3 
7T *"*

< — (mod. 2zr), and it is sufficient to choose V'hVA’VA as solu
tions of the equations

V'2 + VA = «1
V'3 + V'l = «2
V'l + V'2 = f3?-

Finally we consider the case, where at least two of the 
numbers h1,h2»and b3, say /q and b2, are zero. It is then suf
ficient to determine VA»7/7*.!» and i/j3 such that
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I 2 + Arg «i I < I

I 2 y-2 + Arg a2 | <

I 2 SP3 + Arg a31 < - 

fjPi + Arg b3 I <

(mod. 2 7t)

(mod. 2 7r)

(mod. 2 it)

(mod. 2 ti)

As </>3 occurs in only one inequality, it is sufficient to consider 
and </<2. If we use (14) once more, we obtain the inequalities

I ’Aj I < 4 (mod. 7i)

(mod. ti)

(mod. 2 7t),

which

can be

angle between — — and —
— 2

- and I V>2| <-, and 

can be written + tp2 with

. This proves the theorem.

have solutions. In fact, any

written as V'i + ’Aa» where | ipi | < 

any angle between ~ and
i i 71 , 3 7T 5 71
I I < 4 ’ and 74- < ^2 < ~Y

Theorcm 25. If the constant k vanishes, the numbers ritr2, 
and r3 can be chosen such that

r\ + r2 + r3 = 0.

We choose a real number c that cannot be written rjCj + 
+ r2c2 + r3c3, and Theorem 25 follows, when Theorem 24 is 
applied to the functions fa (J) e'cl, f2 (/) el<l, /3 (/) el<t.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 9. Maj 1947. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 11. Maj 1948.
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§ 1. Introduction.

In the present paper we shall investigate a general problem con
cerning an arbitrary enumerable system of linear congruences 

with an enumerable number of variables

aii*i + a12x2 + • • • + (mod 1)
«21*1 + a22*2 + • ’ * + a2n¡xn¡ = 02 (mod 1) (1)

where every congruence only contains a finite number of variables 
and the cz’s and the 0’s are arbitrary (real) numbers.

By the consideration of certain classifications of the almost 
periodic functions one of the authors1 ) met with a problem con
cerning a system of congruences of the above form but in the 
special case where all the a’s were rational numbers. The pro
blem was to give a convenient necessary and sufficient condition 
on the system of linear forms

anXi+ «12*2 H------------- H alnxni
021*1+^22*2 + ' • ' + O2n *n,(2)

in order that it possesses the following property: For every choice 
of the numbers Olt 02, • • • for which any finite subsystem of the 
system of congruences (1) has a solution2)—or, what amounts 
to the same, for which for any N the system of the N first of

1) H. Bohr: Unendlich viele lineare Kongruenzen mit unendlich vielen Un
bekannten. Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Math.-fys. Meddelelser, Bind VII, 
1925. In the following this paper is cited by (I). We do not, however, assume the 
reader to be acquainted with (I).

2) It will be convenient to interpret, not only a solution of the whole system 
(1), but also a solution of a finite subsystem of (1) as a point (xn x2, • • •) in the 
infinite-dimensional space, although for a subsystem only a finite number of the 
variables really enters in the congruences in question (and the rest of the variables 
therefore can be chosen quite arbitrarily). 

1*
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the congruences (1) has a solution—there shall exist a solution 
of the whole system (1).

If instead of the congruences (1) we consider the corresponding 
system of equations (now without limitation to rational coef
ficients) there exists no analogous problem. In fact, it follows 
from a general investigation of Toeplitz on such systems of 
equations that for an arbitrary given system the existence of a 
solution of any finite subsystem always will involve the existence 
of a solution of the whole system of equations. A direct proof 
of this special theorem can be found in the paper (I).

That the analogous theorem really is not true for congruences 
(not even if we restrict ourselves to rational coefficients) can be 
seen from the following simple example where, moreover, only a 
single variable xx explicitly enters (all the other variables 
rr2, æ3> ' ' ' having the coefficients 0).

Example 1. We consider the system of congruences

yXj = Gx (mod 1) 

-i-Xj = 02 (mod 1)

= en (mod 1)

for 0x = 02 = . . . = —. The solutions of the nth congruence are all 

points (xv x2, • • •) where ,r2, x3, • • • are arbitrary numbers and is a 
3nnumber from the “lattice” xx = — (mod 3n). These solutions are also 
2 3n

solutions of the (n—l)th congruence, for if xx = — (mod 3n) then also 
qn on—1 1 “on on—1

xx = -¡y (mod 3n— ), i. e. xx = — (mod 3n 1), since ‘ - = ——|- 3n—
Hence for every AT the N first congruences have solutions, viz. all the 

3n thsolutions xx = — (mod 3-v) of the N 1 congruence. But nevertheless, 
there is no solution of the whole system of congruences, for if (xv x2, • • •) 

3n
is a solution of the Ar congruence then | xx | > ~ which —> °o 
for N —> 00.

For a given system of linear forms (2) we shall denote by xcx 
the set of points (0x, 02, • • •) for which the corresponding infinite 
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system (1) has a solution, and by tc2 the set of points (0lt 02, • • •) 
for which any finite subsystem of (1) has a solution. It is plain 
that G n2 and that both sets contain the point (0, 0, • • •)•

The previous, in (I) treated, problem was to indicate a neces
sary and sufficient condition that a given system of linear forms 
(2) with rational coefficients have = ^r2- Before stating the 
result we shall have to mention the notion of a substitution in 
an enumerable number of variables. A substitution is a linear 
transformation of the form

z/i = a11x1 + a12x2 + • • • + alpxpi

(3) U 2 — «21æl + «22æ2 + ‘ * ' + a2p,XP,

which establishes a one-to-one mapping of the whole infinite
dimensional space on the whole infinite-dimensional space. As 
shown in (I) (cp. also § 4 of the present paper) a necessary and 
sufficient condition that the transformation (3) be a substitution 
is that no linear dependance exists amongst (any finite number 
of) the linear forms on the right-hand side of (3) and that each 
of the variables xm can be “isolated”, i. e. written as a linear 
combination of a finite number of the linear forms. In particular, 
any substitution has an “inverse substitution”

xi — ßnyi + ßi2y2 + • * * + ßiqiyqi

X2 = ^211/1 + /^22Í/2 + ’ ’ * + ß2qiyq,

If a substitution is applied to a linear form we get a new 
linear form. The importance of substitutions in our problem is 
plain because a substitution applied to a system of linear forms 
will not change any of the sets and n2 simply because two 
linear forms which correspond by the substitution will take the 
same value for corresponding values of the variables.

The solution of the former problem can now be stated as 
follows. A necessary and sufficient condition that a system of linear 
forms with rational coefficients have uix — n2 is that the system 
by a substitution can be transfered into an integral system, i. e. 
a system with mere integral coefficients.
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We remark, for orientation, that the sufficiency of the con
dition is easy to prove. In fact, on account of the invariance of 
the sets and %2 by a substitution (applied to the linear forms) 
we need only show that every integral system (2) has ¡nq — 7t2. 
Denoting by (0x, 02, • • •) an arbitrary point from n2 we shall 
show that it also lies in Let Pjy = (£i‘V\ ’ *) be a solu
tion of the N first congruences (1), N = 1, 2, • • •. Since all a’s 
are integral we can assume all £’s reduced modulo 1 to lie in 
the interval 0 5^ £ < 1. Hence we can choose a subsequence 
Pnp> P == 2, • • of the sequence such that every coor
dinate sequence £j p) (z fixed) converges towards a number £f 
for p -> oo. The “limit-point” (£lt £2, * * ’) will then be a solution 
of all the congruences (1), for if No is an arbitrary positive integral 
number then (£j, £2, ’ ’ ’) from continuity reasons will satisfy 
the 7Voth congruence because this congruence only contains a 
finite number of variables and the point (£jNp\ ¿4Np), ’ ’ ’) f°r 
every p > Aq is a solution of the congruence.—The real problem 
in (I) was to show the necessity of the condition, i. e. that 
amongst the rational systems there are no other systems than 
those mentioned above which have = n2.

In the present paper we shall treat the corresponding problem 
for congruences with arbitrary coefficients. Also in this general 
case the systems with = tc2 can be characterized as systems 
which by substitutions can be transfered into systems of a certain 
simple type, denoted by S, which obviously has 5iq = Jt2 and 
whose algebraic structure can be accounted for.

By a system of linear forms of the type S we shall understand 
a system where certain of the variables (finite or infinite in 
number) have mere integral coefficients while each of the other 
variables (finite or infinite in number) necessarily becomes 0 if 
for a sufficiently large N (i. e. for No where No depends on 
the variable) one solves the N first “zero-congruences” cor
responding to the linear forms, i. e. the congruences (1) with 

= 02 = • • • = 0.
Our purpose is to prove the following
Main Theorem1). A necessary and sufficient condition that a

1) Incidentally, our proof of the main theorem in reality yields a stronger 
form of this theorem than the one indicated here. For the formulation of the 
theorem in the stronger form wé refer to § 5. 
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system of linear forms have = %2 zs that system by a sub
stitution can be transfered into a system of the type S.

Also in this case it is easy to prove that the condition is 
sufficient. We only have to show that every system of the type 
S has = yr2- Denoting by (0x, 02, • • •) an arbitrary point from 
n2 we shall show that it also belongs to nr. Let PN = ' •)
be a solution of the N first congruences (1). We may assume 
those coordinates which in all congruences have integral coef
ficients reduced modulo 1 to lie in the interval 0 £ < 1. Every
one of the remaining coordinates £,A) will possess a constant 
value £¿ for N No where No = N0(i) is determined such that 
every solution (xlt x2, • • •) of the No first zero-congruences will 
have = 0; for as the two points (£iNo), ’ * ’) and (£iV),
£Í>A), ’ ’ ’) are both solutions of the 2V0 first congruences (1) their 
difference (£^A) — £iA°\ £2^ — £2Ao)> * ’ ’) will læ a solution of the 
No first zero-congruences and hence £(fN)— £¿Ao) = 0, i. e. 
£(-A)= £íAo)= £í for N^N0. We now extract a subsequence from 
our sequence of points PN = (£iA), £2A), ' ’ ') such that any coor
dinate sequence £¿A) (z fixed) which does not end in being a 
constant will converge towards a number £f; this can be done 
since they are all lying in the interval 0 < £ < 1. The limit point 
(£i> £2» * ’ ’) will obviously (for continuity reasons) be a solution 
of all the congruences (1) and hence the point (0x, 02, ■ • •) will 
lie in Tiq.

That the main theorem above contains the main theorem in
(1) can be seen in the following way. Since every integral system 
is also a system of the type S the “trivial” part of the main 
theorem in (I) (concerning the sufficiency of the condition) is 
contained in the trivial part of the general main theorem. To 
show that the non-trivial part of the general main theorem in
volves the non-trivial part of the main theorem in (I) requires 
a little consideration. We are to show that any rational system
(2) with = n2 can be transfered into an integral system. The 
general main theorem only states that it can be transfered into 
a system of the type S. By using, however, that the system is 
rational we can easily prove that the resulting system of the type 
S always must be integral. Otherwise, in fact, there would exist 
in this system a variable ym which for N sufficiently large neces
sarily becomes 0 by solution of the N first zero-congruences. The 
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solutions of the N first zero-congruences in the original system 
would therefore satisfy an equation amXxx + • • • + ampnl xPm = 0 
whose left-hand side is that linear form which in the substitution 
used is put equal to ym. Denoting, however, by G a common 
denominator of all the coefficients in the N first linear forms in 
the original system, obviously all points (hxG, h2G, • • •) where 
hx, h2, * • • are arbitrary integers will be solutions of the corre
sponding zero-congruences, and these points cannot possibly 
all satisfy the equation amXxx + • • • + amPmxPm = 0 (whose 
coefficients are not all 0). Hence our assumption has led to a 
contradiction.

That the proof of the general main theorem cannot follow 
quite the same line as the proof in the rational case given in (I) 
is due to the fact that certain finite-dimensional sets which enter 
in the investigation (see § 2), and which in (I) without real 
limitation could be supposed to be lattices, in the present case 
are modules of a more general kind. If, however, closures are 
taken of the sets in question these closures will get properties 
analogous to the sets in (I). But in order to obtain the substitution 
which transfers a given system of linear forms with jtx = ti2 into 
a system of the special type S we should still as in (I) have to 
consider the mentioned sets themselves and not their closures. 
Now, however, from the properties of the closures it would be 
possible to get at analogous properties for the sets themselves 
which would allow the seeking out of the substitution wanted. 
This would be a similar, though more complicated line to that 
followed in (I) and until recently our intension had been to use 
this arrangement. Then, however, B. Jessen asked us whether 
in the infinite-dimensional space in question a structural theorem 
existed for closed modules analogous to that holding for such 
modules in a finite-dimensional space. That this is really the 
case we could answer affirmatively by help of our main theorem. 
Later on we found a more direct proof of this structural theorem 
for closed modules in the infinite-dimensional space by using the 
dual connection between our space and another infinite-dimen
sional space, a connection which in case of the finite-dimensional 
space was introduced by M. Biesz. Now, conversely, it turned 
out that a more perspicious proof of the main theorem could 
be obtained by first establishing the structural theorem for closed 
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modules and then applying it to our problem. In fact, by applying 
this structural theorem to the closed module Z1 formed by the 
set of all solutions of the zero-congruences corresponding to the 
given system of linear forms we could directly obtain the desired 
substitution, i. e. the substitution which takes our system (1) into 
a system of the type S and thus avoiding all difficulties arising 
from the consideration of the above mentioned non-closed 
modules.

In the present paper we have prefered to give the proof in 
this latter arrangement.

§ 2. Some important sets.

Already by the definition of a system of linear forms of the 
type S we had to consider the corresponding zero-congruences. 
In our treatment of the arbitrary system of congruences (1) the 
corresponding system of zero-congruences

«næi + 012^2 + ’ ’ ’ + alnxni = 0 (mod 1)
(4) + a22x2 + • • • + a2nx„t = 0 (mod 1) 

will play an important role. In connection with the zero-con
gruences (4) we introduce the following notations.

F : The set of solutions of the zero-congruences (4).
Fm : The projection of F on the íCj • • • .rm-space.

K Hm : The closure of rm.
Z1(A): The set of solutions of the N first zero-congruences in (4). 
zl^A): The projection of on the íTi • • • xm-space.

The closure of

Here F and are point sets in the infinite-dimensional 
space while the four other sets (with lower index m) are point 
sets in the m-dimensional • • • .r7„-space. Fm and are 
obviously (vector-) modules and hence Hm and are closed 
modules. Further, for mx < in, the module Pfni is the projection 
of Fm on the xx • • • ænii-space, and similarly is the pro
jection of -4^.
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As well-known the closed modules in the • • • .rm-space 
have an especially simple structure. Let H be an arbitrary closed 
module in the m-dimensional space. Then it is possible to find 
a system of linearly independent vectors Flt • • •, Fp, V\, • • •, 
(p F g ~ m) such that H consists of all vectors (points) of the form

P — 4“ ^2^2 4~ ' * ’ + £pFp 4" ^1^1 4~ ' ’ ’ 4” hq^q
where the £’s are arbitrary numbers and the h's are arbitrary 
integers. Conversely, each such point set is a closed module. We 
shall say that the vectors h\, • • •, Fp and Vlt • • •, Vq (together) 
generate H with respectively arbitrary and integral coefficients.

If H does not contain any vector space (with exception of the 
space 0 consisting only of the origin) there can be no F-vectors 
and H is a lattice. The parallelotope determined by the vectors 
Vj, ’ ’ Vq is then called a fundamental parallelotope of the lattice.

The general closed module H can be called a lattice cylinder 
erected on the lattice generated by the vectors Vx, • • *, Vq (inte
gral coefficients) with the space determined by the vectors 
Fi, ’“,Fp as space of generatrix directions. Concerning the 
freedom by which one can choose a generating system of linearly 
independent vectors for a closed module in the m-dimensional 
space we state the following well-known

Theorem. If H is a closed module and T an arbitrary (vector-) 
space both lying in the m-dimensional space we can determine a 
system of linearly independent vectors which generates H (with 
arbitrary, respectively integral coefficients) by determining first in an 
arbitrary manner such a generating system of the closed submodule 
HC\TP, and next supplementing these vectors with certain other 
vectors (if necessary).

Let us consider the sets (5) for a numerically given system 
of zero-congruences.

Example 2. Let the system of zero-congruences be

xx— x2 = 0 (mod 1) 
|/2x2 = 0 (mod 1) 

y(xx —x2) = 0 (mod 1)

~|/2x2 = 0 (mod 1)

1) 7/fiT denotes the common part of H and T.
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-y (Xj — x2) = O (mod 1)

-^-|/2x2 = O (mod 1)

^ = (1,0) a„dV2=(±,±),

generated by the vectors Vx = (2n 1, 0) and V2 =

to the projections on the xx-axis we see that Z1Ç1) is the whole xx-axis 
while zl*2) z> zl(3) D • • • is a strictly decreasing sequence of non-closed 
modules which are all lying everywhere dense on the xx-axis. All these 
modules can be generated by a finite number of vectors, though of 
course not by linearly independent vectors; for instance zf2) is gener

ated by the vectors Vx = 1 and V2 = — and more generally Z(.2n) 
I 2 2n_1

is generated by the vectors V, = 2n— and V9 = —— J) Since the 
|/2

sets ZÇn> are everywhere dense on the xx-axis it follows that their 
closures Hf) are all equal to the whole xx-axis. Finally we see that 
r = { (0, 0, x8, x4, • • •) } where x3, x4, • • • are arbitrary numbers so 
that the sets I\ and r2 consist only of the origin.

Only the two variables xx and x2 occur in these congruences. Hence 
for m 2 the set zf£O consists of all points (xx, • • -, xm) whose pro
jections on the xx.r2-plane lie in A{,N\ just as zlW consists of all points 
(xx, x2, • • •) whose projections on the ,-rxx2-plane lie in zf2N). The set 
Z1O) is the closed module in the xxx2-plane determined by xx—x2 = 0 
(mod 1) (it may for instance be generated by Fx = (1,1) and Vx = (1,0)). 
The sets A&) Z) A<?) Z) • • • form a strictly decreasing sequence of lattices 
in the xxx2-plane; for instance A<2) is the lattice generated by the vectors

and more generally zK2n) is the lattice
As 

\ /2 /2 ]

In the rational case the knowledge of r is sufficient to decide 
whether tkx = %2 or not. In fact, by help of the main theorem 
in the rational case we can easily show that a necessary and 
sufficient condition that ttx = %2 is that r by a substitution can 
be transfered into a set which contains the “unit lattice” in the 
infinite-dimensional space, i. e. the set ( (7ix, 7i2, • • •)/ where the 
h’s are arbitrary integers. This can be seen in the following way.

1) It can easily be seen that for any m and N the set Zl™’ also in the case 
of an arbitrary system of linear forms may be generated by a finite number of 
(generally non-independent) vectors with arbitrary, respectively integral coef
ficients. In fact if M > m denotes a positive integer so large that no variable 
with larger index than M really occurs (i. e. has a coefficient different from 0) 
in any of the N first linear forms we see that A'fi' is a closed module in the 
xx • • • XjW-space and that zfi)1 is its projection on the xx • • • xm-space. The pro
jection of a system of (linearly independent) generators of the closed module 
zl.i/1 will therefore be a system of (in general linearly dependent) generators of
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(i) . If F by a substitution can be transfered into a set which 
contains the unit lattice, then the linear forms by the substitution 
must be transfered into linear forms whose corresponding zero
congruences amongst their solutions have all points (hit h2, • • •)• 
If this is used for the points (1, 0, 0, • • •), (0, 1, 0, 0, • • •), • • • 
it follows that the coefficients of xlt the coefficients of x2, • • • 
are all integral. Hence, on account of the main theorem, = tc2.

(ii) . If = n2, the linear forms can, on account of the main 
theorem, be transfered into an integral system. The corresponding 
system of zero-congruences of this integral system is obviously 
satisfied by all points from the unit lattice. Hence, by the sub
stitution, r is transfered into a set which contains the unit lattice.

In the general case inhere the coefficients are arbitrary numbers 
the knowledge of r is not sufficient to decide whether = tc2. In 
fact we can easily indicate two systems of linear forms which 
have the same r but such that =|= n2 for the one system and 
Tii = ^2 for the other. This we do in the following example.

Example 3. We consider the two systems of linear forms

27 æ1

1
*1

1’

where the first system is the same as that used in example 1, § 1. In 
both systems only the one variable xx really occurs. It is clear that 
the two systems have the same f, namely the set {(0, x2, x3, '••')} where 
x2, x3,... are arbitrary numbers. The first system, however, has =j= n2—■ 
in fact we proved in example 1 that the point , • • J was lying in n2 

but not in —while the second system obviously has jrx = n2 since 
in reality it only contains a finite number (namely 2) of linear forms.

While, thus, a consideration of P alone cannot decide whether 
Tii = 7t2 we shall see in the following paragraph that the know
ledge of the sets is sufficient for that purpose.
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§ 3. The sets Hm and the condition = h2.

In this paragraph we shall indicate as a statement on the sets
H,,^ a necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of
%x — n2. Moreover, in the case = ti2 we shall find a con- 

! nection between the sets and Hm.

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that ji1 = %2 is
that for every m = 1, 2, • • • the sequence of m-dimensional sets

h™ 2 h!„2) 2 h£> 2 • • •

is constant from a certain step (depending on in).
Additional Theorem. If 2 H&? 2 2 • • • for every m

is constant from a certain step (and hence 7cr = n2) this constant 
set is just the set Hnv

We remark that if for a given m the sequence

H(1) 2 H(2) 2 H(3) 2 • • •11 III = III — 11 III =
is constant (= 0m) from a certain step jV0 then for every mr < m 
the sequence

H(1) 2 2 H(3) 2 • • •

will also—at the latest from the same step—be constant (= 
the closure of the projection of on the • • • xmi-space); for 
two sets (viz. and for N > A'o) in the • • • xm-space 
with identical closures (viz. øni) are projected into two sets in the 
æi ’ ’ ’ æ/n/space with identical closures, because the condition 

J that two sets have identical closures is that every point in each
f of the sets can be approximated by points in the other and this

property obviously is preserved by projection.
We divide the theorem above, together with its addition, in 

a theorem A for the sufficiency and the addition and a theorem B 
for the necessity.

Theorem A. If for every m the sequence

H(1) 2 H(2) 2 H(3) 2 • • •11 in = J1Ill =. 11 III —
is constant from a certain step, then = n2 and the constant set 
is equal to Hm.
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Proof. We first show that = jc2. Denoting by (0x, 02, • • •) 
an arbitrary point from n2 we are to show that it also lies in 
i. e. that there exists a solution Y — (ylt y2, • • •) of all the con
gruences (1). Let

be constant for N > Nm where the integral sequence Nm more
over is chosen to be strictly increasing (and hence -> °°).

We take our starting-point in an arbitrary positive integer 
Af1) and in an arbitrary chosen solution y(M) = (y[M\ y<™\ ’ ' •) 
of the Nm first congruences (1). Next we choose a solution 
Y(aî+1)  • • •) of the Nm+1 first congruences.
This solution can be altered by an arbitrary point from
_/i(Aji+i), i. e. for any point Z('v+1) from Z(Arji+1) (and no other 
points) the point X(M+1) + Z(M+1) is again a solution of the 
NM+1 first congruences; this is true since yl(*v-if+i) js the set of 
solutions of the NM+1 first zero-congruences (4). Hence ive can 
alter the solution X(M+1) = (a/fv+1), æ2M+1)> ’ ’ *) such that the 
projected point • • •, is altered by an arbitrary
point from when only the other coordinates of X(M+1>
are altered in a suitable manner. Our wish is now that the altered 
point X(M+1) + Z(M+1) shall lie “near to” y(M). Since NM+i > NM 
the point X(M+1) is as a solution of the NRI first congruences 
and hence their difference y(AZ)— ^(M+i) *s ]yjng jn The
difference of the projected points (y(™\ • • •, i/w}) — (æî'V+1), ■ ’ *, 
a¿ví+1)) will therefore lie in /1(A-V) and hence a fortiori in H^M) 
and hence also in Since, as mentioned above, the solu.
tion X(M+1) of the NM+1 first congruences can be altered to an
other solution y<M+1> — (y(1Ai+1), y-/I+r>, • • •) of these congruences 
such that the difference (j/iV+1)> * ’ l/w +1)) — (æiV+1), * * ’> 
æAf/+1)) becomes an arbitrarily chosen point of and
since the previous difference (y[M\ ’ ‘ *, z/aP) — (x(//+1), ’ * ’> 
æâ//+1)) is lying in the closure of the set it
is clear that to every eM > 0 we can choose our solution y(M+1> 
such that the first of the two Af-dimensional point-differences 
^-approximates the latter, i. e. such that

1) For the proof of = n2 we could choose M = 1. When M is chosen 
arbitrarily it is in view of the proof of the additional theorem.

/
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I (yiM+1) - 4M+1)) - (y(iv/) - ¿M+1)) I = I yïM+1) - I <
< eM.

< SM+1
I (¡Ä+i’ - <++,2’) - (ÄV>- xíK2’) I = < £m+1-

I (</S'+,) - <+1)) - (yff> - <+,)) I = 

Next, let X<M+2> = (x<M+2>,

!/íM+2)- #,+l)

(M+2) „(M + 1)yiM+i —y™+i

Um — 1/w
æCAi+2), . . .) Jje a solution of 

ihc Nm+2 first congruences (1). This solution can be altered by 
an arbitrary point from Z(A-V+-) and hence X(M+2) can be 
altered such that the projected point (x{M+2\ • • •, is
altered by an arbitrary point from A^^+2^ when only the other 
coordinates of X(M+2) are altered in a suitable manner. Our 
wish is that the altered point shall lie “near to” Y(M+1\ Since 
Nm+2 > -^m+i tfie point X^M12) is as y<M+1> a solution of the 
Ay/+1 first congruences. The difference (yiM+1), • • -, yS+i^) — 
(æiA/+2), • • -, æ$+i2)) is therefore lying in ^7+i+1) and hence 
a fortiori in H^m+i) and hence also in H^M+2\ Since, as 
mentioned above, the solution X(M+2) of the NM+2 first con
gruences can be altered to another solution Y(M+2) = (u{M+2\ 
1/2 “’*'■) of these congruences such that the difference (yiM+2), 
' * ’» J/m+i2)) — (æiA/+2), • • -, 4i+i2)) becomes an arbitrarily 
chosen point of zi^+2) and since the previous difference 
(l/i3/ rl), ‘ l/iw+i^) — (æiM+2), • • -, æA/+i2)) is lying in the 
closure H^+i^ of the set ^\7+i+2) it is clear that to every 
£m+i > 0 we can choose the solution Y(M+2) such that the first 
ol the two (M + l)-dimensional point-differences eA.i+1-approx- 
imates the latter, i. e. such that

I (yiM+2)-4M+2)) - (y(1M+1>-æ(1M+2)) I =

In general, i. e. for an arbitrary n>M+l, let the point
= (æin\ \ ‘ ') be a solution of the Nn first congruences 

(1). Ibis solution can be altered by an arbitrary point from AtN") 
and hence Ar(n) can be altered such that the projected point 
(æin), • • -, æn —i) is altered by an arbitrary point from 
when only the other coordinates of A(A) are altered in a suitable 
manner. Our wish is that the altered point shall lie “near to” 
ytn-i) s|nce > tiie poiht X(n) is as y(n~*) a solution
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of the Nn_1 first congruences. The difference (z/Ç° 1), • • •, y(„_ 11)) 
— (æin), • • •> æn"—i) is therefore lying in and hence a
fortiori in and hence also in H(Nn\ Since, as mentionedn — 1 n — 1
above, the solution X(n) of the Nn first congruences can be altered 
to another solution Y(n) = (yin), y^¿\ • • •) of these congruences 
such that the difference (y(i'\ ’ ’ y^L^) — (æi°\ * * *, 4-1) læ- 
comes an arbitrarily chosen point of and since the previous 
difference (pin—J), • • *, i/n"—í^) — (æin)» ’ * *> æn*—i) is tying in the 
closure H(Nn} of the set ÆAn) it is clear that to every £n_i > 0 
we can choose the point Y(n) such that the first of the two (n — 1)- 
dimensional point-differences £n_^approximates the other, i. e. 
such that

|(yín,-4"’)-(y?-1>-4n,)| = ly^-y^’l < «„-i

4-1) —4-i)| = |yi."’.i-yfc'11)| < *„-i

00

Choosing our e’s such that er is convergent we consider
the sequence M

y,m>=(yr. yr. • ■ •> 
y(M+l> = (JM+V y<M+l>, . . .) 
y<«+2>=(y(M+2>j!;<M+2)j...)

The M first coordinate sequences {/rU+2), •••(? =
1, 2, • • •, M) satisfy

1{Ap) — yW I = er f°r P > Q = M
Q

while each of the following coordinate sequences y^1 +1),
yb'/+2) ) ... (n > M q_ i) satisfy

I y(nP) — y(n9) ¿ sr for p > q > n.

Q
Hence, in particular, all the coordinate sequences converge 
towards respective numbers yv y2, ’ ’ ’• The limit point

Y = (yi, U2> ’ • •) 
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will then be a solution of all the congruences (1). In fact, to see 
that Y is a solution of the 7Vlh congruence we observe that 
yin) = (l/i > ?/2n)> ' ‘ ') from a certain step is a solution of this 
congruence. Since only a finite number of variables really occurs 
in the congruence the statement follows from continuity reasons. 
Thus (Oj, 02, • • •) is lying in and hence — ti2. Out of regard 
to the following we observe that the M first coordinates yit • • •, 
yM of Y satisfy the inequalities

I ± e,
M

(6) 

M

00

Now, to conclude the proof of theorem A, we have to show 
that the constant final set in the sequence

2 W«’ 2 2 • • •

for every M = 1, 2, • - • is equal to HM. Since rM Ç it is 
plain that HM C In order to show that, conversely,

£ Hm for an arbitrarily given M we use the proof above 
in the case 0! = 02 = • • • = 0 with our present M as the M in 
the proof. The previous point y(M) = (y(™\ • • •) is then an
arbitrary point from A(V‘v) and the projected point • • -, 

is therefore an arbitrary point from A^‘}l\ We are to show 
that • • -, yffl) can be approximated by points from rM. 
But this is an immediate consequence of the fact that (in the 
present case 01 = 02 = • • • = 0) the point Y constructed in the 
proof above is lying in F and that its M first coordinates satisfy

00

the inequalities (6) where \ er can be chosen arbitrarily small. 
M

Theorem B. If = n2 the sequence

«S’ 2 «Í,? 2 «S’ 2 • • •

will for every m be constant from a certain step.
Proof. Indirectly, we assume that there exists an m0 for which 

H«>2Hg2Hg2-- • is not constant from a certain step and
1). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Nedd. XXIV, 12. 2 
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are to show that ttx 4= ^2- i- e- that there exists a (0X, 02, * ’ ’) 
which belongs to tt2 but not to %x. We first consider the geometric 
appearance of the sequence ol modules (n = 1, 2, • • •). 
This sequence is an essentially decreasing1* sequence of lattice 
cylinders (see § 2). It is therefore plain that from a certain step 
n > No the least space (vector space) which contains W,"1, and 
the space of generatrix directions of the cylinder H1,"*, will be 
constant spaces Rp and Rpi of dimensions (say) p and />x. Further
more from this step the lattice base Gn of Hÿ can be chosen in 
such a way that the least space which contains Gn is a fixed 
space Rq (dimension q with p = Pi+(])• The lattices Gn form 
from this step an essentially decreasing sequence in their com
mon least space Rq. Therefore the 7-dimensional content of the 
fundamental parallelotope of Gn (“fundamental content Gn") is 
an essentially increasing sequence which —> 00 (since the funda
mental content is at least doubled by the transition from one 
lattice to the next every time the lattices are dillerent).

By K (7) we denote the open sphere in Rq with radius q and 
center 0 as also the 7-dimensional content of this sphere. By 
C (7) we denote the corresponding sphere cylinder in Rp with 
the sphere /\(@) as base and the space of generatrix directions 
R We also consider spheres in Rq whose centers are not lying 
in 0 and the corresponding sphere cylinders in Rq. In the following 
we denote for abbreviation sphere cylinders with base-sphere in 
Rq and space of generatrix directions Rpi as “sphere cylinders’’ 
without further specification. By the sphere cylinder around the 
point P in Rp with radius q we understand the sphere cylinder 
corresponding to the sphere with radius q and center in the 
projection of P on Rq in the direction of Rpi.

We first determine a sequence of strictly increasing positive 
numbers Nlt N.¿, • • -, Nr, • • • and the corresponding positive 
numbers q2, • • -, Qr, ‘ ’ by the following procedure.

Io. Let Nx No be chosen such that the fundamental content 
GNi is larger than the sphere content A(l). Then the sphere A(l) 
cannot contain a complete system of representatives in Rq modulo 
Gn¡ and hence the sphere cylinder C(l) cannot contain a complete 

1) An essentially decreasing sequence of sets is here and in the following a 
sequence where every element is contained in the preceding and which is not 
constant from a certain step. The expression, an essentially increasing sequence 
of numbers, used below', has an analogous meaning.
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system of representatives in Rp modulo To this A\ we 
choose the positive number so large that every sphere in Rq 
with radius pi contains a complete system of representatives in 
Rq modulo GNi and hence also a complete system of representa
tives in Rp modulo H(pp. In particular, everyone of our sphere 
cylinders in R with radius will contain a complete system of 
representatives in Rp modulo

2°. Next we determine N2 > such that the fundamental 
content GNt is larger than K(Qi~\~ 2). Then the sphere cylinder 
C (px 2) cannot contain a complete system of representatives in 
Rp modulo To this N¡¡ we determine the positive number 
q2 so large that everyone of our sphere cylinders in Rp with 
radius q2 contains a complete system of representatives in R„ 
modulo

v°. After having determined and we determine 
N„ > Nt,_1 such that the fundamental content Gn,, is larger than 

+ v). Then the sphere cylinder 4- v) cannot contain
a complete system of representatives in R modulo To
this N„ we determine the positive number so large that every
one of our sphere cylinders in R with radius contains a 
complete system of representatives in Rp modulo

After having determined N,, and ot, (v = 1, 2, • • •) we now 
pass to the direct searching of a point (0x, Q2, • • •) which belongs 
to the set %2 but not to the set ziq. The idea in this (successive) 
determination modulo 1 of the numbers 0x, 02, • • •, the kernel of 
which can be found in example 1, § 1, is that we try to see that 
the set of projections (xx, • • •, æmo) on the • • • .rmo-space of all 
solutions (xx, x2, • • •) of the N first congruences (1) will lie 
farther and farther away from 0 for increasing values of N. 
More precisely, we will see that the set of projections for N — N„ 
will lie in Rp and outside C(r).

1st step. We first choose an arbitrary point = (a?x , xp, • • •) 
in the infinite-dimensional space which only satisfies the con
dition that the projected point P^J = (æ^, • • x(P) is lying 
in Rp and has no equivalent point modulo H(pp lying in C(l).

2*
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Such a point exists on account of Io since C(l) docs not contain 
a complete system of representatives in Rp modulo We
substitute (.rx, x2, • • •) = (x^, x%\ • • •) in the 2VX first linear 
forms (2). The numbers thus determined (but only considered 
modulo 1) shall be our numbers 0lt 02, • • -, 0Ni. We observe 
that the total set of solutions of the 2VX first congruences (1) (with 
the 0’s just chosen) is the set P(1) + because Zl(Al) is the set
of solutions of the iVx first zero-congruences. From the choice 
of P(1) it follows that the projection of this set P(1^ + /1(A1) on the 
æi ' • • æiiJo-space—i- e- thc set which consists of all
points equivalent to P^ modulo —is lying in Rp and out
side C(l).

2nd step. Next we choose (which is possible from the choice 
of N2) a point Pg = (42)> “ in Rp which has no equi
valent point modulo in C(px + 2). The sphere cylinder in 
Rp around with radius contains (on account of the choice 
of px) a point equivalent to Pæ modulo Since is 
lying everywhere dense in this cylinder also contains a point 
P^ = (æi2)» ’ ' ’» xm>) equivalent to P^ modulo We can 
therefore choose a point P(2) = (,rx2), x^\ • • •) whose projection 
on the .tx • • • icmo-space is P^J and which is equivalent to 1>(1} 
modulo In particular P(2) is a solution of the ATX first con
gruences (1). We now substitute (xlf x2, • • •) = (rrx2), x(̂ \ • • •) 
in the N2 first linear forms (2) and denote the numbers thus 
determined (modulo 1) by 0X, • • •, 6Nt. The first of these 
numbers coincide with the numbers 0X, • • •, 0N¡ determined by 
the first step, since Pi2) satisfies the 2VX first congruences (formed 
with these 0’s). We now consider the set of solutions (xlt x2, • ■ •) 
of the N2 first (with the above 0’s formed) congruences (1), i. e. 
the set P(2)+ Then the projection of this set on the xx • • • 
xmo-space—i. e. the set P^ 4- 71^2) which consists of all points 
equivalent to P„2) modulo Zl^2)—is lying in Rp and outside 
C(2); that the set is lying in Rp is plain, and the second state
ment follows from the fact that P',2) is lying in a sphere cylinder 
around Z)^2) with radius @x where 1)^° has no equivalent point in 
C(øx+2) modulo and hence a fortiori no equivalent 
point modulo zl^2).
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vth step. We choose (which is possible from the choice of NA) 
a point — (d<x\ • • •, d(rf>) in R which has no equivalent point 
modulo in C(^,z_1 + v)- The sphere cylinder in Rp around 

with radius contains (on account of the choice of ßr—1) 
a point equivalent to P^o—1) modulo 7/^—1) and hence also a 
point P^ = (æir), • ' •> equivalent to Pn¿—1) modulo .4^"— 
We can therefore choose a point PM = x£\ • • •) whose
projection on the Xx • • • a?mo-space is P(„A and which is equivalent 
to pi*7—i) modulo In particular P(A is a solution of the
Nt,_x first congruences (1). We now substitute (oq, x2, • • •) = 
(x{Af x[r\ • • •) in the Nv first linear forms (2) and denote the 
numbers thus determined (modulo 1) by 0lf • • -, 0^. The Nl,_1 
first of these numbers coincide with the numbers 0x, • • -, On^—i 

determined by the (v — l)th step. We consider the set of solutions 
(xlt x2, • • •) of the N„ first (with the above 0’s formed) con
gruences (1). Then the projection of this set on the xx • • • xni<- 
space—i. e. the set P^H- which consists of all points equi
valent to PJJJ modulo lies in Pp and outside C(v); that the 
set is lying in Rp is plain, and the second statement follows from 
the fact that P¡í'^ is lying in a sphere cylinder around with 
radius i where D(r„° has no equivalent point in C(qi/_1+v) 

modulo and hence a fortiori no equivalent point
modulo A^/>.

In this manner we have got a point (0lt 02, • • •) with the 
desired properties. In fact, the point is belonging to n2 since for 
every v the N„ first (with these 0’s formed) congruences (1) have 
a solution P^A = (x(At æW, • • .)} and here N„ -> oo for v -> oo. 
On the other hand the point (0lt 02, • • •) does not belong to 7rx, 
i. e. there is no solution of the whole system of congruences (1); 
for every solution of the Nr first congruences has a projection 
on the Xx • • ' æmo-space which lies in Rp and outside C(v).

Remark. The theorems of this paragraph connect the con
dition = tc2 with the closures and Hm of the modules 
zln^ and Pm. We shall mention that analogous theorems hold 
for the sets and themselves, viz.

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that = ^2 iS 
that for every m = 1, 2, •• • the sequence
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A(1) 2 A(2) Z(3) 2 • • •

is constant from a certain step (depending on in).
Additional Theorem. If A$ 2 A(2) 2 zl¡3) 2 • • • for every in 

is constant from a certain step this constant set is just the set rm.
If these theorems, as their analogues for the closures, are 

divided in a theorem A for the sufficiency and the addition and 
a theorem B for the necessity, the theorem A is even simpler 
to prove than the previous theorem A. Theorem B, however, lies 
deeper than its analogue. We can obtain the new theorem B from 
the old one by the following

Theorem. For an arbitrary system of linear forms (1) (with 
or =j= ti2) there exists to every positive integer m an 

integer M m and a positive integer N such that the sequence 
¿¡J0 2 /lm+1) 2 Z^+2)2 • • • is the projection on the æi • • • 
xm-space of the sequence Hffl 2 H$+1) 2 H(£+2) 2 •••.

We omit, however, the proofs of these theorems which are 
unnecessary for the proof of our main theorem in its present 
framing (cp. p. 8-9).

§ 4. The structure of closed modules in the 
infinite-dimensional space.

In this paragraph we shall study the closed modules in our 
infinite-dimensional space—which from now on is denoted by 
Rx—where the underlying convergence notion, occasionally used 
in the previous paragraphs, is that of convergence in each of 
the coordinates. As we shall see the closed modules in the space 
Rx possess quite a similar structure as that of the closed modules 
in the usual m-dimensional space Rm (see § 2).

In order to prove the structure theorem in R we shall use 
the analogous structure theorem in Rm, m = 1, 2, • • •. The 
transition from the finite-dimensional case is, however, not a 
trivial one. We shal have to put in an intermediate space Rx 
between the finite-dimensional spaces Rm and the space Rx. The 
space R is as Rx an infinite-dimensional space, but while a 
point X = (aq, x2, ’ • •) in Rx may have quite arbitrary coor- 
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dînâtes, a point A = (ax, a2, ° ° °)1} in R always has coor
dinates which from a certain step (depending on the point) are 
0, i. e. an = 0 for n ¡> N = N(A).

Between the spaces Rx and Rx there exists, when a con
vergence notion in Rx is suitably chosen, a duality. Once esta
blished this duality permits us to get at the structure theorem 
for closed modules in Rx from an analogous structure theorem 
for closed modules in Rx. Now, as mentioned, the space Rx is 
lying nearer to the finite-dimensional spaces Rm than does R°°, 
in fact it can be exhausted by the ’ am-space for m -> co. 
This is the reason why, as we shall see, the structure theorem 
in Rx can easily be obtained from the finite-dimensional case.

The duality, mentioned above, between Rx and Rx is ana
logous to a duality considered by M. Riesz between two m- 
dimcnsional spaces Rm = {(ax, • • -, am)} and Rm = {(xlt • • -, xm)}.

If M is an arbitrary module in Rm Riesz considers the point 
set in (the other space) Rm consisting of all points A = (ax, • • •, 
am) from this latter Rm for which

A • X = «!#!+ a2x2 + ’ • ‘ + amxm = 0 (mod 1)

for every point X = (xx, x2, • • -, æm) from Al. This point set is 
a closed module in Rm and is called the dual module of Af. We 
denote it by Al'. If we repeat the operation of passing to the 
dual module we get a closed module Al" = (Al')' in (the original 
space) Rm. The relation between M and M" appears from the 
following important theorem.

Riesz’s Theorem. If M is an arbitrary module in Rm the dual 
module Al" of its dual module M' is the closure M of Al, i. e.

Al" = M.

For a closed modifie H in Rm we get in particular H" = H.
We now pass to the establishment of the duality between 

Rx and R , or rather that side of the duality which will be 
needed in the following. A full account of the duality can be 
found in another paper2) where the topic of this paragraph is 
discussed in more detail.

1) For points in Rx we use the notation (au a2, o o o) in order to make apparent 
that their coordinates are all zero from a certain step.

2) H. Bohr and E. Følner: On a structure theorem for closed modules in 
an infinite-dimensional space, to appear elsewhere.
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Let T be an arbitrary linear transformation in R and let 
the fundamental points (1, 0, 0, ° ° °), (0, 1, 0, ° ° °), • • • by the 
transformation be taken into the points

T{(1, 0, 0, • ••)} = S,= (/„, •>■>•)
T{(0, 1, 0, •-)} = S! = (i12, •••)

from Rx. The arbitrary point A = (cq, a2, ° ° °) from Rx will 
then be carried into the point

B = T(A) = flpSi + a2S2 + ° ° °.

Introducing the matrix T — {trs} the linear transformation may 
be written B = TA. In the following we denote a linear trans
formation in Rx and the corresponding (uniquely determined) 
matrix by the same letter T.

Conversely, each such matrix equation

X Í11Í12 • • • «1

b2 t2lt22 • • • a2
o 0 0 • 0

o 0 0 O’

. o . .00 . 0 .

where the column vectors are arbitrary points from Rx is a 
linear transformation in R .00

We now define the scalar product between two points 
A = (cq, a2, 0 ° °) and X — (aq, x2, ‘ ' •) from Rx and R ', 
respectively. We put

A • X = X • A = aiæi+ a2x2 + ° ° °.

In matrix notation the scalar product is expressed by A*X or 
X*A1) when we agree on considering the points as column vec
tors (for convenience we usually write them horizontally).

For a given linear transformation T in R and two variable 
points X and Y from Rx we now set up the condition

(7) A • X — T(A) • Y for every A from Rx.

1) The star denotes the operation of transposing a matrix.
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Wc shall show that this condition on X and Y is equivalent to 
a linear transformation in 7?” (expressed by linear expressions 
as (3), § 1) of Y into X (and thus, in particular, that to any 
given Y there exists one and only one X satisfying (7)).

In matrix notation the condition runs as follows

A*X = (TA)* Y or A*X = A*T*Y.

Putting successively A* = (1, 0, 0, ° ° °), (0, 1, 0, oo°), • • • in 
this relation we get

(8) X = T*Y

and conversely the former condition follows from (8) by left
multiplying it with A*.

Putting (8) into (7) and changing Y to X we get the relation

(9) A • T*(X) = T(A) • X for every A from Rx and
every X from Rx.

We now define a substitution in R as a linear, one-to-one 00 9

transformation of R onto R .
00 00

If T is a substitution the condition (7) is equivalent to the 
condition

(10) A • Y = T~Í(A) • X for every A from Rx,

in fact we have only substituted T—1(A) for A and interchanged 
the two sides of the equation (7). Here T~1 denotes the inverse 
substitution of T. Since (7) is equivalent to (8) we see that (10) 
is equivalent to
(11) Y=(T~1)*X.

Hence also the relations (8) and (11) are equivalent which shows 
that T* is a one-to-one transformation of Rx onto Rx and there
fore what we have called a substitution in R (see § 1). Putting 
T' = (T*)~* and replacing X by T'(X) in (9) we obtain the 
following

Theorem 1. If T is a substitution in R then T* is a sub- 
stitution in R ' and there exists a uniquely determined substitution 
T' in Rx such that
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(12) A • X = T (A) • T'(X) for every A from Rx and 
every X from R°°,

viz. the substitution T' = (71*)-x = (71-1)*.
We call T' the dual substitution of 7’.
In order to speak of closed modules in Rx and 7?°° we must 

know the underlying convergence notion of the two spaces. We 
have already mentioned that in R ' our convergence notion is 
that of convergence in every coordinate. In order to define a 
suitable convergence notion in Rx we first observe that our con
vergence notion in R* may also be stated as follows:

A sequence X(n) converges towards X if and only if

A • X^-> A • X for every A from R*.

In fact, since a point A from R only contains a finite number 
of non-zero coordinates the former condition involves the latter, 
and conversely, the former condition is obtained from the latter 
by putting successively A = (1, 0, 0, 0 ° °), (0, 1, 0, ° ° °), • • •.

In the new form the notion of convergence in Rx has a dual 
notion of convergence in Rx :

A sequence A(n) of points from Rx is said to converge towards 
a point A from Rx if and only if

X • A^n^-> X • A for every X from R°°.

This is going to be our convergence notion in 7?oc.1)
Remark. Our substitutions in R are obviously bicontinuous. 

In order to show that our substitutions in R are also bicon- 
00

tinuous we remark that on account of (9) every linear trans
formation T in R is continuous; in fact, when A(n)—> A we get 
from (9)

X • T(A(n)) = T*(X) • A(n)-> T*(X) • A = X • T(A)

for every X from R°° which shows that 7’(A(n)) TÇA). It can

1) In the following we shall only use the definition of convergence in in 
the above form; we may, however, mention that this definition, as easily seen, 
is equivalent to the following (more direct) one: Convergence of a sequence in 
Ux means convergence in every coordinate and moreover the existence of a p 
only depending on the sequence, such that all points of the sequence have 0 on 
the coordinate places with higher number than p 
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easily be shown that our substitutions in 7?“ or 7?^ are just the 
linear, one-to-one, bicontinuous transformations of the space onto 
itself (in the case of Rx nothing is left to prove).

For an arbitrary closed module H in Rx we consider the 
point set 77' in R °° which consists of all points X for which

A • X = 0 (mod 1) for every A from H.

Obviously the set 77' is a module. Furthermore 77' is closed, for 
if X(n)-> X in Rx and all X(n) are lying in 77', then for every 
A from 77 we have 0 = A • X(n)-> A • X so that A • X = 0. We 
call the closed module 77' the dual module of the closed module 
77. The following simple theorem indicates the connection between 
the two notions, dual module and dual substitution.

Theorem 2. If me subject a closed module 77 in Rx to a sub
stitution T and subject the dual module H' in Rx to the dual sub
stitution T' then the resulting module Tr(H'') in the latter case is 
the dual module of the resulting module T(H) in the former case, 
i. e.

T'(H') = (T(Hyy.

This is an immediate consequence of the relation (12) when 
we only observe that T(A) runs through T(H) and T'(X) runs 
through T'(H') when A runs through 77 and X through 77'.

We have defined above the dual module of a closed module 
from Rx. Analogously, we define the dual module 77' of a closed 
module 77 from R ’ as the point set (eo ipso closed module) 
consisting of the points A from R for which

X*A = 0 (mod 1) for every X from 77.

Then we have the following important

Theorem 3. For an arbitrarg closed module H in Rx the dual 
module H" of its dual module H' is the module itself, i. e.

77" = 77.

Obviously 77" 3 77. Thus we only have to prove that 77" Ç 77. 
Let then Y = (ylt y2, • • •) be an arbitrary point from 77". In 
order to show that Y is lying in 77, let m be an arbitrary positive 
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integer. We consider the points (ax, a2, ’ ' am, 0, 0, ° 0 °) = (ar, 
a2, ' ‘ '> am) from the common part L of H' and the a1a2 ‘ ' am- 
space. Then for every point in L we have

(13) ({/i, y2, ’ ' *, i/m) * (ai. Û2» • ’ •> = 0 (mod 1).

Next, let M denote the projection of H on the xxx2 • • • xm-space 
(i. e. the set of points (xlt x2, • • •, xm) arising from the points 
(xlt x2, • • ♦) of H by cancelling all coordinates with indices > in). 
M is again a module, but not necessarily a closed module. Plainly, 
L = M' and thus on account of (13) the point (yv y2, • • •, ym) 
belongs to M". Now, according to Riesz’s theorem

M" = M

and hence (yx, y2, • • -, yni) can be approximated by points (.rb 
x2, • • -, xm) from M. Since m is arbitrary it follows that Y = 
(171, U2> ‘ ‘ ') can be approximated by points (x1( x2, • • •) from 
H, i. e. Y must lie in H — H, q. e. d.

We shall now prove the following structure theorem for 
closed modules in R .oc

Structure Theorem Jf. A closed module H in the infinite
dimensional space R is a point set E which by a substitution can 
be transfered into a point set of a special form, in the following 
denoted by S , namely a point set ¡ (ax, a2, ° 0 °) } of the following 
structure: The indices 1, 2, • • •, n, • • • can be divided into three 
fixed classes {nr}, {ns}, { nt ) depending only on the point set, 
such that the coordinates anr independently run through all num
bers, and the coordinates aUs independently run through all inte
gers, while all the remaining coordinates ani are constantly zero. 
Only, of course, the simultaneous variation of the anr and the ans 
in the set is limited by the obvious demand that (cq, a2, °0 °) 
always shall lie in Rx, i. e. have 0 from a certain coordinate place 
(depending on the point). Conversely, each such point set E is a 
closed module.

The latter part of the theorem follows immediately from the 
remark on p. 26.

In order to prove the first (and real) part of the theorem, 
let Hm denote the common part of H and the xr • • • xm-space. 
Then, obviously, Hm is in the usual sense a closed module in 
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the cq • • • am-space. Furthermore, Hm is the common part of 
Hm+i an(l the «i ‘ ’ am-space. Hence it follows from the the
orem on p. 10, for m = 1, 2, • • •, that we can generate succes
sively the closed modules Hlf H2, • ■ • by linearly independent 
vectors with arbitrary and integral coefficients in such a way that 
the generating vectors of Hm+1 are the generating vectors of Hm 
with the same types of coefficients, in connection with other 
vectors (if necessary). In this way we get a sequence of linearly 
independent vectors Glt G2, • • • which provided with suitable 
types of coefficients (integral or arbitrary) will generate H (gene
ration of course in the sense that for each vector of H only a 
finite number of generators is used). With arbitrary coefficients 
the vectors spann a subspace R(H) of Rx. Let R± denote the 
common part of R(H) and the oq-axis. If the space Rr is not 
the whole oq-axis, but only the 0-vector we place a non-zero 
vector on the aq-axis. Then this vector together with R(H) will 
spann a space 7?(1) which contains the aq-axis. If R(H) itself 
contains the aq-axis we put 7?(1)= R(H). Next, let R2 denote the 
common part of 7?1'1 and the aqaq-plane. If the space R2 is not 
the whole aqaq-plane, but only the aq-axis we place a vector in 
the aqaq-plane outside the aq-axis. Then this vector together with 
/?(1) will spann a space which contains the æxa;2-plane. If 

itself contains the aqaq-plane we put 7?(2) = 7?(1). In this way 
we continue. If the vectors thus found in some way or other 
are put into a sequence with the vectors Glf G2, ’ ’ ’ we get a 
sequence of linearly independent vectors Ult U2, - • • which pro
vided with suitable types of coefficients (zero, integral or arbi
trary) will generate H and with mere arbitrary coefficients the 
whole space R*. The linear independence of Ult U2, • • • secures 
that each point in Rx has only one representation by this gener
ation. Hence

B = a1U1+ a2U2 + ° °0

is a substitution in Rx of A = (ax, a2, ° ° °) into B. It takes the 
fundamental vectors (1, 0, 0, ° ° °), (0, 1, 0, °°°), • • • into the 
vectors Ult U2, •••. Therefore the inverse substitution, which 
takes Uit U2, • • • into the fundamental vectors, will take the 
closed module H into a set {(alt a2, ° ° °)} determined by 
«i = 0 for certain i, af arbitrary integral for certain z, and 
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a¡ arbitrary for the remaining z. This proves structure 
theorem R .

00

By help of structure theorem and the duality between 
Ra and R°° we shall now obtain the main result of this para
graph, viz.

Structure Theorem II . A closed module in the infinite-dimen
sional space R ' is a point set E which by a substitution can be 
transfered into a point set of a special form, denoted by S°°, 
namely a point set { (xlt x2, • • •) } of the following structure' The 
indices 1, 2, • • -, n, • • • can be divided into three fixed classes 
{nr}, {ns},[nt} which depend only on the point set, such that 
the coordinates xnr independently run through all numbers, and 
the coordinates xn¡¡ independently run through all integers, while 
all the remaining coordinates xnt are constantly zero. Conversely, 
each such point set E is a closed module.

Again, the latter part of the theorem follows immediately from 
the remark on p. 26.

In order to obtain a proof of the first (and real) part of the 
theorem by help of the corresponding theorem in Rx let us first 
show that the dual module of a closed module of the special 
form SK is a closed module of the special form S™. More precisely 
we shall prove

Theorem 4. For a closed module H in Rx of the special form 
SM, explicitly {(iZj, o2, oo°)} with the coordinates anr arbitrary, 
the coordinates an¡¡ integral, and the coordinates ant zero, the dual 
module H' in R°° is of the special form S°°, and more precisely 
the dual module is {(xlf x2, • • •) } where the xRr are zero, the 
Xns integral, and the xni arbitrary.

We first observe that obviously all points X of the form 
mentioned are lying in H'. Conversely, we have to show that 
all points in H' have the form mentioned. Since the points X 
in H' have to fulfill

(° 0 0 ^nr 0 ° °) • X = 0 (mod 1) for all values £nr

it follows that the n/h coordinate of X must be zero, and since

(ooo i ooo) . X = 0 (mod 1)
1 2 • • • ns • • • 
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it follows that the nsth coordinate of X must be integral. This 
proves theorem 4.

We have now got all means necessary to prove structure 
theorem R . Let first H be an arbitrary closed module in R . 
Then on account of structure theorem R there exists a sub- 

00

stitution T in Rx such that T(H) has the special form S . The 
dual module H' of H is a closed module in Rx. We shall show 
that H' by a substitution can be taken into a closed module of 
the special form S°°. In fact, the dual substitution T of T has 
this property, for it follows from theorem 2 that T'(H') — (T(H)y 
and from theorem 4 that (T(H))', as the dual module of a 
closed module of the special form Sx, is itself a closed module 
of the special form S . Hence we see that every closed module 
in R which is the dual module of a closed module in Rx by 
a substitution can be taken into a set of the form 5°°. In order 
to complete the proof of structure theorem Rx we therefore only 
have to show that every closed module H in R can be written 
in the form K' where K is a closed module in R . This, how- 
ever, is a consequence of theorem 3 which tells that H = H" 
so that for K we may use H'.

§ 5. Proof of the main theorem.

Already in § 1 we have formulated the main theorem and 
proved the simple “half” of it, namely that a sufficient condition 
that a system of linear forms (2) have 7ir — is that the system 
by a substitution can be taken into a system of the type S. We 
shall now show that this condition is also necessary, i. e. that 
every system of linear forms which has by a substitution
can be taken into a system of the type S.

For a system of congruences (1) the set F of solutions of the 
corresponding zero congruences is obviously always (i. e. whether 

= 7t2 or n°t) a closed module in R . Hence the structure 
theorem Rx from § 4 states that there exists a substitution T 
which takes r into a point set of the form S , corresponding 
(say) to the classes ( nr}, (nJ, (nz). By this substitution T the 
system of linear forms will be taken into a system where the 
coefficient columns corresponding to the variables xRr arc zero 
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columns while the coefficient columns corresponding to the 
variables xns are integral columns. This is seen by putting 
(° ° ° £nr ° 0 °) with arbitrary £nr, respectively (° ° ° 1 ° ° °) into the 

12...ns ...
zero-congruences. Conversely, a coefficient column of zero’s 
corresponds to a variable xUr and an integral coefficient column 
which is not a zero column to a variable xn¡¡.

Now, we shall show that if = n2 for the original system, 
and hence also for the transformed system, the latter of these 
systems will be of the type 5.

Obviously it makes no real difference if all the coefficient 
columns corresponding to the variables xnr are removed together 
with their respective variables. For since all these columns consist 
of zero’s this removal will neither change the property of having 
or not having 7t1 = n2, nor the property of being or not being 
a system of the type 5.

We shall use theorem A and B from § 3 on the system after 
the removal. Since = n2 the modules of this system will 
for each m be constant from a certain step N > No = N0(m) and 
equal to the modul Hm. Since is a module of the form 
{ (íEp x2, • • •, xrn) } where the indices 1, 2, • • -, m can be divided 
into two classes {ns } and {nt} such that the coordinates .rns 
are integral and the coordinates xnt are zero, rm is in particular 
a closed modul so that Hrn = Fril = { (xlf x2, • • •, .rm) } = { (inte
gral, zero)}. Hence from the step No also = { (integral, 
zero)}. Finally, using that we find the following
property of our new system: Each of the variables xnt beconaes 
zero if one solve the N first zero-congruences for sufficiently 
large N (depending on the variable). Hence the system is of the 
type S. This proves the main theorem. Furthermore we see that 
each of the variables xn¡! becomes integral if one solve the N 
first zero-congruences for sufficiently large N (depending on the 
variable). The same of course is also true for the system before 
the removal of the variables xIlr with mere zero coefficients.— 
This proves the following

Stronger form of the main theorem. A necessary (and suf
ficient) condition that a system of linear forms have — n2 is 
that the linear forms by a substitution can be transfered into a 
system which is of the type S and moreover possesses the property 
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that each of the variables belonging to the integral columns 
necessarily becomes integral if one solve the N first zero-congruences, 
corresponding to the linear forms, for sufficiently large N (de
pending on the variable).

Remark. A (necessary and) sufficient condition that a system 
of linear forms of the type 5 have the additional property men
tioned in the theorem above is that the variables mentioned 
necessarily become integral if one solve the system of all the 
zero-congruences corresponding to the linear forms.

In fact, to prove this, we may use theorem A and B from 
§ 3 in a similar way as above.

§ 6. A remark on the algebraic structure of a system 
of the special type 5.

The notion of a system of linear forms of the type S was 
defined in § 1 as a system of linear forms where certain variables 
had mere integral coefficients while each of the other variables 
necessarily became 0 by solution of a suitable finite selection 
of the zero-congruences corresponding to the linear forms.

The question, therefore, naturally arises how a finite system 
of zero-congruences (in a finite number of variables) can force 
one of the variables to be zero. In this final paragraph we treat 
this problem by giving a necessary and sufficient condition that 
a system of linear zero-congruences in xlt • • xn

«uæi + «i2æ2 + ‘ + ainæn = 0 (mod 1) 
«2iæi + «22æ2 + • • • + Ci2nxn = 0 (mod 1)

«miæi + am2æ2 + • • • + amnxn = 0 (mod 1) 

mill involve xr = 0.
Let in the corresponding matrix

«n«i2 • • • «In

«21«22 ' «2n

■ ' ^mn ■
D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 12. 3
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the system of row vectors Ax, R2, • • -, Rm have the maximal 
rank q. Then we can find o linearly independent vectors amongst 
these row vectors. Let it be, for instance, Rlt R2, • • -, Rt). Then 
numbers a exist such that

^P+l — all^l 4" a12^2 "T * ’ * 4"

^p+2 = a21^1 4“ a22^2 4“ ' * ‘ + (t2t>Ro

•^zn am — ?,1^1 4" am — (>,2^2 1 I-

The column vectors in the abridged matrix

all ’ ‘ ' aln
. a(?l ‘ ’ a(.'n

are denoted by Sx, • 9 Sn. They have the maximal rank q.

The column vectors in the matrix

un Ojo

am —(61 * ’ ’ am —
are denoted by <SX, • <So.

Instead of the congruences we can equally well consider the
equations

«llæl 4- * ’ * 4“ OXnXn =
«21^1 4- • • • + a2nxn = h2

(14) aexxx 4- * * * 4" a(»næn = ho
«e+i.iæi + " ’ ’ 4- 0(1+1,n == ht>+i

«mlæl 4- ’ ’ ’ 4" GmnXn hm
where the 7z’s are new integral variables. This system of equa
tions can be solved for a given choice of 7ix, • • •, h„ if and only if

7ix®x + h2(S2 4* * ’ * 4~ = 0 (mod l)1^;

1) Here, by A = 0 (mod 1) we mean that A is an integral vector. 
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for the g first equations can always be solved and they involve 
the validity of the others if the condition above is satisfied, while 
otherwise at least one equation is not satisfied. In particular, the 
condition is satisfied if 7q = 7i2 = * * * = ho = 0.

If the vectors S2, ’ ’ Sn have the maximal rank q we can 
choose aq arbitrarily by the solution of the q first equations with 
ht = • • • = ho = 0. If our congruences have no solutions with 
•Ti 4^ 0 it follows that S2, - - -, Sn must have the maximal rank 
q—1. Let this necessary condition be satisfied. The integral 
solutions (7q, h2, • • -, hy) of

7q®x + ^2®2 + * * ' + hy&y = 0 (mod 1)

form a lattice. Then obviously a necessary and sufficient con
dition that every solution of the equations (14) has aq = 0 is 
that the lattice ( (/q, h2, - • -, } is contained in the space span
ned by S2, • • •, Sn. Hence we have the result:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the congruences involve 
aq = 0 is that S2, •• -, Sn have the maximal rank g — 1 and 
that the lattice {(7q, h2, • • •, ) of integral solutions (7q, h2,
’ ’ of

7qSx H- ^2®2 + ’ ‘ ho^Q 0 (mod 1)

zs contained in the space spanned by S2, • • -, Sn.

Indleveret til Selskabet d. 31. Oktober 1947. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet d. 12. Juli 1948.
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In an earlier paper (l).on the reaction velocity in the process 
between carbon monoxide and methyl- and ethyl alcoholate 

dissolved in the corresponding alcohols the solubility of carbon 
monoxide in these alcohols entered into the calculation of the 
velocity constant. A final calculation of the experiments was 
impossible owing to the lack of data on the solubility of carbon 
monoxide between 20° and 50°. The present paper deals with 
this solubility in methyl-, ethyl-, normal propyl- and isopropyl 
alcohol as well as in normal butyl- and isobutyl alcohol at the 
temperatures in question.

The solubility of carbon monoxide in methyl- and ethyl 
alcohol has previously been investigated by Carius (2), Just (3) 
and Skirrow (4), and a review of the results is given in Table 1. 
But the literature, as far as the author is aware, does not contain 
any data on the solubility of carbon monoxide in the propyl- 
and butyl alcohols. The solubilities recorded in Table 1 are 
expressed by means of Ostwald’s absorption coefficient, i. e. the 
ratio between the concentration of the gas in the saturated solu
tion and the concentration of the gas in the gas phase. Carius 
expresses the solubility of carbon monoxide in ethyl alcohol 
by means of Bunsen’s absorption coefficient as 0.204 from 0° 
to 25°; this is in the table converted according to Ostwald’s 
absorption coefficient.

Table 1.
Solubility (1 = Ostwald’s absorption coefficient) of carbon mon

oxide in alcohols.

CH SOH c2h5OH

20° 25° 20° 25°

Carius, 1855................... 0.219 0.223
Just, 1901..................... 0.1830 0.1955 0.1901 0.1921
Skirrow, 1902 ............... 0.196 0.192
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Apparatus.

The solubility determinations described in the present paper 
were carried out in an apparatus which in principle is first 
described by Estreicher (5) and later improved by Lannung (6), 
whose paper on the subject contains a sketch and a detailed 
description. The particular advantage of the apparatus is that 
the experimental space is shut olí by mercury, so that neither 
gas nor solvent during the experiment comes into contact with 
stopcocks and stopcock grease. During the experiment the ap
paratus was constantly shaken in an air thermostat the tem
perature of which between 20° and 50° could be kept constant 
with an accuracy of about 0.05°.

The procedure followed in the solubility determinations is 
described in detail by Lannung in the paper cited. In principle 
it is as follows: After the apparatus is completely iilled with 
mercury a suitable volume of alcohol (about 20 ml) is sucked 
in and freed from air by keeping the apparatus evacuated for 
about 12 hours with repeated suction and shaking, whereupon 
the alcohol is confined between two mercury surfaces. Next about 
6 ml of carbon monoxide is sucked into another part of the 
apparatus where it likewise is confined between mercury surfaces. 
The apparatus is now placed in the thermostat at 20° and the 
volume and pressure of the carbon monoxide read after tem
perature adjustment. Then the carbon monoxide is brought into 
contact with the alcohol by the separating string of mercury being 
allowed to drop down into the alcohol. The shaking is started 
and continued until the manometer reading shows no change for 
at least half an hour. Then the equilibrium adjustment is carried 
out at different temperatures. Finally the volume of liquid is 
determined by weighing the amount of mercury that can be 
drawn to a calibration mark. The volume of the manometer tube o 
of the apparatus and the volume between the various marks arc 
determined by weighing with mercury.

i¡ 
Materials.

Methyl-, ethyl-, and normal propyl alcohol were dehydrated 
in an apparatus made completely of glass, magnesium being used
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according lo H. Lund and J. Bjerrum (7). It was attempted to 
dehydrate isopropyl alcohol by the same method, but magnesium 
could not be made to react with this alcohol. The dehydration 
of isopropyl alcohol, normal butyl- and isobutyl alcohol was 
accomplished by slow distillation in a wire-gauze column (8) 
with 50 plates. Table 2 presents a summary ol’ the boiling points

ABC
Fig. 1. S: Formic acid. K: Sulphuric acid. A: Sodium hydroxide solution. B:
Sulphuric acid. 0: Cotton-wool filter. G: Gasometer with mercury. N: Levelling 

container.

and densities found, the last two columns giving the corresponding 
constants from the literature. The boiling points were determined 
by distillation of 20 ml of alcohol in a boiling point apparatus 
described by II. Baggesgaard Rasmussen and F. Reimers (9). 
Calibrated thermometers were placed so that the whole mercury 
column was in alcohol vapour. The boiling points are converted 
to 760 mm pressure. The densities were determined at 2O.°OO ± 
0.02° in a 50 ml pycnometer with two graduated capillary tubes 
provided with ground-glass caps. In the calculation of the density 
correction is made for the buoyancy of the air.

Carbon monoxide was prepared in an apparatus like the one 
sketched in Fig. 1. From the separating funnel (S) anhydrous 
formic acid dripped into concentrated sulphuric acid in the flask 
(K). The carbon monoxide was led through glass spiral washing 
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bottles containing sodium hydroxide solution (A) and con
centrated sulphuric acid (B) and a cotton-wool filter (C) into a 
500 ml Berzelius gasometer (G) with levelling container (N). The 
carbon monoxide production was made very slow so that the 
washing could be effective. The gasometer was filled and emptied 
until sampling (stopcock I)) showed that the carbon monoxide 
was pure. The analyses were carried out in a gas analysis ap
paratus according to J. A. Christiansen (10); the gas employed 
contained 99.5 °/0 carbon monoxide and 0.5 °/0 nitrogen (no 
carbon dioxide nor any oxygen).

Table 2.
Boiling points and densities of the alcohols used.

Alcohol

Found Values from literature11' 12

Boiling point
760 mm

Density Boiling point
760 mm

Density 
d“ 

4

ch3oh................. 64.7 0.7916 64.7 0.7914
c2h5oh................. 78.3 0.7892 78.3 0.7893

n-C3II7OH ..................... 97.2 0.8038 97.2 0.8034
i-C3H7OH..................... 82.4 0.7859 82.4 0.7854

n-C4H9OH..................... 117.8 117.7
i-C4H9OH..................... 107.9 107.9

Experimental results.

The densities and vapour pressures used in the calculations 
are given in Table 3. The solubilities are expressed by Ostwald’s 
absorption coefficient (1) and calculated from

 (W —w) - 760-T
WL-P-273.1 ’

where W is the volume (0°, 760 mm) of the gas introduced, w 
the volume (0°, 760 mm) of the gas that remains after the ab
sorption. WL is the volume of the alcohol and P the partial 
pressure of the carbon monoxide, both at the prevailing absolute 
temperature T. The following survey shows an example of the 
calculation of the solubility
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of carbon monoxide in ethyl alcohol:

Temperature t° C

Total pressure in the container ...
Pressure of C2H5OH at 19.97° . . . .

Before the 
absorption

19.97°

1.0732

749.3 mm Hg
44.0

Partial pressure of CO  pco = 705.3 —
Volume of CO at 19.97° and pC() . 6.721 ml

— - - - 0° and 760 mm. 5.812 -

After the 
absorption

19.97°

1.0732

746.9 mm Hg 
44.0 —

P = 702.9 —
3.901 ml

w = 3.362 -

The flask could hold 1189.0 g mercury, and a total of 997.3 g Hg 
was drained ofl at 20° (density of Hg 13.546), thus

1189.0 — 997.3
13.546 14.15 ml and

Bi nsen’s absorption  0.1872

Ostwald’s 1 = 0.1872 273.1 + 19.97
273.1 = 0.2009.

Uo.o= = 0.201.

Table 3.
Values of densities and vapour pressures of the alcohols used 

in the calculations.

Temp. CHjOH C.H.OH n-C3H,0H i-C3H,0H n-C4II8OIl i-C4H9OH

20.0 0.7915 0.7894 0.8035 0.7851 0.8098 0.8018
>>
•g 1'* 30.0 0.7825 0.7810 0.7960 0.7769 0.8026 0.7941

40.0 0.7740 0.7722 0.7875 0.7686 0.7954 0.7864
50.0 0.7650 0.7633 0.7785 0.7603 0.7882 0.7785
Lit. (13) (13) (13) (12) (12) (12)

O u s 20.0 95.1 44.0 14.5 32.4 4.39 8.6
« 30.0 160.3 78.1 27.6 59.1 9.52 17.0

40.0 260.4 133.4 50.2 105.6 18.6 31.6
â S 50.0 409.4 219.8 87.2 176.8 33.7 56.2

Lit. (13) (13) (12) (14) (12) (15)
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In the numerical treatment of the experiments at other tem
peratures consideration was given to the various alcohol vapour 
pressures and to the coefficients of expansion of the alcohols, 
the mercury and the glass. The alcohol vapour pressures were 
not corrected for the reduction which is attributable to the dis
solved carbon monoxide, nor was the volume of the alcohols 
corrected for changes due to evaporation or to carbon monoxide 
dissolved. The three last mentioned corrections are small in pro
portion to the experimental errors.

Tables 4—9 show the solubilities found. Values in the same 
vertical column originate from the same charge of alcohol and 
carbon monoxide. The experiments with methyl alcohol (Table 4) 
were difficult to reproduce, undoubtedly because of the very 
high vapour pressure. At 20° 1 was found to be 0.224, thus a 
value about 23 °/0 higher than that found by Just (Table 1). 
An experiment with methyl alcohol to which had been added 
1 °/0 of water gave at 20° 1 = 0.220. When the carbon monoxide 
pressure was varied the following values were found for the 
solubility in anhydrous methyl alcohol at 20°: 538 mm (0.227), 
080 mm (0.224), 754 mm (0.224), thus the same within the ex
perimental accuracy. The difference between Just’s results and 
those of the present investigation may perhaps be explained by 
the circumstance that different values of the vapour pressure of 
methyl alcohol have been used. Just found that the solubility 
between 20° and 25° rises 0.0021 per degree, while the present 
experiments give a rise of 0.0008 per degree. A comparison of 
Just’s temperature coefficient with the temperature coefficient 
for the solubility of carbon monoxide in the other alcohols 
('fable 10) shows Just’s coefficient to be incredibly high.

For the solubility of carbon monoxide in ethyl alcohol ('fable 
5) 1 was found to be 0.200 at 20°, thus a value lying between 
those found by Carius and Just (Table 1). The experiments 
reported under “Apparatus A’’ were carried out in an apparatus 
having a flask volume of about 300 ml. About one year later 
(a new dehydrated alcohol and a newly prepared carbon monoxide 
being used) experiments were made in “Apparatus B”, with a 
flask volume of about 90 ml. Since only less than 20 ml of. alcohol 
can be introduced because of the high solubility, and the rest 
of the flask is filled with mercury, Apparatus B makes the method 
so much more rapid and more satisfactory in producing tern- 
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perature equilibrium. As Table 5 shows, the two apparatuses gave 
the same value for the solubilities. In the case of the other alcohols 
only Apparatus B has been used. Ethyl alcohol with 1 °/0 of 
water gave 1 = 0.190 at 20°. From Carius’ results one arrives 
at a temperature coefficient of 0.0007. Just’s results give no 
reliable temperature coefficient (0.0004) since the deviations of the 
solubilities found are so small. The present experiments show an 
increase in solubility of 0.00053 per degree, which is of the same 
order of magnitude as for the rest of the alcohols investigated.

Table 10 presents a survey of the solubilities found, inter
polated to the temperatures 20°, 35° and 50°, as well as the cor
responding temperature coefficients.

Table 4.
Solubility in methyl alcohol.

t 1 1 1

19.9........... 0.226
20.0........... 0.222
20.1........... 0.224
29.0........... 0.225
34.2........... 0.236
35.2........... 0.228
39.5........... 0.233
48.8........... 0.241
49.8........... 0.250

* The equilibrium entered from higher to lower temperature.

Table 5.
Solubility in ethyl alcohol.

Apparatus A Apparatus B

t ■ 1 t 1 1

20.0............... 0.200 0.200 20.0........... 0.201
35.1............... 0.206 20.3........... 0.203
40.0............... 0.210 20.7........... 0.201*
40.6............... 0.208 28.9........... 0.204
50.2............... 0.215 29.8........... 0.206

33.7........... 0.208*
37.9........... 0.211
38.8........... 0.211
47.9........... 0.214
50.2........... 0.217
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Table 6. Table 7.
Solubility in normal propyl 

alcohol.

Table 8.

t 1 1

20.0............... 0.177 0.177
34.8............... 0.182
35.0............... 0.182
50.0............... 0.191 0.188

Solubility in isopropyl 
alcohol.

Table 9.

t 1

20.0............. 0.190
20.0............. 0.190
35.1............. 0.196
51.2............. 0.207

Solubility in normal butyl alcohol.

t 1 1

19.8............... 0.165
19.9............. 0.164 0.164
20.0............... 0.164
20.0............... 0.165
35.1............... 0.168
35.7............... 0.170
35.7............... 0.169
49.8............... 0.173
49.9............... 0.173

Solubility in isobutyl alcohol

t 1 1

20.0............... 0.174 0.173
35.0. . 0.180 0.181
49.8............... 0.185
50.0............... 0.186

Table 10.
Solubility (1) of carbon monoxide in the alcohols.

Temp. 2O°.O 35°.O 50°.0 -£(20°-50°)

CH.,011 ............... 0.224 0.230 0.248 0.0008
C2H5OH............... 0.200 0.207 0.216 0.00053

n-C3H,0H............... 0.177 0.182 0.189 0.00040
i-C3H-OH............... 0.190 0.196 0.206 0.00053
li-i^HgOH ............... 0.164 0.169 0.173 0.00030
i-C,H90H............... 0.174 0.180 0.186 0.00040

Discussion.

Fig. 2 shows corresponding values of • 105 (abscissae) and 

log 1 (ordinates). The degrees centigrade corresponding to the 
reciprocal absolute temperature are plotted on the upper hori-
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zontal axis. Integration of the equation for the temperature de-
, p , , , ... din 1 u ...pendence oi the solubility, where u is the heat1 J d 1 RT2

of solution, gives, for constant u :

1,11 = L9^T + lna- Or 10g 1 = o77t + 10ga-

The constants u and log a in the last equation are calculated by 
means of the method of least squares, Table 11. The calculation 
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is also carried out in the ease of methyl alcohol where the points, 
possibly because ol the smaller experimental accuracy, do not 
fall on a straight line.

1 he solubility being found to be increasing with rising 
temperature is in agreement with a theory for the temperature 
dependence of the solubility of gas proposed by Tammann (16).

Fig. 3. u in calories. 1:CH3OH; 2: C2H8OH; 3n: n-C3H7OH; 3i: iso-C3H7OH; 
4n: n-C4HflOH; 4i: iso-C4H9OH.

In F ig. 3, u (abscissae) is plotted against log a (ordinates). 
Assuming linear dependence, the equation 

log a

is calculated and the straight line drawn. Lannung (6) found 
on an average for the solubility of eight gases (He, Ne, A, Bn, 
H2, CO, C02) in methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, acetone, cyclo
hexane and cyclohexanol the equation:

\\ hen comparing the solubility of gases in different liquids 
it is the most reasonable to express the solubility in moi fraction 
(x) which lor sparingly soluble gases can be calculated from

1 • 273.1 • molecular weighta]cohol • 10 
I • 22.4 • <1T(a]C0hoi)
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Expressed by x lhe solubility of carbon monoxide at 20° is 
recorded in Table 12. x is found to increase with rising 
molecular weight of the alcohols and is found to be greater 
in isocompounds than in the normal compounds.

Table 11.

Values of u and loga in the equation log 1 = + log a.

Table 12.
Solubilities of carbon monoxide expressed in mol fraction (x • IO4) 

at 20° and some related constants for the alcohols.

Alcohol u log a

CHgOH........... — 630 — 0.18
c2h5oii........ — 483 — 0.34

n-C3H7OH........... — 410 — 0.45
i-C3H7OH........... — 506 — 0.35
n-C.IIgOH ........... - 334 — 0.54
i-C4H9OH........... — 419 — 0.45

cal
Dipole moment in Debye; zlH: Heat of vaporization in —dE: Energy of 

cal 11101 A E
vaporization in---- (= AH— RT); v: Molecular volume in ml; -— : “Internal

mol v
pressure” in atm.; a: Polarizability calculated from molecular refractivity (R),

x-104 dH AE v
A E a-1024

CH30H .. 3.77 1.6 8520 7850 40.5 8010 3.24
C,H,0H .. 4.85 1.71 9580 8882 58.3 6240 5.04

n-C8H7OH .. 5.50 1.66 9840 9105 74.8 5040 6.90
i-C3H7OH .. 6.10 1.70 9550 8844 76.5 4790 6.91

n-C4H9OH .. 6.24 1.66 10450 9674 91.5 4380 8.72
i-C4H9OH .. 6.69 1.8 10220 9464 92.4 4250 8.74

a = . Values from Intern. Grit. Tables and Landolt-Börnstein’s Tables.
4 Ji N

Table 12 moreover records the dipole moments (/¿), heats 
of vaporization (dll), molecular volumes (v), and polarizabilities 

(a) of the alcohols. Moreover, has been calculated (see the 

table), presumably giving quite valuable information regarding 
lhe relative internal pressures in the alcohols which are almost
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* Calculated by Hildebrand (17).** Calculated by the author.

Table 13.
Solubility of different gases in the alcohols expressed in mol 

fraction (x • 104) at 20°. Ar at 0°.

He6) Ne«) Ar18) Rn20) h23) N,8) o231) CO co2 N2O22)

“Ideal”*......... 1.7 21 710** 10 16 11 178 202
CHjOH ... 0.57 0.78 4.8 94 1.5 2.3 3.1 3.77 6022) 53

C2H5OH ... 0.73 1.05 6.5 170 2.1 3.4 3.7 4.85 6922) 72
n-CjHjOH ... 7.3 266 5.50 77 s)
i-C3H,0H ... 215 6.10

n-C4H,0H ... 8.0 338 6.24
i-C4H8OH ... 9.4 308 6.69 753)

identical in polarity. Carbon monoxide belongs to the non-polar 
gases (dipole moment 0.12 Debye (11)). The fact that the solubility 
is found to increase with decreasing internal pressure is in agree
ment with a long series of earlier observations (see, for example, 
a review of the solubility of non-polar gases in different liquids, 
on p. 134 of Hildebrand’s monograph (17)). The fact that the 
solubility varies in the same manner as the polarizability is in 
agreement with a series of observations by Sisskind and Kasar
nowsky (18).

Dolezalek (19) has shown that for a number of liquid mix
tures of two non-electrolytes, A and B, (e. g. benzene and ethylene 
chloride) one finds for the whole range of concentration that

P = Po -X,

where p is the partial pressure of A (B), p0 the vapour pressure 
of pure A (B) and x the concentration of A (B) calculated as 
mol fraction. If one of the components is associated (e. g. CC14 
in benzene), or the components enter into additive combination 
with each other (e. g. acetone and chloroform), this circumstance 
must be taken into account in the calculation of x. On the basis 
of the following considerations, Dolezalek has proposed a 
method for calculating the ideal solubility of gases in liquids: 
A liquid which is saturated by a gas of the partial pressure p 
can be imagined to be formed by mixing into the liquid so much 
“liquid gas” that the mixture has a partial pressure of the gas 
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of the magnitude p. The solubility of the gas given at a partial 
pressure of one atmosphere then is

, , 1 
solubility = X =

Po

where p0 is the vapour pressure of the gas in liquid form at the 
temperature considered.

Most of the gases for which solubility measurements are 
available have critical temperatures considerably below the tem
perature at which the solubility determinations have been carried 
out. Hildebrand (17) has, however, for a number of gases cal
culated theoretical solubilities according to the above equation 
by extrapolating available vapour pressure measurements of the 
condensed gases to 20°. Some of the results of these calculations 
are reproduced in Table 13. The solubility of radium emanation 
has by the present author been calculated on the basis of vapour 
pressure measurements by Gray and Ramsay (23), by interpolating 
to a vapour pressure at 20° of 14.1 atmospheres, whence

X = —— = 0.0710. This calculation of solubilities is thus very 

approximate, but nevertheless gives a fair orientation regarding 
the relative magnitude of these quantities. This “ideal solubility”, 
X, is independent of the solvent. In practice the solubilities are 
most generally found to depend on the solvent, and as a rule 
to be between one and ten times as small as the “ideal” one, 
though for the solubility in water one as a rule finds that it is 
about one hundred times smaller.

Table 13 surveys the solubility of different one-, two-, and 
three-atomic gases in six alcohols. The values are inter- or extra
polated to 20° and converted into mol fraction.

The present investigations have been carried out in the De
partment of Inorganic Chemistry, the Danish School of Pharmacy. 
The author wishes to thank the Head of the Department, Professor 
Carl Faurholt, for permission to do this work and for the 
excellent working conditions which were available. He is more
over indebted to Professor Niels Bjerrum for the loan of the 
apparatus in which the solubility determinations were made, and 
to the Carlsberg Foundation for financial support in the 
purchase of a gas analysis apparatus.
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Summary.

The solubility ol‘ carbon monoxide between the temperatures 
20° and 50° is determined in methyl-, ethyl-, normal propyl-, 
isopropyl-, normal butyl-, and isobutyl alcohol. The results are 
expressed by means of Ostwald’s solubility coefficient (1) and 
recorded in Table 10, where also dl/dt is calculated. A graphical 
presentation of the measurements is given in Fig. 2. Within the 
experimental accuracy the points found lie on a straight line for 
the equation of which (log 1 = U + log a) the constants u and 

log a are calculated in Table 11.
Table 12 gives the solubility expressed in mol fraction (x • 104). 

This table also includes a calculation of the ratio between the 
energy of vaporization and the molecular volume for each alcohol, 
dE . p
—, which for the alcohols almost identical in polarity furnishes 

information regarding the relative internal pressure. It will be 
seen that the solubility of carbon monoxide increases with falling 
internal pressure for the alcohols, which rule is in agreement with 
that governing the solubility of other gases in various solvents.
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In previous publications (Brodersen, 1 and 2, 1947) the rate of 
inactivation of G-penicillin was examined with regard to its 

dependence on the hydrogen ion concentration and the tempera
ture. The present investigation deals with the variation of the 
inactivation velocity with the salt concentration.

I. The Mechanism of the Salt Effect.

According to the previously propounded theory of the me
chanism of the reaction the course of the inactivation is re
presented by the following diagram:

P11-H+ P'
it

Pn~+H+^HPn -> P'
+
H
It
HP11H + -> P'

I

II

III

The irreversible reactions denoted by single arrows are 
assumed to be velocity determining, while the protolytic equi
librium reactions denoted by the double arrows are assumed to 
proceed at such high velocities that equilibrium is established 
momentarily. In case of great hydrogen ion concentrations re
action III will become dominating. It is not possible on the 
basis of any previous investigations to ascertain whether re
action I or reaction II is dominating in case of small hydrogen 
ion concentrations.

i
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We shall return to this question later on. Meanwhile we shall, 
however, omit consideration ol' the possibility of reaction I and 
at the same time assume that the concentration of Pn H+ is 
small when compared to the concentration of HPn.

If h0 denotes the velocity of reaction II, and if the other 
designations are the same as those used previously, the velocities 
of reactions II and III respectively will be:

h0 = koco; h-|_ = k+c+. (1)

The total velocity will be equal to the sum of these two figures.

h = h0 + h+ = koco+ k+c+. (2)

For the equilibriums of the reaction scheme we have:

f_ c_
H~f 7~CH+~~ = K<°) (3)

I o c0

<• *<> C0 Tr z . X
it+ a ch+ ~ k(+) (4)

1+ c+

where f denotes the activity coefficients, while K(o) and K(+) are 
the thermo-dynamic dissociation constants which are independent 
of the salt concentration.

For stoichiometric reasons we have

c = c0+c_+c+. (5)

As c+ is small compared to c, we have with approximation:

c — co+ C—• (6)

From this we can find c_ and substitute in (3), so that 
we have:

P f- 
fH+-pC

Co — £_ Ch+ G)

Ko + fH+ ch+
•o

c+ may now be found by substituting (7) in (4)
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(fH+)2 f“ c
c+ — ~7 ■ r <ch+)“ (8)

^( + ) ^(0) + fH+ -J— CH+ j

(7) and (8) are substituted in (2), and the velocity constant of 
the whole reaction is found to be:

Il is possible to calculate the salt effect from this equation 
il the variation with the salt concentration of the quantities on 
the right side of the equation is known.

If in stead of assuming reaction II to take place, we consider 
the inactivation to proceed according to reaction I, i. e. through 
the ampho-ion Pn~ 11 1, we find by a deduction analogous to 
the one particularized above, the following equation:

c
k±

K(±)
ch+

1° Jr I

r f K(0) + CH+ t_tH+

•(10)

II. The Salt Effect in Case of Small Salt Concentrations.

T h e o r y.
In the equations (9) and (10) k0, k+, and k± denote the 

velocity constants for the velocity determining reactions. Such 
reactions must be supposed to be brought about by collisions 
between water molecules and penicillin molecules.

As thç water molecules are without electric charge the velocity 
of the reaction will be independent of the salt concentration at 
small values of the ionic strength (Brønsted (1924) and Chri
stiansen (1924)), for which reason k0, k+, and k± may here 
be considered to be constant. The values of these quantities at 
an ionic strength of 0 we shall denote k(0), k(+), and k(±). It 
appears from Kirkwood’s equation (1924) for the activity coef- 
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ficient of an ion with both positive and negative charges that the 
activity of an ion in a diluted salt solution is approximately 
constant even if an equally large number of positive and nega
tive charges are added to the charge of the ion. The activity 
coefficient is thus chiefly determined by the surplus number of 
positive and negative charges so that it is possible to consider 
fo = f±.

As K(0) and K(, > are independent of the salt concentration, 
it is seen that for diluted solutions the salt effect on the inactivation 
of penicillin must be found to be the same whether we use 
equation (9) or equation (10). We shall in the following dis
cussion apply equation (10).

We have hitherto assumed that at hydrogen ion concentrations 
about 10 — ' m penicillin exists as a monovalent, negative ion, Pn—, 
which in acid solution combines with a hydrogen ion and forms 
the uncharged penicillin molecule HPn. For the purpose of the 
previous investigations which dealt with the rale of inactivation 
at constant salt concentration it is, however, of no importance 
whether HPn is assumed to be without charge or having a positive 
or negative charge or charges, as long as Pn— is considered to 
have one negative charge more than HPn. The results will be 
independent of these assumptions, and it is therefore also im
possible to draw any conclusions from these experiments with 
regard to the total charge of penicillin.

It is quite otherwise when the investigation deals with the 
effect of the salt concentration on the reaction. In this case the 
magnitude of the total charge will be of decisive importance as 
the calculated salt effect will vary according to the assumed num
ber of charges of HPn.

In sufficiently diluted solutions it is possible to calculate the 
salt effect on the velocity of the reaction corresponding to different 
charges of HPn in the following manner.

If fn denotes the activity coefficient of an ion of the valency n, 
we have:

U — i ± ; hi+ — h • (11)

If the valency of HPn is referred to as z, we have:

(12)
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f0 in (10) is substituted by fz

If we now substitute fn = i’i” \ wc have:

k ___ ch+
f,z 2K(0) + ch+

(13)

(1-1)

fj can be calculated ironi Poisson-Boltzmann’s equation

(15)

where A = 1.82 and 1) = 76 al 30°C, which for z = 1 gives 

- log i) = 0.52 |/.J (16)

where .1 is the total ionic strength of the solution.
Equations (14) and (16) make it possible to calculate the 

dependence of the rate of inactivation on the salt concentration 
for different values of z if the hydrogen ion concentrations and 
the other quantities of equation (14) are known.

E X p e r i m e n t s and C a 1 c u 1 a t i o n.

The velocity constants of the inactivation of penicillin G were 
determined at 30° C at different concentrations of sodium chloride, 
the measurements being performed according to previously 
described methods.

Three series of experiments were carried out—at the hydrogen 
ion concentrations 0.024, 0.0024 and 0.0004 m respectively. 
Diluted hydrochloric acid was used as buffer medium during the 
first two series of experiments and diluted acetic acid during 
the last one. Ordinary glycine and acetate buffers, the buffering 
capacity of which is greater, were not convenient as the experi
ments were to be carried out at low values of the ionic strength. 
The hydrogen ion concentrations of the solutions used could be 
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reproduced with an accuracy of 0.01—0.02 pirunits and did not 
change measurably during the reaction.

In diluted hydrochloric acid solutions the hydrogen ion con
centrations were observed to remain unchanged when penicillin 
had been added and to be independent of addition of salt. This 
was verified by electrometric measurement by means of a glass 
electrode, the solutions being compared to hydrochloric acid 
solutions of known concentrations with the same sodium chloride 
concentrations.

During the third series of experiments, which was performed 
in 0.0095 m acetic acid, it was observed that the hydrogen ion 
concentration decreased somewhat when penicillin was added, 
and it is likewise necessary here to allow for the fact that dis
sociation equilibrium of acetic acid is sensitive to salt. The 
hydrogen ion concentration must therefore be determined for 
each salt concentration during these experiments. This may be 
done by calculation or experimentally by comparison with hydro
chloric acid—sodium chloride solutions. As it is impossible, 
however, to use the experimental method at very small ionic 
strengths the hydrogen ion concentration has been determined 
at various larger salt concentrations both by calculation and 
experimentally. The calculated figures have been found to con
form accurately to the experimentally determined results, and all 
other hydrogen ion concentrations have subsequently been de
termined by calculation in the following manner.

By addition of penicillin, which in all the experiments dealt 
with here was used in an initial concentration of 10“”° m, a 
reduction of the hydrogen ion concentration is caused which, on 
the basis of the law af mass action, may be calculated to cor
respond to a consumption of about 17 -10” ’ m hydrogen ion. This 
consumption is constant at different salt concentrations and may 
be imagined to be caused by the fact that the penicillin employed 
contains a little bicarbonate. The law of mass action for acetic acid 

cEH
(17)

may now be used for calculating the hydrogen ion concentration 
as we have
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cE-+ cEH = 0.0095; cE----- cH+ = 0.00017

K(EH) — 1-750 -10 5 at 30° C. (see Habned & Owen, 1934), 
when, as above, we substitute

hili — Í J hi----- ^h+ — h

series by extrapolation, 
found :

where fx is calculated from (10).
• . k(+) k(.£)

The quantities , and K(0) may be found in the
following way: (t) <L)

The velocity constant k was determined for an ionic strength 
of 0 in the three experimental

'flic following values were

cH+ = 0.024 0.0024 0.00031

k = 0.16 0.028 0.0065 for J = 0.

By substituting these three pairs of ligures in (10) we get 
three equations in which the three quantities which we are trying 
to determine are the only unknown quantities as all the activity 

Fig. 1. The salt effect on the inactivation process in hydrochloric acid. The 
abscissa is the square root of the ionic strength. cH+ = 0.024.
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coefficients are unity. These three equations can be solved by 
trial and error, whereby we obtain:

,k(H = 0.0 = 25.3 K(o) = 0.00100 (18)
K(+) K(±) v 7

It is now possible by means of equations (14) and (16) to 
calculate the relationship between the velocity constant and the 
ionic strength for different charges of the molecule HPn. The 
results appear from ligs. 1—3 in which the fully drawn curves 
represent these relations. The points marked with circles re
present the values determined experimentally.

■ /
og

 k

Fig. 2. The salt effect on the inactiv
ation process in hydrochloric acid. The 
abscissa is the square root of the ionic 

strength. CH+ = 0.0024.

Fig. 3. The salt effect on the inac
tivation process in 0.0095 m acetic 
acid. The hydrogen ion concentration 

varies with the ionic strength.

Conclusio n.

The positions of the experimentally determined points as 
compared to the calculated lines show that z is equal to 0, i. e. 
that at hydrogen ion concentrations about 10~5 the G-pcnicillin 
preferably occurs as a single ion with one negative charge, which 
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in a solution of higher acidity equilibrates a molecule without 
any charge.

In fig. 2 it is, however, impossible to distinguish with certainty 
between the two possibilities z = 0 and z = 1. The mean error 
of the experimental determination of log k in these experiments 
amounts to 0.02—0.03, so that only the point representing J = 0.3 
can be said to show a greater deviation from the line z = 0 than 
may be explained by accidental variations. The theory on which 
the calculation of the curves is based is, however, not so accurate 
for this ionic strength that any importance can be attached to 
the deviation.

This result with regard to the charge of the penicillin mole
cule is in conformity with the results which we should have 
expected to obtain according to the structural formula for peni
cillin propounded by British and American scientists (Committee 
on Medical Research and the Medical Research Council, 1945).

The partition coefficient of penicillin in water and ether is 
about unity for cH+ = about K)1, decreases at higher hydrogen 
ion concentrations and increases at lower hydrogen ion con
centrations. From this one might be tempted to conclude that 
penicillin carries the number of charges indicated by the above 
experiments on the salt effect. It is, however, impossible to draw 
any definite conclusions without a more detailed knowledge of 
the numerical variation of the partition coefficient.

By means of the formulae stated above it is possible to cal
culate the dependence of the rate of inactivation of G-penicillin 
on the concentration of salts in the solution corresponding to 
values of the ionic strength below about 0.1.

III. The Salt Effect in Case of Higher Salt Concentrations.

T h e o r y.
flic equations (9) and (10), which apply to each of the two 

possible inactivation mechanisms, have been deduced irrespective 
of the ionic strength. We may therefor use these equations as 
a basis for the calculation of the effect of salt in solutions of 
higher concentrations as well. In the following we shall 
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discuss the possibility of an approximate calculation of the 
quantities in question at higher salt concentrations.

Suppose the ion PnH is activated by collision with water 
molecules whereby a complex is formed which may either be 
subjected to an irreversible decomposition or return to the original 
condition: a positive penicillin ion and a water molecule.

PnH+ + H2() Pn*H+H2O -> Pn'. (19)

If we further suppose the irreversible action to proceed slowly 
when compared to the reversible action so that the complex is 
in equilibrium with penicillin ion and water, we have:

(29)

As the velocity of the irreversible conversion of the buller 
complex is equal to the velocity at which PnH' is consumed, 
we have:

c4-k+ = c+k+ (^1)

where k* represents the probability of the irreversible trans
formation of a molecule Pn*H ' H2() within unit of lime. We will 
assume that this quantity is independent of the salt concentration. 
It is difficult to obtain any idea as to the accuracy of this as
sumption. It is based on the hypothesis that a substance the 
molecules of which are transformed spontaneously through an 
irreversible reaction will exhibit a velocity of reaction indepen
dent of the salt concentration.

In equation (20) we shall further substitute

(22)

the buller complex and the penicillin ion having the same charge 
and almost the same molecular weight, since the difference is 
merely the relatively small water molecule.

By now applying equations (20) any (21) at the salt con
centration 0 and at some other salt concentration, we get 

^ii,o cn,o
C(H,0)

(23)
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where k(+) is k+ for a salt concentration of 0 and c(HiO) is the 
concentration of water for a salt concentration of 0. The fraction 
in equation (23) is very nearly equal to the ratio of the water 
vapour pressure of the salt solution to that of pure water at the 
same temperature. For a 4-molar sodium chloride solution this 
ratio is 0.87. If we make the further approximation of assuming 
this fraction to be unity, we have

k + = k(+) (24)

which means that the velocity constant of the irreversible trans
formation of the positive penicillin ion is independent of the salt 
concentration.

The investigations performed by Hammet & Martin (1934) 
with regard to the influence of the potassium chloride concen
tration on the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate by means of hydro
chloric acid support the view that the approximation represented 
by the assumptions made here is not more rough than warranted 
by the purpose.

By a quite analogous deduction we obtain

ko = k(0) and k± = k(±) (25)

We shall now consider the dependence on the salt concen
tration of the activity coefficients of the equations (9) and (10). 
fofn+ .can only with a rough approximation be considered to 

*■+
be constantly independent of the salt concentration. As this 
quantity, however, only occurs in the second term of the paren
thesis of (9) and (10), which in case of the hydrogen ion con
centrations used here only amounts to about one tenth of the sum 
of the two terms, we shall consider it to be unity for all salt 
concentrations.

Larsson & Adell (1931) have determined the dependence 
f f

on the salt concentration of the activity factor —H— for 24 
io

different acids which, as regards charge, are of the same type as 
acetic acid. On the basis of these measurements in connection 
with the determinations performed for u-dinitro phenol by Hal- 
ban & Kortüm (1934), Harned & Owen (1943) propounded the
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rule that the variation of the activity factor with the ionic strength 
is approximately independent of the acid used, consequently the 
activity factor for an acid at a certain salt concentration may 
be taken to be the same as that of another acid for which this 
quantity has been determined at the salt concentration in question. 
Moreover the activity factor is, according to Harned & Owen, 
equal to fn+fci—. a quantity for which they give numerical 
values in a number of excellent tables. However, the law only 
applies when the neutral salt added is the same. If f. inst. 
potassium chloride is used in stead of sodium chloride, the value 
of the activity factor will change. We shall consider this law to 
hold also with regard to penicillin. The approximation thus made 
should, according to the statements by Larsson & Adei.l and 
Harned & Owen, cause an error in log k which is smaller 
than 0.1.

Finally we shall consider the calculation of f±/f0.
Kirkwood (1934) has devised a formula for the calculation 

of the activity coefficient f- of ampho-ions. The formula holds 
on the following conditions:

1) The ampho-ions must be spherical.
2) The concentration of the ampho-ions must be so small 

that the inter-ionic forces between these ions may be neglected.
3) The dipole moment of the ampho-ions must be very large 

compared to that of the solution.
4) No deviations, except of electric nature, from the laws 

applying to diluted solutions must occur.
5) Corrections of the type stated by Gronwall-la Mer 

(Gronwall-la Mer & Sandved (1928)) originating from non
linear terms of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation must be small.

Out of these conditions only those listed under 2) and 3) can 
be assumed to be fulfilled in this case. To overcome this difficulty 
the following consideration is set forth:

Let us consider the above-mentioned rule propounded by 
Harned & Owen:

f—fji+
—= constant (26)

*o

which holds only in case the composition of the salt used is the 
same, but which applies irrespective of the acid employed. If 
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we consider fH+ in this equation to be independent of the acid 
used, we have

f_ — f0 • constant (27)

i. e. the activity coefficient of any monovalent anion may be 
considered to be a product of two factors: the activity coefficient 
of the corresponding uncharged molecule and a constant which 

I is independent of the nature of the anion, but dependent on the
salt employed in the solution. This constant may be said to 
represent the share contributed by the negative charge to the 
activity coefficient of the ion.

i An analogous relation may also be deduced for monovalent
positive ions. Hammet & Martin (1934) have shown that the 
reaction velocity of the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate with acids 
varies as the equilibrium concentration of a positively charged 
indicator of the type ammonia-ammonium ion, irrespectively of 
the nature and concentration of the salt added. The hydrolysis 
of ethyl acetate is assumed to proceed via the formation of a 
monovalent cation consisting of an ethyl acetate molecule and 
a hydrogen ion. If we assume the velocity to be proportional to 
the concentration of this cation, it will be seen that the dissociation 
equilibrium of the esters as well as of the indicators employed 
must be independent of the latter, which means that a relation 
analogous to equation (26) will apply, hence

f+ = fo ’ constant. (28)

On the basis of the equations (27) and (28) it would now be 
natural analogically to conclude that

fi = fo • constant. (29)

fhe constant of this equation represents the effect of the 
charges upon the activity coefficient, and it is seen to be equal 

. to f± if we assume f0 to be unity, i. e. if we neglect non-electrical 
contributions towards the activity coefficient. With a certain ap
proximation we should be able to assume that it is this electrical 
contribution which we obtain from Kirkwood’s formula, for which 
reason we shall replace f± by f±/f() in this formula, the more 
so as the latter quantity forms part of equation (10).
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These considerations cannot, of course, lay claim to any exact 
validity. As, however, exact methods for the calculation of the 
activity coefficient are lacking, it is the author’s intention to 
attempt to use the results obtained according to the described 
method, and by comparison with experimentally determined 
values form an idea of the reliability of the procedure.

Kirkwood’s formula is as follows:

—i„f =----------- *

l)0 2DkT 1+xa

 *2 V 7 (2n-l)Q„
2DkT (2n—1) (n + l)2a2n—1

n—1
.  Kn-1(xa)

K (m) +____ _
11+1 * (n + 1) (2n — 1) (2n + 1) a2n—1

(30)

Qn is found from the equation:

M M

Qh=Z 2? «Wki-cP» (cosvkl) (31)
k = l 1 = 1

Pn being the ordinary Legendre functions which for low values 
of n have the following configurations:

Po(x) = 1,

Pl(x) = X.

P4(x) = |(35x4-30x2 + 3)

Ps(x) = ’ (63x6-70x34- 15x)
o

(32)

vk) is the angle between the distances represented by rk and 
re from the centre of the molecule to the charges ek and e>. M 
is the total number of charges.
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In (30) we further have

SttNc2.!
* " 1000 DkT where

N is Avogadro’s number, 0.00 • 1023
e is the charge of the electron, 4.774 • 10 —10 E.S.U. 
k is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.375 • 10~lb
.1 is the ionic strength of the solution.

The functions Kn(x) can be found from

2sn! (2 n —s)! s 
s! (2 n)! (n — s)!

(33)

I) is the dielectric constant of the solution.
l)0 is the dielectric constant of the solvent.
b is the radius of the molecule with the activity coef

ficient f.
a is the sum of b and the mean value of the radii of 

the ions of the salt solution.

It is improbable that the penicillin molecule is spherical. 
I'he value chosen for b must consequently to a certain extent 
be based on an estimate. If a spatial model of the molecule of 
G-penicillin is drawn, it will be seen that the sphere which ap
proximates the penicillin molecule most closely has a radius of 
4.7 Å. On the basis of the figure 0.268 cm2/24 hours at 10° C for 
the diffusion constant of penicillin determined by Klenow (1947), 
b is calculated from Riecke’s equation to be 4.7 Å and from 
Stoke’s equation to be 5.2 Å (Brodersen & Klenow, 1947). The 
specific gravity of the molecule is in this case taken to be 1.3. 
From the formula for G-penicillin advanced by British and 
American scientists a molecular weight of 334 is obtained. On 
this basis b is calculated to be 4.7 Å for this molecular specific 
gravity.

We shall consider the figure 4.7 Å to be the most probable 
value for b.

From roentgeno-crystallographic data the mean radius of the 
sodium and the chloride ion is calculated to be 1.0 Å. Harneo 
& Owen are of the opinion that at the moment of collision the 
distance between the centre of the sodium or chloride ion and

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 14. 9
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the surface of the other ¡on is greater than 1 Å. According to 
measurements performed by Gronwall, la Mer & Sandved 
(1928) this distance is about 2 Å. According to Harneo & Owen 
the difference between these values is due to hydration of the 
ions. Kirkwood, whose investigations are of a more recent date 
than those performed by Gronwall, la Mer & Sandved, is of 
the opinion that the figure 1 Å should be used. With regard to 
Kirkwood’s own experiments the best conformity between the 
figures for the activity coefficient of glycine obtained by cal
culation from the formula and those determined experimentally 
is obtained at a value of 0.7 Å, although the figure 1.0 Å also 
gives fairly good conformity. Gronwall, la Mer & Sandved’s 
figures are determined by means of conductivity measurements, 
and it therefore seems desirable, to use the figures found by these 
authors, when the purpose is to calculate the conductivity. In 
our case, where the purpose is to calculate an activity coef
ficient by means of Kirkwood’s formula, it appears natural to 
use a value which has proved slatisfactory in connection with 
this formula. Here we shall therefore consider the “effective 
mean radius’’ of the sodium and chloride ion to be 1.0 Å. 
This figure is thus, to a certain extent, empirically determined. 
By choosing this value instead of 0.7 Å we have avoided 
an inconsistency with the crystallographic figures, a is thus 
5.7 Å.

We shall assume the distance between the charges of the 
penicillin ampho-ion to be the same as the distance between the 
charges in an a-amino, since the configuration of the part of 
the molecule to which the charges are attached is the same in 
both cases. Wyman (1934) has determined the dipole moment 
of a-amino acids to be 20 X 10 ls E.S.U. From this we find 
R = 4.2 Å.

With regard to r, the distance from the centre of the molecule 
to the charges, we shall take it to equal b, assuming the charges 
to be located on the surface of the molecule.

Moreover we shall assume that I) equals l)0, irrespective of 
the salt concentration.

We are now able to calculate f±/f0. From the quantities in 
formulae (9) and (10) we have as yet no knowledge of the 
hydrogen ion concentration. Like some of the experiments on 
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the effect of small salt concentrations dealt with in the preceding 
section, these experiments were performed in a 0.0095 m acetic 
acid, the hydrogen ion concentration of which is dependent on 
the salt concentration. The calculation of the interdependence 
in the case of small salt concentrations has been dealt with in 
the section in question. The formulae set forth may, by ap
proximation, be extended to solutions of a somewhat higher 
concentration by subjecting the activity coefficient to a treatment 
analogous to that described above. The hydrogen ion concen
trations calculated in this manner arc found in table 1.

Results.
The values of the velocity constant for different concentrations 

of sodium chloride determined by means of formulae (9) and 
(10) are to be found in table 1. These two relations are represented 
by curves in fig. 4 in which the experimental results are plotted.

With regard to experimental method reference should be made 
to the section on weak salt solutions. The measurements dealt

performed for low concentrations.
with here arc a direct continuation of the experimental series

Table 1.
(Referring to fig. 4).

J

f±
io

from Kirkwood’s 
formula (30)

— log k 
from eq. (9)

0.00 0.0003204
0.01 0.0003608
0.02 0.0003755
0.03 0.0003857
0.06 0.0004060
0.11 0.0004170
0.21 0.0004489
0.51 0.0004626
1.01 0.0004466
2.01 0.0003766
3.01 0.0003003

1.00 2.18
0.98 2.21
0.97 2.22
0.96 2.22
0.93 2.23
0.89 2.25
0.82 2.25
0.67 2.26
0.52 2.26
0.38 2.22
0.29 2.17

— log k 
from eq. (10)

2.18
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.17
2.10
1.99
1.82
1.65

2*
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Fig. 4. The salt effect on the inactivation process in 0.0095 m acetic acid at greater 
salt concentrations. The curves are plotted from the equations (9) and (10), the 
first of which is based on the assumption that the molecule HPn is labile, and 
the second on the assumption that PN~H+ is labile. The point © represents 

has been determined as the mean value of a great number of determinations.

Il will be seen that there are considerable discrepancies between 
the experimentally determined figures and those calculated from 
formula (9), while the conformity with the course calculated 
according to (10) is quite good. As appears from the manner in 
which these two equations were deduced formula (9) is based 
on the condition that a penicillin molecule without charge is 
unstable, due to the prescence of a hydrogen atom in the car
boxyl group. Formula (10) is on the other hand based on the as
sumption that it is only possible to inactivate the uncharged 
penicillin molecule by converting it into an ampho-ion, the insta
bility being caused by the combination of a hydrogen ion and 
the nitrogen of the amido group. The question is now whether it 
is warrantable, on the basis of these calculations and experiments, 
to accept as correct the theory on which (10) is based.

The inaccuracy of the calculation performed with equation 
(9) as a basis is essentially due to the inaccuracy attached to 
1) the assumption that k0 is constant, 2) the calculation of 
f0/f—Íh+, and finally, 3) the calculation of cH+, hence the second 
term of the parenthesis, at the hydrogen ion concentrations dealt 
with here, is rather small compared to k0. It is possible to obtain 
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an idea of the variation of k0 with the salt concentration by con
sidering the dependence of the rale of transformation of another 
uncharged molecule on the salt concentration. Harneo & Pean- 
stiel (1922) have examined the dependence of the hydrolysis 
of ethyl acetate by 0.1 m hydrochloric acid on the concentration 
of potassium chloride, which was added in amounts varying from 
0 to 3 m. They found a variation in log k of 0.02. Apart from 
Ibis investigation the literature seems to present no examples of 
determinations of this type of dependence which appear reliable 
enough to warrant an application in this connection.

According to the statements in the theoretical section on the 
calculation of f0/f_fn<- the error to which this calculation is 
subject cannot be supposed to cause en error greater than 0.1 in 
log k. As the calculation of the hydrogen ion concentration is 
based on the same theoretical suppositions as the calculation of 
the activity coefficient, the error originating from this calculation 
may be supposed to be of the same order of magnitude. As, 
however, the conformity between calculated and experimentally 
determined hydrogen ion concentrations is even better than might 
have been expected on this basis, the error is probably even 
smaller.

It is thus on the whole not very that the error to
which the calculation of log k from equation (9) is subject is 
more than 0.4, if the hypothesis with regard to the mechanism 
of reaction on which (9) is based is correct. As the deviation 
determined experimentally in some cases is as great as 0.7, it 
may be said that most probably the assumptions on which formula 
(9) is based are incorrect.

If we now consider the calculations based on equation (10), 
it will at once be seen that the difference between the experimen
tally determined and the calculated values is smaller than the 
expected maximum error. This good conformity must, however, 
to some extent be ascribed to incidental circumstances, as the 
conditions on which the application of Kirkwood’s equation is 
based are not completely fulfilled, and some of the assumptions 
we have made in order to be able to calculate the individual 
basic constants are rather uncertain. The conformity found shows, 
however, that the deviation from the course calculated according 
to equation (9) as regards direction and order of magnitude 
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corresponds to the deviation which should be expected to occur 
if the instability of penicillin is assumed to be due to the taking 
up of a hydrogen ion at the nitrogen atom in the four-membered 
ring.

It is thus highly probable that the factor which decides 
whether a penicillin molecule is stable or unstable in a slightly 
acid solution is the existence of a hydrogen ion linked to the 
above mentioned nitrogen atom, while the degree of dissociation 
of the carboxyl group only influences to a certain extent the
velocity at which the inactivation takes place (Brodersen, 1947).
This theory becomes even more when one considers
that the inactivation must be assumed to consist in an opening 
of the lbur-membered ring and that inactivation in strongly 
acid solution, as shown in the above quoted work, is due to 
the taking up of a hydrogen ion at this point of the molecule.

Summary.

I. The result of the calculation of the salt effect on the in
activation of G penicillin in acid solution is dependent on the 
electric charge of the penicillin molecule and on whether we 
assume the inactivation in slightly acid solution to be due to the 
taking up of a hydrogen ion al the nitrogen atom in the four
membered ring or to the taking up of a hydrogen ion in the 
COO-group.

The location of the hydrogen ion is of no importance in weak 
salt solutions.

II. A formula (14) from which the salt effect may be cal
culated al small ionic strengths is deduced. This equation con
tains the electric charge of the acid penicillin molecule.

From this formula the salt effect on the inactivation in 0.029 
and 0.0024 m hydrochloric acid and in 0.0095 m acetic acid to 
which sodium chloride is added is calculated for different values 
of the electric charge. In the case of the last mentioned solution 
allowance is made for the fact that the hydrogen ion concentration 
varies with the ionic strength.

By comparison with the experimentally determined salt effect 
it appears that the acid penicillin molecule is uncharged, while 
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the penicillin ion present in a neutral solution has a single nega
tive charge.

III. An attempt is made to calculate the salt elfect at high 
ionic strengths on the basis of the two theories on the reaction 
mechanism indicated above. To be able to carry out these cal
culations it is necessary to make a fairly large number of simpli
fying assumptions, which, of course, renders the results less 
reliable. A comparison with the experimentally determined figures 
shows, however, good conformity with the calculation method 
which is based on the assumption that the instability is due to 
the fact that a hydrogen ion has been taken up at the nitrogen 
atom in the four-membered ring.

An estimate of the errors to which the calculations are subject 
is shown to confirm this theory about the reaction mechanism, 
a theory which is also supported by previous investigations.

The expenses of the experiments dealt with in this paper have 
been covered by grants from “Medicinalfabrikantforeningen”. 
The penicillin used was kindly placed at my disposal by Pro
fessor K. A. Jensen, M. I). Helge Brodersen, cand. act. per
formed the calculations. I am indebted to the late Professor
J. N. Brønsted, Ph. D. and Professor J. A. Christiansen, Ph. 
1). for instructive conversations during the work.

From the Department of General Pathology, University of Copenhagen. 
(Professor K. A. Jensen, M.D.).
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Under the action of the enzyme penicillinase penicillins are 
converted into biologically inactive substances, the amide 

bond in the four ring presumably being opened on hydrolysis. 
In a previous paper (Brodersen 1947 a), it has been shown that, 
in all probability, different penicillinases of bacterial origin exist, 
since marked differences seem to prevail, on the one hand, 
between an enzyme studied by Woodruff and Foster (1945) 
and prepared from a grampositive, spore-forming air bacterium 
and, on the other hand, an enzyme which is produced by a grain
negative coli-like bacterium. The present work deals with the 
course of penicillin inactivation by the latter enzyme.

The investigations communicated in the above cited paper 
show that we here meet with a substance having the properties 
typical of enzymes. Il has, however, not been demonstrated 
whether the accelerating effect of this substance on the inactivation 
of penicillin is due to catalysis or possibly is an ordinary stoichio
metric reaction. In the latter case, the ratio between the quantity 
of the inactivator consumed and the quantity of penicillin in
activated is independent of the experimental conditions.

We shall, therefore, first investigate whether penicillinase has 
a catalytic effect.

Technique.

Penicillinase was applied in form of a culture filtrate of the 
previously described coli-like bacterium (Brodersen 1947 b). The 
cultivation procedure is described in the same paper.

The culture filtrate was adjusted to pH 6.7 and an equal volume 
of phosphate buffer (Sorensen) of the same pH was added. In 
the different experiments, to 5 ml of this mixture a small volume 
of a rather concentrated penicillin solution was added. In this 

1*
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way, the hydrogen ion concentration and the salt concentration 
were the same in all experiments.

If not otherwise stated, the experimental température was 
30° C. The temperature of the solution was adjusted prior to the 
addition of penicillin.

From the reaction mixture samples were drawn al intervals. 
In these samples, the inactivation process was interrupted by 
treatment with alcohol at room temperature for 10 minutes, as 
described earlier. Subsequently, the mixture was diluted to an 
alcohol content of c. 10 vol °/0. This alcohol concentration is 
without detectable influence on the penicillin determinations.

After end experiment, the penicillin activities were measured 
in the thus treated samples by means of the agar cup method. 
Generally, each sample was measured in one cup, only. In order 
nevertheless to obtain a reliable determination of the course of 
the curve, a considerable number of samples were drawn in each 
experiment. It might possibly appear more natural to confine one
self to a smaller number of samples and, instead, to determine each 
of them more accurately in different cups. However, the above pro
cedure was preferred, because the relative change of the penicillin 
concentration frequently increases markedly towards the end of the 
experiment; thus, it was necessary to draw samples at rather short 
intervals in order to ensure a point in the last part of the curve.

Demonstration of the Catalytic Effect of Penicillinase.

Fig. 6 shows the course of the inactivation of pure penicillin- 
G-sodium salt “Glaxo” (in the following denoted as “preparation 
A”). The three curves correspond to three different initial con
centrations. If the curves are displaced in such a way that the 
points with the same penicillin concentration fall on the same 
ordinate (Fig. 1), it appears that the curves are congruent. This 
means that for any penicillin concentration the reaction velocity 
is independent of the quantity of penicillin inactivated before the 
respective time. Disregarding the shape of the curves, this can be 
explained in two ways:

(1) Penicillin reacts stoichiometrically with a substance the 
molar concentration of which is high compared with even the 
highest penicillin concentration applied.
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100

5

t min

Fig. 1. The course of the reaction for the inactivation of preparation A (penicillin 
G “Glaxo”). At the start of the three curves the penicillin concentration is 

0.208 mml.
O Before 1 = 0,

— t = 0,
A — t = 0,

0.408 mmol was inactivated.
0.208

(2) Penicillinase is a catalyst which docs not change its cata
lytic activity during the process.

In the first case, we would expect to find a first-order reaction 
(pseudomonomolecular process). The curves obtained correspond 
approximately to a reaction of zero order, which is frequently 
found in enzymatic processes. This is in favour of the assumption 
that penicillinase is a catalyst.

Fig. 2 exhibits curves obtained in almost the same way as 
those represented in Fig. 1, however with another penicillin pre
paration (B) containing but c. 5 °/0 sodium salt of penicillin G 
and, besides, biologically inactive substances. The inactivation of 
this preparation is a first-order reaction in accordance with 
assumption (1). On the basis of this assumption it seems, how
ever, impossible to explain why the process occurs the slowlier, 
the higher the initial penicillin concentration. This observation
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Fig. 2. The course of the reaction for the inactivation of preparation It (Leo- 
penicillin G, sodium salt, c. 5 °/0). At the start of the three curves the penicillin 

concentration is 0.027 mmol.
A Before t = 0, 0.081 mmol was inactivated.

— t = 0, 0.027 — — — .
O— t = 0, 0— — — .

may, however, be explained when assuming the penicillinase to 
be a catalyst which is competitively inhibited by a substance 
present in the penicillin preparation. The impeding substance 
must then be present in a concentration so high that the amount 
of penicillinase bound to penicillin at any time is small as com
pared with the amount bound to the impeding substance. In 
this case, the slopes of the straight lines of Fig. 2 should be 
inversely proportional to the added quantity of the penicillin 
preparation. 'Phis condition is fulfilled in good approximation.

A closer derivation of the theory concerning the course of the 
process will be given below. Here it may only be staled that the 
curves considered are in good agreement with the assumption 
that the inactivated substance is a catalyst; on the other hand, 
they cannot be explained if it is assumed that the inactivation 
is a stoichiometric reaction between penicillin and another sub
stance.
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Stability of Penicillinase under the Prevailing 
Experimental Conditions.

Il is a rather general observation that enzymes are inactivated 
to a higher or lower degree, during the process or already during 
storage under the experimental conditions. Since this is of utmost 
significance for the kinetical treatment of the reaction, we shall 
fust investigate whether such an irreversible inactivation takes 
place in the case of penicillinase.

Il results from the experiment plotted in Fig. 1 that irreversible 
inactivation is not very dominant in the first part of the process. 
In order to extend the investigation also to the last part of the 
process and, altogether, over a longer period of time, the following 
experiments have been performed.

To 5 ml penicillinase-bull’er mixture was added penicillin pre
paration A dissolved in a very small volume of water to a con
centration of 0.23 mmol1*. After the lapse of 20 hours, this mixture 
was completely inactivated and preparation B was added lo 
0.27 mmol penicillin. Simultaneously, a control experiment was 
started in the following way: to another 5 ml pcnicillinase-bufTer 
mixture the same amount of preparalion B was added. The course 
of the reactions in these two glasses was studied and compared.

1) Here, the penicillin concentrations are expressed in millimol per litre (mmol), 
since this proved to be more rational in chemical work than OU/ml . (1 OU/ml = 
0.001795 mmol).

If, under these conditions, the penicillinase is stable for 20 
hours, we should expect to find the same course of reaction in 
both glasses, while the process in the control experiment should 
occur more rapidly if a partially irreversible inactivation of the 
enzyme takes place.

For the last part of the experiment, preparation A could also 
have been used. However, it is possible that, during inactivation 
of the portion of preparation A added first, a small amount of 
competitively inhibiting substance was formed which, in view of 
the measuring uncertainty, did not manifest itself in the experi
ment shown in Fig. 1. A closer examination of the uncertainty 
shows that this could be the cause of an erroneous result of the 
experiment. If, on the other hand, preparation B is used, con
taining large amounts of competitively inhibiting substances, the



Fig. 3. The course of the reaction for the inactivation of preparation B after 
the same quantity of enzyme had inactivated a certain quantity of preparation A. 

O Before t = 0, 0.233 mmol of preparation A was inactivated. 
e — t = 0, 0 — - — — .

effect of the inhibiting substance possibly formed in the first 
phase of the experiment will not be detectable.

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 3. The 
difference between the two curves appears to be very slight. 
Therefore, we shall in the following assume that penicillinase is 
stable throughout the experiment.

The Course of the Inactivation Process.
T h e o r y.

On the basis of the orientating investigations outlined in the 
preceding section, we shall now deduce a formula for the course 
of the reaction with lime and, then, compare this formula with 
the curves found experimentally.

In agreement with Michaelis and Menten’s theory (1913), 
we assume that the first step of the process is the formation of
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an enzyme- and penicillin complex. This complex is subsequently 
converted and finally split into enzyme and reaction product.

I> + E PE -> P'E P' + E (1)

The equilibrium reactions symbolized by double arrows are 
assumed to occur with velocities very high as compared with 
the velocity of the irreversible process which» thus, determines 
the rate of the reaction. If the equilibrium written on the right 
side is not completely displaced towards the right side, the 
reaction product exerts a competitive inhibition.

Moreover, we must reckon with the presence of one or several 
other competitively inhibiting substances which compete with 
penicillin in reversibly combining with the enzyme, whereby the 
reaction velocity is decreased. Ax denotes such a substance in 
the penicillin preparation, A2 one in the enzyme preparation.

A1+E^A1E
(9 ) 

A2+ E - A,E I

/
Assuming that the molar concentration of the enzyme is small 

as compared with the concentrations of P, P', Ax, and A2, the 
mass action terms corresponding to these equilibria can be 
written

Kp =

Kp' =

Ka.=

Ka,=

For stoichiometric reasons, wc

Cp' 4- Cy

obla i n

= °P(0) • ((>)

The total concentration of free and reversibly bound enzymes is
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Ce — ce+ cpe + cp'e- (7)

Finally, we assume that the reaction velocity at any time is pro
portional lo (he concentration of the cnzyine-penicillin complex

After eliminating from equations (3)—(7) cE, cPE, cP>E, ca,e> 
ca,e we obtain

I bis equation describes the relation between the lime I and 
the penicillin concentration cP.

The Course of the Reaction as a Function 
af the Enzyme Concentration.

Equation (10) shows that, as il is generally the ease, inverse 
proportionality between the time and the total enzyme con- 
centralion must be expected if the other quantities in the formula 
are constant. In the following, this relation will be checked 
experimentally.

To this purpose, the enzyme concentration should be varied 
without simultaneously changing the salt concentration or the 
concentrations of inhibiting substances possibly present in Hie 
penicillinase solution. This is not feasible by changing the amount 
of culture filtrate in the reaction mixture, since the composition 
of the culture filtrate with respect to inhibiting substances, and 
partly also with respect to salts, is unknown. The most correct 
way of solving this problem would be to prepare the pure enzyme.
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Fig. 4. The course of the reaction as a function of the enzyme concentration 
(penicillin G “Glaxo”. c(, ()i = 0.059 mmol).

O 2 nil culture filtrate 4- 0 ml boiled do. + 2 ml. buffer 4- 0.01 ml. penicillin 
solution.

fl 1 ml — — +1 ml boiled do. + 2 mi. buffer 4- 0.01 ml. penicillin
solution.

/\ 0.5 ml — — + 1.5 ml boiled do. 4 2 ml. buffer 4- 0.01 ml. penicillin
solution.

V 0 ml — — 4 2 ml boiled do. 4- 2 ml. buller + 0.01 ml. penicillin
solution.

However, numerous attempts al a purification failed. 'Therefore, 
the following procedure had to be used. The culture filtrate was 
boiled so that the enzyme was destroyed. 'The solutions used for 
the experiments were then made up of different quantities ol 
fresh and of boiled culture filtrate in such a wav that the sum 
was kept constant. In order to obtain complete destruction of 
the enzyme, it was found necessary, however, to boil the filtrate 
for more than 20 minutes. During this procedure, a precipitate 
was formed in the solution. As it was unknown whether the 
removal of the substance forming this precipitate would affect 
the process, it was preferred to boil the culture filtrate for one 
minute, only, and to refrain from a complete destruction of 
the enzyme.

'The enzyme concentration in the fresh culture filtrate will be 
denoted by cEl and the volume applied by VEi. The corresponding 
quantities for the boiled enzyme solution will be denoted by cEi 
and Vi.- , and the total volume of the reaction mixture we1 'V
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the fraction of the total volume of the reaction mixture made out by the non
boiled culture filtrate. Ordinate: reciprocal time elapsing to reach the following 

degrees of inactivation:
O — log cp/cI>(()| = 0.20 mmol. 
□ — logcp/cp(0) = 0.40 — . 
A — log cp/cp(0) = 0.60 — .

shall call V. For the sake of simplicity, equation (10) will be 
written

CEkPEt = 1 (cp) (11)
from which

1
I

Fhe reciprocal of the lime necessary to obtain a certain degree 
of inactivation for constant cp(o), cA1 etc. will be a linear function 
of the fraction of the total volume of the reaction mixture which 
is made out of the fresh culture filtrate. For different degrees of 
inactivation different slopes are obtained, but all lines should 
intersect the axis of abscissae at the same point.

The curves obtained for different enzyme concentrations are 
to be seen in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 illustrates the interdependence between 
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the reciprocal of the time necessary to reach a certain degree of 
inactivation and the fraction of the volume of the reaction mix
ture, which in the respective experiment made out the fresh 
culture filtrate.

The relation deduced from equation (10) appears to be ful
filled with good approximation.

Experimental Checking of the Theory concerning 
the Course of the Reaction.

The usual methods of checking graphically whether an 
enzymatic process occurs in agreement with Michaelis’ and 
Menten’s theory (cf. Veibel 1942) are unsuited in the present 
case. This is a consequence of the poor relative accuracy with 
which the penicillin concentrations can be measured. On the 
other hand, penicillin can be determined in much lower con
centrations than most other substances, a fact which should be 
utilized here. This may be done by the procedure described in 
the following.

Equation (10) can be transformed into

Here, cAi/cP(0) is constant for one and the same penicillin pre
paration, and cAi is constant for one and the same enzyme 
preparation.

It is obvious that the time necessary to reach a certain 
degree of inactivation must be expected to be linearly dependent 
on the initial concentration of penicillin al a constant concentra
tion of the enzyme.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the results of two series of experiments 
performed with the above discussed preparations A and B, 
respectively. For each preparation, the course of inactivation was
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o Cpjoi = 0.625 mmol. 
= 0.423 - .

A cp(0)= 0.217
The drawn curves are calculated.

determined with three different initial concentrations. Owing to 
the addition of different volumes of penicillin solution, the enzyme 
concentration is different from experiment to experiment. How
ever, these differences are rather small, since the volume of the 
penicillin solution added never exceeded 6 % of the total volume. 
Correction was made for the presumable influence of the slight 
difference in enzyme concentration on the rale of the process by 
means of the formula deduced above. To this purpose, the 
limes of the determinations are calculated in such à way that 
the points inserted refer to the enzyme concentration in the 
solution prior to the addition of penicillin. In both experimental 
scries given here the same enzyme preparation was used. 'Thus, 
CE can be regarded as constant.

The limes found for certain constant degrees of inactivation 
as a function of the initial concentration are shown in big. 8. 
('fin' times inserted were found by interpolation between the
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lüg. 7. 'Plie course of the enzymatic inactivation of a c. 5 °/0 preparation of peni
cillin Cl (preparation B) at different initial concentrations of penicillin.

O Cp ()| = 0.0830 mmol.
□ cp;() = 0.0423 - . 

A = 0.0194 - .
'flic drawn curves are calculated.

experimental points and not by reading from the curves; these 
curves arc calculated and can first be drawn later.) Fig. 8 shows 
a linear interdependency between the time and the initial con
centration, which is in agreement with equation (13). The lines 
are drawn in such a way that the parts between the origin and 
the points of intersection with the axis of ordinates are pro
portional to — lncp/cpp)), which should be the ease according to 
(13). The experimental uncertainty is loo great as to permit a 
confirmation of the proportionality on the basis of these experi
ments. 'Phis support can, however, be obtained from a third 
series of experiments which will be discussed later.

Now, we shall investigate whether the slopes of the lines in 
Fig. 8 are in agreement with equation (13) which will be written 
as follows:

t=acp(())+q (14)

(15)
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(IG)
CI7k

in the numerator can be

0. (17)
Ai

against a 
with pre-

O
□

Since both terms are positive it is seen that, in practice, each 
of them can be put equal to zero.

Kp-|n“c—1 P(0) 
(| = ~ C n

^EaPE

In Fig. 9, the ordinate a/(l — Cp/cp(o)) is plotted 
function of the degree of inactivation. For the series 
paralion A, this figure appears to be approximately independent 
of the degree of inactivation; the deviations found correspond 
to the experimental uncertainty. Thus, in this series of experi
ments, a is proportional to 1 —cP/cP(0). According to equation 
(15) this means that the second term 
put equal to zero. Thus, we obtain

Kp . Ikp

Kp, K

ca.

CP(0)

Fig. 8. Tlie time elapsing to reach the given degrees of inactivation is seen to 
be linearly dependent on the initial concentration, 

preparation A. 
preparation B.
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Kp 

Kp,

KP CA, 

^A. CP(0)

Tilis does not mean, however,
pared with Kp/, but only that the ratio between the two quantities 
is so small that, in these experiments, no inhibition of the enzyme 
caused by the inactivation product of penicillin can be detected. 
The experimental conditions can, of course, be changed in such 
a way that a more accurate investigation of a possible inhibition 
becomes feasible; it appears from equation (15) that the investi
gations should be extended to higher degrees of inactivation, 
which involves the use of larger amounts of penicillin. Such 
experiments could not be performed with the quantity of peni
cillin at our disposal.

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 15,

(18)0,

(19)0.

as com-Ku is verv small

2
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From (1$)) it can be seen that the quantities of competitively 
inhibiting substances present in preparation A have not been so 
large that they could be detected. This is in good agreement 
with the statement of the manufactory that this preparation is 
a pure penicillin-G-sodium salt.

The chance of detecting a possible inhibition caused by the 
inactivation product of penicillin is smaller for other preparations 
containing larger or smaller concentrations of competitively in
hibiting substances than for the pure preparation A. Consequently, 
for all experiments carried out we may put KP/KP- = 0. Then, 
(15) can be converted into

'Phus, we should expect lo lind a linear dependence between 
a/(l—Cp/cp(o)) and (—lncP/cP(0))/(l—cP/cP(())). 1 he part on 
the axis of ordinates gives the reciprocal of CEkPE, a figure which 
must be expected to be constant for one and the same enzyme 
preparation independent of the concentration of inhibiting sub
stances in the penicillin preparation.

From Fig. 9 this is seen to be fulfilled for both preparations 
A and B.

From Figs. 8 and 9, we find

For enzyme 
preparation I

For penicillin 
preparation A

For penicillin 
preparation B

C]..kpj. = 0.00233 mmol/min.

= 0.004 mmol.

The curves drawn in Figs. 7 and 6 are calculated from these 
figures by means of equation (13). There is very good agreement 
between these curves and the points found experimentally.
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Fig. 10. The course of the enzymatic inactivation of a c. 25 °/0 preparation of 
penicillin G (preparation C), employing an enzyme preparation (II) different from 

those applied until now.
O Cl’(0) ~ 0.235 mmol.
□ CP(0) = 0.1190 — .
A C !•((>) “ 0.0470 — .

As mentioned above, it is still left to investigate whether
the form of the last term in equation (13) can be verified experi
mentally. In both series of experiments performed up to the 
present, the numerical values of this term are too small as to 
make these experiments suitable for such an investigation.

Higher values of the last term in equation (13) were found 
when another enzyme preparation was applied which was pre
pared in the same way as the preparation discussed above, but 
from another charge. Fig. 10 illustrates the course of inactivation 
of an American commercial preparation of penicillin-G-sodium 
salt (preparation C, presumably c. 25 °/0) found when applying 
this last mentioned enzyme preparation. In Fig. 11 arc plotted 
the limes necessary to reach certain degrees of inactivation as a 
function of the initial concentration of the penicillin. Also here, 
the linear relation is seen to be valid. The lines in the figure 
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are drawn in such a way that the best possible agreement with 
the points is obtained. The ordinates ((f) found for the points 
of intersection of the lines with the axis of ordinates should, 
according to (16), be proportional to —lncP/cP(0). This is seen 
from Table 1 to be fulfilled with an approximation of the order 
of magnitude of the measuring uncertainty.

Thus, also the last term in (13) is in agreement with the 
experiments.

From this series of experiments, we lind in the same wav 
as above

cEkpl = 0.0027 mmol/min.
For enzyme
preparation 11 Kp 1

\
+ ;As = 0.020 mmol.

1 \

For penicillin 1<P CA.1 = 0.28.preparation C “a. ‘ CP(0)

The curves drawn in Fig. 10 are calculated on the basis of
these ligures.

As compared with the penicillin content, the content of 
competitively inhibiting substances in preparation C is seen to 
be smaller than in preparation B, which is in good agreement 
with the high purity of preparation C.

For the enzyme preparation II, the quantity KP(1 + ca,/^a.) 
is live times as large as for the enzyme preparation I. It appears 
improbable that the two values of KP should be so different. 
Both preparations are prepared from one and the same strain 
of bacteria and under approximately the same cultivation con
ditions; therefore, it can scarcely be assumed that we here have 
to do with two chemically different enzymes. Hydrogen ion- and 
sail concentrations have also been approximately equal in both 
preparations. For an explanation of the experimental results it 
is, thus, necessary to assume that the divergency is due to different 
values of cAj.

Herewith, the presence of a competitively inhibiting substance 
in the enzyme solutions is made probable.
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Fig. 11. The time elapsing to reach the given degrees of inactivation ill Fig. 10. 
Here, the lines are seen to intersect the axis of ordinates at a higher point than 
in Fig. 8. This can be explained by assuming that the enzyme preparation (II) 
used contains a competitively inhibiting substance in higher concentration than 

does the enzyme preparation I.

Table 1 (cf. Fig. 11).

q
Cp

— log
C !•(())

q i C|*
CP (0)

1.7 30 7.2
1.3 24 8.0
1.0 20 8.5
0.7 13 8
0.5 1 7 6
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The Effect of the Temperature on the Enzymatic Process.

In consequence of the deductions made above, equation (13) 
can be simplified to

terin is much

fhe experiments discussed in the following were performed 
with enzyme preparation I. Therefore, the numerical values of 
the last term of (20) are rather small compared with the first 
term on the right side. Since it can scarcely be assumed that 
the relative 
larger than 
missible in

Using a 
inhibiting substances (preparation A), (21) can further be simpli
fied to

change with temperature of the last
the relative change of the first term, it will be ad- 
a first approximation to neglect this last term, 
penicillin preparation without detectable content of

(22)

Here, only kPE is dependent on temperature. According to this 
equation, we should expect to find the course of the reaction to 
change with temperature in such a way that I for constant 
Cp/cp(0) is changed at a given change in temperature by a constant 
factor, independent of the degree of inactivation.

In the experiment shown in Fig. 12 Ibis condition appears to 
be fulfilled in good approximation. Thus, the change in the 
course of the reaction with temperature can be characterized 
only by the change of the time elapsing until a given degree of 
inactivation is reached.

It becomes clear from the course of the curves that the most 
accurate expression for the temperature dependence is obtained



o

big'. 12. The course of the reaction on inactivation of penicillin preparation A 
with enzyme preparation I.

O 30° G.
□ 20° G.

c „ = 0.217 mmol.l’(0)

a function of the reciprocal of the absolute temperature (abscissa). 
O preparation A.
□ preparation B.
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by measuring the time elapsing till a given degree of inactivation 
is reached, for example, the degree of inactivation corresponding 
to a point in the last steep part of the curve, since here the relative 
uncertainty of the time found is least.

Fig. 13 shows the results of three experiments of this kind. 
The logarithm of the reciprocal time is plotted as ordinate and 
the reciprocal absolute temperature as abscissa. In agreement 
with Arrhenius’ law, the interdependence between these magni
tudes is linear. For Arrhenius’ critical increment, we find

This ligure holds for the buffer and 
concentration (phosphate + c. 1/2 m NaCl, 
here. In other buffers other numerical values are to be expected.

From these experiments, no conclusions can be drawn as to 
how great a fraction of the change according to changing 
temperature is due to a change in the hydrogen ion- and the 
hydroxyl ion concentration and how much is caused by a change 
in velocity of the velocity determining process proper. Conse
quently, the magnitude of the activation energy of the velocity 
determining process in the conversion of the molecule PF is 
still unknown. Even if this fact is taken into consideration, it 
seems to be clear that the activation energy of the enzymatic 
process should be lower than the activation energy of the 
spontaneous conversion of penicillin, for which EA = 22700 
cal/mol (Brodersen 1947 b). This is also in agreement with 
theoretical expectations, since the effect of the enzyme as a 
catalyst actually consists in a reduction of the activation energy, 
whereby the velocity of the reaction is increased.

The experimental finding of the slight temperature dependence 
of the penicillin conversion under the action of penicillinase thus 
lends further support to the assumption that the process is of 
catalytical nature.

Finally, experiments were performed on the temperature 
coefficient of the inactivation of the impure preparation B. The 

4b.'d cal/mol. (23)

for the hydrogen ion 
cH+ — 1()—6,z) applied
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results of these experiments are comprised in Fig. 13; also under 
these conditions, the process follows Arrhenius’ law. We lind

EA = 4200 cal/mol.

According to equation (21), we might expect to lind that the 
value of Ea dillers considerably from the value found for the 
pure preparation, since here also the temperature will influence 
Kp and KAi. The difference found between these two values is, 
however, not large enough to be regarded as significant if the 
experimental uncertainty is taken into consideration. Thus, Kp 
and KAi seem to change almost proportionally. The result is not 
especially surprising if we keep in mind that the two equilibrium 
reactions to which these two constants refer must be assumed 
to be chemically related.

Discussion.

From the above account it seems safe to conclude that the 
penicillin inactivating substance studied here acts as a catalyst, 
l'he first part of the process is a reversible formation of an 
cnzyme-penicillin complex which undergoes an irreversible de
composition and is split into a free enzyme and a biologically 
inactive conversion product of penicillin. This enzyme can, more
over, combine reversibly with substances other than penicillin, 
which are found both in the enzyme preparation and in less pure 
penicillin preparations. As it was shown above, the experimental 
residís are in perfect agreement with the theoretical expectation.

Penicillinase can presumably be classified as an amidase 
since, according to Anglo-American investigations, the amide bond 
in the four ring is hydrolyzed in the penicillin molecule (The 
Committee on Medical Research and the Medical Research Council 
1945). Several other amidases have been detected in the bacteria 
and it is not impossible that penicillinase is identical with one 
of them. Even if this is not the case, it would be natural to assume 
that penicillinase plays a role as an enzyme in these bacteria. It 
is rather improbable that strains of bacteria which have never 
been exposed to penicillin should contain an enzyme the only 
function of which is Io inactivate penicillin. 'Phis other process 



which is catalyzed by penicillinase in the bacteria will be in
hibited in the presence of penicillin, since part of the penicillinase 
will be bound to penicillin and, thus, be ineffective in the other 
process. In this connection, we remember Turner’s et al. (1943) 
statement that penicillin inhibits the splitting of urea with urease 
which also is an amidase.

Now, it may be assumed that the inhibiting elfect of penicillin 
on the growth of the bacteria is a blocking of an amidase 
necessary for the normal growth of the bacteria. If this holds, 
it should also be expected that the substances competitively 
inhibiting penicillinase detected above should have the same bac
teriological elfect as has penicillin. This is not the case and, 
therefore, the explanation of the mode of action of penicillin 
should possibly be searched in other fields. On the basis of the 
above discussion it will, however, appear appropriate in future 
investigations into the action of penicillin to pay special attention 
to the amidases of the bacteria.

Summary.

The course of reaction for the enzymatic inactivation of some 
penicillin G preparations is investigated as a function of peni
cillin- and enzyme concentration and temperature.

Il is shown that the penicillinase acts as a catalyst.
The enzyme is shown to be stable during the process at 30°C 

and pH 6.7.
A relation is deduced for the course of the reaction as a 

function of the concentrations of penicillinase, penicillin, and 
competitively inhibiting substances, applying Michaelis and Men- 
ten’s theory.

Good agreement is prevailing between this relation and the 
experimental curves, if it is taken into consideration that both 
the less pure penicillin preparations and the enzyme preparations 
contain competitively inhibiting substances.

The temperature dependence is shown to be in agreement 
with expectations.
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The expenses in connection with the experiments discussed 
in this paper were defrayed by Medicinalfabrikantforeningen. The 
penicillin employed was kindly put at my disposal by Professor
K. A. Jensen (M.D.) and by Lovens kemiske Fabrik. Cand. act. 
Helge Brodersen was very helpful in the calculation work.

From the Department of General Pathology, University 0/ Copenhagen. 
(Professor. K. A. Jensen, M. D.).
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Il is well known that investigations of comets moving in nearly 
parabolic orbits have shown that the majority of the original 

orbits were certainly elliptical, and that no certain case of an 
originally hyperbolic orbit exists. The results of the investiga
tions were based on calculations of planetary perturbations of 
the nearly parabolic orbits during the time of the passage of 
the comet from outer space through the inner parts of the 
solar system. The available material consists partly in approxi
mate calculations by G. Fayet1 for about 150 comets, partly in 
rigorous calculations carried out by a number of investigators 
according to the principles developed by E. Strömgren2.

1 G. Fayet, Recherches concernant les excentricités des comètes, Paris 190B.
2 E. Strömgren, Cher den Ursprung der Kometen, Copenhagen 1914.

1*

In the great majority of cases the eccentricity of the original 
orbit is smaller than the osculating eccentricity in the part of 
the orbit where the comet is observed. This tendency is very 
marked, and clearly shown both by the rigorous and the ap
proximate calculations. However, since Fayet’s work can only 
he regarded as an approximation of statistical value, we shall 
here restrict ourselves to a consideration of the results of the 
rigorous calculations.

Geelmuyden-Strömgren, Lærebog i Astronomi, 2. Udg., Oslo 
1945, on p. 285 contains a list of 21 rigorous calculations of 
the eccentricities of original cometary orbits. From this list we 
have taken the data given below and added a column giving the 
value of ./( J, i. e. original 1 — osculating - in the observable

\cij a a
part of the orbit, a being the semi-major axis.

The osculating - is the reciprocal of the value of a found o I
hv a definitive orbit determination. The original --values given 
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were found through numerical calculations of the perturbations 
hv Jupiter and Saturn (in some cases by other planets, loo) 
which covered a period extending so far back in time that the 

further perturbations were negligible. The original--values refer
to the 
of the

motion of the 
sun, Jupiter,

comet with 
ind Saturn.

regard to the centre of gravity

No. Comet Osculating - Original -

1.. 1853 III - 0.0008193 + 0.0000829 + 0.0009022
2. 1863 VI 0.0004949 + 0.0000166 + 0.0005115
3. . 1882 11 + 0.0118963 + 0.0121488 + 0.0002525
4.. 1886 I 0.0006944 -0.0000071 + 0.0006873
5.. 1886 II 0.0004770 + 0.0003166 1- 0.0007936
6.. 1886 IX - 0.0005765 + 0.0000630 1- 0.0006395
7.. 1889 I 0.0006915 4 0.000042 + 0.0007335
8.. 1890 II -0.0002151 + 0.0000718 + 0.0002869
9.. 1897 I 0.0008722 4- 0.0000396 + 0.0009118

10.. 1898 VII - 0.0006074 -0.0000157 + 0.0005917
11.. 1902 III + 0.0000810 + 0.0000054 -0.0000756
12.. 1904 I - 0.0005040 4 0.0002165 + 0.0007205
13.. 1905 VI - 0.0001424 + 0.0006210 F 0.0007634
14.. 1907 I 0.0004991 4- 0.0000252 ; 0.0005243
15.. 1910 I + 0.0002143 (+0.0033021) (+0.0030878)
16. . 1914 V -0.0001465 + 0.0000119 + 0.0001584
17. . 1922 II - 0.0003806 + 0.0000038 + 0.0003844
18.. 1925 I - 0.0005665 + 0.0000540 + 0.0006205
19.. 1925 VII — 0.0002730 + 0.0001150 I- 0.0003880
20. . 1932 VI - 0.0005948 + 0.0000441 + 0.0006389
21.. 1936 I 0.000487 + 0.000205 + 0.0006i)2

It appears from the table that for 20 out of 21 comets the 
orbits have shifted in the elliptical direction, when going back 

in time, i. e. is positive, while there is a slight shift in the 

hyperbolic direction for one comet. The order of magnitude of 
z/^j is 4-0.0005. Comet 1910 1 is apparently an exception. An 

examination of the data given for this comet,1 however, shows 
that the investigation contains an error in the derivation of the

1 K. Lous, Die ursprüngliche Bahn des Kometen 1910 1 (A. N. 220, 167, 
Kiel 1924).
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is

in

■i) =
«An

+ 0.000552. Examination of the distribution of the + {-) around

elements for 1904, January 24. The correct value

+ 0.0006921. Hence,

good agreement with the other values ofz/(^j.

The mean value of the values of

of - a
= +0.0004778, a result which is

now becomesz/

the mean value shows that this may be characterized as random, 
as the material is small (cf. Fig. 1).

! Number of orbits

4

1

-6 -7 -6 -5 -4 -J -2 -1 0 +'/ +2 + 4 *5 + 6 + 7 *5 CACi) - 0 000552] 10*

Fig. 1.

From the distribution it is found that the standard error of 

/(-) is ±0.000055, thus
\«+,

./ fl) = ± 0.000552 ± 0.000055.

The prediction for an individual comet is

1) = + 0.00055 ± 0.00025.

In what follows we shall attempt to show how the system
atic change in the eccentricity may be understood on the basis 
of certain simplifying assumptions.

We consider a simplified system consisting of the sun, Ju
piter and the comet. We assume that Jupiter is moving in a 
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circular orbit with the sun al the centre. In this case a .Jacobian 
integral is valid for the system.

The integral in question has been derived by H. Seeliger.1 
Seeliger considered the motion relative to the sun (not relative 
to the centre of gravity of the sun and Jupiter). Putting k = 1 
(which corresponds to the adoption of a unit of time equal to 
about 58 days), we find

V2 = 2r+2+—+2n \/p cos z --Ç-,(r2 -"2)• (1 )
/• o r

Here V is the velocity of the comet relative to the sun, r the 
distance of the comet from the sun, o the distance between the 
comet and Jupiter, while p and i are the parameter and the 
inclination, respectively, of the comet’s orbit (strictly speaking 
the inclination is relative to Jupiter’s orbital plane). Finally p 
is the Jupiter mass, r' Jupiter’s distance from the sun, and n' 
the mean motion of the planet. The quantity 2/ is a constant.

Introducing the expression which defines the osculating a 
of the comet,

2 1 V- = - — , 
r (t

we get
1 = -2r-2(*-2zz'|//z cos z + ^(r2-/). (2)
a o r

Usually the Jacobian integral is written in terms of the 
motion relative to the centre of gravity of the system. In this 
case we get the following equation:

Here V is the velocity of the comet relative to the centre of 
gravity, r and o as before denote the distances sun—comet and 
Jupiter—comet, while p and n are the mass and the mean 
motion of Jupiter. The quantities x and z/ are the co-ordinates 
of the comet relative to the centre of gravity, and C is a

H. Seei.igkh, Notiz über einen Tisserand’schen Satz (A. N. 124, 2(19, Kiel 1890). 
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new constant. The latter constant is practically equal to —2/, 
however, and for our purposes we may put C = —2/.

If we consider the motion of the comet at a great distance 
from the sun, and using

?2 = (1+"') (/’<')■

the distance of the

(4)
a

theto

(5)

and (5),

/

(6)

(7)J
o

>

value

we

where we have pul r equal lo y equal to 
comet from the centre of gravity, we find

2n'

The quantities a, p and i refer to the orbit relative 
centre of gravity.

From (4) we get

o

of equal to r' = 5.203, and

find

2r
1 -i- p

Here q and r denote the distances from the comet to Jupiter and 
the sun, respectively, at the epoch of osculation of the definitive 
orbit in question. If we wish to study the average value of 
,/^Y it is only necessary to take account of the terms in (6) 

which are systematic in character. This leads to

J/ /) cos i 
l<

Introducing an average 

putting r = 1 and p = —

P / „2 2\
¡78 " Q ) •
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/pj =+0.000544,

in good agreement with the valne obtained from the material 
of rigorous calculations.

These considerations show that the phenomenon that nearly 
parabolic orbits change systematically in the elliptical direction 
when epochs further and further back in time are considered, 
is connected with the fact that the sun and .Jupiter act as one 
combined mass when the comets are at a great distance from the 
sun, and that the influence of Jupiter dominates over that of 
the other planets.

In conclusion it may be noted that the above considerations 
of course apply also to the case of the change of a nearly 
parabolic orbit throughout the time interval following the 
perihelion passage.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 18. Juni 1947. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 13. April 1948.
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1. The zeta-function of Riemann is defined in the complex 
s = a + it plane for the half-plane a> 1 by

C«’ = ;i + ;U---+1s+---. (1.1)
12 n

Here is valid also the product-representation of Euler

p

where p runs through the consecutive primes. From this represen
tation it follows clearly that

£(s)#0 for a > 1. (1.2)

As is well-known, the function £(s) is regular in the whole plane 
except at s = 1, where there is a pole of the first order. It is also 
well-known that the distribution of its roots is of fundamental 
importance in the theory of numbers. We know from the func
tional equation

s 1—s

(1.3)

that in the half-plane <7 < 0 the only zeros are s = —2, —4, —6, 
. . . and that there are an infinite number of roots g = -f- //„,
the so called “non trivial roots’’, such that

0<<r?<l. (1.4)

The famous hypothesis of Riemann, unproved so far, states that
1* 
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these all lie on the line cr — Using the fact obvious from the 

functional-equation (1.3) that they are symmetrical with respect 

to s = - we can express the content of this hypothesis in the 

form that
C(s)#O for o'>2- (1.5)

No one has yet been able to prove even the existence of a & with

< 1 such that

C(s)#0 for <r>$. (1-6)

2. Next we consider the partial-sums

Un (s) = A + Å H A (2-1 )
12 n

of the series (1.1). They obviously converge to £(s) for cr > 1. 
We ask whether these partial-sums share with £(s) the property 
of being non-vanishing in the half-plane cr > 1. We have found 
the somewhat striking

Theorem I. If there is an n0 such that for n > n0 the partial
sums Un (s) do not vanish in the half-plane <r > 1, then Rie
mann’s conjecture (1.5) is true.1)

More generally
Theorem IL If there are positive numbers n0 and K such 

that for n > n0 the partial-sum Un (s) does not vanish in the 
half-plane

(7>1+_L> (2.2)
|/n

then Riemann’s hypothesis (1.5) is true.2)
Still more generally
Theorem III. If there are positive numbers n0, K and i) 

satisfying
1) This elegant form of the theorem is due to Prof. 13. Jessen; my original 

form was more awkward.
2) This theorem is due to my pupil Mr. P. Ungár who observed that the 

method of proof of theorem I furnishes at the same time the proof of theorem II.
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1 < ft < 1
2 =

such that for n > n0 the sum Un(s) does not vanish in the half
plane

> 1 4—ïizy» (2.4)
n

then £(s)#0 in the half-plane a > ft.
A further not uninteresting generalisation is given by
Theorem IV. If there are positive n0, K, and # satisfying

(2.3) such that for n > n0 the polynomial Un(s) omits in the 
half-plane (2.4) a real value cn with1)

then £ (s) # () for a > ft.
3. All these theorems admit a further generalisation which 

asserts that these theorems remain true even if there is an infinity 
of exceptional n’s provided that there are “not too many”. We 
state explicitly only the analogue of theorem II.

Theorem V. If there is a positive K such that—denoting by 
a(.r) the number of n-values not exceeding x for which Un(s) 

has zeros in the half-plane ff>l+-7=—we have
j/n

I im
X ->oo

(3.1)

then Riemann’s hypothesis (1.5) is true.
Such connection between Riemann’s hypothesis and the roots 

of the partial-sums seems not to have been observed so far. The 
very interesting question whether, supposing Riemann’s hypo
thesis to be true, we can deduce consequences on the roots of 
the sections, remains open.

On the basis of theorem III we have an interesting situation 
for the roots of the partial-sums Un(s). If Riemann’s hypothesis

1) The stronger statement that the omitted value c must satisfy only 
|cn |< 1 we cannot prove.
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(1.5) is not true, or more exactly sup = 0 > then there is 

an infinity of n’s such that Un (s) vanishes in the half-plane 
a > 1 and even in the half-plane a > 1 4- n®—1—e, where e is 
an arbitrarily small preassigned number. But if Riemann’s hypo
thesis (1.5) is true, then, curiously, the method fails and nothing 
can be said about the roots of Un (s') this way.

4. What can actually be said about the roots of I7n(s)? Ac
cording to a theorem of K. Knopp1' every point of the line o = 1 
is a condensation-point for the zeros of Un(s). But in an interesting 
way this condensation happens at least for 111 > r0, where r0 is 
a sufficiently large numerical constant2^ only from the left.

More exactly we can prove
Theorem YI. There exist numerical t0 and K2 such that Un(s) 

does not vanish for

< |i|< ff>1; (4.!)

Further Un (s') does not vanish in the half-plane

a >1+2 log log n
log n n > n0. (4.2)

In the estimation (4.1) of the domain of non-vanishing we 
could replace log n loglog n by logÅn with a suitable k > 1, using 
estimations of VinogradoiT instead of estimations of Weyl.

The first part of theorem VI shows the indicated behaviour 
of the roots of Un(s); but to prove only this for all sufficiently 
large t we could use a more elementary reasoning. We write 
Un (s') in the form

C„(s) = C(s) —<■„(«). (4.3)

In what follows we denote by K3, . . . positive quantities, whose 
dependence upon eventual parameters will be indicated ex
plicitly; if no such dependence is mentioned they denote numer
ical constants. If

1) See the paper of R. Jentzscli: Untersuchungen zur Theorie der Folgen 
analytischer Functionen. Acta Math. 41 (1918), p. 219—251, in particular p. 236.

2) This probably also holds with r0 = 0.
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then

1 < tf <2, í ^4, (4.4)

(v + l)1 s — y1 <

and summing over v > n

rn <s)|<

This is true for any s in the domain (4.4) and obviously for 
tf > 1, 111 > 4 ; hence for n > t2

(4.5)

(4.6)

1
Q. e. d.>0.

it follows from this, (4.5) and (4.3), that for 
n>t2

Since for a suitable positive K5 we have1) for

We do not know so far of a single Un(s) vanishing in the 
half-plane tf > 1. Beyond the obvious fact that Un(s) 0 there 
for n < 3, we know only from a remark of Prof. B. Jessen that 
Ui(s) as well as U5(s) does not vanish in the half-plane tf >1. 
For the set of values of Í74(s) coincides “essentially” with that 
of the function

94(^ff) = l+A^ + le<* + p<T
and

(cp, ip, tf) = 1 + — cos ç? + cos +-^cos 2 (p,
2 3 4

so that for fixed a = tf0 > 1
i) T. H. Gronwall: Sur la fonction £(s) de Riemann au voisinage de er = 1. 

Rend. Cire. Mat. di Pal. T. XXXV, 1913, p. 95—102.
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cos œ H-----cos 2 (p
9,?o 4ffo

and for o > 1

4

Similarly we have
11

120"

5. We can prove all the corresponding theorems on replacing 
Í7n (s) with the Cesaro-means1) of the series (1.1)

n — V + 1 
nTl V s. (5.1)

To see what alterations are necessary in the proofs we shall treat 
explicitly only

Theorem VII. If there exist positive K and n0 so that the 
polynomial Cn (s) does not vanish in the hall-plane

a>l+^=,

For the Riesz-means

then Riemann’s hypothesis (1.5) is true.
Though the numerical evidences that the polynomials Cn(.s) 

do not vanish in the half-plane o > 1 are more numerous (e. g. 
the non-vanishing of C6 (s) in this half-plane follows quite tri
vially), we cannot enlarge the domain of non-vanishing (4.1) of 
theorem VI for the Cesaro-means.

«„(’) = v-s, 
V < n

for which the analogous theorems would have a somewhat 
enhanced interest because of the fact that they converge to £(s) 
in the closed half-plane tr 1, our method fails in principle.

1) Analogous theorems hold for Cesaro-means of higher order.
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ß. Another interesting series for the zeta-function is

(6.1)9

which represents in the half-plane a > 0 the function

(6.2)

1 2 3

This function vanishes in the half-plane o > 0 at the points 
s = Q as well as al

s (6.3)

k - ± 1, ± 2, •••.

Hence from the well-known theorem of Hurwitz it follows 
that the partial-sums

v„W = Z(-Dm+,'»“s
m <n

(6.4)

have roots “near” to ivk if n is sufficiently large, and we prove 
that these occur infinitely often in the half-plane cr> 1. Hence 
the analogue of theorem I is meaningless; but the analogues of 
theorems II, III, IV and V are true. We shall prove only

Theorem VIII. If there exist positive n0 and K such that for 
n > n0 the partial-sums Vn (s) do not vanish in the half-plane 

o’ > 1 4--y=,then Riemann’s conjecture (1.5) is true,
|/n

and
Theorem IX. There is an infinity of values of n for which 

Vn(s) vanishes in the half-plane a> 1.
This will follow from the fact that those roots of V2/i(s) which 

converge for a fixed k to ivk may be expressed asymptotically as

. , 2 k ni
, 1 + log 2

lvk + ------ ö-\ ‘ 11 • •
k 41og2-C(wk)
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7. Returning to the partial-sums Un(s) we have mentioned the 
fact that every point of the line a = 1 is a clustering point of 
the zeros of the polynomials i/n(s). Are these all the clustering 
points? The answer, as we can prove easily, is affirmative. For

(v+1)1 S-- V1 S---(1 —s)v S = V1 S^l+^ -- 1 ---y =

= /_s j¡ (1 — s)(— s) (1 —/jem

and summing over v

(n+1)1 s — 1— (1— s)i7n(s)|< |s||s— 1 I ff^max(l + y) " 1 < 
1 <.r< n 0<y<

< N i« -11 ¿v1-*.
J' = 1

If a point s* = <r* + i t* in the strip £ S = 1 — £ ^ 0 < e < - 

could be an accumulation-point for the zeros of Un (s) then we have 
for an infinity of values of n that Un(s) vanishes in the domain

t\< (/*+!)• (7.2)

But from (7.1) it follows that in the domain (7.2)

(n + l)‘“s-l-(l-S)l7„(S)|< 4 I s 11 s — 1 I 
e

l-s||Un(S)|>(n + lf-^hlh—h-l >0

if il > n2 = 112 (f*, £), which is a contradiction. For the half-plane 
a < e the proof runs similarly. Analogous statements hold for the 
Cesaro-means Cn(s) and the Riesz-means Rn(s). Similarly we can 
show that the complete set of accumulation points of zeros of 
Vn (s) consists of the points of the line a = 0, the non trivial 
roots Q of the -zeta-function and the points ivk of (6.3).
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8. These results suggest interesting further questions. Let there 
be given the series

a]e~À1S + a2e-À’s+-«.+ane-À'>s+ •••, 0 < < Â2 <------ > oo , (8.1)

which is convergent for or > 0. We denote by H the clustering 
set of the zeros of its partial-sums. Is it always true that H con
sists of the zeros in a > 0 of the function f (s) defined by the 
series (8.1) and of the points of the line a — 0? We can show 
that the set H can consist of the whole half-plane o"<0; 
by this we give the answer to a question raised by L. Fejer. 
Let ri, 7’2, • • • be the set of all positive rational numbers, arranged 
in such a way that every fixed one occurs infinitely often; we 
consider the product

3(s) = (8.2)
r = 1

Since the product

7T[l+e-S''"]
V = 1

is convergent for o > 0 the product (8.2) can be expressed in 
the form (8.1) convergent for cr > 0. We observe that because of 
the rapid growth of the numbers 2’ every partial-product is at 
the same time a partial-sum; hence all the numbers

. 2 Ini Z = 0, ±1,±2,*”
2 V = 1, 2, • • •

are roots of certain partial-sums. Since every fixed occurs 
infinitely often, every point of the line a = — is a clustering 
point of such roots and so are all points of the half-plane1 ) a < 0.

Somewhat more peculiar is the behaviour of the zeros of the 
sections of the series

—(s + 10) + e— 3 (s + 10) + ---+e— 2ns + e— (2n + l)(s + 10)

as P. Erdös remarked. As is easily shown, the set H consists
1) Putting e~s = z, we obtain a power series, regular for |z| < 1 with the 

property, that the roots of the partial-sums cluster to every point in |z| > 1. 
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in this case of the lines a = 0 and a = —10. Probably one can 
prescribe in the half-plane a < 0 the cluster set H of a Dirichlet- 
series regular in o > 0.

9. The theorems I—V raise the question whether the zeros 
of the partial-sums of a series (8.1) convergent for a > () can 
cluster to the points of the line a = 0 only from the left side. 
That this is, indeed, possible is shown for example by series of 
the type

oc

(9.1) 
r = l

where the ar’s are positive and tend monotonously to 0 in such 
a manner that the line of convergence is the line cr = 0. That 
all the roots of all partial-sums of the series (9.1) lie in the 
half-plane cr < 0, follows from the theorem of Eneström-Kakeya. 
If the coefficients are chosen positive and increasing, then all 
the roots of all partial-sums lie in the half-plane o > 0. For the 
sake of completeness we mention that the function

where the sequence I -> 0 and contains an infinite number of 
both positive and negative terms, has an expansion of the form 
(8.1) (even (9.1)) with the property, that every point of the line 
a = 0 is a condensation-point of zeros from the left half-plane 
and at the same lime a condensation-point of zeros from the 
right half-plane.

10. Of course a direct- approach to the investigation of the 
roots of partial-sums or arithmetical means in the half-plane 
a > 1 seems to be very difficult; the stress of this paper is laid 
upon the connection between these questions and Riemann’s 
hypothesis. In any case the results raise the question how the 
roots of the function given by a Dirichlet-series can influence the 
roots of its partial-sums or suitable means. In this direction no 
results are known so far which hold for the means of finite 
index. If the function is given by a Taylor-serics the situation 
changes. If e. g.

)
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f(s) = ¿ avsr
r = o

The proof is very easy and runs on

is an integral function of order 1, whose roots lie in the half
plane cr < 0, then all roots of all “Jcnsen-means” of f (s)

lie in the half-plane a < 0. 
known lines.

I wish to thank Mrs. Helen K. Nickerson for linguistic assist
ance in the preparation of the manuscript.

11. Now we pass on to the proof of theorems I—IV. Obviously 
it is sufficient to prove theorem IV. We base the proof on an 
important theorem of H. Bohr1*, combining it with a classical 
reasoning of Landau2*. First we recall that given a sequence

1) II. Bohr, Zur Theorie der allgemeinen Dirichletschen Reihen. Math. Ann. 
B 79, 1919, p. 136—156. See in particular Satz. 4.

2) E. Landau: Über einen Satz von Tschebischeff. Math. Ann. 61, 1905, 
p. 527—550. The whole method of 14. is due to him. He proved moreover that 
the integral (14.2) converges for o-> y, but we do not use this fact.

n 
S

^1 < ^2 < • • • < ^,1 < • • • ’ (11.0

we call the sequence B of linearly independent numbers

a basis of (11.1), if 
ßl, /?2 > • • • (11-2)

with rational rn ’s. If f(s) is defined in the half-plane a> A by 
the absolutely convergent series

/'(s) = ¿are krs,

r = 1
(11.3)
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Bohr calls every function
oc

g <s) = 2?
i = i

equivalent to f(s), if for suitable (plf tp2, • - ■ and n = 1, 2, • • •

b„ = aiie~‘(V^V,+ (11 4)

Obviously g (s) is also absolutely convergent for a > A. Now the 
above-mentioned theorem of Bohr asserts that the sets of values 
assumed by f(s) and g (s) resp. in the half-plane a > A are 
identical.

We may apply this theorem to f (s) = Un(s) with

B = (log2, log3, • • •, logp, • • •), <py = n (v=l,2,---). (11.5)

If v = p“> p“' • • • p“-, then
r

logV = £a.\ogp.;
i=i

hence

br = exP Í7t £

where, as usual, Å(v) denotes Liouvillc’s number theoretic function.
Hence the set of values assumed by Un (s) in the half-plane

a > 1 + Kn9~1 (11.6)

is identical with that assumed here by the polynomial

= (n-’>
v<n

If Un (s) does not assume the value cn in the half-plane (11.6) 
the same holds for Wn(s). But then the function

Wn(s) — cn, (11.8)

which is real on the real axis and is positive at infinity, if 
n > nlt where 
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A\n'J_1<l, (11.9)

is necessarily positive on the whole positive axis in the half-plane 
(11.6) and in particular non negative for s = 1 + Arz,<>—x. This 
gives that if

n > K7 = max (n0, ni),

(11.10)

12. Using the restrictions on cn, we may write (11.10) for 
n > K7 in the form

2 Â (v) V-1 “Kn<>~1 > — . (12.1)
r < li

Since

log V

the error made in replacing the left hand member of (12.1) by

is in absolute value

Now since for a > 0

V

K2
6 n'

if n > n2 = K8(&). Hence for n > max (A7, A8(#))

V ÀS1Ï1°^V. 1 = C(2s + 2)r(s + l)-2£(s+lRz(2s + 2) 
—' V Vs C (s + 1 )2

(12.2)

r<n

r< n

r = 1 V V
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the usual method of complex integration shows that

v<n

(13.1)

14. Now for o > 0 we have

s

for integral n>K10(&). Now we consider for a continuously 
varying x > Alo (#) the function

and we assert that this is positive for all x > K10(û). We consider 
the x-values belonging to the interval m < x < in + 1, m an 
integer and >Ä1O(0). For x = m our assertion is evident. To 
estimate this function for other x-values we remark that L(x) 
being a step-function is constant for m < æ < in + 1 and hence

L (x) + 2 A\i x& 1,

Â(r)log V
V

= — An7i^_1. (12.3)

is convergent and that its sum is——. Therefore for n > A9 we 

have l°g v > — 2 and for n > max (A7, A8 (7?), A9) = A1()(t7)

L(n)= ^>-^2 + Æ, + y^

r<_n

13. The inequality (12.3) can be written in the form 

s
x

V

oc
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therefore for a > 0

f(2.s + 2)+ 2K1(
sC(s+l) s + 1 — & 

or for a > 1

\ + dx = C(2 4.) + 2^ (u4)
x (s—l)C(s) S — &

From 13. it follows that the numerator of the integrand is positive 
for all sufficiently large re’s; hence we may apply the following 
theorem of Landau0: if a function <p (s') is defined for a > 1 as

/*<»
<p(s) = \ (14.2)

VI

where A (.r) does not change sign for x > x0 and (p (s) is regular 
on the real axis for s > y (< 1), then (p (s') is regular in the entire 
half-plane a > y.

Hence we have only to consider the singularities of the right 

of (14.1) on the real axis. The first term is regular for s > -, the 

second for s>û, hence their sum is regular for s > #. Then 
Landau’s theorem applied to (14.1) shows that the function on 
the right is regular in the half-plane a > But then £(s) cannot 
vanish in this half-plane and theorem IV is proved.

The basis of the proof is the observation that for given arbi
trarily small positive e and Y] we can find xx = x1(e, t¡) such that 
for a > 1 -f- 7] we have

C(s+ZT1) — -
C(2s)
C(s)

< £.

15. The proof of theorem V runs on the same line but instead 
of Landau’s theorem we use the following theorem of Pólya.J) 
Considering functions of type (14.2) let

1) See above p. 13, note 2.
2) G. Pólya: über das Vorzeichen des Restgliedes im Primzahl-Satz. Gött. 

Nachr. 1930, p. 19—27. A special case of his theorem is given here in a slightly 
altered form.

D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fy s. Medd. XXIV, 17. 2
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1 = x0< Xi< x2< • • • < xn< • • • (15.1)

be a sequence15 which does not cluster to any finite positive value 
and with the property

(—iyâ(æ)>0 for xt,<x <xr+l. (15.2) 

The values x,, are called sign-changing values. If 13 (x) is de- 
by B(<») = El (15.3)

VX r < (0

he assumes that A(.r) 
or more exactly

has “not too many” sign-changing values,

(15.4)

Then Polya’s theorem asserts that il 0 is the exact îegulaiity- 
abscissa of <p(s) and (p(s) is meroinorphic in a half-plane 
a > O  b (ft > 0), then the statement of Landau’s theorem holds 
i. e. the point s = 0 is a singular point of (p (s). Applying this 
theorem to the function on the right in (14.1) we see that the 
condition of meromorphism is fulfilled. If we can deduce from 
(3.1) that the number of the sign-changing places of

2 7<ii.r'>_l satisfies (15.4) the proof of theorem V will be 
completed.

We consider first the integral x-values. If n is a value suffi

ciently large such that i/n(s) #0 for <r> 1 + or briefly if 

n is a “good” value—the reasoning of IL and 12. gives that 
L(n) + Knn,,>—1 > 0. Then the reasoning of 13. shows that for 
good n’s

L (æ) + 2Knx’</_1 > 0 n<x<n + l. (15.5)

If n is not a good value—or let us rather call it a bad value 
—then L (n) + Knn^~l may be positive; and in this case (15.5) 
is true again. Finally if n is a bad value for which L(n) + An n,z 1 
is < 0, then since both of the functions2*

L(x)KnX'^1, L(.r)-f-2 Anæ'* 1
1) This call consist of a finite number of terms or even of the single term x0.
2) Using the fact that L(x) is constant there, being a step-function. 
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are monotonously decreasing for n < x < n + 1, the second of 
them is either positive throughout n < æ < n + 1 or negative 
throughout or finally positive for x — n and decreasingly negative 
for x -+■ (n + 1) from the left. Hence the number of sign-changes 
< co for L(x) + 2Kua^-1 cannot surpass three times the number 
of bad n’s < co; but then using (3.1) we see that Pólya’s further 
condition (15.4) is fulfilled, indeed.

We can easily show that if Riemann’s hypothesis (1.5) is not 
true, then the partial-sums Un(s) vanish infinitely often in the 
half-plane or > 1 or more generally for every positive e and for 
an infinity of n’s Un(s) vanishes in the half-plane

a > 1

Forwhere sup o() = 0 > | • if we have an ex with 0 — «i > ñ

such that Un (s) 0 in the half-plane 

for all sufficiently large n, then from theorem III we could con
clude that C(.s) # 0 in the half-plane g > 0— elf a contradiction.

This reasoning fails completely if 0 = -; the identity (14.1) 
valid for a > 1

Ç L (x) + 2 Kn = (2 s —l) C(2s) 1 2 Å'n
1 aX~ 2(» —l)f(«) ' 1 + 1’

• 1 2 $ 2

whose right-side is continuable over the whole plane and behaves 

asymptotically1 ) if s -> - + 0 as

We use the fact—which plays here a decisive role—thati) is negative.

2*
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16. Now we turn to the proof of theorem VI. The second 
part is only mentioned for the sake of completeness; for in the 
half-plane

o>l+210gl0gn
log n

£ (2 <r) _ n1
C(a) a-1

4 (loglog n)2

1
(or—1) log2 n

>

>
•^12

(<r—l)log2n

for n > n0.
For the proof of (4.1) we use an inequality of Weyl0 according 

to which for a > 0, r an integer, t> 3, N < N' <2N we have

For a > 1 we have

(16.1)

To estimate rn(s) for a > 1 and n > t2 we start from

(,+ l)l-s

1) See Landau: Vor], über Zahlenth. II. Theorem 389.
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summing over v

(16.2)

Obviously the same estimation holds for a > 1 as we have seen 
in (4.5).

For |/1 < n < /2 we have

(16.3)

To estimate | Sj we split it into 0 (log t) sums of the form (16.1); 
applying (16.1) to each of them with

r = 2, \rt<N<t\

we obtain that for t > K13 each such sum is in absolute value

< A^l/logi p « + Í

i. e. Si
^16

log2/’ and from (16.3) for t > K13 we have

(16.4)

As appears from (16.2) and (16.4) this estimation is valid for 
all n > j/7.

Now we suppose only
_ i__

log logt 
n > t (16.5)

Then using (16.4) we have

rn («) 1 S F
+ V V

< K” + 
log2/n < v < /1 V>]/1 n < | t (16.6)
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Because of (16.5) we can split S2 into O(log log t) sums of the form

.k 4- 2 .k 4-1/ < v< i
3 < A < 2 log log/. (16.7)

can be split into O(log t)
(16.1) to them with

r = k,

sums of the form (16.1); applying

_L_ 2
/fc + 2 <N< tk+l

we obtain that they are in absolute value

< <Ar19log '

and hence

I *$2 I <
■^19

log2/-

1

Thus for t > K20, n > /log,ogz, <r > 1

lr"(s)l<ïÿï- (16-8)

The inequality n > /loglog/ can obviously be written in the form

I / I < eÄ»*lo8n log log zi

Finally using Gronwall’s inequality (4.6) we obtain for a > 1, 
t A22

17. Next we sketch the proof of theorem VII. A reasoning 
similar to that of 11. shows that from our hypothesis it follows 
that for n > År23
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V = 1

and by an argument similar to that of 12. we obtain for these n’s

Vv<_n
and

(17-1)

then
00

V = 1
00

(17.2)
00

s

— S — 1

Next we have to find the analogue of formula (14.1). Generally 
if for a > 0

V = 1
00

100

S (a?) (.r

for x > K25.

1 dx — s

dr = 7)zl,r < n

L-.

"„ = (m-r+l)d„ = Sm>
n < m V <m

00

A-0 = -J.
r •=!

1/=1
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Hence for a > 0

C(2s+2) (17.3)

Let

th

thenBut

s(s+l)(s + 2)

•oc

and
3

since for o > —- the last expression is in absolute value

+ y) s 2 dyj dx =

\ + S d»),iv-

O»

i X a 2 dx
t/1

r S(s+1)
J ,1

+ 2

poo

S (s + 1) \ x“ S-2
t?l

it represents a function i) (.s') regular and bounded in every half

plane a > — - + E. Hence for a > 0

s(s+l) + s (s 4-1 ) (,s 4- 2) ■& (s) (17.4)

and from (17.3) and (17.4)
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_£(2.$* + 2) sG’t1)
C(s+1) + 24 ,1

s + 2
2 Æ24 s (s + 1 ) (s + 2) ■& (s),

or for a > 1

\ (æ + y) 1 dy) dx = 
Jo /

= ¡3^tt-- + ^-+2Km(» + 1)#(«-1).
(s—l)C(.s) s 1

s 2

(17.5)

This is the required analogue of (17.1). Now Landau’s theorem 
cannot be applied directly; but we can apply his method. 
Suppose we have proved the following Lemma. If 

is convergent in the half-plane a > 1 with E(x) non negative for 
all sufficiently large x and is regular on the real axis for 
s > y (< 1), then 9>i(s) is also regular in the whole half
plane a > y.

Then (17.1) and the representation (17.5) give that the require

ments of the lemma are satisfied with y = hence (s — 1) £(s) # 0 

in the half-plane a > - and theorem VII is proved.

Now we prove the lemma following Landau’s paradigma; we 
prove more, viz. that the representation (17.6) is convergent for 
a > y. Suppose the representation were convergent on the real axis 
only for s > ô where y < ô < 1. Then ç>i(s) is obviously absolutely 
convergent in the half-plane a > ô and regular here. Hence the 
Taylor-expansion around = 2 is convergent at least in the 
circle |s — Sx I <2 — <5; since according to our hypothesis <pi(s) 
is also regular for s = ô the radius of the circle of convergence 
is greater than 2 — <5 and hence there is a <5r< ô such that the 
Taylor-series is convergent at s = <5x. But this Taylor-series is
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since the integrand and all terms are positive we can interchange 
the summation and integration and hence

i. e. the integral is convergent for s = ôr < ô, a contradiction. 
Hence the lemma is proved and the proof of theorem VII is 
completed.

18. Now we sketch the proof of theorem VIII. The arguments 
of 11. and 12. show that for n > K25

and for x > K21

(18.2)
V = 1

For
oo

1 +

s 
V

(18.1)
V + 1 Â (v)

We assert that for a > 1
00

/ x \ / . \v+1 (y) sO)=^>(-D -r

_ 1
(x) + 2 7<2g x 2 > 0.

Next we must find the generating functions of ( 1)

lr+1^>-Æ2,n 1

^7(-l/ + 1Å(y)y~x~gn 2>0;

v<n

for these n’s
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Hence for a > 0

2 \í(2sH-2)
2S+1/ C(s+1)

(,t)+2/vm

Xs + 1
dx = 2 \Ç(2s+2) 2Ktt 

+ 2s+ihc(s+i) s+r

or for o > 1

M+i+2
s X

dx —
CC2.S-)

O-iHO)

Now the remainder of the proof is similar to that of theorem IV.
19. Finally we show that for an infinity of n’s the partial-sums1 )

V <2n
vanish in the half-plane a > 1. For this purpose we consider the 

values V2n(tfÅ.), k fixed and wk = 1

20. First we show that

2 kni 
I<>g2 1 + M

V2n(«;/t) + |(n+1) 1 + lW,C (2 + M)2
2 (20.1)

Starting from the identity

U„(s) = ’72„«-21_S
01+1)’

we obtain, on setting s = wk,

1) The restriction to even indices is only for the sake of convenience.
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Now we have

Putting V = (;i -}- 1), (n + 2), • • • 2n and summing we obtain

(20.3)

The first two bracketed terms can be written in the form

((2 n + l)1"*-(2 n + 20) + ((2 n + 20-(n + 10) =

= -(2 n +1 )^(1 + 2^n)fa‘- 1 ) + ('• + 1 1 ) =

= -(2n + lp-((l+ïnlrip--1j;

hence from (20.2), (20.3) and (20.4)

• (20.4)

2n

<
(20.5)

{,,k

2 t

< Pa-

-(2n + 10
v = n + 1

(2-P|pa. I)“ 1
12 ’n2’

Now
1 

z*2 n +1

(' + 20) + 1 =\ (0i0n +!/)"’'■ (><’*-1).

V0
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_1__ YD*_ ivk
2n + l) 2n + l

iK|(1 + N)
2 (2n + l)2 ’

hence from (20.5)

<

<12

or

< 4

Further

-2+ii>k

<\l,k

ÍVk

2 ,

vk 1
11

2 n

' ' "’/f dy (— 1 + z’pfc) (— 2 4- !Pfc)

2
V =» n +1

I z i —1 + ÍV1, —1 + iv,. , \ —2 + iv,I(v+1) k — v k + (1 — ll)k) V 1

— iuk (2 n 4- 1 ) 1 1 l,’k — ivk v2 n (wk) -

1/(i Iv

\ (7-»)(!+»)'
V()

2n

v= n +1

|(2 + N)8
4

1 + ■»» i

2/1
V2„ (<"*) + (2 n+l)-I + ,"‘-í-^ y y

a summation over v = (n 4~ 1), ' ' 2n gives

(2n4-l) 1 + iv,<
2

v = n + 1

(n+l)_1+i,,/c
2

(2 4-|^|i" 1

Putting this into (20.6) we obtain

V2„ ( «’*) +(2 (2 " + 1 )"1 + ¿ (« + 1 )“1 + '"*)
(20.7)

If we use the transformation (20.4) again the sum of the two 
bracketed terms is
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j ((2 n + l)_l + (2 n + 2)_1 + *’*) +

+ (I• 2"1 + - i) (n + 1 )“1 + = 1 (n + i)"1 + -

.....-)■
(20.8)

Since the second term of the right-hand member of (20.8) is in 
absolute value

3 1
< 2 ‘ 2 n + 1

we obtain from (20.7) and (20.8)

V2n («>*) +j(n + l F 1 + "’‘ (20.9)

i. e. (20.1) is proved.
Now we consider V', (u^). Obviously

The first term is obviously

log 2 •£(«;*). (21.2)

To estimate the second term of (21.1) we observe that

log(2Z+l) log(2Z + 2) 1 Iq 21 + 2
(2/4-1)^ (2Z+2)“’* =2Z+1 °g 11 + 1 '

+ log(2 Z + 2) I (2 I + I)-(2/ + 2) < ■
(2 4^1^1)log(2/J;2)

(2/+ l)2
hence for n > 10 the second term of (21.1) is in absolute value

(2< log (2 r+ 2)
(2v + l)2

<
71
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From this (21.2) and (21.1) we obtain

I V'n(l»k)-log2’C(wfc)|< (2 + W)

Now we consider the expression

F2n 0) = V2n (Wk) + V2n (s~wk^

which is linear and has its zero at

using (20.1) and (21.3) we get

_____1
4 log 2 • C (zz^)

(n + 1 ) 14 ll>l< + 03 K21 (k) (21.5)

Kl<i.

22. We show that for fixed k and n -► oo

1
Tlog 2 • C (u\)

(n + l)_1 + i^

is the asymptotical expression of that root of V2n(s) 
—> ivk if n -> oo. To show this we consider the circle

(21.5) and (22.1) show that w*kn lies in this circle. We

00

V2n 0) = F2n + Å V2n .

f = 2 7 ’

For F., (s) we have identically

(21.3)

(21.4)

(22.1)

which

(22.2)

have

(22.3)

F2n 0) = V2n (Wk> 0 “ lVkn) ’
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so that on the whole circumference of the circle (22.2), if n is 
sufficiently large,

I AK27 (À-) log2 n
(22.4)F2n<S)|

V2„0|<Æ2,(i)

independently of n we have from Cauchy’s estimation of coef
ficients

< *2» (Å) 2(

and on the circle (22.2)

s- I < I s~u/kn I + I iv'kn - wk I < Æ27 (Å-) +

I -^-BO (^') i f lOg n rr Z i\ 1H----- - ----- F Aa, (A) -^2- < A31 (7c) -• ;

hence on the circle (22.2) the second term of (22.3) is in 
absolute value •

°C

<\ ’ K2t (k) < A-82 (*) J2. (22.5)
' J = 2

From (22.4) and (22.3) we obtain for n > 7^33 (7c) on the circum
ference of (22.2) 

^2n (S) I ^28 (^’)

oo

7 = 2

hence it follows from Rouché’s theorem that the circle (22.2) 
contains as many zeros of V2n(.s) as of F„/((s), i. c. exactly one. 
But this circle is contained in the circle

s (22.6)
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23. To prove finally that for an infinity of zi’s the polynomials 
Vo„(s) vanish in the half-plane a > 1 we have only to observe 
that for fixed k

vk log (n 4- 1) — vk log n -> 0.

Then for an infinity of n’s we have

* 

kn 5 log 2 I £ wk)

hence from (22.6) the real part of the corresponding root of 
^2k(S) is

. < . ______1_________ 1____ 2 Æ27 (Å*) log2 n
+ 5 log 2 IC (wfc) I n + 1 n2

if n is sufficiently large.
We remark finally that for fixed k and n—> °° these roots 

in the half-plane a > 1 lie in half-planes of the form

I I ^33 (^)
n

i. e. their location does not refute the hypothesis of theorem VIII. 
It would be interesting to study these roots if k is not fixed.

It is perhaps of some interest to note that for fixed k the 
behaviour of the corresponding roots of the Riesz-means is dif
ferent. Denoting by wkn that root of the nth Riesz-mean of the 
series (6.1) which for n -> °° tends to ivk, we have

Hence these roots converge to ivk from the left in a particularly 
simple way. Thus there is some chance that the behaviour of 
the roots of the Riesz-means is more regular.

Added in proof.

24. An easy modification of the proofs gives also a more 
general theorem from which I mention only two special cases.

Theorem X. If for a modulus k there is a character % (ri)
3D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV. 17.
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such that the partial-sums of the corresponding L-function of 
Dirichlet

(24.1)

do not wanish in the hall-plane a > 1, then Riemann’s hypo
thesis (1.5) is true.

I cannot prove that this property of the partial-sums of (24.1) 
implies the non-vanishing of L(s,/) itself.

Of course theorem X admits all refinements similarly as 
theorems II-V refine theorem I.

Theorem XI. If for real sequence ßlt ß2, . . . the partial-sums 
of the series 

The interest of theorem X compared to theorem VIII lies 
obviously in the fact that the function L (s, %) has no roots on 
the line <r = 1, in contrast to ^1 —^£(s).

00

(24.2)

do not vanish in the half-plane a > 1, then Riemann’s hypothesis 
(1.5) is true.

Prof. Jessen1’ proved that for “almost all’’ ^-sequences the 

functions f3(s) do not vanish in the half-plane a> - . To obtain 

an explicit /^(s) which has this property, we may choose 
according to a remark of Prof. A. Selberg

where pi = 2, p2 = 3, ... denote the increasingly ordered 
sequence of primes.

Theorem XI admits the same refinements as theorem X.
25. We proved implicitly that if the partial-sums

1) B. Jessen: Some analytical problems relating to probability. Journ. of 
Math, and Physics. Mass. Inst. Techn. vol. XIV (1935), p. 24—27.
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t> <n
are of one sign for all sufficiently large n’s or are for these n’s

> An n'^ » (25.2)

then the hypothesis (1.6) is true. Pólya1) remarked, that if

/.,(«) = (25.3)

is non-positive for all sufficiently large n’s, then Riemann’s 
hypothesis (1.5) is true; with the same reasoning he could prove 
that from the inequality

Li(n) < Ar35 n,z, (25.4)

valid for all sufficiently large n’s, the conjecture (1.6) follows. 
Il seems to me that the condition (25.2) is somewhat less deep 
than (25.4), i. e. one can deduce (25.2) from (25.4). If we re
place, however, (25.2) and (25.4) by twosided inequalities, the
corres statement follows by partial summation.

Pólya showed by computation the validity of (25.3) for 
2<n< 1500; this has been extended by II. Gupta2) up to 20,000.
'fhe young danish mathematicians Krik Eilertsen, Poul Kristen
sen, Aage Petersen, Niels Ove Roy Poulsen, and Aage Winther 
calculated the values of L(n) for n< 1000. They found all of 
them to be positive; for A(1000) they found the value

A(1000) = 0,028970560 .

It is remarkable that in this range the minimal value is attained 
at n — 293 and that

A (293) = 0,005102273,

a much smaller value than A (1000).
1) G. Pólya: Verschiedene Bemerkungen zur Zahlentheorie. Jahresb. der

deutsch. Math. Ver. 28(1919), p. 31 10.
2) H. Gupta: On a table of values of Proc. Indian Acad. Sei. Sect.

A. vol. 12(1940), p. 407—409.
3*
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26. I conclude with two remarks. As Paul Erdös remarked, 
he can prove that to any given closed set H in the domain |c|> 1 
which contains the circumference of the unit-circle one can give 
a power-series, convergent in |z| < 1, such that the roots of its 
partial-sums cluster in |z| >1 to the points of H and only to 
those.

As Prof. Sherwood Sherman remarked, my statement on p. 13 
about the Jensen-means is true only if we suppose in addition 
of the roots of the function f(s), that the sum of their reciprocal 
values is convergent.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 31. Oktober 1947.
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 9. September 1948.
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Periodic Comet Olbers belongs to a group which comprises in 
addition the comets Westphal, Brorsen Il-Metcalf, Pons- 
Brooks, and Halley. It was discovered 1815 March 6 by Olbers, 

then a doctor and amateur astronomer in Bremen. The comet 
was visible in telescopes during a period of 29 weeks, and was 
observed 346 times, the last observation being by Gauss with a 
l()-foot telescope of the Göttingen Observatory on August 25. 
After that day the comet disappeared in the twilight of the evening 
sky. The closest approach to the earth occured on May 26, the 
smallest distance being 1.37 astronomical units. Bessel in his 
paper1 states that the comet was at that time just visible to the 
naked eye, so that it may be assumed that the magnitude was 
then 5m—6m. In the paper mentioned Bessel has published 
orbital elements of the comet and the perturbations of the orbit 
during the interval until the next transit of perihelion which 
according to these calculations was to take place 1887 February 9.

As Bessel, however, had not made use of all the observations 
in his determination of the elements, Ginzel in 1881 made a new 
calculation2 using all available observations, revised positions of 
the comparison stars and improved values of the solar co-ordinates 
(Le Verrier). The following elements resulted:

A

T= 1815 April 26.030146 m. B. T.
Q = 62°51'22"75

i = 51 29 34 01
7T = 158 46 36 75

Equatorial Elements
Equinox 1815.0

0.08379982
0.93114958

U = 73.9333

1 F. W. Bessel: Abhandlung der Königlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
in Berlin 1812—13. Page 119.

2 F. K. Ginzel: Neue Untersuchungen über die Bahn dès Olberschen Cometen 
und seine Wiederkehr. Haarlem, De Erven Loosjes 1881.

1*
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Ginzel further computed the perturbations of the comet from 
1815 to 1887. His predicted time of the next perihelion passage 
was 1887 December 17.

The comet was rediscovered by Brooks on 1887 August 25 
and could be observed during an interval of 45 weeks until 
1888 .Inly 5 when it was observed by Barnard with the 90-cm 
refractor of the Lick Observatory. Altogether the comet was now 
observed 326 times. The perihelion passage took place on 1887 
October 8. The closest approach to the earth occurred practically 
at the same time, the minimum distance being 1.88 A. U. The 
magnitude was then about 9ni.

In a following paper Ginzel continued his investigation of the 
orbit, and in 1893 he published definitive elements computed 
from the observations 1887—18881:

1 F. K. Ginzel: Veröffentlichungen des Rechen-Instituts der Königlichen 
Sternwarte zu Berlin Nr. 3.

2 P. H. Cowell and A. C. D. Crommelin: Essay on the Return of Halleys 
Comet. Publication der Astronomischen Gesellschaft No. 23 1910 Greenwich Ob
servations 1910.

T = 1887 October 
Æ = 63°43'51"95

B i = 51 10 30 63 
n = 159 38 6 58

log q = 0.0788620
e = 0.9311297

In the same paper Ginzel published perturbations from 1815 
to 1887 without obtaining satisfactory agreement between ob
servation and calculation, however, and the work was not 
completed.

Rather than continuing Ginzel’s calculations I decided to solve 
the problem in a different manner, taking for a model Cowell’s 
and Crommelin’s calculation of the motion of Halley’s comet 
from 1759 to 19102. 1 set myself the following task:

I. The elements of 1887 have to be corrected until they give 
a satisfactory agreement between observation and calculation in 
1887—88 as well as in 1815, when the perturbations of all the 
major planets during the time interval in question arc taken 
into account.

8.516025 m. B. T.

Equatorial Elements
Equinox 1890.0
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II. On the basis of the corrected elements thus obtained the 
motion should be followed up to the time of the next perihelion 
passage, account being again taken of the perturbations of all 
the major planets, and an ephemeris calculated for the coming 
apparition.

'Phe method I have used in the calculation of the motion of 
the comet is that of numerical integration of rectangular equatorial 
co-ordinates.

The integration can be carried out in various ways. Thus, Cowell 
and Crommelin made use of the following relations

x +1 - æo æ— i + æo •

lu Noumerov’s method a table of <7 is employed, where

'I'he aim is similar in both methods, namely, to eliminate 
extrapolation as far as possible, and thus to make it possible to 
use a greater interval of integration. Both methods have certain 
drawbacks, however. Thus, in Noumerov’s method the table of 
a is calculated with the value of the Gaussian constant corre
sponding to the solar mass equal to 1, so that it cannot be used 
directly when it is desired to take account of the influence of 
the inner planets by the substitution of À-2(l 4-m) for k2.

I have preferred to make use of the classical method of 
numerical integration

in which the second and the following terms are extrapolated.
d2.r0 After a rigorous calculation of

. dtone interval by
the calculation then proceeds
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This is the method of integration that has been used in the 
extensive calculations of orbits in the three-body problem that 
have been carried out at the Copenhagen Observatory for half 
a century under the direction of Thiele, Burrau, and E. Ström- 
gren. In this connection a paper1 by E. Strömgren (1900) on the 
applicability of the method to problems of celestial mechanics 
should be mentioned.

1 E. Strömgren: Über Mekanische Integration und deren Verwendung für 
numerische Rechnungen auf dem Gebiete des Drei-Körper-Problemes. Meddelanden 
från Lunds Astronomiska Observatorium Nr. 13.

2 H. M. Nautical Almanac Office: Planetary Co-ordinates for the Years 1800— 
1940 and 1940—1960.

3 H. Q. Rasmusen: Äquatoreale Jupiter- und Saturn-Koordinaten für den 
Zeitraum 1800—1900. Astronomische Nachrichten Nr. 6172.

Publikationer og mindre Meddelelser fra Københavns Observatorium Nr. 107.
4 H. Q. Rasmusen: Äquatoreale Uranus- und Neptun-Koordinaten für den 

Zeitraum 1800—1903. Astronomische Nachrichten 269, 3.
Publikationer og mindre Meddelelser fra Københavns Observatorium Nr. 121.

In the calculation of the perturbations it is necessary to know 
the rectangular co-ordinates of the major planets during the time 
interval of two revolutions of the comet. For .Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune the co-ordinates and the attractions on 
the sun are given for the time interval 1900 to 1960 in Nautical 
Almanac Office Publications2. For Venus, the earth, and Mars 
similar tables are available, but only from 1920 to 1960. For 
the time interval 1815 to 1900 I have myself calculated the 
co-ordinates for Jupiter, Saturn3, Uranus, and Neptune4, and 
for 1887 also those of Venus, the earth, and Mars. The per
turbations by Mercury have been taken into account approx
imately only, by the use of the combined mass of the sun and 
Mercury, equal to 1.00000014, and the corresponding value of 
the Gaussian constant k2 = 0.000295 912250.

The perturbations and attractions on the sun by Venus, the 
earth, and Mars have only been taken into account in the lime 
interval from 1887 January 8 to 1888 September 19 as well as 
from 1955 August 21 to 1956 July 6. Outside these intervals the 
distance of the comet from the sun is so great that the procedure 
of adding the masses of the four inner planets to that of 
the sun and using the corresponding Gaussian constant 
7c2 = 0.000295 913969 gives quite sufficient accuracy, and of 
course it is very much simpler.
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The method just indicated does not take account of the 
attractions of the four inner planets on the sun. These attractions 
change so rapidly with time that already with an interval of 20 
days the higher differences of the attractions would vary irregularly 
if the attractions in question were included in the calculations, 
and it would become impossible to use the regularity of the higher 
differences as a check on the numerical calculations. The reason 
is, of course, the relatively short periods of the inner planets.

A more rigorous method for the calculation of the motion 
would be the use of an interval that was never greater than 10 
days. This, however, would be an immense task. There are also 
other ways in which the difficulty might be overcome. It is 
possible, for instance, to carry out the integration in a co-ordinate 
system the origin of which coincides with the centre of gravity 
of the sun and the four inner planets, or that of the sun and all 
the major planets. When the calculation is started, all co-ordinates 
and velocities are reduced to this co-ordinate system with the 
aid of simple formulae, and the attractions of the planets on the 
sun do not enter into the calculation any more. When the inte
gration has been completed the co-ordinates and velocities are 
reduced back to the standard co-ordinate system with the sun 
in the origin. Cowell and Crommelin made use of this method 
in their calculations of the motion of Halley’s comet. The method 
has the drawback, however, that the co-ordinates of Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, and also that of the sun, have 
to be reduced to the centre of gravity. In the present investigation 
the co-ordinate system with the sun at the origin has been used 
throughout. The perturbations by Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and 
Neptune have been taken into account rigorously throughout 
the whole time interval. The attraction of Mercury on the sun 
has been omitted. The attractions of Venus, the earth, and Mars 
on the sun and on the comet have been calculated rigorously 
for those time intervals around the perihelions in 1887 and 1956 
where the interval of integration was 5 or 10 days, i. e. for that 
part of the orbit for which the distance of the comet from the 
sun is smaller than about 4 A. U. Throughout the rest of the 
orbit the modified Gaussian constant was used while the attrac
tions of the four inner planets on the sun were ignored. It is 
advisable to make the change-over at a time of a superior con
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junction of Venus and the sun, since the attractions of Venus 
and the earth on the sun then cancel approximately, so that the 
differences run rather smoothly in spite of the change-over.

For 1815 no account was taken of Venus, the earth, and Mars, 
since the effects would be without any consequence, because the 
integration terminates here.

The mass of Pluto is assumed to be between 0.5 and 1 in 
units of the earth’s mass. The attraction of Pluto on the sun 
must therefore be less than 2-IO-8 for an interval of 160 (lays. 
The influence on the comet is of the same order of magnitude, 
as the distance between Pluto and the comet is quite large all 
the time. Thus the eighth decimal of the calculation is influenced. 
Since, however, the mass of Pluto is so uncertain, I decided not 
to take account of this planet, as I feared that the accuracy of 
the calculation might hereby actually be diminished.

For the same reason I have made no attempt to take account 
of the attractions of the asteroids. In examining the motion of 
the comet in the neighbourhood of the asteroid ring it is noted 
that the cometary orbit passes through the ecliptic at a distance 
of 1.5 A. U. from the sun, and that the angle of the orbit with 
the ecliptic at this point is rather large, since the inclination is 
44°, and the angle between the node and the perihelion 65°. 
Therefore the duration of the passage of the comet through the 
asteroid region is relatively short. Since the majority of the 
asteroids have distances of 2—3 A. U. from the sun, and since 
the total mass is very small and evenly distributed around the 
sun, the attractions on the sun can be neglected.

However, the total attraction of the asteroids on the comet 
in the outer part of its orbit might be of some influence. According 
to an investigation by G. Stracke1 the total mass of the asteroids 
up to 1024 is 1:864 of the earth’s mass, or 1:285 000 000 in 
units of the solar mass (upper limit). The sum of the masses 
of the sun and the asteroids being 1.0000 000035, the period

p = 2% = 2rc »/,
// k

is increased by 0.000 00013 years, or 4 seconds (upper limit).

1 G. Stracke: Die kleine Planeten. Ergebnisse der exakten Naturwissenschaften. 
Band 4.
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From the available observations of Comet Olbers the following 
normal places have been derived1. The times have been reduced 
to Greenwich Mean Time, reduced from noon before 1925.0, 
from midnight (Universal Time) after 1925.0. All the observations 
have been reduced to the equinox 1950.0, and this equinox has 
been used throughout in the present investigation.

N o r m a 1 Places.

1  1815 Mar. 16.96279 54°52' 2"1
2  30.96279 61 56 46.7
3  Apr. 9.96279 69 2 35.8
4  21.96279 80 46 45.4
5  May 4.96279 98 56 10.8
6  15.96279 118 55 58.3
7  28.96279 144 5 16.3
8  Jun. 9.96279 163 38 40.2
9.  23.96279 180 21 2.7

10.  Jul. 5.96279 190 49 6.0
11  29.96279 206 1 52.7
12  Aug. 24.96279 218 32 35.7 
13  1887 31.96279 136 25 45.0
14  Sep. 16.96279 155 9 46.9 
15  27.96279 168 44 1.7
16  Oct. 20.96279 195 48 39.2
17  Nov. 12.96279 218 7 24.6
18  Dec. 2.96279 233 28 35.7
19  22.96279 245 53 30.4
20  1888 Jan. 15.96279 257 45 22.2
21  Feb. 15.96279 268 49 15.0
22  Mar. 21.96279 275 12 40.3
23  Apr. 5.96279 275 37 47.7
24  Jun. 26.96279 257 11 54.6

Ô

44 50 7 .3
49 44 6.0
55 11 2 .7
59 41 17 .5
61 10 30.0
58 50 17 .2
52 56 17.1
43 23 33.5
34 31 55 .9
18 22 20.1

5 7 57 .2
29 41 0.9
29 37 17.2
28 9 50.2
21 39 44.0
13 9 51 .7

6 31 23.1
1 21 40.8
2 59 9.1
6 31 29.3
9 20 31 .6

10 37 7 .5
20 10 49.1

The normal places given by Ginzel are called by him mean 
places. In the notation now used they are “apparent place minus

1 F. K. Ginzel: Neue Untersuchungen über die Bahn des Olberschen Cometen 
und seine Wiederkehr. Haarlem, .De Erven l.oosjes 1881. Page 6.

F. K. Ginzel: Veröffentlichungen des Rechen-Instituts der Königlichen Stern
warte zu Berlin Nr. 3. Page 28.
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the (/j g, G)-terms”, or the equivalent, namely, “mean place 
plus the (z, h, //)-terms”. The aberration times have been applied 
to the times of observation. Thus the comparison between ob
servation and calculation is made by computing the position with 
the aid of cometary and solar co-ordinates corresponding to the 
time given, namely, time of observation minus aberration time.

The following solar co-ordinates for the normal places arc 
according to the tables of Le Verrier:

Solar co-ordinates.
X Y Z

1  + 0.995088
2  + 0.978752
3  + 0.932278
4 ;......... + 0.840568
5  + 0.701922
6  + 0.557592
7  + 0.362786

8 .......................... +0.16/256
9  —0.068786

10  —0.268641
11 .................. —0.628043
12  — 0.901775
13  —0.945095
14  — 1.000929
15  —0.996184
16  —0.873319
17  — 0.613577
18  —0.306337
19  + 0.038354
20  + 0.441924
21  + 0.839372
22  + 0.995681
23  + 0.952783
24  —0.124248

0.033410 
+ 0.186905 
+ 0.338478 
+ 0.506847 
+ 0.665241 
+ 0.774354 
+ 0.868615 
+ 0.918930 
+ 0.930393 
+ 0.899554 
+ 0.731380 
+ 0.417743 
+ 0.323472 
+ 0.078756
— 0.094017
— 0.437242
— 0.711710
— 0.859162
— 0.901508
— 0.806338
— 0.478609 
+ 0.050295 
+ 0.283153 
+ 0.925714

— 0.014474
+ 0.081156
+ 0.146943
+ 0.220027
•+ 0.288769
+ 0.336131
+ 0.377035
+ 0.398872
+ 0.403837
+ 0.390448
+ 0.317439
+ 0.181295
+ 0.140327
+ 0.034157

— 0.040803
— 0.189708

0.308783
— 0.372755

— 0.391123
— 0.349826
— 0.207636
+ 0.021834
+ 0.122859
+ 0.401619

The elements 13 which form the starting point of my investi
gation are somewhat uncertain with- regard to the semi-major 
axis a, and hence with regard to the period. In order to determine 
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better values of a and P it is necessary to calculate the perturbed 
motion back to 1815 and to compare with the observations of 
that year.

We reduce elements B to the normal equinox 1950.0 and to 
Greenwich Mean Time. Thus we get:

Epoch 1887 Oct. 5.5. G. M. T.

T 1887 Oct. 8.478815
M —
Q =

i =
e =■■
(i —

96° 5'31 "45
64 22 51.68
50 52 29.13
0.9311297

17.411250

Equator
1950.0

and the corresponding equatorial constants:

Px = —0.611656063 
py = +0.175608284
P. = +0.771387446

Qx = —0.369558583
Qy = —0.925552969
Qz = —0.082329548

For practical reasons the date of osculation has been changed 
from 1887 October 8.5 to 1887 October 5.5. This is permissible, 
since the elements have to be improved anyway, and since the 
corrections to be expected are much larger than the small dif
ferences thus introduced. We now calculate the co-ordinates and 
velocities for 1887 October 5.5.

Co-ordinates and velocities.

X = —0.70886407 —0.084359783

y = +0.27058629 •Í- —0.200820211

z =-• +0.92963296 ■« i - —0.013234677

With these values the numerical integration is started. The 
time interval 1887—1815 is covered by 250 integration intervals 
of 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 100, 50, and 25 days, respectively. The 
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co-ordinates are given in Table I. Finally the following osculating 
elements are deduced from the co-ordinates and velocities for 
1815 June 25.5.

Epoch 1815 Jun. 25.5. G. M. T.
T = 1815 Jan. 20.8646
co —
£ =

e —■ 

a =

96° 18'35" 80
64 18 43.34
50 49 53.33
0.9317807

17.76309

Equator
1950.0

These elements give only a bad fit with the observations of 
1815. Fhe principal reason for the discrepancy is the error of 
the computed perihelion time. According to the elements A, 
calculated from the observations of 1815, the perihelion passage 
took place 1815 April 25.9929. This is 95^1283 later than the 
perihelion time computed by carrying back the elements Bj. 
Therefore, a correction of the perihelion time of the elements A; 
equal to + 95**1283 is required. Introducing this, the difference 
between observation and calculation is reduced to a few minutes 
of arc. It is clear that the principal source of the error of the 
elements Aj is the error of the semi-major axis of the elements Bx, 
this quantity being slightly too large. We therefore correct the 
element a of by —0.041640, a correction calculated so as to 
give a change in the period equal to —95‘.*1283, corresponding 
to the determined error of the perihelion time in 1815. Next the 
corrections to the other elements were found from Ginzel’s 
equations of condition1 through a process of introducing 
da — —0.041640 as a known quantity and eliminating +/.

From
7 = a (1 —e) 

one finds
dq  da de 

</ a 1 — e ’

1 F. K. Ginzel: Veröffentlichungen der Rechen-Instituts der Königlichen Stern
warte zu Berlin Nr. 3, page 31. Here is a misprint in equation VII. Instead of 
9.9633 read 9.6633. Moreover Ginzel has made a miscalculation in this section; on 
the seventh line from the bottom of page 32. dT = + 0.005355 ought to be dT — 
4- 0.002684. This error appears in the elements on page 33 Instead of T = Octo
ber 8.516025 read 8.513354. The error recurs in the present investigation in the 
elements Bi, but the following correction of the elements makes it disappear.
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hence

(1 — e) da — de
c/logio 7 = 0.434294 —-------—------------- .

Solving the reduced equations of condition by the method of 
least squares we get the following corrections to the elements

d+ = —0? 00288
dco = —4'i481
dß — + ()" 455

di = +0".843 
de = — 0 .0001046 
da = — 0 .041640

Applying these corrections to the elements we get the 
following system of elements:

Epoch 1887 Oct. 5.5. G. M. T.

T = 1887 Oct. 8.47594
o =
¿2 =
i —
e —

96° 5'26':97
64 22 52.14
50 52 29.97

0.9309651

Equator
1 950.0

a = 17.369610

Px = —0.611645591
= +0.175625663

p. = +0.771391793

Qx = —0.369570105
= —0.925549834

()- = —0.082313064

As a check we compare these elements with the observations 
from 1887—88. In order to be able to do so we must know the 
perturbations from the date of osculation 1887 October 5.5 up 
to the limes of the normal places. These perturbations arc given 
in Ginzel’s paper. Since, however, the elements had been changed 
appreciably, I decided to recalculate the perturbations with the 
aid of the elements Bu. In these calculations I used Encke’s 
method. In this way the following perturbations, interpolated to 
the times of the normal places, are obtained.
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1887—88 s s Pa Pô

13 .................... 0 0 — 9 o".o — 0"l
14 .................... 0 0 3 0.0 0.0
15 .................... 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
16 .................... . — 1 _  2 3 0.0 0.0
17 .................... . — 4 — 12 _  22 4- 0 1 — 0.2
18 .................... 10 — 33 53 + 0.1 — 0.5
19 .................... . - - 20 — 69 106 + 0.1 — 1.0
20 .................... . — 46 — 139 197 — 0.1 — 1 .6
21 .................... . — 122 — 282 365 — 1 .0 — 2.7
22 .................... . — 314 — 536 — 640 — 3.9 — 4.8
23 .................... . — 448 — 684 — 788 — 5.6 — 6.0
24 .................... . —2119 — 2142 - 2023 — 13.6 — 8.2

It is now possible to compare elements Bn with the obser
vations. The following result is obtained:

1887—88

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

zfu cos ó zló

- 1".4 + O''5
+ 0.7 4- 0.8
+ 0.4 — 1 .4
+ 1 .4 — 1 .2
4- 3.8 — 0.6
— 0.4 — 1 .9
— 0.9 — 2.3
— 5.4 1 .8
— 5.5 — 0.1
— 6.2 + 5.6
— 11 .5 + 0.9
+ 1.7 + 10.6

The agreement is as good as could be expected. Therefore, 
it now only remains to obtain a confirmation of the adopted 
value of the period by a comparison with the observations in 
1815. Since the difference between the elements Bj and Bu is 
rather large, however, the perturbations calculated with Bj 
cannot be regarded as sufficiently accurate. It is therefore neces-
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sary to repeat the whole calculation of the motion 1887—1815, 
using now the elements Bn. The integration is started with the 
following co-ordinates and velocities:

X = —0.70887065

y - -1-0.27054523

z = +0.92962634

10— = —0.08435565 dt

10 dV - —0.20081286 
dt

10 d* = —0.01323487 
dt

The time interval is covered by 290 intervals of 10, 20, 50, 
100, 200, 100, 50, 25, and 12^2 days (Table II).

The following osculating elements are derived for 1815 June 
25.5:

Epoch 1815 June 25.5. G. M. T.

T = 1815 May 1.1170
m =• 96°21' 4" 00
ß = 64 18 47.15
i = 50 49 14.82

Equator
1950.0

e = 0.9317235
a = 17.76603

These leave the following residuals observation minus cal
culation

1815 da AÔ
1  -0° 1T9"3 +3° 0'32"4
2  +0 16 5.3 +3 11 41.9
3  +0 43 10.4 + 3 17 50.7
4  + 1 45 5.6 + 3 19 32.5
5  + 3 44 50.6 + 3 3 25.7
6  + 5 50 23.8 + 2 22 29.4
7  + 7 6 21 .5 + 1 1 17.2
8  + 6 27 7 .0 —0 14 58.3
9  + 4 55 38.0 —1 14 20.1

10  + 3 47 11 .7 — 1 37 48.3
11  + 2 19 32.9 —1 39 1.9
12  + 1 29 43.2 —1 16 49.9
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The discrepancies are still too large, but it is possible to 
reduce them to the magnitude of the uncertainty of the obser
vations, ± 15 ", by a change of perihelion time in the elements 
Ajj to 1815 April 26.0000. It must therefore be assumed that 
the remaining error of the period of the elements Bn is 5.1170. 
This corresponds to a correction in a equal to + 0.002241, so 
that the correct value of a in 1887 should be 17.<371851.

The reason why the first improvement of the elements did 
not lead to the correct result is that the perturbations of the first 
integration 1887—1815 are somewhat in error due to the errors 
of the elements upon which that integration was based. In par
ticular the relatively large change in a has resulted in rather 
large changes in the perturbations.

We now repeat the process of improvement of the elements, 
assuming a correction da = — 0.039399 of the elements 
corresponding to a change of the period of 90‘.l0142. For the 
other elements the changes will not differ very much from those 
resulting from the first improvement process. I have, therefore, 
simply used the former corrections reduced in the ratio of the 
two corrections of the perihelion time 90.0142:95.1283, instead 
of repeating the solution of the reduced equations of condition 
by the method of least squares. The new corrections are: 

dT — 0d00272 
dm = — 4" 240 
dQ =-- + 0*431 

dz = + 0*798 
de =-• — 0.0001557 
da = — 0.039399

Applying these corrections to the elements we finally get 
the following elements:

Epoch 1 887 Oct. 5.5. G. M. T.

Bin

T = 1887 Oct. 8.47609
(I) =

o —

a —

96° 5'27*21
64 22 52.11
50 52 29.93

0.9309740
17.371851

Equator
1950.0

Px = — 0.611646134
P„ = + 0.175624739
/< = + 0.771391572

Qx = —0.369569514
Qu =  0.925549992
Qz — 0.082313951
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A useful summary of the perturbations and their changes 
with the assumed elements is obtained by subtracting elements 

from Aj, and Z?u from An. The perturbation in perihelion 
time, however, is obtained by subtracting (T1S87 — 360: t/71887) 
from the value of 7’18i5 which is obtained as the osculating T 
corresponding to the co-ordinates and velocities for 1815 June 
15.5. For the two orbits we thus get the following two sets of 
perturbations, and the differences between the two sets:

Orbit I

PT = 4- 22^1318 
Pm = + 13' 4*35
P£ = — 4 8.34
Pi = — 2 35.80
Pe = + 0.0006510
Pa = + 0.35184

Orbit II II — I

+ 17^0148
+ 15'37*03
— 4 4.99
— 3 15.15
4- 0.0007584
4- 0.39642

— 5?1170
4 2'32". 68
+ 3.35
— 39.35
4- 0.0001074
+ 0.04458

The differences are not particularly great, and it may therefore 
be assumed that the perturbations obtained through the second 
integration are close to the true values. Applying these perturba
tions to the elements Bni we obtain the following elements Ain 
valid for 1815 June 25.5

Epoch 1815 June 25.5. G. M. T.

M =

Q =

e =

T = 1815 April 25.9999
96°21' 4". 24
64 18 47.12
50 49 14.78
0.9317324

Equator
1950.0

a = 17.76827

The perihelion time, however, has been calculated as follows:

T -T -™+pt1 1815 — 1 1887 Til.
P1887

Comparison with elements A (cf. p. 3) shows that this perihelion 
time is close to the true value.

According to Bessel and Ginzel the perturbations in a and ô 
within the lime interval of observations in 1815 are of the order

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 18. 9
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of magnitude of 1 ". Therefore they could safely be neglected. 
Comparisons of the elements Ani with the observations of 1815 
and the elements B1U with the observations of 1887—88 give 
the following result:

1815 Ad cos ô Aô

1 ......... - 22" 5 — 7" 5
2 ......... —11.4 + 3.6
3 ......... —10.2 + 5.5
4 ......... —10.5 + 4.1
5 ......... — 5.0 + 0.2
6 ......... + 0.1 +14.9
7 ......... + 5.8 + 1.0
8..... + 1.6 — 1.3
9......... — 9.1 — 3.2

10 ......... + 6.9 — 4.5
11 ......... +12.0 —29.7
12 ......... +15.2 —12.0

1887-88 Ad cos d Aö

13 ...........— l"0 + 0"5
14 ........... + 1.3 + 0.8
15 ........... + 0.4 — 1 .6
16 ........... + 2.8 — 1 .4
17 ........... + 3.6 — 0.5
18 ........... — 0.3 — 1.9
19 ...........— 0.7 — 2.4
20 ...........— 5.4 — 1.8
21 ...........— 5.2 — 0.1
22 ...........— 5.9 + 5.6
23 ...........— 11 .0 + 0.7
24 ........... + 1 .9 +10.2

The agreement can now be considered as rather satisfactory 
when the inaccuracy of the old observations is kept in mind. A 
third integration based on elements Bm would undoubtedly yield 
practically correct values of the perturbations 1887—1815 and 
possibly lead to a still better agreement with the observations 
in 1815.

However, I have come to the conclusion that it should not 
be necessary to carry out this third integration. It is estimated that 
the uncertainty of the period of the elements 7?IU is less than 
12 hours.

Reducing now the equatorial elements BU1 to ecliptic elements 
we find :

Epoch 1 887 Oct. 5.5. G. M. T.

T = 1887 Oct. 8.47609
(!) —

Ç) =.■

i =

65°20'47"ll
85 22 6.89
44 34 16.75

Ecliptic
1950.0

0.9309740
a —
P =

17.371851
72Ï4051
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II
Elements Bin (Ænia) now form the basis of a calculation of 

the motion of the comet from 1887 to the next perihelion passage. 
As before we calculate co-ordinates and velocities for the epoch 
of osculation 1887 October 5.5.

x = — 0.70887009

y = -L 0.27054729

z = + 0.92962642

5^ = —0.04217794 
at

= —0.10040665 dt

Q-~ =■ —0.00661743 dt

The intervals are now chosen so as to correspond to those 
used in the Nautical Almanac Tables of Planetary Co-ordinates 
1900—1960. The numerical integration is started with an interval 
of integration equal to 5 days. The interval is then successively 
changed to 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 80, 40, 20, and 10 days. The 
time interval 1887—1956 is covered by 325 intervals. Table III 
gives the co-ordinates of the comet x, y, z, the attractions of 
the planets on the comet

y =y

y^ y'= y îo8^2/»!^^ 

y,z'=y îowmi^ 

and the attractions of the planets on sun

y' X==

y y= \ io9«?*2/»!-^

y.= y îo^F/nj

As a result of the integration we obtain co-ordinates and 
velocities for 1956 June 16, and osculating elements corresponding 
to these values.

2*
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Epoch 1956 June 16.0. G. M. T. (U. T.)

G

T — 1956 June 15.8673
co —
Q

e —

64°38'10"21
85 24 55.19
44 36 35.80
0.9303273

Ecliptic
1950.0

a =
P =

16.91523
69Ï5692

Px = —0.6069823
P,, = +0.1864259
P. = -H 0.7725399

Qx = —0.3762061
Q(Z = —0.9236804
Qz = —0.0726855

With the aid of the co-ordinates in Table III I have calculated 
a search ephemeris from 1955 August 1 to 1956 June 16 (Table 
IV). The ephemeris gives right ascension and declination for 
the equinox 1950.0 together with the heliocentric distance r and 
the geocentric distance d. It appears from the ephemeris that 
the comet will be somewhat more favourably placed for ob
servation than in the previous apparition. Also the minimum 
geocentric distance is somewhat smaller than in 1887—88. 
Table V gives the precession from the equinox 1950.0 to 1955.0— 
1956.0 and the corrections of right ascension and declination for 
T one day later.

It appears from an inspection of elements Bin and the 
computed time of revolution 1815—1887 that the period of 
Comet Gibers is about 72.4 years. Accordingly one would expect 
the next passage of perihelion to take place in March 1960. Il 
is, therefore, perhaps somewhat surprising to find from the 
integration that the comet will reach perihelion again already 
1956 June 15, or nearly four years earlier than expected. The 
reason is that the comet during the years 1888—89 came relatively 
close to Jupiter. In January 1889 the distance was only 1.5 A. U. 
This approach to Jupiter reduced the velocity of the comet and 
thus lead to a diminution of the semi-major axis and the period.

On 1887 July 28 the comet passed Mars at a small distance, 
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not more than 0.08 A. U. The influence of this passage on the 
velocity of the comet was small, however, because of the small 
mass of the planet. The following table (Table VI) gives a sum
mary of the distances between the comet and the major planets.

During the time interval 1815—1956 the osculating period of 
the comet changes appreciably. This is shown graphically in the 
accompanying figure. This figure clearly shows the great change 
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in the period that took place in connection with the approach 
to Jupiter in 1889.

Through the calculations described above the problems 
formulated on p. 4 have been solved. The observations during 
the coming apparition will indicate the magnitude of the re
maining errors of the elements obtained.

In making the calculations 8 decimals have been retained 
in the summations and differences, and 9 decimals in the cal
culations of the perturbations. The tables given in this paper 
have been abridged to 7 decimals in the co-ordinates, since the 
accumulated effect of rounding-off errors leads to an uncertainty 
greater than one unit of the eighth decimal even in the orbit 
of the comet, while the corresponding error of the position in 
the orbit is still greater. The calculations have been checked by 
differencing whenever that was possible. All reductions as well 
as the calculations required for starting the integrations have 
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been checked independently. I gratefully acknowledge the help 
that Jens P. Möller, M. Sc., and B. Svanhof, M. Sc., have given 
me in making these checks. The entire first integration (I) was 
carried out by Ole Hesselberg, M. Sc. 1 also gratefully acknow
ledge the great help the Carlsberg Foundation has rendered me 
in placing a calculating machine at my disposal.

Værslevgaarden, April 1947.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 27. Juni 1947. 
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 31. Juli 1948.
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Table I.

G. M. T. X y z

1887 Nov. 14.5......... — 0.9409739 — 0.5340691 + 0.7592007
4.5......... 0.9028881 0.3373105 0.8215735

Oct. 25.5......... 0.8516988 — 0.1357067 0.8719958
15.5......... 0.7869174 + 0.0680232 0.9084808
5.5......... 0.7088641 0.2705863 0.9296328

Sep. 25.5......... 0.6187323 0.4685480 0.9349496
15.5......... 0.5184275 0.6588496 0.9249171
5.5......... 0.4102372 0.8392095 0.9008584

Aug. 26.5......... 0.2964703 1.0082796 0.8646166
16.5......... 0.1791900 1.1655668 0.8182165
6.5......... — 0.0600826 1.3112240 0.7636092

Jul. 27.5......... + 0.0595624 1.4458194 0.7025254
17.5......... 0.1788087 1.5701419 0.6364235
7.5......... 0.2970034 1.6850675 0.5664928

Jun. 27.5......... 0.4137104 1.7914732 0.4936826
17.5......... 0.5286528 • 1.8901900 0.4187419
7.5......... 0.6416669 1.9819808 0.3422577

May 28.5......... 0.7526682 2.0675329 0.2646890
18.5......... 0.8616266 2.1474582 0.1863944
8.5......... 0.9685494 2.2222983 0.1076539

Apr. 28.5......... 1.0734681 2.2925315 + 0.0286867
18.5......... 1.1764303 2.3585794 — 0.0503358
8.5......... 1.2774933 2.4208141 0.1292793

Mar. 29.5......... 1.3767197 2.4795643 0.2080387
19.5......... 1.4741754 2.5351213 0.2865318
9.5......... 1.5699261 2.5877436 0.3646945

Feb. 27.5......... 1.6640377 2.6376612 0.4424771
17.5......... 1.7565739 2.6850800 0.5198415
7.5......... 1.8475968 2.7301835 0.5967584

Jan. 28.5......... 1.9371658 2.7731371 0.6732060
18.5......... 2.0253380 2.8140897 0.7491685
8.5......... 2.1121685 2.8531776 0.8246336

1886 Dec. 19.5......... 2.2820044 2.9262255 0.9740484
29.5......... + 2.4470561 + 2.9931287 — 1.1214235



24 Nr. 18

Table I

G. M.T. X U z

1886 Nov.
•

9.5......... + 2.6076667 + 3.0545918 — 1.2667647
Oct. 20.5......... 2.7641444 3.1112069 1.4100989
Sep. 30.5......... 2.9167658 3.1634759 1.5514659

10.5......... 3.0657800 3.2118274 1.6909138
Aug. 21.5......... 3.2114114 3.2566306 1.8284952

1.5......... 3.3538630 3.2982049 1.9642651
Jul. 12.5......... 3.4933188 3.3368293 2.0982791
J un. 22.5......... 3.6299459 3.3727480 2.2305928

2.5......... 3.7638967 3.4061765 2.3612603
May 13.5......... 3.8953104 3.4373056 2.4903345
Apr. 23.5......... 4.0243146 3.4663053 2.6178666

3.5......... 4.1510267 3.4933274 2.7439058
Mar. 14.5......... 4.2755544 3.5185080 2.8684992
Feb. 22.5......... 4.3979975 3.5419699 2.9916921

2.5......... 4 5184481 3.5638240 3.1 135276
Jan. 13.5......... 4.6369917 3.5841709 3.2340472

1885 Dec. 24.5......... 4.7537078 3.6031020 3.3532901
4.5......... 4.8686702 3.6207007 3.4712939

Nov. 14.5......... 4.9819479 3.6370434 3.5880946
Oct. 25.5......... 5.0936054 3.6522000 3.7037262

5.5......... 5.2037029 3.6662349 3.8182216
Sep. 15.5......... 5.3122970 3.6792073 3.9316117
Aug. 26.5......... 5.4194407 3.6911719 4.0439265

6.5......... 5.5251841 3.7021794 4.1551942
Jul. 17.5......... 5.6295740 3.7122768 4.2654422
Jun. 27.5......... 5.7326550 3.7215075 4.3746964

7.5......... 5.8344688 3.7299122 4.4829817
May 18.5......... 5.9350550 3.7375286 4.5903218
Apr. 28.5......... 6.0344510 3.7443922 4.6967396

8.5......... 6.1326925 3.7505358 4.8022570
Mar. 19.5......... 6.2298132 3.7559904 4.9068949
Feb. 27.5......... 6.3258449 3.7607848 5.0106733
Jan. 8.5......... 6.5613569 3.7700579 5.2664846

1884 Nov. 19.5......... + 6.7906870 | + 3.7757540 — 5.5173251



Nr. 18 25

Table I

G. M. T. X y z

1884 Sep. 30.5 . . . + 7.0142238 + 3.7782038 — 5.7034505
Aug. 11.5. . . 7.2323146 3.7776948 6.0050940
.J un. 22.5. . . 7.4452712 3.7744783 6.2424682
May 3.5. . . 7.6533745 3.7687756 6.4757681
Mar. 14.5. . . 7.8568791 3.7607822 6.7051732
Jan. 24.5. . . 8.0560160 3.7506721 6.9308484

1883 Dec. 5.5. . . 8.2509964 3.7386004 7.1529466
Oct. 16.5. . . 8.4420134 3.7247064 7.3716093
Aug. 27.5. . . 8.6292431 3.7091152 7.5869671
Jul. 8.5. . . 8.8128494 3.6919402 7.7991428
May 19.5. . . 8.9929823 3.6732841 8.0082500
Mar. 30.5. . . 9.1697809 3.6532403 8.2143951
Feb. 8.5. . . 9.3433739 3.6318940 8.4176775

1882 Dec. 20.5. . . 9.5138811 3.6093233 8.6181905
Oct. 31.5. . . 9.6814141 3.5856000 8.8160216
Sep. 11.5. . . 9.8460767 3.5607901 9.0112532
Jul. 23.5 . . . 10.0079662 3.5349546 9.2039627
.Ju n. 3.5 . . . 10.1671736 3.5081499 9.3942231
Apr. 14.5 . . . 10.3237842 3.4804286 9.5821034
Feb. 23.5. . . 10.4778782 3.4518393 9.7676689
Jan. 4.5. . . 10.6295312 3.4224276 9.9509811

1881 Nov. 15.5 . . . 10.7788143 3.3922360 10.1320984
Aug. 7.5. . . 11.0705362 3.3296704 10.4879673
Apr. 29.5. . . 11.3535401 3.2644335 10.8356862
Jan. 19.5. . . 1 1.6282729 3.1967839 11.1756263

1880 Oct. 11.5. . . 11.8951396 3.1269528 11.5081250
Jul. 3.5. . . 12.1545099 3.0551479 11.8334898
Mar. 25.5. . . 12.4067229 2.9815566 12.1520024

1879 Dec. 16.5. . . 12.6520917 2.9063488 12.4639213
Sep. 7.5. . . 12.8909064 2.8296782 12.7694852
May 30.5. . . 13.1234372 2.7516843 13.0689147
Feb. 19.5. . . 13.3499364 2.6724934 13.3624152

1878 Nov. 11.5. . . 13.5706406 2.5922199 13.6501777
Aug. 3.5. . . + 13.7857715 + 2.5109672 — 13.9323811



26 Nr. 18

Table I

G. M. T. X y

1878 Apr. 25.5 . . . + 13.9955375 + 2.4288286 — 14.2091930
Jan. 15.5 . . . 14.2001346 2.3458877 14.4807707

1877 Oct. 7.5. . . 14.3997471 2.2622199 14.7472628
Jun. 29.5... 14.5945485 2.1778927 15.0088096
Mar. 21.5. . . 14.7847019 2.0929665 15.2655435

1876 Dec. 11.5 . . . 14.9703609 2.0074951 15.5175905
Sep. 2.5 . . . 15.1516698 1.9215268 15.7650697
May 25.5 . . . 15.3287645 1.8351045 16.0080947
Feb. 15.5... 15.5017727 1.7482665 16.2467733

1875 Nov. 7.5 . . . 15.6708144 1.6610468 16.4812084
Jul. 30.5... 15.8360024 1.5734758 16.7114980
Apr. 21.5.. . 15.9974427 1.4855804 16.9377357
Jan. 11.5... 16.1552350 1.3973845 17.1600110

1874 Oct. 3.5... 16.3094727 1.3089094 17.3784093
Jun. 25.5.. . 16.4602433 1.2201740 17.5930124
Mar. 17.5. . . 16.6076290 1.1311950 17.8038984

1873 Aug. 29.5 . . . 16.8925475 0.9525643 18.2148159
Feb. 10.5... 17.1647824 0.7731189 18.6117240

1872 Jul. 25.5 . . . 17.4248123 0.5929425 18.9951380
Jan. 7.5... 17.6730457 0.4121096 19.3655290

1871 Jun. 21.5 .. . 17.9098265 0.2306950 19.7233252
1870 Dec. 3.5... 18.1354416 + 0.0487830 20.0689134

May 17.5... 18.3501316 — 0.1335218 20.4026365
1869 Oct. 29.5 . . . 18.5541049 0.3160883 20.7247959

Apr. 12.5 . . . 18.7475571 0.4987527 21.0356524
1868 Sep. 24.5. . . 18.9306884 0.6813245 21.3354307

Mar. 8.5.. . 19.1037210 0.8635963 21.6243270
1867 Aug. 21.5. . . 19.2669073 1.0453596 21.9025180

Feb. 2.5 . . . 19.4205300 1.2264219 22.1701704
1866 Jul. 17.5... 19.5648930 1.4066199 22.4274474
1865 Dec. 29.5 . . . 19.7003101 1.5858270 22.6745132

Jun. 12.5 . . . 19.8270902 1.7639556 22.9115343
1864 Nov. 24.5. . . 19.9455277 1.9409537 23.1386796

May 8.5 . . . 4- 20.0558940 — 2.1167996 — 23.3561179



Nr. 18 27

Table I

G. M. T. .r v z

1863 Oct. 21.5. . . + 20.1584335 — 2.2914966 — 23.5640168
Apr. 4.5 . . . 20.2533604 2.4650659 23.7625406

1862 Sep. 16.5... 20.3408591 2.6375446 23.9518493
Feb. 28.5 . . . 20.4210816 2.8089776 24.1320972

1861 Aug. 12.5. . . 20.4941485 2.9794165 24.3034319
Jan. 24.5 . . . 20.5601474 3.1489140 24.4659925

1860 Jul. 8.5 .. . 20.6191331 3.3175190 24.6199088
1859 Dec. 21.5... 20.6711270 3.4852705 24.7652978

Jun. 4.5 . . . 20.7161201 3.6521905 24.9022624
1858 Nov. 16.5 . . . 20.7540762 3.8182754 25.0308873

Apr. 30.5 . . . 20.7849416 3.9834882 25.1512362
1857 Oct. 12.5. . . 20.8086762 4.1477528 25.2633502

Mar. 26.5 . . . 20.8251759 4.3109544 25.3672481
1856 Sep. 7.5... 20.8344781 4.4729446 25.4629304

Feb. 20.5 . . . 20.8365846 4.6335554 25.5503829
1855 Aug. 4.5... 20.8315617 4.7926174 25.6295895

Jan. 16.5 . . . 20.8195147 4.9499750 25.7005353
1854 Jun. 30.5... 20.8005795 5.1054993 25.7632127
1853 Dec. 12.5... 20.7749073 5.2590947 25.8176248

May 26.5 . . . 20.7426508 5.4106990 25.8637853
1852 Nov. 7.5. . . 20.7039536 5.5602801 25.9017150

Apr. 21.5... 20.6589422 5.7078307 25.9314422
1851 Oct. 4.5... 20.6077241 5.8533622 25.9529971

Mar. 18.5 . . . 20.5503805 5.9969001 25.9664123
1850 Aug. 30.5 . . . 20.4869704 6.1384787 25.9717189

Feb. 11.5... 20.4175253 6.2781383 25.9689460
1849 Jul. 26.5... 20.3420501 6.4159201 25.9581188

Jan. 7.5 . . . 20.2605228 6.5518625 25.9392565
1848 Jun. 21.5 .. . 20.1728922 6.6859964 25.9123707
1847 Dec. 4.5 .. . 20.0790788 6.8183380 25.8774619

May 18.5... 19.9789772 6.9488821 25.8345173
1846 Oct. 30.5... 19.8724608 7.0775935 25.7835063

Apr. 13.5 . . . 19.7593923 7.2044009 25.7243783
1845 Sep. 25.5... + 19.6396368 — 7.3291870 — 25.6570607



28 Nr. 18

Table I

G. M. T. .r y z

1845 Mar. 9.5 . . . + 19.5130788 - 7.4518020 — 25.5814602
1844 Aug. 21.5. . . 19.3796370 7.5720605 25.4974669

Feb. 3.5. . . 19.2392739 7.6897630 25.4049605
1843 Jul. 18.5 . . . 19.0919982 7.80471 16 25.3038187
1842 Dec. 30.5. . . 18.9378549 7.9167252 25.1939222

Jun. 13.5. . . 18.7769153 8.0256519 25.0751605
1841 Nov. 25.5. . . 18.6092601 8.1313705 24.9474317

May 9.5. . . 18.4349676 8.2337907 24.8106418
1840 Oct. 21.5. . . 18.2541021 8.3328478 24.6647024

Apr. 4.5 . . . 18.0667085 8.4284967 24.5095270
1839 Sep. 17.5 . . . 17.8728074 8.5207061 24.3450284

Mar. 1.5... 17.6723936 8.6094534 24.1711160
1838 Aug. 13.5. . . 17.4654335 8.6947189 23.9876936

Jan. 25.5. . . 17.2518649 8.7764833 23.7946567
1837 Jul. 9.5. . . 17.0315951 8.8547213 23.5918908
1836 Dec. 21.5. . . 16.8044999 8.9293984 23.3792687

J un. 4.5. . . 16.5704219 9.0004635 23.1566469
1835 Nov. 17.5.. . 16.3291718 9.0678428 22.9238628

May 1.5... 16.0805302 9.1314298 22.6807295
1834 Oct. 13.5. . . 15.8242539 9.1910776 22.4270321

Mar. 27.5. . . 15.5600863 9.2465903 22.1625232
1833 Sep. 8.5. . . 15.2877726 9.2977198 21.8869213

Feb. 20.5. . . 15.0070746 9.3441687 21.5999105
1832 Aug. 4.5 . . . 14.7177844 9.3856001 21.3011452

Jan. 17.5. . . 14.4197304 9.4216528 20.9902538
1831 Jul. 1.5. . . 14.1127742 9.4519559 20.6668455
1830 Dec. 13.5. . . 13.7967999 9.4761430 20.3305130

May 27.5. . . 13.4716977 9.4938554 19.9808328
1829 Nov. 8.5. . . 13.137350 9.504742 19.617363

Apr. 22.5. . . 12.793614 9.508453 19.239636
1828 Oct. 4.5. . . 12.440316 9.504631 18.847154

Mar. 18.5. . . 12.077238 9.492896 18.439377
1827 Aug. 31.5. . . 11.704114 9.472840 18.015714

Feb. 12.5. . . + 11.320629 — 9.444008 — 17.575517



Nr. 18 29

Table I

G. M.T. X y z

1826 Jul. 27.5......... + 10.926404 - 9.405892 - 17.118066
Jan. 8.5......... 10.521001 9.357911 16.642557

1825 .Jun. 22.5......... 10.103908 9.299392 16.148087
Mar. 14.5......... 9.890798 9.265942 15.893427

1824 Dec. 4.5......... 9.674538 9.229554 15.633635
Aug. 26.5......... 9.455041 9.190109 15.368560
May 18.5......... 9.232214 9.147477 15.098042
Feb. 8.5......... 9.005958 9.101514 14.821910

1823 Oct. 31.5......... 8.776167 9.052065 14.539977
Jul. 23.5......... 8.542728 8.998958 14.252047
Apr. 14.5......... 8 305523 8 942006 13 957904
Jan. 4.5......... 8.064424 8.881001 13 657316

1822 Sep. 26.5......... 7.819298 8.815714 13.350033
J un. 18.5......... 7.570004 8.745894 13 035783
Mar. 10.5......... 7.316392 8.671261 12.714270

1821 Nov. 30.5......... 7.058306 8.591507 12 385170
Aug. 22.5......... 6.795580 8.506288 12.048132
Mav 14.5......... 6.528040 8.415224 1 1 702771
Feb. 3.5......... 6.255500 8.317888 11.348662

1820 Oct 26.5......... 5.977763 8 213807 10 985338
Jul 18 5......... 5 694620 8 102446 10 612282
Apr. 9.5......... 5.405845 7.983201 10.228922

1819 Dec. 31 5......... 5.111195 7.855388 9 834614
Sep. 22.5......... 4.810405 7.718223 9.428639
.1 un. 14.5......... 4.503187 7.570801 9 010180
Mar. 6.5......... 4.189223 7.412067 8 578310

1818 Nov. 26.5......... 3.868163 7.240781 8.131964
Aug. 18.5......... 3.539619 7.055465 7.669909
Mav 10.5......... 3.203163 6.854332 7.190706
Jan. 30.5......... 2.858322 6.635194 6.692653

1817 Oct. 22.5......... 2.504583 6.395310 6.173716
Jul 14.5......... 2 141397 6 131189 5 631426
Apr. 5.5......... 1.768208 5.838255 5.062725

1816 Dec. 26.5......... + 1.384504 — 5.510327 — 4.463763



30 Nr. 18

Table 1

G. M. T. X y

1816 Nov. 6.5......... + 1.188595 - 5.330667 — 4.151434
Sep. 17.5......... 0.989961 5.138741 3.829563
Jul. 29.5......... 0.788646 4.932815 3.497272
Jun. 9.5......... 0.584764 4.710724 3.153540
Apr. 20.5......... 0.378561 4.469716 2.797170
Mar. 26.5......... 0.274718 4.341038 2.613816

1.5......... 0.170488 4.206205 2.426759
Feb. 5.5......... + 0.065986 4.064576 2.235785
Jan. 11.5......... — 0.038635 3.915404 2.040666

1815 Dec. 17.5......... 0.143167 3.757800 1.841160
Nov. 22.5......... 0.247332 3.590706 1.637012
Oct. 28.5......... 0.350745 3.412841 1.427965

3.5......... 0.452878 3.222642 1.213773
Sep. 8.5......... 0.552988 3.018174 0.994229
Aug. 14.5......... 0.650012 2.797014 0.769220
Jul. 20.5......... 0.742400 2.556088 0.538825
Jun. 25.5......... 0.827835 2.291464 0.303514
May 31.5......... 0.902764 1.998088 — 0.064532

6.5......... - 0.961607 - 1.669587 + 0.175342



Nr. 18 31

Table II.

G. M. T. X y z

1887 Nov. 14.5......... — 0.9409622 — 0.5340770 + 0.7591916
4.5......... 0.9028810 0.3373272 0.8215650

Oct. 25.5......... 0.8516964 — 0.1357319 0.8719880
15.5......... 0.7869196 + 0.0679898 0.9084738
5.5......... 0.7088706 0.2705452 0.9296263

Sep. 25.5......... 0.6187428 0.4684999 0.9349430
15.5......... 0.5184413 0.6587947 0.9249100
5.5......... 0.4102535 0.8391482 0.9008499

Aug. 26.5......... 0.2964884 1.0082116 0.8646056
16.5......... 0.1792092 1.1654913 0.8182020
6.5......... — 0.0601026 1.3111404 0.7635898

Jul. 27.5......... + 0.0595419 1.4457264 0.7025006
17.5......... 0.1787870 1.5700386 0.6363925
7.5......... 0.2969802 1.6849526 0.5664551

Jun. 27.5......... 0.4136858 1.7913454 0.4936378
17.5......... 0.5286264 1.8900484 0.4186896
7.5......... 0.6416383 1.9818243 0.3421979

May 28.5......... 0.7526370 2.0673604 0.2646216
18.5......... 0.8615925 2.1472689 0.1863194
8.5......... 0.9685118 2.2220914 0.1075714

Apr. 28.5......... 1.0734268 2.2923062 + 0.0285967
18.5......... 1.1763847 2.3583350 — 0.0504330
8.5......... 1.2774430 2.4205500 0.1293837

Mar. 29.5......... 1.3766643 2.4792799 0.2081500
19.5......... 1.4741143 2.5348161 0.2866497
9.5......... 1.5698591 2.5874170 0.3648189

Feb. 27.5......... 1.6639642 2.6373129 0.4426078
17.5......... 1.7564937 2.6847094 0.5199782
7.5......... 1.8475094 2.7297903 0.5969008

Jan. 28.5......... 1.9370709 2.7727211 0.6733539
18.5......... 2.0252351 2.8136504 0.7493215
8.5......... 2.1120571 2.8527134 0.8247919

1886 Dec. 19.5......... 2.2818754 2.9257130 0.9742160
Nov. 29.5......... + 2.4469081 + 2.9925669 — 1.1215993



32 Nr. 18

Table II

G. M. T. X y z

1886 Nov. 9.5......... + 2.6074984 i + 3.0539798
— 1.2669478

Oct. 20.5......... 2.7639546 3.1105440 1.4102882
Sep. 30.5......... 2.9165535 3.1627615 1.5516605

10.5......... 3.0655440 3.2110609 1.6911126
Aug. 21.5......... 3.2111508 3.2558115 1.8286974

1.5......... 3.3535769 3.2973328 1.9644698
.lul. 12.5......... 3.4930061 3.3359038 2.0984854
.lun. 22.5......... 3.6296057 3.3717687 2.2307998

2.5......... 3.7635282 3 4051431 2.3614672
May 13.5......... 3.8949128 3.4362179 2.4905405
Apr. 23.5......... 4.0238871 3.4651630 2.6180709

3.5......... 4.1505684 3.4921303 2.7441075
Mar. 14.5......... 4 2750647 3 5172559 28686977
Feb. 22.5......... 4.3974757 3.5406627 2.9918866

2.5......... 4.5178934 3.5624615 3.1137175
Jan. 13.5......... 4.6364035 3.5827529 3.2342316

1885 Dec. 24.5......... 4.7530854 3.6016284 3.3534684
4.5......... 4.8680130 3.6191714 3.4714655

Nov. 14.5......... 4.9812553 3.6354583 3.5882588
Oct. 25.5......... 5.0928768 3.6505591 3.7038824

5.5......... 5.2029377 3.6645381 3.8183690
Sep. 15.5......... 5.3114946 3.6774545 3.9317499
Aug. 26.5......... 5.4186007 3.6893631 4.0440547

6.5......... 5.5243058 1 3.7003145 4.1553120
Jul. 17.5......... 5.6286570 3.7103557 4.2655489
Jun. 27.5......... 5.7316986 3.7195303 4.3747914

7.5......... 5.8334726 3.7278788 4.4830644
Mav 18.5......... 5.9340185 3.7354391 4.5903918
Apr. 28.5......... 6.0333738 3.7422464 4.6967963

8.5......... 6.1315741 3.7483338 4.8022997
Mar. 19.5......... 6.2286530 3.7537321 4.9069232
Feb. 27.5......... 6.3246425 3.7584703 5.0106867
Jan. 8.5......... 6.5600469 3.7676026 5.2664583

1884 Nov. 19.5......... + 6.7892667 + 3.7731582 — 5.5172560



Nr. 18 33

Table II

G. M. T. X y z

1884 Sep. 30.5. . . + 7.0126908 + 3.7754675 — 5.7633357
Aug. 11.5. . . 7.2306664 3.7748182 6.0049304
Jun. 22.5 . . . 7.4435052 3.7714616 6.2422530
May 3.5 . . . 7.6514886 3.7656190 6.4754987
Mar. 14.5. . . 7.8548708 3.7574859 6.7048466
Jan. 2 1.5 . . . 8.0538834 3.7472363 6.9304622

1883 Dec. 5.5. . . 8.2487373 3.7350255 7.1524981
Oct. 16.5. . . 8.4396253 3.7209926 7.3710958
Aug. 27.5. . . 8.6267248 3.7052629 7.5863866
Jul. 8.5. . . 8.8101985 3.6879497 7.7984926
May 19.5. . . 8.9901969 3.6691557 8.0075278
Mar. 30.5. . . 9.1668591 3.6489743 8.2135986
Feb. 8.5. . . 9.3403139 3.6274909 8.4168044

1882 Dec. 20.5. . . 9.5106811 3.6047834 8.6172385
Oct. 31.5. . . 9.6780723 3.5809237 8.8149886
Sep. 11.5. . . 9.8425915 3.5559777 9.0101369
Jul. 23.5. . . 10.0043358 3.5300065 9.2027610
Jun. 3.5 . . . 10.1633963 3.5030666 9.3929340
Apr. 14.5. . . 10.3198584 3.4752103 9.5807248
Feb. 23.5. . . 10 4 738024 34464865 9 7661987
J a n 4.5 . . . 10 6253037 3 4169407 9 9494173

1881 Nov. 15.5 . . . 10.7744335 3.3866155 10.1304390
Aug. 7.5. . . 11.0658444 3.3237838 10.4861108
Apr. 29.5. . . 11.3485311 3.2582825 10.8336249
Jan. 19 5... 1 1 6229409 3 1903702 11 1733526

1880 Oct. 11.5. . . 11.8894789 3.1202781 11.5056316
Jul. 3.5 . . . 12.1485149 3.0482140 11.8307694
Mar. 25.5. . . 12.4003882 2.9743653 12.1490478

1879 Dec. 16.5 . . . 12.6454117 2.8989018 12.4607254
Sep. 7.5. . . 12.8838759 2.8219773 12.7660410
May 30.5. . . 13.1160510 2.7437312 : 13.0652154
Feb. 19.5. . . 13.3421894 2.6642901 13.3584540

1878 Nov. 11.5. . . 13.5625277 2.5837681 13.6459480
Aug. 3.5. . . + 13.7772876 | + 2.5022688 ¡ — 13.9278762

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 18. 3
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Table II

G. M. T. X y z

1878 Apr. 25.5 . . . + 13.9866777 + 2.4198854 — 14.2044062
Jan. 15.5 . . . 14.1908940 2.3367016 14.4756957

1877 Oct. 7.5. . . 14.3901210 2.2527928 14.7418931
Jun. 29.5 . . . 14.5845320 2.1682265 15.0031387
Mar. 21.5. . . 14.7742902 2.0830629 15.2595652

1876 Dec. 11.5 .. . 14.9595494 1.9973562 15.5112984
Sept. 2.5 . . . 15.1404538 1.9111545 15.7584575
May 25.5 . . . 15.3171393 1.8245006 16.0011562
Feb. 15.5 . . . 15.4897337 1.7374330 16.2395022

1875 Nov. 7.5 . . . 15.6583571 1.6499856 16.4735986
Jul. 30.5... 15.8231222 1.5621888 16.7035433
Apr. 21.5... 15.9841352 1.4740698 16.9294301
Jan. 11.5 . . . 16.1414956 1.3856521 17.1513482

1874 Oct. 3.5. . . 16.2952968 1.2969572 17.3693832
Jun. 25.5 . . . 16.4456266 1.2080040 17.5836169
Mar. 17.5 . . . 16.5925670 1.1188093 17.7941275

1873 Aug. 29.5. . . 16.8765816 0.9397532 18.2042760
Feb. 10.5... 17.1478948 0.7598906 18.6003909

1872 Jul 25.5 . . . 17.4069855 0 5793053 18.9829874
Jan. 7.5 . . . 17.6542621 0.3980720 19.3525368

1871 Jun. 21.5. . . 17.8900686 0.2162654 19.7094674
1870 Dec. 3.5... 18.1146919 + 0.0339702 20.0541653

May 17.5... 18 3283725 — 0 1487094 20 3869739
1869 Oct. 29.5... 18.5313190 0.3316411 20.7081944

Apr. 12.5... 18.7237264 0.5146619 21.0180873
1868 Sep. 24.5 . . . 18.9057953 0.6975808 21.3168773

Mar. 8.5 . . . 19.0777477 0.8801904 21.6047605
1867 Aug. 21.5. . . 19.2398359 1.0622819 21.8819133

Feb. 2.5 . . . 19.3923425 1.2436625 22.1485021
1866 Jul. 17.5... 19.5355715 1.4241688 22.4046896
1865 Dec. 29.5... 19.6698361 1.6036743 22.6506405

Jun. 12.5... 19.7954454 1.7820908 22.8865206
1864 Nov. 24.5. . . 19.9126933 1.9593663 23.1124983

May 8.5 . . . + 20.0218514 1 — 2.1354787 — 23.3287424
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Table II

3*

G. M. T. X y z

1863 Oct. 21.5... + 20.1231635 — 2.3104310 — 23.5354199
Apr. 4.5 . . . 20.2168442 2.4842450 23.7326949

1862 Sep. 16.5... 20.3030769 2.6569562 23.9207270
Feb. 28.5.. . 20.3820139 2.8286103 24.0996701

1861 Aug. 12.5... 20.4537753 2.9992582 24.2696713
Jan. 24.5 . . . 20.5184485 3.1689522 24.4308692

1860 Jul. 8.5. . . 20.5760879 3.3377412 24.5833932
1859 Dec. 21.5 .. . 20.6267150 3.5056638 24.7273600

Jun. 4.5 . . . 20.6703200 3.6727415 24.8628717
1858 Nov. 16.5 . . . 20.7068665 3.8389704 24.9900124

Apr. 30.5 . . . 20.7363004 4.0043133 25.1088454
1857 Oct. 12.5... 20.7585625 4.1686937 25.2194110

Mar. 26.5 . . . 20.7736050 4.3319960 25.3217274
1856 Sep. 7.5 .. . 20.7814081 4.4940718 25.4157940

Feb. 20.5 . . . 20.7819921 4.6547530 25.5015974
1855 Aug. 4.5 . . . 20.7754222 4.8138690 25.5791193

Jan. 16.5 . . . 20.7618043 4.9712639 25.6483441
1854 Jun. 30.5 . . . 20.7412734 5.1268085 25.7092638
1853 Dec. 12.5. . . 20.7139799 5.2804065 25.7618806

May 26.5 . . . 20.6800761 5.4319954 25.8062070
1852 Nov. 7.5. . . 20.6397048 5.5815424 25.8422632

Apr. 21.5.. . 20.5929925 5.7290392 25.8700761
1851 Oct. 4.5. . . 20.5400450 5.8744969 25.8896752

Mar. 18.5 .. . 20.4809447 6.0179403 25.9010919
1850 Aug. 30.5... 20.4157478 6.1594030 25.9043560

Feb. 11.5.. . 20.3444860 6.2989244 25.8994953
1849 Jul. 26.5... 20.2671676 6.4365450 25.8865338

Jan. 7.5... 20.1837576 6.5723023 25.8654896
1848 Jun. 21.5 .. . 20.0942156 6.7062261 25.8363723
1847 Dec. 4.5 .. . 19.9984575 6.8383320 25.7991813

May 18.5 . . . 19.8963768 6.9686135 25.7539019
1846 Oct. 30.5... 19.7878461 7.0970344 25.7005020

Apr. 13.5... 19.6727268 7.2235211 25.6389290
1845 Sep. 25.5 . . . + 19.5508830 — 7.3479586 — 25.5691086
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Table II

G. M. T. X y z

1845 Mar. 9.5... + 19.4221979 - 7.4701922 -25.4909454
1844 Aug. 21.5 . . . 19.2865889 7.5900364 25.4043273

Feb. 3.5 . . . 19.1440175 7.7072901 25.3091319
1843 Jul. 18.5 . . . 18.9944901 7.8217536 25.2052340
1842 Dec. 30.5... 18.8380512 7.9332449 25.0925122

Jun. 13.5 . . . 18.6747700 8.0416095 24.9708531
1841 Nov. 25.5 . . . 18.5047257 8.1467247 24.8401518

May 9.5.. . 18.3279944 8.2484976 24.7003114
1840 Oct. 21.5 .. . 18.1446389 8.3468617 24.5512400

Apr. 4.5 . . . 17.9547019 8.4417693 24.3928475
1839 Sep. 17.5 .. . 17.7582019 8.5331866 24.2250431

Mar. 1.5... 17.5551311 8.6210879 24.0477317
1838 Aug. 13.5 . . . 17.3454537 8.7054510 23.8608129

Jan. 25.5 . . . 17.1291046 8.7862525 23.6641775
1837 Jul. 9.5 .. . 16.9059883 8.8634642 23.4577059
1836 Dec. 21.5 .. . 16.6759773 8.9370471 23.2412651

Jun. 4.5 . . . 16.4389112 9.0069462 23.0147060
1835 Nov. 17.5 . . . 16.1945969 9.0730826 22.7778590

May 1.5... 15.9428111 9.1353452 22.5305306
1834 Oct. 13.5 .. . 15.6833063 9.1935810 22.2724980

Mar. 27.5... 15.4158215 9.2475880 22.0035051
1833 Sep 8 5.. 15 1400966 9 29711 12 21.7232615

Feb. 20.5 . . . 14.8558881 9.3418455 21.4314414
1 839 Aug 4.5 . 14 5629823 9.3814457 21.1276877

Jan. 17.5 . . . 14.2612011 9.4155406 20.8116167
1831 Jul. 1.5 .. . 13.9503988 9.4437493 20.4828238
1830 Dec. 13.5. . . 13.6304516 9.4656929 20.1408865

May 27.5 . . . 13.3012411 9.4809995 19.7853647
1829 Nov. 8.5... 12.9626394 9.4893029 19.4157974

Apr. 22.5 . . . 12.6144942 9.4902360 19.0316966
1828 Oct. 4.5... 12.2566183 9.4834201 18.6325391

Jun. 26.5 . . . 12.0739611 9.4769824 18.4271391
Mar. 18.5... 11.8887811 9.4684545 18.2177584

1827 Dec. 9.5... + 11.7010415 -9.4577810 -18.0043177
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Table II

G. M. T.

1827

1826

1825

1824

1823

1822

1821

1820

Aug. 31.5.
May 23.5 .
Feb. 12.5.
Nov. 4.5.
Jul. 27.5.
Apr. 18.5.
Jan. 8.5.
Sep. 30.5.
Jun. 22.5.
Mar. 14.5.
Dec. 4.5.
Aug. 26.5.
May 18.5.
Feb. 8.5.
Oct. 31.5.
Jul. 23.5.
Apr. 14.5.
Jan. 4.5.
Sep. 26.5.
Jun. 18.5.
Mar. 10.5.
Nov. 30.5.
Aug. 22.5 .
May 14.5.
Feb. 3.5.
Oct. 26.5.
.lui. 18.5.
Apr. 9.5.

•. 31.5.-
Sep. 22.5.
Aug. 3.5.
Jun. 14.5.
Apr. 25.5.
Mar. 6.5.

+ 11.5107024 — 9.4449030 — 17.7867338
1 1.3177202 9.4297585 17.5649189
11.1220472 9.4122816 17.3387806
10.9236323 9.3924019 17.1082213
10.7224199 9.3700443 16.8731377
10.5183500 9.3451281 16.6334206
10.3113639 9.3175669 16.3889541
10.1013747 9.2872667 16.1396144
9.8883255 9.2541270 15.8852709
9.6721305 9.2180384 15.6257836
9.4527040 9.1788819 15.3610030
9.2299544 9.1365282 15.0907695
9.0037838 9.0908361 14.8149115
8.7740874 9.0416510 14.5332452
8.5407537 8.9888037 14.2455724
8.3036640 8.9321080 13.9516794
8.0626922 8.8713589 13.6513356
7.8177041 8.8063303 13.3442909
7.5685581 8.7367725 13.0302739
7.3151038 8.6624089 12.7089897
7.0571824 8.5829325 12.3801165
6.7946260 8.4980028 12.0433028
6.5272569 8.4072397 11.6981632
6.2548870 8.3102198 1 1.3442748
5.9773160 8.2064678 10.9811702
5.6943305 8.0954496 10.6083330
5.4057020 7.9765614 10.2251883
5.1111841 7.8491166 9.8310942
4.8105101 7.7123290 9.4253292
4.5033893 7.5652917 9.0070775
4.3473133 7.4876057 8.7929838
4.1895034 7.4069472 8.5754094
4.0299156 7.3231544 8.3542173

+ 3.8685017 — 7.2360513 — 8.1292582
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Table II

G. M. T. X y

1819 Jan. 15.5......... + 3.705213 — 7.145444 - 7.900458 '
1818 Nov. 26.5......... 3.539998 7.051121 7.667388

Oct. 7.5......... 3.372799 6.952849 7.430117
Aug. 18.5......... 3.203561 6.850368 7.188354
Jun. 29.5......... 3.032222 6.743389 6.941880
May 10.5......... 2.858720 6.631594 6.690449
Mar. 21.5......... 2 682988 6.433798
Jan 30.5......... 2 504957 6 392057 6.171631

1817 Dec. 11.5......... 2.324559 6.263446 5.903625
Oct. 22.5......... 2.141719 6.128257 5.629420
Sep 2.5......... 1 956370 5.985882 5 348614
Jul. 14.5......... 1.768442 5.835615 5.060755
May 25.5......... 1.577870 5.676628 4.765336
Apr. 5.5......... 1.384608 5.507944 4.461779
Feb. 14.5......... 1.188614 5.328394 4.149425

1816 Dec. 26.5......... 0.989883 5.136566 3.827514
Nov. 6.5......... 0.788458 4.930721 3.495170
Oct. 12.5......... 0.686766 4.821886 3.324772
Sep. 17.5......... 0.584454 4.708693 3.151370
Aug. 23.5......... 0.481554 4.590777 2.974808
Jul. 29.5......... 0.378115 4.467723 2.794919

4.5......... 0 274200 4.339056 2.611519
Jun. 9.5......... 0.169896 4.204222 2.424411
May 15.5......... + 0.065317 4.062586 2.233383
Apr. 20 5 ......... — 0 039380 3.913393 2 038206
Mar. 26.5......... 0 143991 3.755757 1 838638

1.5......... 0.248234 3.588615 1.634424
Feb. 5.5......... 0.351722 3.410685 1.425308
Jan. 24.0......... 0.403026 3.317197 1.318833

11.5......... 0.453927 3.220398 1.211043
1815 Dec. 30.0......... 0.504325 3.120033 1.101914

17.5......... 0 554101 3.015816 0.991427
5.0......... 0.603108 2.907430 0.879570

Nov. 22.5......... — 0.651175 — 2.794512 — 0.766345
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Table II

G. ML T. X y z

1815 Nov. 10.0......... — 0.698090 — 2.676656 — 0.651769
Oct 28 5 ......... 0.743595 2.553402 0.535883

16.0......... 0.787372 2.424229 0.418759
3.5......... 0.829030 2.288545 0.300518

Sep 21 0......... 0.868081 2.145680 0.181343
8.5......... 0.903912 1.994880 0.061507
2.25 .... 0.920387 1.916245 — 0.001462

Ans. 27.0......... 0.935754 1.835303 + 0.058583
20.75 .... 0.949884 1.751937 0.118551
14.5......... 0.962632 1.666026 0.178343
8.25 .... 0.973838 1.577446 0.237849
2.0......... 0.983317 1.486074 0.296931

Jul. 26.75 .... 0.990867 1.391788 0.355429
20.5......... 0.996260 1.294476 0.413150
14.25 .... 0.999243 1.194036 0.469870
8.0......... 0.999539 1.090392 0.525323
1.75 .... 0.996847 0.983491 0.579202

J un. 25.5......... 0.990842 0.873329 0.631153
19.25 .... 0.981185 0.759954 0.680775
13.0......... — 0.967531 — 0.643490 + 0.727618
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Table III.

G. M. T. X y

1887 Sep. 25.5......... -0.6187421 + 0.4685024 ; + 0.9349430
30.5......... 0.6652102 0.3703056 0.9342568

Oct. 5.5......... 0.7088701 0.2705473 0.9296264
10.5......... 0.7494988 0.1696326 0.9210216
15.5......... 0.7869192 + 0.0679914 0.9084740
20.5......... 0.8210074 — 0.0339390 0.8920789
25.5......... 0.8516961 0 1357308 0.8719887
30 5 ......... 0 8789738 0 2369816 0.8484049

Nov. 4.5......... 0.9028809 0.3373266 0.8215660
9.5......... 0.9235030 0.4364474 0.7917362

14.5......... 0.9409623 0.5340769 0.7591930
19.5......... 0.9554085 0.6299996 0.7242170
24.5......... 0.9670104 0.7240500 0.6870830
29.5......... 0.9759476 0.8161084 0.6480539

Dec. 4.5......... 0.9824041 0.9060954 0.6073758
9.5......... 0.9865629 0.9939660 0.5652756

14.5......... 0.9886023 1.0797039 0.5219594
19.5......... 0.9886929 1.1633159 0.4776129
24.5......... 0.9869958 1.2448267 0.4324015
29.5......... 0.9836619 1.3242751 0.3864717

1888 Jan. 3.5......... 0.9788309 1.4017100 0.3399526
8.5......... 0.9726320 1.4771876 0.2929574

13.5......... 0.9651834 1.5507689 0.2455847
18.5......... 0.9565936 1.6225179 0.1979207
23.5......... 0.9469615 1.6925001 0.1500402
28.5......... 0.9363770 1.7607812 0.1020080

Feb. 2.5......... 0.9249220 1.8274264 4- 0.0538802
12.5......... 0.8996919 1.9560640 — 0.0424748
22.5......... 0.871 7892 2.0789032 0.13871 15

Mar. 3.5......... 0.8416422 2.1964005 0.2345978
13.5......... 0.8096056 2.3089744 0.3299632
23.5......... 0.7759745 2.4170062 0.4246837

Apr. 2.5......... 0.7409948 2.5208413 0.5186702
12.5......... — 0.7048727 -2.6207916 , -0.6118603
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Table III.

¿X' \ Y' yz' SX Zy

— 135 — 128 90 + 130 + 128 T" 53
137 132 95 131 124 50
140 136 100 132 119 48
143 141 106 133 114 46
147 145 111 135 110 44
152 150 117 138 106 42
157 155 122 142 102 40
163 160 128 146 100 39
169 166 134 150 98 38
176 172 140 156 98 37
183 178 146 161 96 36
191 184 153 167 97 36
198 190 159 172 97 36
207 198 166 177 99 37
216 206 172 183 102 38
225 214 179 188 105 39
235 221 186 193 108 40
245 229 193 197 112 42
255 237 200 201 118 44
265 245 207 203 124 46
276 254 214 205 129 49
288 263 222 206 135 52
300 271 229 208 141 54
311 278 237 208 148 57
321 284 245 208 154 60
334 296 251 206 160 63
354 308 256 204 167 66

1532 1315 1081 788 710 286
1661 1404 1134 754 748 305
1800 1495 1183 711 776 319
1952 1590 1232 666 796 332
2116 1689 1278 619 808 338
2292 1790 1320 574 810 340

— 2482 — 1897 - 1359 + 533 + 805 + 341
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Table III

G. M.T. X y z

1888 Apr. 22.5......... — 0.6677816 -2.7171392 — 0.7042119
May 2.5......... 0.6298682 2.8101384 0.7956980

12.5......... 0.5912568 2.9000193 0.8863030
22.5......... 0.5520536 2.9869901 0.9760203

.lun. 1.5......... 0.5123493 3.0712396 1.0648500
11.5......... 0.4722218 3.1529393 1.1527968
21.5......... 0.4317385 3.2322451 1.2398694

Jul. 1.5......... 0.3909574 3.3092994 1.3260793
11.5......... 0.3499292 3.3842323 1.4114397
21.5......... 0.3086977 3.4571628 1.4959655
31.5......... 0.2673015 3.5282003 1.5796722

Aug. 10.5......... 0.2257742 3.5974453 1.6625764
20.5......... 0.1841454 3.6649903 1.7446945
30.5......... 0.1424411 3.7309209 1.8260434

Sep. 9.5......... 0.1006845 3.7953162 1.9066398
19.5......... — 0.0588958 3.8582495 1.9865002

Oct. 9.5......... + 0.0247075 3.9799973 2.1440783
29.5......... 0.1082478 4.0966540 2.2989039

Nov. 18.5......... 0.1916294 4.2086449 2.4510968
Dec. 8.5......... 0.2747772 4.3163428 2.6007696

28.5......... 0.3576326 4.4200732 2.7480279
1889 Jan. 17.5......... 0.4401504 4.5201246 2.8929706

Feb. 6.5......... 0.5222966 4.6167527 3.0356908
26.5......... 0.6040462 4.7101850 3.1762767

Mar. 18.5......... 0.6853813 4.8006257 3.3148118
Apr. 7.5......... 0.7662896 4.8882585 3.4513758

27.5......... 0.8467626 4.9732497 3.5860446
May 17.5......... 0.9267951 5.0557507 3.7188902
Jun. 6.5......... 1.0063837 5.1358992 3.8499810

26.5......... 1.0855269 5.2138218 3.9793818
J ul. 16.5......... 1.1642241 5.2896342 4.1071534
Aug. 5.5......... 1.2424740 5.3634433 4.2333536

25.5......... 1.3202836 5.4353472 4.3580365
Sep. 14.5......... + 1.3976490 - 5.5054368 -4.4812533
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T a b 1 e III

Z*' ZY' %Z' ¿A'

— 2686 — 2008 — 1392 4- 499 4- 793 4- 337
2902 2120 1417 471 775 329
3138 2240 1436 453 757 320
3390 2364 1445 443 737 310
3660 2492 1442 444 724 302
3949 2625 1426 449 713 295
4259 2764 1395 460 708 291
4590 2904 1345 473 711 291
4941 3045 1273 485 723 294
5314 3187 1177 495 744 300
5706 3328 1051 499 767 311
6116 3464 893 496 797 323
6542 3594 697 483 828 336
6981 3715 463 460 858 350
7427 3822 — 185 432 880 362
7877 3914 H- 147 395 901 372

35018 16141 3811 1428 3259 1362
38141 16099 7866 1327 3298 1382
40488 15413 12611 1224 3335 1400
41675 14000 17754 1121 3369 1418
41404 11883 22836 1016 3401 1433
39575 9220 27313 909 3430 1448
36376 6274 30715 801 3457 1462
32183 3354 32743 692 3480 1475
27504 — 719 33362 582 3501 1487
22801 4- 1465 32760 470 3520 1497
18430 3131 31238 357 3535 1507
14592 4306 29130 243 3548 1514
11358 5057 26719 127 3557 1522
8716 5474 24227 4- 12 3564 1527
6603 5641 21799 — 104 3568 1531
4943 5634 19520 222 3568 1534
3650 5510 17437 340 3565 1536

— 2640 + 5309 4- 15561 — 459 4- 3559 4- 1535
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Table III

G. M. T. .r y z

1889 Oct. 4.5......... J- 1.4745745 — 5.5737964 — 4 6030521
24.5......... ' 1.5510628 5.6405040 4 7234785

Nov. 13.5......... 1.6271 1 73 5.7056321 4 8425755
Dec 3.5......... 1.7027414 5.7692483 4 9603835

23.5......... 1.7779388 5.8314155 5.0769410
1890 .Jan. 12.5......... 1.8527134 5 8921927 5.1922846

Feb. 1.5......... 1.9270693 5.9516349 5.3064485
Mar. 13.5......... 2.0745422 6.0667178 5.5313674
Apr. 22.5......... 2.2203923 6.1770407 5.7519412
.J un. 1.5.......... 2 3646550 6 2829374 5 9683910
Jul. 11.5......... 2 5073664 6 3847049 6 1809182
Aug. 20.5......... 2.6485621 6.4826092 6.3897068
Sep. 29.5......... 2.7882771 6.5768895 6.5949257
Nov. 8.5......... 2.9265460 6.6677617 6.7967302
Dec. 18.5......... 3.0634023 6.7554214 6.9952638

1891 Jan. 27.5......... 3.1988787 6.8400467 7.1906592
Mar. 8.5......... 3.3330068 6.9218000 7.3830394
Apr. 17.5......... 3.4658171 7.0008302 7.5725191
May 27.5......... 3.5973393 7.0772738 7.7592048
.Jul. 0.5......... 3.7276019 7.1512566 7.9431964
Aug. 15.5......... 3.8566324 , 7.2228949 8.1245870
Sep. 24.5......... 3.9844575 7.2922962 8.3034642
Nov. 3.5......... 4.1111027 7.3595603 8.4799102
Dec. 13.5......... 4.2365928 7.4247799 8.6540022

1892 Jan. 22.5......... 4.3609517 7.4880415 8.8258131
Mar. 2.5......... 4.4842023 7.5494258 8.99541 16
Apr. 11.5......... 4.6063670 7.6090082 9.1628628
May 21.5......... 4.7274673 7.6668594 9.3282281
Jun. 30.5......... 4.8475239 7.7230457 9.4915658
Sep. 18.5......... 5.0845859 7.8306692 9.8123768
Dec. 7.5......... 5.3177062 7.9323353 10.1257059

1893 Feb. 25.5......... 5.5470290 8.0284497 10.4319248
May 16.5......... 5.7726896 8.1193755 10.7313713
Aug. 4.5......... + 5.9948155 — 8.2054387 — 1 1.0243538
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Table III.

> X yr yz

1889 + 5067 +13892 577 + 3550 + 1535
1307 4801 12416 697 3538 1531
864 4530 11116 816 3522 1528
531 4260 9973 936 3503 1523
280 4000 8969 1054 3481 1515

— 94 3751 8087 1174 3455 1507
+ 43 3516 7311 1293 3425 1498

848 12365 24091 6120 13416 5892
1163 10899 20056 7057 13078 5769
1267 9642 16864 7979 12685 5622
1250 8567 14315 8881 12233 5449
1168 7645 12260 9758 11724 5251
1051 6854 10586 10607 11158 5029
919 6172 9213 11421 10537 4782
784 5582 8075 12198 9863 4511
652 5068 7125 12929 9136 4217
528 4620 6326 13611 8360 3899
412 4227 5650 14241 7535 3561
305 3880 5074 14812 6669 3202
208 3573 4580 15321 5763 2825
120 3301 4155 15762 4822 2431

+ 40 3058 3786 16134 3848 2021
— 31 2841 3465 16434 2847 1601

96 2646 3185 16656 1828 1166
154 2470 2938 16800 + 792 725
206 2311 2721 16864 — 253 + 278
252 2167 2529 16847 1302 — 173
294 2037 2358 16750 2348 626

1328 7670 8824 66279 13547 4299
1587 6836 7793 63881 21655 7839
1798 6133 6960 60256 29347 11233
1971 5535 6282 55495 36450 14399
2114 5023 5723 49726 42811 17272

— 2234 + 4581 + 5261 -43103 — 48314 — 19797
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Table III

G. M. T. \ 
X y -

1893 Oct. 23.5... + 6.2135272 — 8.2869328 — 11.3111546
1894 Jan. 11.5. . . 6.4289384 8.3641232 11.5920329

Apr. 1.5... 6.6411566 8.4372505 11.8672272
Jun. 20.5 . . . 6.8502837 8.5065332 12.1369577
Sep. 8.5 . . . 7.0564158 8.5721 705 12.4014282
Nov. 27.5. . . 7.2596440 8.6343442 12.6608272

1895 Feb. 15.5... 7.4600545 8.6932207 12.9153303
May 6.5.. . 7.6577286 8.7489526 13.1651007
Jul. 25.5 . . . 7.8527436 8.8016800 13.4102905
Oct. 13.5 . . . 8.0451721 8.8515319 13.6510418

1896 Jan. 1.5 .. . 8.2350828 8.8986274 13.8874878
Mar. 21.5... 8.4225409 8.9430765 14.1197531
Jun. 9.5.. . 8.6076075 8.9849810 14.3479548
Aug. 28.5 . . . 8.7903405 9.0244355 14.5722030
Nov. 16.5 . . . 8.9707947 9.0615277 14.7926013

1897 Feb. 4.5... 9.1490214 9.0963394 15.0092475
Jul. 14.5 . . . 9.4989839 9.1594214 15.4316477
Dec. 21.5... 9.8405841 9.2142343 15.8400841

1898 May 30.5... 10.1741377 9.2612642 16.2351681
Nov. 6.5 . . . 10.4999237 9.3009416 16.6174517

1899 Apr. 15.5. . . 10.8181884 9.3336506 16.9874357
Sep. 22.5... 1 1 1291476 9 3597368 17.3455762

1900 Mar. 1.5... 11.4329896 9.3795138 17.6922907
Aug. 8.5 . . . 11.7298774 9.3932696 18.0279634

1901 Jan. 15.5... 12.0199513 9.4012721 18.3529499
Jun. 24.5 . . . 12.3033316 9.4037740 18.6675811
Dec. 1.5... 12.5801215 9.4010176 18.9721674

1902 May 10.5. . . 12.8504114 9.3932391 19.2670022
Oct. 17.5 . . . 13.1142832 9.3806717 19.5523645

1903 Mar. 26.5... 13.3718156 9.3635477 19.8285214
Sep. 2.5 . . . 13.6230901 9.3420990 20.0957291

1904 Feb. 9.5... 13.8681954 9.3165551 20.3542333
Jul. 18.5 . . . 14.1072320 9.2871400 20.6042682
Dec. 25.5 . . . + 14.3403142 — 9.2540671 — 20.8460553
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Table HI

y ¥' y* yy yz

— 2334 + 4196 + 4875 35791 52865 — 21931
2420 3860 4552 27969 56404 23642
2495 3564 4281 19822 58905 24916
2500 3301 4052 11516 60371 25749
2619 3068 3860 3220 60831 26151
2672 2858 3697 + 4925 60335 26137
2722 2670 3561 12793 58944 25733
2768 2500 3447 20273 56738 24970
2811 2343 3353 27282 53797 - 23878
2856 2205 3277 33750 50214 22499
2898 2076 3216 39631 46071 20863
2940 1957 3169 44883 41452 19010
2982 1847 3135 49487 36437 16969
3025 1747 3114 53429 31100 14775
3067 1652 3103 56709 25512 12456

12442 6259 12414 237289 78938 40155
12798 5627 12539 250349 — 31327 — 20027
13163 5077 12821 253209 + 16839 + 588
13532 4598 13259 246223 64202 21103
13890 4188 13853 229730 109537 40986
14214 3852 14600 204040 151630 59702
14469 3601 15492 169473 189169 76684
14604 3451 16504 126472 220675 91287
14557 3425 17579 75744 244466 102772
14264 3541 18623 + 18463 258664 110302
13680 3802 19499 — 43515 261327 113000
12804 4183 20049 107461 250696 110042
11703 4623 20145 169685 225568 100823
10496 5040 19741 225663 185751 85151
9317 5357 18897 270445 132536 63458
8270 5532 17750 299359 + 68955 36928
7405 5564 16459 308921 — 310 + 7489
6726 5477 15155 297647 69454 — 22408

— 6212 + 5307 +13922 — 266512 — 132487 — 50170
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Table III

G. M[. T. X U

1905 Jun. 3.5. . . + 14.5675693 9.2175349 — 21.0798018
Nov. 10.5. . . 14.7891352 9.1777220 21.3056995

1906 Apr. 19.5. . . 15.0051558 9.1347847 21.5239237
Sep. 26.5. . . 15.2157760 9.0888558 21.7346336

1907 Mar. 5.5 . . . 15.4211367 9.0400459 21.9379723
Aug. 12.5. . . 15.6213704 8.9884450 22.1340688

1908 Jan. 19.5. . . 15.8165989 8.9341258 22.3230391
Jun. 27.5. . . 16.0069310 8.8771466 22.5049878
Dec. 4.5. . . 16.1924619 8.8175542 22.6800098

1909 May 13.5. . . 16.3732727 8.7553869 22.8481917
Oct. 20.5. . . 16.5494311 8.6906764 23.0096127

1910 Mar. 29.5 . . . 16.7209916 8.6234496 23.1643460
Sep. 5.5. . . 16.8879056 8.5537310 23.3124595

1911 Feb. 12.5. . . 17.0504726 8.4815432 23.4540167
Jul. 22.5. . . 1’7.2084403 8.4069091 23.5890774
Dec. 29.5. . . 17.3619048 8.3298528 23.7176985

1912 Jun. 6.6. . . 17.5108616 8.2504018 23.8399349
Nov. 13.5. . . 17.6552962 8.1685882 23.9558403

1913 Apr. 22.5. . . 17.7951853 8.0844511 24.0654683
Sep. 29.5. . . 17.9304988 7.9980384 24.1688734

1914 Mar. 8.5. . . 18.0612026 7.9094086 24.2661116
Aug. 15.5 . . . 18.1872619 7.8186324 24.3572425

1915 Jan. 22.5. . . 18.3086460 7.7257923 24.4423275
Jul. 1.5.. . 18 4253327 7.6309828 24 5214318
Dec. 8.5. . . 18.5373134 7.5343063 24.5946218

1916 May 16.5. . . 18.6445962 7.4358699 24.6619643
Oct. 23.5. . . 18.7472078 7.3357789 24.7235234

1917 Apr. 1.5. . . 18.8451924 7.2341318 24.7793585
Sep. 8.5. . . 18.9386092 7.1310145 24.8295220

1918 Feb. 15.5. . . 19.0275270 7.0264972 24.8740576
Jul. 25.5. . . 19.1120194 6.9206325 24.9129993

1919 Jan. 1.5. . . 19.1921587 6.8134556 24.9463720
Jun. 10.5. . . 19.2680123 6.7049861 24.9741914
Nov. 17.5. . . + 19.3396384 - 6.5952303 — 24.9964655
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Table III.

D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 1«. 4

— 5834 + 5085 +12805 — 218812 — 184249 — 73499
5562 4839 11817 159481 221209 90764
5376 4580 10960 94129 241817 101161
5257 4322 10223 — 28085 246363 104684
5193 4068 9597 + 34240 236499 101933
5176 3819 9072 89643 214664 93881
5193 3580 8638 136104 183561 81635
5257 3345 8293 172591 145787 66284
5346 3118 8028 198735 103641 48808
5463 2898 7841 214614 59062 30042
5605 2686 7731 220505 — 13664 — 10684
5768 2481 7697 216761 + 31192 + 8674
5947 2287 7741 203717 74275 27491
6134 2106 7864 181690 114382 45246
6319 1945 8065 151006 150234 61383
6488 1811 8341 112101 180398 75271
6620 1718 8681 65657 203235 86193
6693 1679 9060 + 12797 216932 93345
6684 1707 9440 — 44706 219598 95869
6576 1807 9770 104248 209500 92962
6365 1974 9989 162279 185412 84006
6070 2183 10045 214408 147067 68784
5724 2402 9913 255780 95617 47671
5369 2592 9604 281739 + 33930 + 21784
5043 2724 9161 288724 — 33465 — 7021
4774 2788 8646 275106 100864 36334
4563 2781 8101 241671 162280 63569
4417 2720 7585 191568 212473 86392
4326 2616 7111 129653 247768 103118
4282 2487 6703 — 61543 266462 112867
4277 2342 6360 + 7332 268723 115586
4306 2189 6079 72429 256135 111836
4363 2032 5860 130395 231132 102584

— 4445 + 1874 + 5697 + 179085 — 196457 — 88949
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Table III

G. M. T. X y z

1920 Apr. 25.5 . . . + 19.4070847 — 6.4841837 — 25.0131955
Oct. 2.5 . . . 19.4703866 6.3718344 25.0243770

1921 Mar. 11.5... 19.5295671 6.2581647 25.0300013
Aug. 18.5 . . . 19.5846365 6.1431538 25.0300559

1922 Jan. 25.5. . . 19.6355932 6.0267796 25.0245255
Jul. 4.5 . . . 19.6824235 5.9090195 25.0133925
Dec. 11.5... 19.7251019 5.7898527 24.9966378

1923 May 20.5... 19.7635924 5.6692609 24.9742411
Oct. 27.5 . . . 19.7978472 5.5472296 24.9461813

1924 Apr. 4.5 . . . 19.8278089 5.4237499 24.9124376
Sep. 11.5 . . . 19.8534098 5.2988201 24.8729899

1925 Feb. 19.0... 19.8745741 5.1724471 24.8278192
Jul. 29.0 . . . 19.8912186 5.0446490 24.7769093

1926 Jan. 5.0 . . . 19.9032561 4.9154562 24.7202467
Jun. 14.0 . . . 19.9105979 4.7849130 24.6578217
Nov. 21.0. . . 19.9131590 4.6530782 24.5896287

1927 Apr. 30.0... 19.9108620 4.5200235 24.5156657
Oct. 7.0... 19.9036422 4.3858319 24.4359331

1928 Mar. 15.0... 19.8914512 4.2505928 24.3504324
Aug. 22.0 . . . 19.8742585 4.1143967 24.2591632

1929 Jan. 29.0. . . 19.8520508 3.9773291 24.1621210
Jul. 8.0.. . 19.8248300 3.8394656 24.0592943
Dec. 15.0 . . . 19.7926073 3.7008677 23.9506628

1930 May 24.0... 19.7553985 3.5615810 23.8361968
Oct. 31.0... 19.7132179 3.4216350 23.7158562

1931 Apr. 9.0 . . . 19.6660739 3.2810447 23.5895914
Sep. 16.0 . . . 19.6139651 3.1398130 23.4573438

1932 Feb. 23.0... 19.5568776 2.9979333 23.3190473
Aug. 1.0... 19.4947848 2.8553924 23.1746283

1933 Jan. 8.0... 19.4276452 2.7121731 23.0240079
Jun. 17.0... 19.3554030 2.5682561 22.8671015
Nov. 24.0 . . . 19.2779883 2.4236219 22.7038198

1934 May 3.0... 19.1953170 2.2782524 22.5340695
Oct. 10.0... + 19.1072908 1 — 2.1321323 — 22.3577528
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Tabic 111

4*

Zy/ Zz' ¿y

— 4550 + 1715 + 5587 + 217350 — 154779 — 72052
4678 1555 5528 244773 108490 52905
4827 1396 5517 261387 59623 32384
4997 1234 5557 267473 — 9878 — 11224
5186 1072 5649 263398 + 39296 + 9946
5393 908 5795 249543 86610 30560
5615 745 5999 226273 130821 50079
5846 586 6266 193962 170638 67939
6078 439 6598 153080 204627 83512
6299 314 6993 104320 231172 96088
6493 224 7443 + 48785 248478 104872
6642 186 7928 — 11814 254667 109011
6726 215 8414 74953 247962 107688
6732 321 8854 137185 227065 100255
6658 499 9194 194196 191556 86429
6516 727 9387 241131 142371 66495
6333 970 9413 273231 82147 41461
6142 1189 9281 286692 + 15214 + 13098
5970 1352 9029 279554 — 52810 — 16235
5836 1444 8709 252247 115886 43937
5749 1464 8370 207616 168573 67603
5708 1422 8053 150368 206933 85430
5709 1331 7781 86101 228984 96427
5748 1206 7570 — 20338 234679 100443
5817 1057 7424 + 42222 225477 97989
5913 895 7344 98088 203766 90002
6031 726 7328 144999 172301 77610
6170 554 7373 181743 133788 61945
6327 382 7474 207878 90653 44034
6503 213 7630 223447 — 44954 24766
6687 + 58 7836 228748 + 1605 — 4876
6907 — 117 8098 224173 47593 +15011
7137 277 8411 210111 91749 34345

— 7386 — 435 + 8780 + 186926 + 132866 + 52599
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Table III

G. M. T. X V z

1935 Mar. 19.0... + 19.0137975 — 1.9852502 — 22.1747687
Aug. 26.0 . . . 18.9147111 1.8376004 21.9850124

1936 Feb. 2.0... 18.8098916 1.6891840 21.7883760
Jul. 11.0... 18.6991856 1.5400108 21.5847489
Dec. 18.0... 18.5824269 1.3901015 21.3740180

1937 May 27.0... 18.4594375 1.2394890 21.1560679
Nov. 3.0 . . . 18.3300300 1.0882214 20.9307819

1938 Apr. 12.0 .. . 18.1940098 0.9363623 20.6980417
Sep. 19.0... 18.0511798 0.7839924 20.4577274

1939 Feb. 26.0... 17.9013431 0.6312083 20.2097165
Aug. 5.0 . . . 17.7443085 0.4781212 19.9538828

1940 Jan. 12.0. . . 17.5798924 0.3248518 19.6900933
Jun. 20.0 . . . 17.4079204 0.1715262 19.4182057
Nov. 27.0... 17.2282259 — 0.0182704 19.1380645

1941 May 6.0... 17.0406468 + 0.1347956 18.8494974
Oct. 13.0... 16.8450183 0.2875604 18.5523126

1942 Mar. 22.0... 16.6411672 0.4399227 18.2462958
Aug. 29.0 . . . 16.4289041 0.5917917 17.9312089

1943 Feb. 5.0... 16.2080169 0.7430840 17.6067891
Jul. 15.0 . . . 15.9782647 0.8937205 17.2727472
Dec. 22.0 . . . 15.7393733 1.0436228 16.9287670

1944 May 30.0... 15.4910308 1.1927088 16.5745042
Nov. 6.0 . . . 15.2328837 1.3408887 16.2095839

1945 Apr. 15.0 . . . 14.9645328 1.4880609 15.8335991
Sep. 22.0 . . . 14.6855288 1.6341076 15.4461064

1946 Mar. 1.0... 14.3953671 1.7788911 15.0466237
Aug. 8.0 . . . 14.0934819 1.9222477 14.6346240
Oct. 27.0... 13.9379475 1.9933316 14.4237522

1947 Jan. 15.0... 13.7792382 2.0639833 14.2095305
Apr. 5.0 . . . 13.6172623 2.1341724 13.9918778
Jun. 24.0 . . . 13.4519226 2.2038657 13.7707090
Sep. 12.0 . . . 13.2831160 2.2730272 13.5459346
Dec. 1.0... 13.1107328 2.3416170 13.3174600

1948 Feb. 19.0... + 12.9346567 4- 2.4095914 — 13.0851860
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Table 111.

yv Vz' Z*

— 7653 — 590 + 9211 + 154983 + 169693 + 69225
7935 739 9710 114724 200829 83612
8226 874 10286 66802 224698 95069
8514 979 10942 + 12262 239524 102808
8779 1032 11675 47252 243434 105982
8997 998 12463 109294 234645 103769
9141 841 13257 170499 211795 95498
9188 532 13981 226600 174373 80848
9132 — 69 14536 272746 123201 60054
8986 4- 513 14834 304111 + 60785 34068
8787 1143 14826 316753 — 8627 + 4618
8578 1737 14524 308517 79442 — 25950
8399 2227 13994 279645 145549 55010
8275 2576 13327 232843 201363 80098
8217 2778 12608 172766 242758 99328
8228 2846 11904 105051 267584 111646
8306 2803 11258 - 35306 275669 116838
8447 2671 10693 + 31666 268397 115379
8649 2465 10219 92272 248106 108190
8907 2196 9834 144160 217533 96379
9235 1871 9550 186040 179358 81074
9623 1488 9357 217395 136013 63291

10086 1065 9255 238202 89541 43917
10626 + 516 9253 248680 — 41648 23683
11254 97 9361 249160 + 6234 3216
11984 821 9593 239954 52834 + 16939
12830 1685 9976 221354 96931 36248
3326 545 2559 52154 29412 11354
3453 681 2637 48410 34312 13539
3589 831 2731 44118 38887 15599
3737 996 2842 39294 43089 17512
3895 1178 2974 33958 46864 19254
4065 1378 3130 28135 50156 20801

— 4247 — 1600 4- 3314 + 21860 + 52907 + 22127
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Table HI

G. M. T. X U z

1948 May 9.0... + 12.7547637 + 2.4769025 — 12.8490077
Jul. 28.0 . . . 12.5709220 2.5434975 12.6088140
Oct. 16.0... 12.3829908 2.6093187 12.3644876

1949 Jan. 4.0... 12.1908203 2.6743019 12.1159038
Mar. 25.0 . . . 11.9942502 2.7383767 11.8629303
Jun. 13.0... 11.7931089 2.8014653 11.6054261
Sep. 1.0 .. . 11.5872129 2.8634817 11.3432409
Nov. 20.0 . . . 11.3763648 2.9243308 11.0762141

1950 Feb. 8.0 . . . 11.1603526 2.9839073 10.8041733
Apr. 29.0 . . . 10.9389478 3.0420941 10.5269335
Jul. 18.0... 10.7119032 3.0987613 10.2442954
Oct. 6.0 . . . 10.4789514 3.1537643 9.9560435
Dec. 25.0 . . . 10.2398014 3.2069414 9.6619445

1951 Mar. 15.0. . . 9.9941357 3.2581118 9.3617447
Jun. 3.0 . . . 9.7416068 3.3070724 9.0551674
Aug. 22.0 . . . 9.4818320 3.3535941 8.7419096
Nov. 10.0. . . 9.2143885 3.3974172 8.4216386

1952 Jan. 29.0... 8.9388062 3.4382461 8.0939874
Apr. 18.0... 8.6545596 3.4757413 7.7585491
Jul. 7.0... 8.3610573 3.5095110 7.4148710
Sep. 25.0 . . . 8.0576295 3.5390987 7.0624464
Nov. 4.0 . . . 7.9019588 3.5521603 6.8827789
Dec. 14.0... 7.7435115 3.5639681 6.7007054

1953 Jan. 23.0... 7.5821740 3.5744388 6.5161429
Mar. 4.0.. . 7.4178236 3.5834822 6.3290027
Apr. 13.0... 7.2503280 3.5909976 6.1391900
May 23.0 . . . 7.0795439 3.5968757 5.9466033
Jul. 2.0... 6.9053157 3.6009945 5.7511334
Aug. 11.0... 6.7274741 J 3.6032188 5.5526633
Sep. 20.0... 6.5458340 3.6033978 5.3510667
Oct. 30.0 . . . 6.3601926 3.6013627 5.1462071
Dec. 9.0 . . . 6.1703270 3.5969237 4.9379371

1954 Jan. 18.0. . . 5.9759911 3.5898662 4.7260964
Feb. 27.0... + 5.7769121 + 3.5799462 -4.5105109
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Table III

£X' Zy/ Zz' yz

— 4442 — 1843 + 3532 4“ 151/3 4- 55056 4- 23205
4651 2110 3788 8132 56541 24007
4873 2401 4090 4- 802 57301 24506
5109 2717 4447 — 6736 57278 24674
5358 3056 4865 14384 56420 24486
5620 3415 5357 22031 54685 23922
5894 3788 5932 29551 52044 22967
6177 4166 6599 36802 48483 21612
6467 4534 7368 43636 44013 19855
6763 4875 8242 49895 38664 17709
7063 5165 9222 55420 32499 15195
7364 5377 10298 60061 25605 12346
7669 5480 11452 63678 18100 9211
7978 5448 12653 66156 10127 5847
8297 5261 13859 67404 4- 1852 4- 2325
8635 4911 15021 67365 — 6541 — 1280
9000 4402 16091 66024 14862 4886
9403 3758 17022 63405 22917 8408
9857 3015 17782 59571 30522 11766

10372 2216 18358 54622 37508 14886
10956 1405 18750 48689 43731 17702
2820 252 4720 11351 11629 4745
2905 156 4744 10482 12268 5040
2997 — 64 4758 9574 12846 5310
3094 + 24 4765 8629 13362 5555
3197 107 4765 7655 13814 5773
3308 183 4760 6657 14202 5964
3426 254 4751 5640 14524 6127
3552 319 4737 4610 14781 6262
3687 377 4721 3572 14973 6370
3832 429 4704 2532 15102 6451
3988 474 4685 1494 15168 6505
4156 512 4665 — 464 15173 6532

— 4337 + 546 + 4647 4- 556 — 15119 — 6534
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Table III

G. M. T. X U

1954 Apr. 8.0......... + 5.5727866 + 3.5668850 — 4.2909908
May 18.0......... 5.3632747 3.5503617 4.0673285
Jun. 27.0......... 5.1479948 3.5300050 3.8392967
Aug. 6.0......... 4.9265152 3.5053811 3.6066458

26.0......... 4.8132996 3.4913128 3.4885033
Sep. 15.0......... 4.6983446 3.4759794 3.3691008
Oct. 5.0......... 4.5815777 3.4593017 3.2483995

25.0......... 4.4629207 3.4411934 3.1263588
Nov. 14.0......... 4.3422897 3.4215592 3.0029357
Dec. 4.0......... 4.2195942 3.4002945 2.8780854

24.0......... 4.0947363 3.3772834 2.7517606
1955 Jan. 13.0......... 3.9676101 3.3523974 2.6239119

Feb. 2.0......... 3.8381003 3.3254936 2.4944873
22.0......... 3.7060818 3.2964118 2.3634327

Mar. 14.0......... 3.5714177 3.2649727 2.2306914
Apr. 3.0......... 3.4339584 3.2309738 2.0962049

23.0......... 3.2935396 3.1941858 1.9599124
May 13.0......... 3.1499807 3.1543475 1.8217520

23.0......... 3.0769597 3.1331926 1.7519518
Jun. 2.0......... 3.0030819 3.1111595 1.6816611

12.0......... 2.9283121 3.0882036 1.6108722
22.0......... 2.8526225 3.0642770 1.5395774

Jul. 2.0......... 2.7759819 3.0393278 1.4677694
12.0......... 2.6983570 3.0132999 1.3954411
22.0......... 2.6197127 2.9861327 1.3225857

Aug. 1.0......... 2.5400122 2.9577604 1.2491971
11.0......... 2.4592161 2.9281115 1.1752700
21.0......... 2.3772833 2.8971078 1.1007996
31.0......... 2.2941698 2.8646643 1.0257828

Sep. 10.0......... 2.2098295 2.8306876 0.9502176
20.0......... 2.1242134 2.7950754 0.8741042
30.0......... 2.0372698 2.7577150 0.7974447

Oct. 10.0......... 1.9489440 2.7184822 0.7202445
20.0......... + 1.8591782 + 2.6772394 — 0.6425127
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Table III.

yx> y y' Xz' yr yz

— 4533 + 572 + 4628 + 1561 — 15007 — 6510
4747 593 4610 2547 14841 6463
4980 607 4594 3511 14622 6392
5237 618 4578 4449 14353 6300
1344 155 1142 1226 3548 1561
1379 155 1141 1340 3509 1546
1418 155 1139 1450 3464 1530
1458 155 1137 1560 3418 1513
1500 155 1135 1667 3370 1495
1545 154 1133 1772 3318 1475
1593 153 1131 1874 3264 1454
1643 151 1129 1975 3207 1432
1696 149 1126 2073 3148 1409
1753 148 1124 2169 3087 1386
1814 146 1121 2262 3024 1361
1879 143 1117 2354 2959 1335
1948 141 1113 2442 2892 1308
2022 139 1108 2529 2823 1281

515 35 276 643 697 317
525 34 275 653 688 313
536 34 274 663 679 310
547 34 274 674 670 306
558 34 273 684 661 302
570 34 271 693 651 298
583 34 270 703 642 294
596 33 269 712 632 291
609 34 267 722 623 287
623 34 265 731 613 283
644 25 266 790 622 296
659 25 264 805 590 283
675 24 262 810 558 268
692 23 260 807 527 254
711 22 257 797 502 241

— 730 4- 22 + 254 + 781 — 482 — 231
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Table III

G. M. T. X 1/

1955 Oct. 30.0......... + 1.7679119 + 2.6338342 - 0.5642628
Nov. 9.0......... 1.6750812 2.5880967 0.4855142

19.0......... 1.5806196 2.5398373 0.4062937
29.0......... 1.4844579 2.4888439 0.3266373

Dec. 9.0......... 1.3865249 2.4348781 0.2465923
19.0......... 1.2867481 2.3776713 0.1662210
29.0......... 1.1850553 2.3169202 0.0856040

1956 Jan. 8.0......... 1.0813762 2.2522810 0.0048462
18.0......... 0.9756460 2.1833633 0.0759175
28.0......... 0.8678090 2.1097230 0.1565131

Feb. 7.0......... 0.7578261 2.0308546 0.2367157
17.0......... 0.6456832 1.9461828 0.3162357
27.0......... 0.5314055 1.8550549 0.3946976

Mar. 8.0......... 0.4150768 1.7567354 0.4716214
18.0......... 0.2968668 1.6504042 0.5463803
28.0......... 0.1770699 1.5351657 0.6181733

Apr. 7.0......... 4- 0.0561565 1.4100743 0.6859765
17.0......... - 0.0651602 1.2741903 0.7484998
27.0......... 0.1858488 1.1266767 0.8041542

May 7.0......... 0.3044812 0.9669662 0.8510538
17.0......... 0.4191940 0.7949803 0.8870889
27.0......... 0.5277268 0.6113952 0.9101097

Jun. 6.0......... 0.6276002 0.4178552 0.9182371
16.0......... 0.7164452 0.2170093 0.9102480
26.0......... 0.7924125 0.0122626 0.8858968

Jul. 6.0......... — 0.8544995 + 0.1927283 — 0.8460121
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'Fable III.

2 Y' Zz' y y

— 750 + 22 + 252 + 762 — 471 — 224
770 22 248 742 467 220
794 22 245 724 471 219
818 23 240 711 481 222
844 24 233 704 498 228
870 26 227 705 517 236
897 29 221 714 539 245
925 32 213 734 559 254
954 34 202 763 577 263
985 37 191 798 589 270

1018 41 179 844 593 274
1054 47 166 893 588 274
1092 54 150 944 572 270
1130 69 131 994 544 261
1166 90 112 1039 507 247
1199 116 92 1076 460 229
1229 145 71 1103 407 207
1257 177 49 1117 349 183
1279 214 27 1118 290 157
1296 253 + 6 1106 234 132
1305 295 — 14 1082 182 108
1304 340 32 1047 139 87
1291 385 45 1005 105 72
1266 429 54 958 82 58
1232 469 56 909 72 51

— 1190 + 504 — 52 + 862 — 72 — 50
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Table IV.

0b G. M. T. 
(U. T.)

a1950.0 ^1950.0 r A

1955 Aug. 1......... 4h10m178 — 12°36f5 4.094 4.263
3......... 11 43 12 39.1 4.075 4.220
5......... 13 8 12 42.0 4.056 4.177
7......... 14 30 12 45.3 4.038 4.135
9......... 15 51 12 49.0 4.019 4.092

11......... 17 10 12 53.0 4.000 4.049
13......... 18 28 12 57.4 3.981 4.006
15......... 19 43 13 2.1 3.962 3.962
17......... 20 56 13 7.3 3.944 3.919
19......... 22 6 13 12.8 3.925 3.875
21......... 23 14 13 18.6 3.906 3.832
23......... 24 20 13 24.9 3.887 3.788
25......... 25 23 13 31.5 3.868 3.744
27......... 26 24 13 38.4 3.849 3.701
29......... 27 22 13 45.7 3.830 3.657
31......... 28 16 13 53.3 3.811 3.613

Sep. 2......... 29 8 14 1.3 3.792 3.570
4......... 29 56 14 9.6 3.773 3.526
6......... 30 41 14 18.2 3.753 3.483
8......... 31 23 14 27.0 3.734 3.439

10......... 32 1 14 36.2 3.715 3.396
12......... 32 36 14 45.7 3.696 3.354
14......... 33 6 14 55.5 3.676 3.311
16......... 33 33 15 5.5 3.657 3.269
18......... 33 55 15 15.8 3.637 3.226
20......... 34 13 15 26.3 3.618 3.184
22......... 34 26 15 36.9 3.598 3.143
24......... 34 35 15 47.8 3.579 3.101
26......... •34 40 15 58.8 3.559 3.060
28......... 34 39 16 10.1 3.540 3.019
30......... 34 33 16 21.4 3.520 2.979

Oct. 2......... 34 22 16 33.0 3.500 2.939
4......... 34 6 16 44.2 3.481 2.899
6......... 4 33 44 — 16 55.7 3.461 2.861
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Table IV

O1* G. M. T.
(U. T.)

“1950.0 ¿1950.0 r A

1955 Oct. 8......... 4h33m17s — 17° 7?2 3.442 2.823
10......... 32 44 17 18.6 3.422 2.785
12......... 32 5 17 29.8 3.402 2.748
14......... 31 20 17 40.9 3.382 2.711
16......... 30 30 17 51.9 3.362 2.676
18......... 29 33 18 2.6 3.342 2.641
20......... 28 30 18 13.0 3.322 2.606
22......... 27 20 18 23.0 3.302 2.572
24......... 26 5 18 32.7 3.282 2.539
26......... 24 43 18 41.9 3.262 2.506
28......... 23 15 18 50.5 3.242 2.475
30......... 21 41 18 58.6 3.222 2.444

Nov. 1......... 20 0 19 6.0 3.202 2.414
3......... 18 14 19 12.7 3.182 2.385
5......... 16 22 19 18.5 3.161 2.357
7......... 14 2 1 19 23.5 3.141 2.330
9......... 12 20 19 27.6 3.121 2.304

11......... 10 11 19 30.7 3.101 2.279
13......... 7 57 19 32.7 3.080 2.255
15......... 5 39 19 33.5 3.060 2.232
17......... 3 16 19 33.2 3.039 2.210
19......... 4 0 49 19 31.6 3.019 2.189
21......... 3 58 18 19 28.7 2.998 2.169
23......... 55 44 19 24.4 2.978 2.150
25......... 53 8 19 18.7 2.957 2.132
27......... 50 29 19 11.5 2.937 2.115
29......... 47 49 19 2.9 2.916 2.099

Dec. 1......... 45 7 18 52.7 2.895 2.084
3......... 42 25 18 41.0 2.875 2.070
5......... 39 43 18 27.8 2.854 2.058
7......... 37 2 18 13.0 2.834 2.046
9......... 34 22 17 56.6 2.813 2.035

11......... 31 43 17 38.7 2.792 2.025
13......... 3 29 7 — 17 19.2 2.771 2.017
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Table IV

Oh G. M. T. u1950.0 <51950.0 r A
(U. T.)

1955 Dec. 15......... 3h26m338 — 16°58i3 1 2.751 2.009
17......... 24 3 16 35.8 2.730 2.002
19......... 21 36 16 11.9 2.709 1.996
21......... 19 14 15 46.6 2.688 1.991
23......... 16 56 15 19.9 2.667 1.987
25......... 14 44 14 51.8 2.646 1.984
27......... 12 37 14 22.4 2.625 1.982
29......... 10 36 13 51 9 2 604 1.980
31......... 8 41 13 20.2 2.583 1.979

1956 Jan. 2......... 6 53 12 47.4 2.562 1.979
4......... 5 11 12 13.6 2.541 1.979
6......... 3 36 11 38.7 2.519 1.980
8......... 2 8 11 3.0 2.498 1.981

10......... 3 0 47 10 26.4 2.477 1.983
12......... 2 59 33 9 49.0 2.456 1.986
14......... 58 27 9 10.8 2.435 1.989
16......... 57 28 8 31.9 2.414 1.993
18......... 56 37 7 52.4 2.393 1.996
20......... 55 53 7 12.3 2.371 2.001
22......... 55 16 6 31.6 2.350 2.005
24......... 54 48 5 50.4 2.329 2.010
26......... 54 26 5 8.8 2.308 2.015
28......... 54 12 4 26.7 2.287 2.020
30......... 54 5 3 44.2 2.265 2.027

Feb. 1 ......... 54 6 3 1.3 2.244 2.033
3......... 54 13 2 18.2 2.223 2 039
5......... 54 28 1 34.7 2.202 2.045
7......... 54 50 0 50.9 2.180 2.049
9......... 55 19 — 0 6.9 2.159 2.055

11......... 55 54 4- 0 37.3 2.138 2.060
13......... 56 37 1 21.8 2.117 2.065
15......... 57 26 2 6.5 2.096 2.070
17......... 58 22 2 51.3 2.075 2.076
19......... 2 59 24 + 3 36.3 2.054 2.081
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Table IV

Oh G. M.T.
(U. T.)

«1950.0 ¿1950.0 r

1956 Feb. 21......... 3h 0m338 + 4°21'6 2.033
23......... 1 48 5 6.9 2.012
25......... 3 9 5 52.4 1.991
27......... 4 37 6 38.1 1.970
29......... 6 11 7 23.9 1.949

Mar. 2......... 7 51 8 9.8 1.928
4......... 9 38 8 55.8 1.907
6......... 11 30 9 41.9 1.886
8......... 13 29 10 28.2 1.866

10......... 15 34 11 14.6 1.845
12......... 17 44 12 1.1 1.825
14......... 20 1 12 47.8 1.804
16......... 22 24 13 34.5 1.784
18......... 24 53 14 21.4 1.764
20......... 27 29 15 8.4 1.744
22......... 30 10 15 55.4 1.724
24......... 32 58 16 42.6 1.704
26......... 35 52 17 29.8 1.684
28......... 38 53 18 17.2 1.664
30......... 42 0 19 4.7 1.645

Apr. 1......... 45 13 19 52.3 1.626
3......... 48 34 20 40.0 1.607
5......... 52 1 21 27.8 1.588
7......... 55 36 22 15.6 1.569
9......... 3 59 18 23 3.5 1.551

11......... 4 3 7 23 51.4 1.533
13......... 7 4 24 39.4 1.515
15......... 11 8 25 27.3 1.497
17......... 15 21 26 15.3 1.479
19......... 19 42 27 3 3 1 462
21......... 24 12 27 51.2 1.445
23......... 28 51 28 39.0 1.429
25......... 33 39 29 26.8 1.412
27......... 4 38 37 + 30 14.4 1.397

A

2.086
2.091
2.095
2.099
2.104
2.108
2.112
2.115
2.118
2.121
2.123
2.125
2.127
2.128
2.129
2.130
2.130
2.129
2.129
2.128
2.126
2.124
2.122
2.120
2.116
2.113
2.109
2.105
2.100
2.095
2.090
2.084
2.078
2.071
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Table IV

0" G.M.T.
(U. T.)

«195(1.0 '4 950.0 r A

1956 Apr. 29......... 4h43“448 4-31° 1Í9 1.381 2.064
May 1......... 49 2 31 49.1 1.366 2.057

3......... 4 54 31 32 36.0 1.351 2.050
5......... 5 011 33 22.6 1.337 2.042
7......... 6 3 34 8.8 1.324 2.034
9......... 12 7 34 54.5 1.310 2.025

11......... 18 23 35 39.6 1.298 2.017
13......... 24 53 36 24.1 1.285 2.008
15......... 31 36 37 7.9 1.274 1.999
17......... 38 33 37 50.8 1.263 1.989
19......... 45 45 38 32.8 1.252 1.980
21......... 5 53 11 39 13.7 1.242 1.970
23......... 6 0 53 39 53.3 1.233 1.961
25......... 8 51 40 31.6 1.225 1.951
27......... 17 5 41 8.4 1.217 1.941
29......... 25 35 41 43.5 1.210 1.932
31......... 34 22 42 16.7 1.203 1.922

.Tun 2......... 43 26 42 47.9 1.197 1.912
4......... 6 52 46 43 16.8 1.192 1.903
6......... 7 2 22 43 43.3 1.188 1.893
8......... 12 15 44 7.1 1.185 1.884

10......... 22 23 44 28.1 1.182 1.875
12......... 32 46 44 46.0 1.180 1.866
14......... 43 23 45 0.7 1.179 1.858
16......... 7 54 12 4-45 11.9 1.178 1.850
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Table V.

O. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 18.

0h G.M.T. 
(U.T.)

Precession from 1950.0 
to 1955.0 — 1956.0

Correction for T
1 day later

1955 Aug. 1........... + 14!0 + 0'77 — 19s —4'7
11........... 14.0 0.72 21 4.9
21........... 13.9 0.68 23 5.2
31........... 13.9 0.65 25 5.5

Sep. 10........... 13.8 0.63 28 5.8
20........... 13.6 0.61 30 6.0
30........... 13.5 0.61 32 6.3

Oct. 10........... 13.4 0.62 35 6.4
20........... 13.3 0.65 37 6.7
30........... 13.3 0.69 39 6.8

Nov. 9........... 13.3 0.76 39 6.9
19........... 13.3 0.83 38 7.0
29........... 13.4 0.91 36 7.2

Dec. 9........... 13.6 0.99 33 7.5
19........... 13.9 1.06 29 8.0
29........... 14.2 1.13 24 8.8

1956 .Jan. 8........... 17.3 1.40 20 9.7
18........... 17.7 1.44 16 10.8
28........... 18.0 1.45 14 11.8

Feb. 7........... 18.4 1.45 12 13.1
17........... 18.7 1.43 11 14.1
27........... 19.1 1.39 12 15.4

Mar. 8........... 19.5 1.33 13 16.5
18........... 20.0 1.26 16 17.9
28........... 20.6 1.16 20 19.1

Apr. 7........... 21.2 1.04 26 20.4
17........... 22.0 0.88 34 21.6
27........... 22.8 0.70 45 22.8

May 7........... 23.7 0.47 61 23.7
17........... 24.6 + 0.19 82 23.9
27........... 25.4 — 0.15 110 23.0

.1 u n. 6........... 25.8 0.54 144 20.7
16........... + 25.5 — 0.96 — 178 — 16.3

5
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Table VI.

Distances between
the major planets and Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptun Pluto a |/a

Comet Olbers

1815 Aug. 14.5 . . . 4.3 9.7 17.3 28.7 45.6 74.87
1818 Jan. 30.5 . . . 5.2 8.7 12.6 22.7 42.1 73.49
1820 Jul. 18.5 . . . 11.8 14.7 11.6 20.6 40.3 72.52
1825 Jun. 22.5... 25.4 26.8 11.8 18.9 39.0 72.45
1830 May 27.5... 22.1 33.6 14.2 18.6 39.4 72.65
1835 May 1.5... 32.0 33.4 18.2 18.9 40.5 72.39
1840 Apr. 4.5 .. . 32.2 28.8 23.1 19.7 41.9 72.58
1845 Mar. 9.5 . . . 31.0 25.8 28.1 20.8 43.4 72.54
1850 Feb. 11.5 . . . 37.6 29.6 32.9 22.3 44.7 72.43
1855 Jan. 16.5. . . 29.7 36.7 36.9 24.0 45.7 72.56
1859 Dec. 21.5. . . 35.8 39.9 39.7 25.5 46.3 72.46
1864 Nov. 24.5 . . . 30.5 36.3 41.2 26.7 46.6 72.39
1869 Oct. 29.5... 27.0 28.0 40.8 27.5 46.3 72.67
1874 Oct. 3.5. . . 27.6 18.9 38.5 27.6 45.5 72.36
1879 Sep. 7.5... 15.2 13.7 33.9 26.9 44.4 72.81
1884 Aug. 11.5. . . 13.4 11.5 26.5 25.7 43.6 72.96
1888 Jan. 3.5 . . . 4.0 9.7 17.1 31.3 49.9 72.51
1888 Jul. 11.5. . . 2.2 12.0 17.3 33.2 51.7 72.81
1889 Jan. 17.5... 1.5 13.6 17.8 34.4 52.7 72.01
1889 Jul. 16.5... 2.2 14.8 18.3 35.3 53.4 70.27
1890 Jan. 12.5. . . 3.6 15.8 18.8 36.1 54.0 69.55
1894 Jun. 20.5. . . 20.0 19.6 21.6 41.9 57.5 68.51
1899 Apr. 15.5. . . 22.9 18.4 22.1 47.1 60.4 69.01
1904 Jul. 18.5... 25.4 19.3 21.1 51.7 62.9 68.72
1909 Oct. 20.5... 33.2 27.8 20.0 55.2 64.7 68.73
1914 Aug. 15.5. . . 27.5 36.5 19.8 57.3 65.9 68.79
1919 Nov. 17.5. . . 36.5 39.9 21.1 58.6 66.4 68.64
1925 Feb. 19.0... 29.9 35.7 23.6 58.6 66.0 68.75
1930 May 24.0... 33.4 27.7 26.4 57.5 64.8 68.77
1935 Aug. 26.0... 29.9 22.6 28.8 55.2 62.5 68.67
1940 Nov. 27.0... 24.7 24.4 29.9 51.7 58.9 68.99
1946 Mar. 1.0... 24.5 26.3 29.0 47.0 53.8 68.60
1951 Jun. 3.0 . . . 10.7 21.7 25.0 40.9 46.2 69.08
1956 Jun. 16.0... 4.6 10.1 17.7 30.0 33.8 69.57
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§ 1. Introduction.

he theory of the penetration of fast charged particles through
JL matter was originally developed on the basis of an analysis 

of collisions between the moving particle and individual atoms1). 
In such a treatment, the influence of phase relations between the 
effects produced in the atoms along the path and, in particular, 
the resulting coupling between the different encounters is disre
garded. This approximation will often be justified, but pheno
mena do exist for which such atomic interaction effects are of 
essential importance.

Thus, it was observed by Cerenkov (1934) that very fast 
electrons, when passing through dense materials, give rise to a 
peculiar radiation the properties of which reveal that one has to 
do, not with independent emission processes by individual ex
cited atoms, but with a radiation emitted coherently by larger 
portions of the substance. A theory of this phenomenon was 
developed by Frank and Tamm (1937) and by Tamm (1939), who 
showed its immediate connection with the fact that the velocity 
of the electrons may exceed the rate of propagation of electro
magnetic waves in the surrounding medium. Just on account 
of the interplay of the atoms, the phase velocity of such waves 
may indeed, over certain spectral regions, be smaller than the 
velocity of light in vacuo.

The problem of a possible influence of atomic interaction on 
the stopping and ionization of fast particles was raised by Swann 
(1938), who pointed out that the polarization induced by the 
particle in the matter through which it passes will give rise to 
a certain screening effect which might, under circumstances,

1) A comprehensive treatment of this subject has recently been given by 
N. Bohr (1948) and, in the following, we shall often refer to this survey for fuller 
information regarding general aspects of penetration theory.

1* 
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reduce the rate of energy loss. The question was treated in detail 
by Fermi (1939, 1940), who found that the phenomenon may be 
of great significance for very fast particles, but is in general 
negligible for non-relativistic velocities. Still, there are exceptions 
to this rule and, in particular, it has been shown by Kramers 
(1947) that the stopping power of metals is always essentially 
influenced by the polarization elTect.

In the above-mentioned treatments, the matter penetrated is 
described, in a macroscopic way, as a continuum and since, 
moreover, on account of the dispersive properties of the medium, 
which are essential for the phenomena, the electromagnetic fields 
are resolved in harmonic components, the connection with the 
simple theory of atomic collisions is somewhat obscure. For this 
reason, we shall in the following attempt a treatment of the 
coupling between the encounters from a microscopic point of 
view so as to bring out as clearly as possible the relationship 
to ordinary penetration theory. Such an approach is also found 
to be well suited to obtain simple generalizations of Fermi’s 
formulae.

As a preliminary, we shall in § 2 briefly discuss the arguments 
which justify a distinction between close and distant collisions of 
the particle with the atoms in the substance. The mutual inter
action of the atoms is of significance only in the distant en
counters, the treatment of which is especially simple, since the 
description may be based entirely on classical mechanical pic
tures. A few main principles from ordinary stopping theory, of 
use in the following, are reviewed in § 3, in particular with 
respect to the influence of the atomic binding forces which 
effectively limit the radius of action of the penetrating particle by 
giving the collisions beyond a certain distance an adiabatic 
character.

In § 4, it is shown how the atomic interaction, from the micro
scopic point of view, may be regarded as a further screening 
factor and, especially in the non-relativistic case, may be treated 
in close analogy to the effect of the atomic binding forces. More
over, a treatment of the energy loss of the particle is given, in 
which the slopping power is described as a force with which 
the atoms in (he medium act on the moving particle. The special 
case of materials containing free electrons is considered more 
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closely in § 5, where also the influence of damping effects is 
taken into account. For particle velocities close to that of light, 
the atomic interaction presents new aspects connected with the 
retardation of the forces. This problem is discussed in outline 
in § 6 with reference to corresponding modifications in the rela
tivistic two-body problem considered in Appendix I, and a simple 
interpretation of the main results of Fermi is obtained.

The Cerenkov radiation and its relation to the stopping power 
is dealt with in § 7. From the microscopic point of view, the 
phenomenon simply implies that part of the energy which is 
intermediately transferred from the particle to the atomic elec
trons is subsequently emitted as coherent electromagnetic waves. 
In a macroscopic description, the energy loss of the particle falls 
naturally into two parts, the first of which is absorbed by the 
substance in the neighbourhood of the path, while the second 
is directly transmitted to larger distances in the form of radi
ation. The distinction leads to some general relations regarding 
the stopping power for relativistic and non-relativistic particle 
velocities. In this connection, it is shown in Appendix II how 
the stopping problem may be treated by the formalism of radia
tion theory well known from quantum electrodynamics.

While, in the first part of the paper, the atoms are treated as 
simple dispersion oscillators of a single frequency, more general 
atomic models are considered in § 8. In this case, exact cal
culations are rather complicated, but it is shown how the analysis 
in § 6 makes it possible to obtain a general survey of the phe
nomena and leads to simple approximate formulae. In § 9, an 
attempt is made to deduce comprehensive expressions for the in
fluence of atomic interaction on the stopping power of heavy sub
stances. Finally, some experimental data are discussed in § 10. 
Among the more important applications of the theory is the 
stopping power of metals and the stopping and ionization of 
very fast particles; there appears to be satisfactory agreement 
with the available empirical evidence.
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§ 2. Separation between Close and Distant Collisions.

The collisions between a charged particle and an atom must, 
of course, in general be treated in configuration space by means 
of proper quantum-mechanical methods, but for a large variety 
of problems it is permissible to use a simplified procedure in 
which the particle is described as a centre of force moving along 
a well-defined path. This description was proved by Mott (1931) 
to lead to the same atomic excitation probabilities as the more 
general treatment, in case of particles of mass large compared 
with that of the electron and energy great in comparison with 
the atomic binding energies. Actually, it is a sufficient condition 
for the adequacy of the procedure that the momentum of the 
incident particle be large compared with the momentum changes 
involved in the collision. In fact, the effect of the collision on 
the atom will, under such circumstances, be approximately in
dependent of the inertial properties of the particle which, thus, 
acts as if it were infinitely heavy. The condition in question, which 
is essentially equivalent to the requirement that the wave-length 
of the particle be small compared with atomic dimensions, is also, 
from the possibility of representing the particle by a wave-packet, 
immediately seen to ensure the validity of the simple method.

As regards the problem of the mutual influence of the atoms 
in the stopping substance, the more violent collisions involving 
large momentum transfers may obviously be neglected and, in 
the present connection, we may thus treat the penetrating particle 
as moving along a fixed path. The atoms may then be specified 
by their distance from the path, the so-called impact parameter 
p; as we shall see later in this paragraph, the atomic inter
action phenomena will be of importance only for p >> a0, where 
a0 denotes the “radius” of the hydrogen atom, which is a suitable 
measure for atomic dimensions.

In such distant collisions, the elTect of the impact on the atom 
will, in general1), amount to only a small perturbation and. since

1) For very large values of the charge of the incident particle combined with 
a relatively small velocity, special considerations are necessary since then the 
condition p )) a0 may not be sufficient to justify a perturbation procedure. Although, 
in this case, one may proceed by much the same methods (cf. N. Bohr 1948, 
p. 84), we shall disregard such problems in the present connection, since they 
may be shown to be quite insignificant under circumstances where the atomic 
interaction phenomena are of importance. 
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moreover, for p >> a0, the perturbing field is approximately con
stant over atomic dimensions, the encounter may be treated by 
means of simple mechanical considerations. In fact, as is well 
known, e. g., from dispersion theory, the atom will behave, with 
respect to average energy absorption and with respect to the 
electromagnetic field it generates, like an ensemble of classical 
harmonic oscillators corresponding to the various excitation and 
ionization possibilities.

In order to justify that close collisions are disregarded, we 
have still to make an estimate of the order of magnitude of 
the distances at which the atomic interaction effects become 
significant. This interaction arises from the displacement of the 
atomic electrons during the collision, which turns the neutral 
atoms into dipoles, and it is evident that the ensuing force K 
acting on an atomic electron will be comparable with the dipole 
moment per unit volume, multiplied by the electronic charge —e. 
If zre and v denote the charge and velocity of the particle, and 
ii the electron mass, the displacement of the electrons during the 
collision will, for free electrons, be of the order of z^I/liv2 (cf. 
(3.3)) and tend to be smaller if account is taken of the binding 
forces. We thus have

where n denotes the number of electrons per unit volume. Now, 
even in dense materials, n never exceeds a“3 and, introducing

2
o

- = /zn0, where v0 is the “velocity” of the electron in the hydrogen 
a0
atom, it follows that K will be small compared with the direct 

Z162force of the particle, —at any rate if

p<a0 (2.2)
»o

Thus, for v large compared with v0, representing the order of 
magnitude of the “orbital velocity” of the most loosely bound 
electrons in atoms, it is seen that the polarization effect is of 
importance only for p >> a0. In this case we may, therefore, cor
responding to the above argumentation, divide the collisions into 
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two groups with p < q and p > q, respectively, where q is chosen 
in such a manner that, for the first group, the atomic interaction 
effect is negligible and ordinary penetration theory applies while, 
for the second group, we are dealing only with distant collisions, 
which can be treated by classical mechanical methods.

For particle velocities comparable with or smaller than v0, 
the penetration phenomena change essentially in character (cf. 
N. Bohr 1948). In such problems, one need in first approximation 
consider only the influence of the particle on those atoms through 
which it actually passes, and the interaction effects will only 
constitute a minor correction, the taking into account of which 
would even be a rather spurious refinement due to the difficulties 
of an accurate treatment of the penetration problem for very slow 
particles. Throughout the following, we shall therefore confine 
ourselves to the case of v >> v0.

§ 3. Collisions between Particle and Single Atom.

Before turning to the problem of the mutual influence of the 
atoms in penetration phenomena, it will be convenient to review 
briefly some of the main aspects of a collision between a fast 
particle and an isolated atom. If, in the first instance, the atomic 
binding forces are disregarded, we have a pure two-body problem 
which, in case of distant collisions, is further simplified by the 
fact that the displacement of the electron during the actual 
encounter will be small compared with the impact parameter. 
Moreover, in such encounters, the momentum transfer is always 
small compared with pc, where c is the light velocity, and we 
may, therefore, neglect relativity effects as regards the electronic 
motion.

From symmetry reasons, it follows that the final velocity of 
the electron will be practically perpendicular to the path of the 
particle, and for the motion of the electron in this direction we 
thus have, by means of the well-known expression for the electric 
field surrounding a uniformly moving point charge,

zxe2py
m = (p+y/pyy,.- (3.1)
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where y is the displacement and where y = ^1 — . By simple

integrations, (3.1) gives

ppi>\ p2 + y‘v‘t2
(3.2)

and

(3.3)

As is seen from these expressions, the encounter may be ap
proximately characterized by an effective “collision time” of the 
order of p/yv, during which the acting force is comparable with 
Zie2y/p2.

From (3.2) we get in particular

(3.4)

for the energy transferred to an electron in a free collision. Since 
the stopping power of a substance is proportional to the integral 
of Tpdp, expression (3.4) cannot, however, be applied for arbi
trarily large values of p, and it is thus essential in penetration 
theory to take into account the factors which tend to restrain the 
electrons from moving freely. These factors, acting as a kind of 
screening, may be said to determine a “radius of action” of the 
particle, representing an upper limit pmax, below which the simple 
expression (3.4) applies. At larger distances, the collisions acquire 
an increasingly adiabatic character due to the influence of the 
screening, and the energy transfer will be small compared to that 
of free encounters. For the energy loss of the particle per unit 
path, originating in collisions with atoms for which p > q, we 
have accordingly

Pmax (3.5)
aPmax n

Sq = n\T-2n p dp = B log —

a relation which may be taken to define an effective value of 
Pmax- The abbreviation B is given by

p V
(3.6) 
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In the following, a main problem will just be to examine the 
various screening factors and estimate the corresponding limits 
of free energy transfer.

In collisions between the particle and isolated atoms, the only 
screening effect arises from the influence of the atomic binding 
forces. As mentioned in § 2, we may account for the binding by 
treating the atom as an ensemble of oscillators of frequencies 
corresponding to the various transition possibilities. For simplicity, 
however, we shall in the first instance consider all oscillators 
to have the same cyclic frequency coa; in § 8, we shall return to 
the problem of more general atomic models.

Besides the force of the particle, there will thus be a binding 
force of magnitude acting on the electrons. Of course, the 
latter force will eventually, when the particle has passed, deter
mine the state of motion of the electrons, but it will be negligible 
during the actual encounter and, therefore, of no influence on 
the energy transfer, provided only

(3.7)

according to (3.1) and (3.3), if

(3.8)

The limiting distance da just corresponds to a collision time com
parable with the proper period of the oscillators and it is, indeed, 
evident that, in case of shorter impulses, the energy balance is 
independent of the binding forces. For collisions of larger duration, 
however, these forces will essentially reduce the energy transfer. 
In fact, in the extreme case of p >> da, the electron will with 
high approximation pass through a succession of equilibrium 
states and, finally, be left in its original position.

A more detailed calculation of the energy transfer to an 
electron bound in a quasi-elastic field of force leads (N. Boiir 
1913, 1915) to the following expression for the stopping effect in 
distant collisions

(3.9)
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where k is a numerical factor equal to 1.123. Formula (3.9) is 
seen to coincide with (3.5) for a value of pmax closely equal to 
da given by (3.8). It may be noted that, in the deduction of (3.9), 
it is assumed that q may be chosen small compared with da. 
For the treatment of the atomic interaction problems it is re
quired (cf. § 2) that q >> a0, and the two conditions are thus 
compatible only for da >> a0. The problem of larger frequencies 
<oa for which da < cz0 niay, however, be neglected in the present 
connection, since in that case the atomic binding forces produce 
a screening already at distances where the interaction effects 
are negligible.

§ 4. Atomic Interaction for Non-Relativistic 
Particle Velocities.

Turning now to the problem of the mutual interaction of the 
atoms in the stopping material, we shall see that this phenomenon 
may be characterized essentially as a further screening effect. In 
fact, when the electrons during the passage of the particle are 
displaced from their equilibrium positions, the medium is polar
ized and, hence, each atomic electron will be subjected to a 
restitutional force from the surrounding material.

It will be convenient first to confine ourselves to the more 
simple case of non-relativistic particle velocities, where the pro
blem can be treated quite analogously to the influence of the 
internal atomic binding forces discussed in § 3. Introducing the 
field vectors E and D, we note that, in the quasi-electrostatic 
approximation corresponding to u << c, we have rot E = 0 and, 
therefore, also rot I) = 0, assuming the medium to be homo
geneous and isotropic. This last relation will hold irrespective of 
the dispersion properties of the substance. Thus, I) is determined 
from the same equations as, and must equal, the field sur
rounding the particle in vacuo. Now, the average electric field 
in the medium is given by E = E — 4tcP, where Pis the dipole 
moment per unit volume and, consequently, the polarization 
produces a force on the electrons, equal to 4neP.

Since /■‘is given by — net;, where <5 is the electronic displace
ment vector and n is the density of electrons, the polarization 
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force is seen to be of the quasi-elastic type, corresponding to a 
cyclic frequency v given by

V2 4
(4.1)

and representing the frequency with which “free” electrons may 
oscillate in the medium. The influence of the atomic interaction 
forces on the motion of the electrons may, thus, be treated exactly 
like the effect of the atomic binding forces and will, in particular, 
imply a screening at a distance <7 given by

(4.2)

in analogy to (3.8) for y = 1.
It should be noted that the total force with which the medium 

acts on an electron may differ from 4?ce P, corresponding to the 
well-known fact that the actual average field F to which the 
electrons are subjected will, in general, deviate from E. In simple 
dieléctrica like gases, where the neutral molecules may be regarded 
as independent entities, it may, thus, be shown that F equals 

4 7T
E + — P, and, also in denser materials, the same relation between o
F and E will hold in certain cases. Still, it is of particular interest 
for the following discussion to note that, if the electrons are not 
bound to certain fixed positions, but move all over space, as in 
metals or ionized materials, E and E will coincide (cf. Darwin 
1934). More generally, we may put F = E + 4na P, where a is 
a numerical constant characteristic of the structure of the sub
stance. Since, however, the additional force F — E may be 
ascribed to the effect of the atoms in the immediate neighbour
hood of the electron considered, it will be convenient to include 
it in the atomic binding force —If, thus, w'a represents 
the binding frequency of an isolated atom, we have, 

where v is given by (4.1). As is well known from dispersion 
theory, wa will then represent the absorption frequency of the 
substance.
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The combined influence of the atomic binding and the polar
ization may be treated by introducing an effective frequency coA 
defined by

ma = wa + ’’2 (4.4)

to replace wa in formulae deduced for isolated atoms. In par
ticular, the stopping power may be obtained in this manner from 
the non-relativistic approximation of (3.9).

In order to estimate the significance of the atomic interaction 
effects in stopping problems, we must thus compare v with the 
atomic frequency coa. From (4.1) we have, introducing the elec
tronic velocity v0 and the radius a0 of the hydrogen atom,

v2 = . (4.5)

Now, 1 0 represents the order of magnitude of the frequencies of 
u0

the most loosely bound electrons in atoms and since, even in 
dense materials, na¡ is always smaller than unity, it follows that, 
compared with atomic frequencies, v will never be very large 
and, in most cases, actually quite small. It is just for this reason 
that, in the non-relativistic problem which we have hitherto con
sidered, the atomic interaction effects are usually of only secondary 
importance for the stopping power. Still, as already mentioned 
in the Introduction, there are exceptions to this rule. In fact, for 
the free electrons in metals or ionized substances, the binding 
frequency vanishes and, in this case, which we shall discuss more 
closely in § 5, the polarization effects become of decisive im
portance.

In the present paragraph, we shall further show how the stop
ping power of a substance may be directly described as a force 
with which the medium acts on the moving particle1*. This 
alternative way of approach also allows of a simple deduction 
of the stopping formula which corresponds to (3.9) when due 
account is taken of the polarization effects. For illustration we 
shall, however, first briefly consider the analogous problem for 
the two-body collision.

1) This method has been outlined in a more qualitative way by N. Bohr 
(1948, § 3.1).
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Instead of calculating the energy loss of the particle from the 
momentum transfer to the electron, one might in fact directly 
have estimated the reactive force of the struck electron. Thus, in 
the non-relativistic case considered here, the displacement of the 
electron implies that, taking the particle to be positive, the de- 
celerative force in the last half of the collision more than com
pensates the acceleration in the first half. That part of the 
reactive force, directed against the motion of the particle, which 
is produced by the electronic displacement is given by

c z^vt 
dp (p2 + iPt2)”1,

3 Zje2 r¡pvt 
(pT+P2/2)4/« (4.6)

and, by introducing rj from (3.3), putting y = 1, one finds for 
the resulting decrease in kinetic energy of the particle 

(4.7)

as given by (3.4).
In case of a particle penetrating through a substance, it is 

in a similar way the polarization which acts as a brake on the 
particle. Il the medium is homogeneous and isotropic, however, 
no free charges will be generated (div P = 0) except at the 
position of the particle. Inside the medium, therefore, each 
volume element remains neutral and gives rise to no resultant 
force, but along the path of the particle opposite charge will be 
accumulated. Of course, such considerations depending on average 
quantities like free charge cannot be applied to the material in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the particle but, for the pur
pose of considering the interaction between the particle and the 
medium at distances large compared with atomic dimensions, 
we may imagine removed a cylindrical tube of radius 7» «o 
around the path of the particle. The force Sq with which the 
more distant part of the medium acts on the particle may then 
be calculated from the attraction of the free charges induced on 
the inner surface of this cylindrical tube.

The surface density a of these charges equals — ent]. For the 
value of 7], however, we may not use the simple formula (3.3)„ 
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since we must take into account the presence of a harmonic force 

of frequency coA. If, however, we choose q << an electron
M A

at the surface will, during the time when the direct force of the 
particle is active, behave as if it were free and, assuming it to 
be at rest before the encounter, we get from (3.3)

cr(ir) —cr(—x) = 2en^~ — , (4.8)

where x = — vt denotes the distance of the electron from the 
instantaneous position of the particle, measured in the direction 

of V. The expression (4.8) will hold for | x | << — but, for largerco 4
values of | x |, the harmonic force becomes of importance. Since, 
however, at such large distances the direct influence of the 
particle on the electronic motion perpendicular to the path is 
negligible, (4.8) may be simply generalized to

z Z1C2 V /xa) .\
crGr) — <r(— x) = 2 en—, - - sin . (4.9)[iv~o)Aq \ V /

For the force acting on the particle, we thus have

where B is given by (3.6). This integral can be expressed in terms

of a Hankel function and gives asymptotically for q«~

I'D
S=Blog —, (4.11)

9 CO 4 c/

corresponding to (3.9) for v << c, if only coa is replaced by coA.
The results of this paragraph, expressed by the formulae 

(4.1), (4.4), and (4.11), correspond for non-relativistic velocities 
to those obtained by the more general treatment of Fermi (1940), 
who, in order to cover the case of u c, proceeds by a formally 
rather different method in which Sq is estimated as the flux of 
the Poynting vector through the surface of the cylinder of radius q.
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§ 5. Stopping Power of Materials Containing 
Free Electrons.

As already mentioned, the atomic interaction effects are, for 
non-relativistic particle velocities, of special importance if the 
substance contains free electrons. Of particular interest in this 
respect is the stopping power of metals, where the conduction 
electrons may to a large extent be regarded as free (cf. § 10 a).

A few remarks would seem required to justify an application 
of the considerations in the previous paragraph to problems of 
free electrons. Indeed, we have here in a sense to do with in
finitely large atoms and the very definition of distant collisions, 
as encounters with impact parameter large compared with atomic 
dimensions, is therefore, strictly speaking, ambiguous. Still, to 
our purpose, it is not essential that the electrons are able to move 
freely throughout space, but we may imagine them confined within 
limited volumes of linear dimensions a, if only the corresponding 

oscillation frequency, which will be of the order of—-j, is small 
p,a 

compared with wA. This condition may be fulfilled and a at the 
same time chosen small in comparison with the screening 

distance —, provided hwA. For smaller particle velocities, 
ma

the stopping mechanism here considered is of only minor signific
ance (cf. the concluding passage in § 2).

In the estimate of the stopping power, it must be taken into 
account that also other effects than the polarization will tend to 
restrain the electrons from moving freely. In fact, during the 
encounter with the incident particle, the electron may collide 
with ions or electrons in the medium. The influence of these col
lisions may be compared with the effect of a frictional force

— where £ is the velocity vector and where — is a measure co()
of the time interval in which the electronic momentum is sub
stantially changed. In particular for metals, it is well known 
from the theory of conduction that

np“
M = ---- Q, (5.1)

where q is the specific resistance.
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In an early treatment of the stopping power of metals, by
V. Weizsäcker (1933), it was actually suggested that the limit of 
effective interaction between the particles and the free electrons 
was determined by the resistance. As pointed out by Kramers 
(1947), however, such effects will, in general, be of only very 
small influence as compared with that of the polarization of the 
medium. In fact, since the momentum transfer from the particle 
to a free electron is comparable with the force of the particle 

multiplied by the effective collision time —, it follows that a 

frictional force can influence the collisions onlv for p > do = —.• -r ~ e 0J 
Now, in metals at ordinary temperatures, co,, « v and, thus, 
d(> >> dv given by (4.2). Consequently, the effective adiabatic limit 
is primarily determined by the polarization.

A closer estimate of the influence of the friction on the stopping 
power may be obtained in complete analogy to the considerations 
leading to (4.11), the only difference being that (4.9) must now 
represent a damped oscillation. Thus, we merely have to add an

I 1extra factor exp j —x j and substitute for a>A the effective 

oscillation frequency which, for wa = 0, will be equal to 

|/ v2 — Evaluating Sq, one thereby finds asymptotically, 

for q small compared with the adiabatic limit,

This formula is equivalent to that obtained by Kramers by a 
somewhat different method and also coincides with the non- 
relativistic approximation of Fermi’s formula1). For co(, << v, the 
last term in the brackets in (5.2) has the approximate value

71 (0,,
— — ~ , and the stopping formula therefore reduces to (4.11) for 

ma = v + 4 Mq. In the opposite extreme case of co^ >> v, the last

1) In the case of bound electrons, there may likewise be a damping to take 
into account, e. g., due to radiative forces. In this more general case we get, 
of course, an expression for Sq which follows from (5.2) by simply replacing v 
with ma given by (4.4) and (Oo with the damping constant (cf. Fermi 1940).

D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 1!). 2
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. . Vterm in the brackets in (5.2) has the asymptotic value log

so that (5.2) now coincides with (4.11) for ma = M,t, just cor
responding to the result of v. Weizsäcker.

It may be noted that, in the above calculations, we have 
assumed the electrons to be at rest before the collision with the 
particle, whereas in metals or ionized materials the electrons 
actually have quite considerable velocities, often greatly surpassing 
the velocity changes induced by the particle. However, this circum
stance should have no essential effect on the average energy 
transfer. In fact, if we denote by W the initial velocity, and by 
u the velocity alteration, the increase in kinetic energy is given by

T = + w)2 —= ^/íu2 + /íWM (5.3)

and, averaged over all directions of W, the last term vanishes.
Still, of course, it must be assumed that the electrons, during 

the actual collisions, do not move over distances comparable with 
the impact parameter and that, therefore, iv must be small com
pared with the particle velocity. In most cases of importance, 
this condition is amply fulfilled but, e. g. in ionized media at 
very high temperatures, the thermal velocities may exceed v even 
for “fast” particles and, under such circumstances, the whole 
stopping phenomenon acquires an essentially different character. 
However, we shall not here enter more closely on this problem.

§ 6. Atomic Interaction for Relativistic 
Particle Velocities.

The preceding considerations regarding the polarization effects 
were confined to particle velocities small compared with that of 
light. While, in this case, it was seen that, with the few exceptions 
discussed in § 5, the atomic interaction is of only minor im
portance, being in general of small influence compared with 
that of the internal binding forces, the situation is essentially 
different for relativistic velocities. In fact, for sufficiently large 

/ P2\_ ,/lvalues of y = I 1---- *1 , the radius of action of the particle is, 
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as shown by Fermi (1940), always determined by the polarization 
effects.

As regards collisions with single atoms, the modifications to 
be taken into account for u c are of very simple character. 
Thus, as long as we are within the adiabatic limit, the energy 
transfer in distant collisions is, according to (3.4), independent 
of relativity effects. In fact, the retardation merely implies a con
traction by a factor y of the field of the incident particle in the 
direction of motion and an intensification of the field in the 
same ratio, and, therefore, does not affect the total momentum 
transfer. On account of the contraction of the field and the 
resulting shortening of the collision time, however, the adiabatic 
limit is increased by a factor y, as also follows from (3.8).

It may be added that the influence of resistive forces discussed 
in § 5 is modified in a similar manner. Since a frictional force 
— is comparable with the force from the particle only if 

the collision time is of the order of or larger than — , the screening 

distance corresponding to such effects will be given by

which, for velocities small compared with that of light, reduces 
to the estimate in § 5.

An analysis of the atomic interaction effects in the relativistic 
case presents, however, a somewhat more intricate problem. In 
particular, we may no longer, like for v << c, compare the 
polarization force with a simple harmonic restitutional force. In 
fact, in contrast to the screening effect of a force of this type, 
one finds that the adiabatic limit for a material in which the 
electrons are free, and where the polarization is determining for 
the stopping effect, is uninfluenced by retardation effects. This 
result, which follows from Fermi’s formula and which, as we 
shall see, can also be obtained by more elementary consider
ations, shows that in the relativistic case the mutual influence of 
the electrons is much stronger than corresponding to the electro
static forces considered in § 4. Indeed, as was to be expected, 
all interaction effects become, for y » 1, primarily of electro
magnetic character.

2
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In order to illustrate this latter point, it is instructive to con
sider a simple two-body collision from the point of view of 
the reaction of the struck electron on the incident particle. This 
problem was treated in § 4 for v << c, but is essentially modified 
by retardation effects. In fact, the particle will not “know” that 
the electron has been perturbed before the pulse caused by this 
perturbance catches up with the particle and, for velocities very 
close to c, this will happen a comparatively long time after the 
actual collision is initialed. Thus, a signal emitted by the electron 
at t = 0 will reach the particle al a distance py. Now, the 
periods characterizing the electronic motion will be comparable 

with the collision time — — and, for v ~ c, the field which this 
v y

motion produces will, thus, mainly contain harmonic components 

of wave-lengths of the order of — . Since such wave-lengths are 

small compared with the distances in question, it follows that 
the reaction of the electron on the particle is primarily determined 
by the electromagnetic wave field emitted by the accelerating 
electron. The electrostatic part of the field which depends on the 
electronic displacement and which, in the non-relativislic case, 
is responsible for the reaction, is here of only secondary im
portance.

The following estimate may serve to illustrate that the accelera
tion of the electron, for y >> 1, is actually determining for the 
reaction. In fact, the electric field intensity produced by an 
accelerated electron is, al large distances r, asymptotically 
given by 

(6.2)

where cp is the angle between the acceleration and the radius 
vector and where, as indicated, ÿ is to be taken at the retarded 

time t' = t — r . Since this field is transverse, i. e. perpendicular
c

to r, the corresponding force acting on the particle against the 
direction of motion will be

(6.3)
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Now, during the actual collision, p is, according to (3.1), com

parable with and since, as already mentioned, the r-values 

in question are of the order of py, we may, for y >> 1, put 

sin cp = 1 and cos = —. Furthermore, the pulse given out by 

the accelerated electron, although il has a spatial extension of 

about -, will act on the particle through a distance com-
7 

parable with py, since the velocities of pulse and particle only 
differ by a relative amount of the order of y'2. It will thus be 
seen that the force component (6.3) gives rise to an energy loss 
just of the order of T given by (3.4).

A more accurate analysis of the reaction in the two-body 
collision is given in Appendix I, but the above cursory consider
ations suffice to illustrate the decisive part played by the radi
ation field. It is also just this circumstance which is manifested in 
the peculiar radiation effects which accompany the passage of 
very fast particles through matter and which will be discussed 
more closely in the next paragraph.

On similar lines as the simple analysis of the two-body col
lision, one may obtain an estimate of the mutual interaction

between the electrons in the penetrated substance. To this purpose, 
consider an electron at point Q (sec Fig. 1), which is colliding 
with the particle Z passing at distance p. Al the same time, the 
electron is acted upon by the surrounding electrons, and the major 
contribution will come from those electrons which, at the retarded

J*
time t' — t — —, were themselves accelerated, i. e. were colliding 

c
with the particle. Now, an electron at point A will, at the retarded
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time, be in a phase of collision which, as compared with that 
of the electron at Q at the instant considered, is earlier by a time 
interval t given by  r

r =------- , (G.4)
C V

where x is the projected distance from Q to A measured against 
the direction of motion of the particle. Introducing r2 = x2 4- b2 
(see the figure), one gets from (6.4)

p2t2y2(y2—-1) c2t2 (y2— 1) (6.5)

which shows that the points of constant r are situated on a 
hyperboloid. In particular, the electrons which at the retarded 
time were in the same stage of collision as the electron at Q, 
will be found on the conical surface C extending backwards from

surface intersects the path of the particle at the distance x = — yp.

In the figure, the electron at Q is, at the instant considered, 
at the peak of collision. The electrons which, at the retarded 
time, were “beginning” or “concluding” their collisions are, thus, 
approximately situated on the two hyperboloids 771 and H2, cor

responding to T = —- and T = + - —, respectively, since
1 2yu 2yv 1 J

— represents the order of magnitude of the collision time1*.
yv
Accordingly, the main contribution to the force with which the 
material acts on the electron at () will arise from the electrons 
in the shaded region between Hr and H2. For y >> 1, the essential 
part of this region is situated behind the electron at distances 
of the order of or smaller than py. In fact, further away, we 
have contributions from electrons accelerated in all directions, 
and therefore the total field of these electrons is small.

According to (6.2), the field from each electron is inversely pro
portional to r; furthermore, since sin y ~ 1 and since the majority

1) Strictly speaking, it should be taken into account that the collision time 
varies with the impact parameter. For the present purpose of estimating orders 
of magnitude, however, the more cursory considerations should suffice, since the 
major part of the polarization force arises from atoms with impact parameters 
comparable with that of the atom at Q.
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of the electrons in question have accelerations comparable with 
that of the electron at Q, the resulting polarization force K will 
be of the order of magnitude of

e2 ..A ~ —2^p2n (6.6)

and directed against rj. This force is evidently small compared 
with the total force fir¡ acting on the electron, only if

P«p (6-7)

where v is given by (4.1). This upper limit should, therefore, 
represent the screening distance corresponding to the atomic 
interaction effects. The estimate of the polarization force is, of 
course, of a rather cursory character but, due to the complicated 
calculations which would be implied, we shall not attempt a 
detailed analysis from the microscopic point of view. The 
above considerations suffice, however, to bring out the essential 
point that, for u —> c, the distance d„ approaches a constant 
value of the order of c/v.

In estimating the stopping power of a substance we now have 
to compare dv with the adiabatic limit da corresponding to the 
effect of the binding and given by (3.8). As Io the former distance, 
we may use the expression (4.2) which was originally deduced for 
v << c, but which has been seen to apply, approximately, for 
all velocities. Even if coa » v, as is generally the case, it thus follows 

coa
that only for y < — the polarization effects may be neglected and

(3.9) be applied. For larger values of y, the binding is of little 
influence on 5, and the value of pmax in (3.5) is of the order 
of d,,. A more accurate determination of pmax may be obtained 
by noting that the stopping power of a substance containing 
free electrons (cf. p. 27) is not alfected by retardation. For large 
y, we thus have the asymptotic expression.

(0.8)

corresponding to (4.11) for (oA — v.
We have here neglected the possible influence of frictional 

forces which may become significant if (/„ given by (6.1) is 
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smaller than both da and dv. Under such circumstances, the 
stopping formula is obtained from (3.9) by substituting co,, for coa.

These results are in complete agreement with the more rigor
ously deduced formulae given by Fermi (1940). Only in the 
transitional cases, in which neither of the three distances da, dv 
or do is very much smaller than the two others, certain refine
ments have to be introduced in analogy to the more detailed ex
pressions given in § 4 and § 5 for non-relativistic velocities. Such 
corrections, however, amount at most to only a few per cent of 
the stopping power.

§ 7. Cerenkov Effect and its Relation to 
the Stopping Problem.

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the passage of very 
fast particles through dense matter is accompanied by a peculiar 
radiation (Cerenkov elTcct). An analysis of this phenomenon was 
first given by Frank and Tamm (1937), who pointed out its im
mediate connection with the circumstance that the phase velocity 
of light in the substance may be smaller than the speed of the 
particle. In fact, the Cerenkov radiation presents a close analogue 
to familiar acoustical and hydrodynamical phenomena produced 
by an object moving with a velocity exceeding that of the wave 
velocities in the medium (Tamm 1939).

Since the phase velocity of electromagnetic waves is given by 
c/l/e, where e is the dielectric constant, the radiation will take 
place over spectral regions for which

(7.1)

Moreover, since the waves must be stationary with respect to the 
moving particle, the angle of emission for a frequency for which
(7.1) is fulfilled is given by

cos 0 = -C.— , 
p J/e

(7.2)

where©is measured from the direction of motion of the particle.
In the present paragraph, we shall discuss, by means of 

simple arguments, some of the general characteristics of the 
Cerenkov effect and, in particular, its relation to stopping theory. 
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In order to obtain a survey of the various aspects of the pheno
menon, it is of interest to consider the problem from the micro
scopic as well as from the macroscopic point of view. In the 
former case, we have immediate connections to the considerations 
of § 6, while the latter approach is more in analogy to that of 
Frank and Tamm, and of Fermi.

From the microscopic point of view, the Cerenkov effect 
simply originates in the circumstance that part of the energy 
transferred from the penetrating particle to the electrons in the 
substance may be subsequently emitted as coherent radiation. 
Thus, it was not necessary in the previous paragraph to take the 
effect explicitly into account since, in problems of stopping power, 
one need, in the first instance, consider only the behaviour of 
the struck electrons during the actual collision with the particle. 
In fact, the energy loss of the particle may be said to be decided 
within this short time interval and is not affected by the question 
of the later distribution of the energy transferred to the electrons. 
In particular it is, from such considerations, immediately evident 
that the Cerenkov effect corresponds to part of the stopping power 
estimated in § 6 and should not be regarded as an additional 
source of energy loss (cf. Fermi 1940).

Some of the main features of the radiation may also be under
stood from an analysis like that in § 6. Thus, an emission of 
coherent radiation will demand the fulfilment of proper phase 
relations between the wavelets originating from the individual 
electrons, and this condition leads immediately to (7.2). More
over, the spectral distribution is correlated to the rate at which 
the energy of the electronic oscillations is dissipated into radiation. 
For an isolated atom, this rate is very low, but it may be strongly 
increased by the influence of surrounding atoms. In fact, just due 
to the phase relations, the superposition of the electromagnetic 
fields of the individual oscillators may lead to greatly enhanced 
radiative effects.

In order to estimate the influence of atomic interaction on 
the Cerenkov spectrum, we may consider the two extreme cases, 
d„ >> da and << da, in which, according to the considerations in 
§ 6, the interaction forces may be regarded as, respectively, very 
weak and very strong compared with the binding forces. In the 
former case, we should expect the atoms to perform a large 
number of oscillations before their energy is radiated, and the 
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emitted spectrum to consist of a narrow line around the proper 
frequency of oscillation. In the latter case, however, the atoms 
will not be able to perform even a single oscillation and the 
frequency distribution should bear no simple resemblance to a 
spectral line.

Such general features of the radiation are just in accordance 
with those implied by the condition (7.1) for the spectrum. In 
fact, the dispersion law corresponding to the simple atomic model 
considered, involving only a single proper frequency wa, may 
be written

e=l+-j----- j. (7.3)or — (0~a
where v is given by (4.1). Furthermore, according to (3.8) and
(4.2),  the two cases in question correspond to vy « wa and 
vy>)coa, respectively. It is, therefore, seen that, in the former 
case, (7.1) is fulfilled only in a narrow region around coa while, 
in the latter case, it holds for all frequencies smaller than coa.

From the macroscopic point of view, the energy loss of the 
particle appears to take place in two essentially different modes. 
In fact, neglecting absorption due to damping forces, energy may 
either be radiated or it may be absorbed by the matter, giving 
rise to oscillations persisting in the medium after the passage of 
the particle. For the distinction between these two mechanisms, 
it is convenient to divide the electromagnetic field produced by 
the particle in the substance into a transverse (divergence-free) 
and a longitudinal (irrotational) component. The radiative part of 
the field is obviously of the transverse character, while the residual 
oscillations, left in the “wake” of the particle, must correspond 
to a longitudinal field. In fact, in the absence of electric currents, 
a divergence-free field consists of free electromagnetic radiation 
which propagates to infinite distances.

The longitudinal component just represents the field cal
culated with neglect of retardation effects and is, therefore, simply 
that considered in § 4, where the velocity of light was regarded 
as infinite. It is thus immediately seen that the energy absorbed 
by the medium in the neighbourhood of the path of the particle 
is given by the non-relativistic stopping formula

1) It must be noted that, when damping is taken into account, also some part of 
the transverse field energy may be absorbed by the medium close to the particle (cf.§ 8).
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The relativistic increase of the stopping effect is due to the 
transverse field and, hence, represents the radiated energy. More
over, it is evident from such considerations that, while the energy 
stored in the medium corresponds to that transferred to the atoms 
within the non-relativislic adiabatic limit, the radiation is emitted 
by the atoms at larger distances from the path of the particle.

In particular, it is of interest to note that, for substances con
taining free electrons (coa = 0), it follows from (7.3) that e is 
always smaller than unity, and the condition (7.1) can, thus, never 
be fulfilled. Consequently, no radiation occurs and the stopping 
power must, therefore, as already mentioned in § 6, for all veloci
ties be given simply by the expression originally deduced for v << c.

For the residual field left in the medium after the passage of 
the particle, we have, of course, Z) = 0 since, from the macro
scopic point of view, no “true” charges are present. The dielectric 
constant of the medium must, therefore, vanish for the oscillation 
frequency concerned and, according to (7.3), this condition will 
just be fulfilled for co = a>A given by (4.4), which was seen in 
§ 4 to represent the proper frequency of the substance. It may 
be added that, from the very circumstance that we have to do 
w ith the excitation of oscillators of proper frequency corresponding 
to £ = 0, it may immediately be concluded that their energy 
absorption is unaffected by retardation effects. In fact, this energy 
depends, as is well known, exclusively on the resonance com
ponent of the exciting field, for which the phase velocity of light, 
c/|/e, is infinite.

In the evaluation of the radiated energy, Frank and Tamm 
(1937) and Fermi (1940) expand the electromagnetic field pro
duced by the particle in harmonic components with respect to 
time-dependence. It is, however, also possible to adapt to the 
case of ponderable media the well-known method of radiation 
theory in which the field is dissolved in plane weaves. In Appendix 
II, we shall consider the application of this formalism to the 
problems of stopping power and Cerenkov radiation. The 
method sheds some light on the phenomena in question and, in 
addition, is illustrative of the difference in approach between 
ordinary procedures of classical electromagnetic theory and the 
formalism which has become the conventional tool in quantum 
electrodynamics.
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§ 8. The Atom as a General Dispersive System.
The preceding considerations have been based on a highly 

simplified atomic model in which the virtual oscillators were 
considered to have all the same frequency. 'Phis simplification 
was made in order to bring out as clearly as possible the princi
pal points regarding the atomic interaction effects, but in a more 
detailed treatment, the atom should be compared with an ensemble 
of oscillators corresponding to the different excitation possibilities 
(cf. § 2). The proper frequencies of these oscillators will be 
denoted by cof, and their relative strengths by f¡ normalized per 
electron ( "5 ' ft — 1). If the atoms are bound together, this model 

I
is still adequate if only the oscillators represent the transition possi
bilities of the electrons in the molecules or in the lattice.

Such refinements are readily accounted for in the usual 
stopping theory. In fact, if the oscillators can be regarded as 
independent, formula (3.9) is simply to be replaced by

(8.1)

where the electron density n entering in the expression (3.6) 
for B is equal to z2N, if z2 denotes the atomic number of the 
substance and N the number of atoms per unit volume.

The polarization phenomena, however, introduce a coupling 
between the different oscillators. In principle, this effect presents 
no great difficulties, since the calculation of Fermi (1940), or a 
procedure like that used in Appendix II, may be immediately 
generalized by replacing the simplified dispersion law (7.3) by

(8.2)

corresponding to the atomic model on which (8.1) is based. Still, 
exact calculations by means of such methods lead to rather com
plicated expressions1) and it is, therefore, of interest that, on the

1) The case of two dispersion frequencies has been considered by Halpern 
and Hall (1940). The more general model corresponding to (8.2) has been treated 
by Sternheimer (1946), but an evaluation of the expressions deduced is difficult 
and has been attempted only under simplifying assumptions. The accuracy in
volved seems, therefore, hardly to go beyond that of the more simple analysis 
given here, the results of which also coincide in essentials with those obtained 
by Sternheimer.

See also Postscript (i), p. 50.
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basis of considerations analogous to those in § 6, it is possible 
to obtain simple formulae representing a degree of accuracy suf
ficient for most purposes.

In such a microscopic treatment, the influence of the polar
ization on the stopping effect may be estimated by comparing 
the distance dv with the adiabatic limits dit corresponding to the 
various atomic frequencies cof and given by (3.8) for coa = co,. 
The value of dv will be given by an expression of the type of
(4.2),  but an essential point will be to estimate the effective 
electronic density determining for the polarization. In fact, due 
to the influence of the binding forces, this density will decrease 
with increasing distance from the path of the particle.

At distances comparable with d¡, the number of electrons per 
unit volume which contribute materially to the polarization will 
be equal to nF¡, where Ft represents the sum of the oscillator 
strengths, corresponding to atomic frequencies equal to or smaller 
than co;. According to the estimates in § 6, the atomic interaction 
will therefore be effective, provided yvF'i1 > co(-, where v is given 
by (4.1) for n — z.¿N. For a survey of the problem, it will thus 
be convenient to introduce a critical frequency coc defined by

= r’-f?. (s-3)

where
Fc = £fi- <8.4)

wi = wc

In general, we may assume that equation (8.3) has only a single 
root, a point to which we shall return briefly in § 9, where ap
proximate expressions for the frequency distribution of the oscil
lators are considered.

In this case, the situation is especially simple, and it is seen 
that the limit of free energy transfer will be determined primarily 
by the binding forces or the polarization, according as &>f > mc 

or < mc, respectively. The contribution to the stopping power 
of the former oscillators will approximately be given by the 
respective terms in (8.1), while for the latter oscillators the expres
sion (6.8) for an effective electron density nFc will apply.

The total stopping power of distant collisions may, thus, be 
written
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1^12 c*) J’ (8.5)

In particular, it may be noted that, for very large velocities for 
which yv exceeds the largest significant atomic frequencies, we 
have Fc æ 1 and, in this case, the stopping formula will be 
especially simple, being practically independent of the atomic 
frequencies. The latitude involved in (8.5) arises mainly from the 
estimate of the contribution of the oscillators with co,- ~ coc, for 
which, of course, the polarization as well as the binding forces 
have a significant influence. The accuracy of the above ap
proximation would, however, seem to be quite high since, as 
already mentioned in § 6, even in the case where all frequencies 
are equal and, therefore, may all fall in the transition region, 
the necessary corrections will never exceed a few per cent1).

The part of the energy loss which is radiated to large distances 
may, according to the considerations in § 7, be readily estimated, 
provided the absorption due to damping effects can be dis
regarded. In this case, the radiated energy, in fact, simply re
presents the difference between (8.5) and the stopping power 
which would be obtained by disregarding relativity effects. 
Actually, however, we have to do with a considerable absorption 
in the spectral region extending from the lowest proper frequency 
of the substance to the highest relevant atomic frequencies, and 
an estimate shows that, in this region, by far the greater part of 
the radiation will, in not too dilute materials, be reabsorbed 
close to the path of the particle. It would thus seem that, to a 
first approximation, an actual emission of radiation, easily access
ible to observation, will be confined to the region below the first 
absorption band. For such frequencies, which in generally com
prise primarily the visible and infrared region and possibly part 
of the ultraviolet, the radiation spectrum may be calculated from 
formula (12) in Appendix II by introducing the proper values 
for the dielectric constant.

Finally, we shall consider briefly the influence of atomic 
interaction on the number of ions produced by the particle along 
the path. This problem involves in principle a detailed investi
gation of the distribution of the energy loss on the various atomic 

*) Cf. Postscript (ii), p. 50.
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oscillators, but it appears that the relationship between stopping 
power and ionization is not essentially affected by the polarization 
effects, and recourse may therefore be taken to the results of 
ordinary penetration theory. In the analysis of the problem, we 
may conveniently make use of the considerations in § 6 and § 7 
and shall, in particular, divide the field surrounding the particle 
into a longitudinal and a transverse part.

The former part, corresponding to the energy loss calculated 
with neglect of retardation, will (cf. § 4) be only little influenced 
by the polarization, especially in case of dilute materials like 
gases, where the ionization problem is of particular importance. 
For this part of the interaction between particle and matter, we 
may thus immediately use the result, derived for collisions with 
isolated atoms, that in distant encounters the contribution of any 
bound electron lo the number of primary ionization processes 
is closely proportional to the corresponding contribution to the 
stopping power. In the simplest case, of hydrogen, it follows in 
particular from the detailed calculations of Bethe (1930) that 
the number of ions produced per unit path, in collisions with 
impact parameter greater than q, is given by

p = s °-28^? /îo>0 (8.6)

For heavier substances, generalized approximate expressions may 
be given (cf. N. Bonn 1948, § 3.4).

The relativistic increase in the energy loss was seen to be 
correlated to the transverse part of the field, but it is of importance 
that, according to the above considerations, only a negligible part 
of the energy transfer due to the interaction with the ionization 
oscillators will be emitted as radiation to larger distances, since 
this energy is mainly concentrated in frequency regions of strong 
absorption.

A detailed investigation of the energy absorbed by the various 
oscillators from the transverse field is rendered difficult by the 
circumstance that the radiation emitted by one type of oscillators 
may, as discussed in § 7, contain frequencies extending over a 
wide interval and may, consequently, be absorbed by oscillators 
of a different type. However, just in case of gases, where v is 
very small compared with atomic frequencies, this “mixing” effect 
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should be rather insignificant. In fact, even in case of d,->> dv, 
where the frequency distribution of the emitted radiation is most 
strongly spread out, it may be shown that, for v « co,-, the larger 
part of the energy is concentrated on frequencies which diller 
from cof by an amount small in comparison with co£ itself. The 
mixing will, therefore, primarily take place between very close 
lying levels and should not essentially affect the relative number 
of ionization processes.

Relations of the type of (8.6) must thus, in general, be ex
pected to be only little influenced by the atomic interaction 
effects. As regards the total ionization, including primary as well 
as secondary processes, one may likewise conclude that, as has 
been deduced for collisions with isolated atoms (cf., e. g., Fano 
1946), the average energy expenditure per ion is largely indepen
dent of the particle velocity.

§ 9. Estimate of Stopping Power foT Heavy Substances.

It follows from the considerations in the previous paragraph 
that the influence of atomic interaction may imply a considerable 
simplification in the stopping formula since, for very large values 
of vy corresponding to Fc 1, the stopping becomes independent 
of the atomic frequencies and is determined only by the electronic 
density of the substance. In order, however, to evaluate Sq in 
the transition region where the polarization gradually becomes 
effective, it is necessary to investigate the distribution of the 
atomic oscillator frequencies involved in expressions like (8.5). 
In the case of heavy substances, a detailed analysis of this problem 
is complicated1^, but more cursory estimates, sufficient for many 
purposes, may be derived on the basis of simplifying assumptions 
regarding the frequency distribution.

In penetration problems, one thus often obtains an ap
proximate account of general features (cf. N. Bonn 1948, § 3.5) 
by representing the sum F of the oscillator strengths corresponding 
to a>i < co by an expression of the simple type

9 Cf. Postscript (iii), p. 51.
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where co0 denotes the Rydberg frequency. Of course, such a 
relation needs modification for the most loosely as well as the 
most firmly bound electrons in the atom. While the corrections 
in the low frequency region arc of only minor significance in the 
present connection, it will be necessary to make adjustments in

the high frequency region so as to take into account that the total 
oscillator strength equals unity. To this purpose, it would seem
natural to put tentatively

F = (9.2)

as a simple function which corresponds to (9.1) for F << 1 and 
gives F — 1 for large m.

In particular, it may be noted that, for distributions of the 
type (9.1) or (9.2), the equation (8.3) determining for the inter
action effects will have only a single root. The stopping power 
will, thus, be given by (8.5) and one finds, by replacing the sum 
by an integral and introducing (9.2),

B
1 p21

(9.3)

as a simple approximate formula involving only Fc. The varia
tion of this quantity in the transition region is shown in Fig. 2 
which gives Fc as a function of a defined by

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 19. 3
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a 4^-Y = 16Tty2 Nal z\r2s,
4wo/

(9.4)

where the ratio between v, given by (4.1), and the Rydberg 
frequency co0 has, for convenience, been written in terms of N 
and the radius a0 of the hydrogen atom.

For small values of Fc, formula (9.3) reduces to

B kvy 
q 4

1 z?|
2c2f (9.5)

and the difference between (9.5) and (9.3) represents thus the de
crease in stopping power as a result of the interaction effects. This 
decrease A, in units of B, is shown in Fig. 3 where, for simplicity, 
the ratio 1 in the last terms in (9.3) and (9.5) has been put equal 

to unity, since only for large y the problems in question are of 
actual importance. The straight line to which A approaches 
asymptotically for large a represents the decrease in stopping 
power, which would follow from the simple formula (6.8) to be 
applied when the polarization eiîects have reached full efficiency.

In order to estimate the exponent s in (9.2) which gives the 
best fit to the actual frequency distribution of the atomic oscillators, 
we may compare (9.5) with theoretical and experimental deter- 
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minations of the stopping power for heavy atoms in cases where 
the polarization effects are negligible. The expression (9.5) cor- 
responds to (8.1) for co = co0Zz, where co represents the average 
excitation frequency defined by

log w = ^ /*. log ö).. (9.6)
i

This quantity has been calculated on the basis of the Thomas- 
Fermi method by Sommerfeld (1932), who found cö proportional 
to z2' corresponding to s = 4/3, although with a proportionality 
factor somewhat smaller than co0. In order to account for the 
influence of the screening of the nuclear field on the excitation 
energies of the inner electrons, use is made in these calculations 
of a general relation between average kinetic and potential energies 
holding for a Fermi gas at zero temperature. Such averagings 
(arithmetic) would seem, however, to be of an essentially different 
type from that (geometrical) by which w is defined.

The stopping power for large z2 has also been treated by 
Bloch (1933b) who, likewise, compared the atom with a Fermi 
gas, but considered explicitly its dynamic properties. Although 
the details of the distribution of the proper frequencies involved 
highly complicated calculations, it was found that F depends only 
on the ratio coz^, a result which leads to co proportional to z2. 
Later, the problem has been reconsidered by H. Jensen (1937), 
who pointed out minor corrections to the results of Bloch, but 
these refinements are of little importance in the present con
nection.

The estimate of Bloch is confirmed by experiments of Wilson 
(1941) on the stopping power of protons which, in the region 
where the polarization effects are insignificant, is found to be in 
good agreement with the theory, if w is taken proportional to z2. 
Moreover, the proportionality factor is estimated to be very nearly 
equal to co0 and the results, therefore, just correspond to (9.5) 
for s = 1. This circumstance may perhaps be taken as an in
dication of the approximate adequacy of the procedure used 
in the present paragraph to estimate the polarization effects in 
the transition region.

3
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§10. Comparison with Experimental Evidence.

a) Non-relativistic velocities.

Considering, first, the case of particle velocities small com
pared with that of light, it was seen in § 4 and § 5 that the atomic 
interaction effects are of particular importance when the sub
stance penetrated contains free electrons. Of special interest in 
this respect is the problem of metals.

According to the dispersion theory of metals (cf., e. g., Kronig 
1929, 1931), the behaviour of the valence electrons may be 
represented by a series of oscillators the first of which has zero 
frequency, corresponding to free electrons, and the remainder 
of which represent the transitions of the electrons between 
different bands (Brillouin zones). The most prominent of these 
transitions will have

if, for simplicity, we 
of spacing b = N~ l,t.
per atom by z2Fv, we have thus, by means of (4.1),

(10.1)

frequencies of the order of

h
Mb ~ 2 fib2

compare the lattice with a cubic structure 
Denoting the number of valence electrons

£>2 16 b
«0

(10.2)

and since, in general, b will be equal to 2 or 3 Å units, while

ao = Å, it follows that, even for monovalent metals, the inter

action between the valence electrons will overshadow the binding 
in the lattice. Since, furthermore, for the electrons in the interior 
atomic shells, the polarization is negligible, formula (8.5) should 
represent a fair approximation if Fc is simply put equal to Fv^.

For the effective average excitation potential I = hot, we thus 
have (cf. (9.6))

I = Fv log hvF¿1 + £' fi log hail, (10.3)

where the summation is to be extended to the transition possib
ilities of the electrons bound in the atomic shells lying below the 
conduction band.

x) Cf., however, Postscript (ii), p. 50.
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The most favourable circumstances for testing this formula 
are found in the lightest metals like lithium and beryllium, where 
the relative number of conduction electrons is largest. In Li, we 

have F„ = and FivF'J* = 7.6 eV while, for Be, one obtains o

Fv = - and JivF^ = 18 eV. For comparison, it may be mentioned

that ha>b is about 4.5 eV and 9 eV in Li and Be, respectively, 
and the corrections to the effective frequency of the valence 
electrons due to the lattice binding may, thus, from expressions 
like (4.4), be estimated to be only of the order of 5 °/o- It is> how
ever, of interest to note that, in the gaseous state, where the 
polarization is negligible, we must reckon with effective excitation 
energies for the valence electrons of the order of the ionization 
potentials, which are 5.4 eV for Li and 9.3 eV for Be. The atomic 
stopping power of the metals must, therefore, be expected to be 
appreciably smaller than for the corresponding gases.

An evaluation of the sum in (10.3) involves, of course, a 
detailed analysis of the binding of the inner electrons, but just 
in case of Li and Be the problem is comparatively simple, since 
the terms represent only the excitations of the A-electrons. An 
estimate of the average excitation potentials for the Æ-shell has 
been made by Livingston and Bethe (1937, p. 264), who give 
110 eV and 205 eV for Li and Be, respectively. By means of 
(10.3) these values lead to ILi = 45 eV and IBe = 60 eV. It may 
be noted that we here assume the total oscillator strength f,- 

2
for the A-electrons to be equal to —. This value should actually 

^2
be somewhat decreased since the presence of outer electrons may 
prevent certain transitions from the A-shell (Livingston and Be
the, 1937). For Li and Be, however, the effect would appear 
negligible; in fact, not only is the number of L-electrons very small 
compared with the cases considered by Livingston and Bethe, 
but the effect even vanishes in the approximation in which the 
binding of the outer electrons can be represented by s-states.

The stopping power of Li has been determined by Rosen
blum (1928), whose results indicate a value of I of about 40 eV 
(cf. Mano 1933). However, the experimental uncertainty of 
about 10 °/0 in the stopping power corresponds to a latitude in 
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ILi of 50 °/0. For Be, no reliable measurements appear available, 
but empirical evidence would be of considerable interest due to 
the high density of valence electrons which should imply a com
paratively small stopping power1).

It may be added that the influence of the metallic resistance 
is in general quite negligible (cf. Kramers 1947). Thus, the 
value of co? given by (5.1) corresponds, in the case of Li at 
normal temperatures, to = 0.01 vF'J*. The use of (5.2) for 
the valence electrons may, thus, be estimated to increase the 
above value for ILi by less than 1 °/0. On the other hand, 
V. Weizsäcker’s theory in which co« is assumed to determine the 
adiabatic limit for the oscillator of zero frequency leads to 
ILi — 10 eV, which is decidedly at variance with the empirical 
data. Furthermore, this theory predicts a considerable tempera
ture dependence of the stopping power which, for a decrease in 
resistance by a factor 100, should increase by about 20 °/o >n 
the case of fast a-rays. .Experiments by Gerritsen (1946) have 
shown that no such temperature variation occurs.

Also in other substances than those actually containing free 
electrons, the polarization effect may be of some significance for 
the stopping already for v <X c. In fact, in solid or liquid ma
terials, the values of hvF1, will, even for Fz2 ~ 1, most frequently 
be of the order of 10 eV and may, therefore, exceed the excitation 
energies of the most loosely bound electrons. In many cases, one 
may accordingly put z2Fc in (8.5) equal to the number ol bonding 
electrons, and it is of interest that the atomic interaction pheno
mena thus not only imply a certain reduction in stopping 
power, but also entail a simplification in the theoretical estimate 
of S. Indeed, under such circumstances, it is not necessary to 
consider details of the rather complicated mechanism of mole
cular binding or lattice structure, since the electrons involved will 
give practically the same contribution to S as if they were free.

b) Relativistic velocities.
As often mentioned in the preceding, the polarization phen

omena become of special importance in the domain of relativistic
q Note added in proof. A recent investigation of the stopping power of 

protons in metallic Be (C B. Madsen and P. Venkateswarlu, Phys. Rev. 74. 648 
(1948)) has given Ine = 64 ± 5 eV in good agreement with the above estimate. 
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velocities where, for sufficiently large values of y, they imply a 
considerable reduction of the stopping power. In the original 
treatment of Fermi, attention was in particular called to the im
plications of this effect on the interpretation of measurements of 
fast cosmic ray particles.

A direct experimental test of the influence of atomic inter
action on the stopping power is made difficult by the large energies 
required, but some evidence is given by the measurements of 
Crane, Oleson and Ciiao (1940) of the stopping in carbon of 
10 MeV electrons. These investigators found an energy loss ap
preciably smaller than corresponding to formula (8.1), but (cf. 
Halpern and Hall 1940) in good agreement with expression 
(6.8) which may be applied for the velocity in question. In fact, 
we have Fc 1 since the value of hvy is about 900 eV and, 
therefore, exceeds z|hco0~500 eV, representing the order of 
magnitude of the largest significant excitation energies of carbon.

Moreover, the influence of the polarization effects has been 
observed by ionization measurements. While it was shown by 
Hazen (1945) in experiments with cosmic ray electrons that, for 
not too large values of y, the ionization increases logarithmically 
with y, corresponding to (8.1), some indication was obtained 
by Hayward (1947) that, for very large y, the ionization reaches 
a constant value. Compared with the minimum in the ionization 
for y ~ 1, the limiting value represents a relative increase which 
was found to conform, within the experimental latitude, with the 
theoretical estimate of the increase in stopping power, given by 
(6.8) and (8.1).

This evidence agrees with the considerations of § 8, according 
to which the atomic interaction, although of importance for the 
absolute values of ionization and stopping power, should have 
only minor influence on the ratio between these two quantities. In 
particular, it may be noted that this relationship rests on the 
assumption that the major part of the radiative energy loss 
correlated with the ionization oscillators is absorbed close to 
the path of the particle. Since the radiation represents the re
lativistic increase in the stopping effects, the observations of 
Hazen, as well as those of Hayward, thus confirm the expected 
strong absorption.

As regards the interpretation of ionization measurements, it 
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may under circumstances be necessary to take into account that 
the average energy expenditure per ion, although largely in
dependent of velocity, must still be expected to increase some
what with y due to the increasing importance of distant collisions 
relative to close collisions (cf. Fano 1946). As regards the mea
surements of Hayward, however, the increase in energy loss 
per ion from y ~ 1 to very large y may be estimated, from 
Fano’s expressions, to be of the order of only 1 °/0 in a He gas at 
normal pressure.

Finally, it may be recalled that the atomic interaction manifests 
itself very conspicuously in the radiative effects accompanying 
the penetration of fast particles, a phenomenon which has been 
investigated in detail since its discovery by Cerenkov (1934). 
Thus, the general properties of the radiation, such as its polar
ization and the relation (7.2) between frequency and angle of 
emission, have been tested by Cerenkov (1937, 1938) and by 
Collins and Reiling (1938), and also the intensity of the radiation 
was shown by the latter investigators to be in accordance with 
theory. Recently, attempts have been made to use the radiation 
as a velocity indicator by applying the simple relation (7.2) for 
the directions in which the emission occurs (Getting 1947, 
Furry 1947, Dicke 1947).

Appendix I.
Reaction in Relativistic Two-body Collision.

In § 6, it was indicated in outline how the collision between 
two point charges may in classical mechanics be analyzed by 
tracing the reaction of the struck particle on the incident particle. 
We shall here consider this problem in some greater detail, con
fining ourselves, as in the text, to the treatment of distant col- 

lisions or, to be more specific, to the case of p >> —5. In this 

approximation, the displacement, during the collision, of the 
struck particle, referred to as the electron, is small compared 
with p and its velocity remains negligible in comparison with c. 
Moreover, we may disregard the change of velocity of the incident 
particle.

The force which acts on the particle at time t depends on 
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the motion and position of the electron at the retarded time t' 
for which, on account of the simplifications mentioned, we have

f = t-~\/p2 + v2t2. (1.1)
c c

In the first approximation, the force is simply given by the static 
field corresponding to the electron at rest in its original position. 
Since, however, this field gives rise to no resultant energy transfer 
to the particle, we disregard it in the present connection. In higher 
approximations, we have reactive forces depending on the elec
tronic displacement and motion. In the case of distant collisions, 
we need consider only linear terms in rp of which there will 
firstly be the force corresponding to a uniform motion of the 
electron. This force may simply be obtained from (4.6) by re
placing T](f) by + (f—t') p (t') , representing the position 
which would have been reached by the electron at time t if it 
had proceeded from time t' with uniform velocity. Secondly, the 
acceleration of the electron at time t' produces a field given 
by (6.2).

For the total effective force of reaction one thus obtains, by 
means of (1.1),

where r¡ and its derivatives are to be taken at the retarded time t'. 
This expression might, of course, also have been found from the 
general formula for the field produced by a point charge in 
arbitrary motion (cf., e. g., M. Abraham, Theorie der Elektrizität, 
3rd ed., Leipzig and Berlin 1914, p. 92). The energy decrease 
of the particle is given by

corresponding to the three terms in (1.2). 
By a partial integration one finds 

Ti = Zi.e2p 1 dp
? dt dt = Zie2p dt,

(1.3)

(1.4)
-----00 -----00
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(1.5)

Consequently, we have

(1.6)dlTi + T2 = zxe2p

and, by another partial integration, again making use of (1.5),

/ « QC

T(l-/1)

(1.8)T

T 1-ßV
is

T2

Now, from (1.1) it follows that — r
is therefore seen, by a transformation of the last term in (1.7) 
to an integral over t', that this term vanishes, since r¡ is an even 

function of t' and since t — - = f. Applying (3.2) for r¡, one 

thus finds from (1.7) that T = 7\+ 7’2 + T3 coincides with the 
value given by (3.4).

An evaluation of Tr, 7^,and T3, separately, involves somewhat 
more lengthy calculations which lead to rather complicated ex
pressions, indicating that the division of T into three parts in the 
above manner is not of a very significant character. Putting 

ß = —, one obtainsc

t3
seen that, as stressed in § 6, the term 7’3,

= ydt' (y2p2/'2 + p2) 1/1 and it

where, according to (1.1),

dt'_ v vt
dt c r

V------ t3 —

In particular, it 
depending on the acceleration of the electron, becomes dominating 
for ß -> 1.

7\+T2 =
P

zie2 \ ••7 V'
V — oo

3Z1 , 3 1—/g2, 1+ß
ß^1 ) + 2 ß2 °gl ß

1 (3 _ o #2\ __ å lr~^2 iOg 1+ß] 
ßk -P J 2 ß2 lQ^1_ß -

. t
r

- t = --oo
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So far, we have considered only the problem of the energy 
transfer but, for the sake of completeness, we shall briefly examine 
also how the momentum transfer in the relativistic, two-body 
collision is described. The component perpendicular to the path 
of the incident particle presents no special problems; in fact, the 
momentum transferred in this direction to the electron was 
analyzed already in § 3, and the corresponding reactive force is, 
of course, simply the electrostatic force of the electron considered 
approximately at rest. It is of interest, however, that the lattei’ 
circumstance is sufficient to show that, in distant collisions, the 
momentum transfer in this direction and, consequently, the total 
energy transfer is uninfluenced by relativity effects.

The problem of the component parallel to the path requires 
somewhat more detailed considerations. It is true that, in distant 
collisions, the momentum transfer in this direction is very small 
compared with that perpendicular to the path but, still, cor
responding to the slowing down of the particle, there must, of 

course, be such a momentum transfer of magnitude — T. From
V

the point of view of the reaction of the electron on the particle, 
this momentum is just that transferred by the force ÔK, given 
by (1.2).

In the non-relativistic case where actio equals reactio, the 
corresponding transfer of momentum from the particle to the 
electron is accounted for by the difference, due to the electronic 
displacement, in the electric force of the particle, in the first 
and last half of the collision. In the relativistic case, however, 
this force in the direction parallel to the path is given by

_e£ _____________ (1 9->

and, by a simple calculation, one obtains from (3.3) 

(1.10)

where T is given by (3.4). Thus, for ß 1, the electric field 
accounts for only a small part of the momentum transfer.
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The remaining part is transferred by magnetic interaction. In 
fact, the magnetic field of the particle, which is directed per
pendicular to the plane containing the electron and the path of 
the particle, equals ßEy, where Ey is the component of the electric 
field perpendicular to v. The transfer of momentum through 
magnetic forces is, thus, given by

since the integral of eEyi]dt just represents the energy transfer. 
It should be stressed that the decisive part played by the 

radiative field of the struck electron in the slowing down of the 
particle, of course, in no way implies that the energy actually 
radiated during the encounter constitutes a major part of the 
energy transfer. In fact, this energy will be given by

• 'r = I?'¡IfN'- <I12>
•/— 00

neglecting the acceleration of the incident particle, the mass of 
which we may, for simplicity, consider to be very large. Intro
ducing for £ the force divided by /z, one obtains by a simple 
integration

3c3 p2 i (p2+y2v2t2)3 8 pc2p
V—oo

Since, in distant collisions, p is extremely large compared with 
g2

the classical electron radius —5, the value of VV will thus bepc¿
negligible compared with T. For excessively large values of 
y, where the field of the particle at distance p is contracted to 

g2
dimensions comparable with —the situation would be different, 

but such problems lie outside the scope of the simple classical 
picture of two colliding point charges.
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Appendix IL
Application to Penetration Problems of 

Formalism of Radiation Theory.
As mentioned in § 7, it is possible to treat also ponderable 

< media by the method, particularly well known from quantum
electrodynamics (cf., e. g., W. Heitler, Theory of Radiation 1.6, 
Oxford 1944), of dissolving the field in plane waves, and we shall 
here consider its application to the problems of stopping power 
and Cerenkov radiation. This method implies an expansion in 
Fourier components with respect to the spatial variation of the 
field and may, therefore, not always be well adapted to the 
case of dispersive media. Just for a field produced by a uniformly 
moving charge, however, the spatial components will also be 
harmonic in time.

We shall first treat the Cerenkov effect which is the more 
naturally suited to the formalism1). Since this phenomenon is 
connected with the rotational part of the field, we consider the 
transverse part of the vector potential which we expand in the 
familiar manner

+ (II.l)
A

where q* and A denote the complex conjugates of q and A. The 
field is here assumed to be enclosed in a volume Q, and the unit 
vector gives the direction of polarization. We follow the usual 
procedure in which terms corresponding to both x¿ and 
— x¿ = X—2 are contained in the summation. The amplitudes q 
are then not uniquely defined by (II.l), but are determined by 
certain extra conditions imposed on their time dependence.

On account of the aforementioned difficulties in treating quite 
generally the case of dispersive media, we assume in the first 
instance the substance to have a constant value of e. Neglecting 
specific magnetic properties of the medium, the field is given by 

(II.2)

where i denotes the current density corresponding to the moving 
particle. Multiplying this equation by A*, and integrating over £?, 
one thus finds

9 Cf. Postscript (iv), p. 51.
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where x denotes the position of the particle, considered to be a 
point charge. The frequency o- is given by

We now require that the free waves associated with q^ must have 
the time dependence e z, which condition leads to

iZA + “’<Z;. = 2«(i + ¿dd/)^^^)> <IIS) 

an equation describing an oscillator in forced vibration.
If the particle moves with constant velocity, we may put 

x = vt and the right hand side of (II.5) is harmonic with 
frequency (xa, v). The equation (II.5) then reduces to

= 27ifc>}(1+<-^r)(IL6>
In this particular case, there is no difficulty in treating dispersive 
media; as indicated in (II.6), one simply inserts for e the value 
corresponding to the frequency (x¿, v).

In vacuum, it follows from (11.4) that is numerically greater 
than (x¿, v), since v < c. The solutions to (11.6) are, therefore, 
simple forced vibrations of constant amplitude. However, in a 
ponderable medium (or in the imaginary case of v > c) we may 
for certain wave numbers have o>- = (x¿, v), corresponding to 
resonance between the exciting force and the oscillator. In this 
case, the oscillator will continue to absorb energy, corresponding 
to an actual emission of radiation. This effect just represents the 
Cerenkov radiation and it is also seen that, according to (11.4), 
the condition for resonance is identical with (7.2).

The treatment of an oscillator in resonance presents certain 
mathematical intricacies which may be overcome by introducing, 
formally, an infinitesimal damping. A more convenient re
presentation is obtained, however, by making use of the Dirac 
¿-function. The general solution to (11.6) may thus be written, 
symbolically,
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9 > = ----7Z-1 o (------ 7-----X + «’))') (».^i (»Ö), (II.7)

as may be easily verified1*.
In particular, we shall use the expression (11.7) to determine 

the force Str acting on the particle. For symmetry reasons, the 
Lorentz force obviously vanishes and we have, thus,

S,r = - z-^À,r(vt) = ;l\A'Svt'> (n-8>
( c c Â

which gives, by means of (II.7) and (II.1),

= -4®*4eiû_1 £ex(e¿. a>) 6• «))■ <H.9)

Summing first over the two directions of polarization and intro
ducing (x^,v) = we get in the usual manner in the 
limit of infinitely large volumes £?

Zèoo /èl * 2

Jo J —1 v

where S(r is the component of Sir directed against v. The other 
components vanish for symmetry reasons.

In evaluating the integral (II.10) it is convenient to change

to the new variables co, defined by (II.4), and z = -

Since vdndy — dtodz, one finds

“ %■’ f dm\zd‘(l “z)’

where the last integral is to be extended over values of z for

1) It may be shown that the equation x + coqX = k(t) with the boundary 
condition x = x = 0 for t = — oo, in a Fourier expansion has the solution

xco _ ¿co _L_ J—1-----1- i Ji ô (co0 — co) 4--------------- i 7t ô (co0 + co)
2 co0 co0 — co co0 4- co

where x(t) = (x^e-l£üí dco and similarly for /c(f).
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which — 1 < —< 1. This integral vanishes, except for 
V |/ e{(jdz¡

frequencies for which z = 1 is contained in the integration inter
val, i. e. for which v |/e {co} > c.

Thus, one gets finally

* |/ e > c

which is just the expression given by Frank and Tamm (1937) 
for the Cerenkov radiation and its spectral distribution. For the 
simple dispersion formula (7.3) the expression (11.12) may easily 
be evaluated, and one finds the values given by Fermi (1940) 
which, as mentioned in § 7, represent the relativistic increase in 
the stopping formula.

The non-relativistic part of the stopping power is, as discussed 
in § 7, determined by the irrotational part of the field. It should 
be emphasized that the application to this problem of a formalism 
analogous to that used for the Cerenkov elfect is somewhat 
artificial but, for the sake of completeness, we shall give a brief 
account of the procedure.

Choosing, for convenience, a gauge in which the vector 
potential is purely transverse, the longitudinal part of the field 
is given by the scalar potential (p, for which we have

where q denotes the charge density of the particle and where, 
like for the transverse field, we consider first the case of constant 
£. Expanding q>, one gets, in analogy to (II.1),

V = P-'''ei<’,«’r) (11.14)
ß

and may obtain, by considerations similar to those leading to 
(II.5),

+ (11.15)

where œA represents the effective frequency defined by (4.4). As 
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discussed in § 7, only free oscillations of this particular frequency 
can be excited in the medium, and we have, accordingly, defined 
the variables qi; so as to contain terms corresponding to free 
waves of the type e~1">A l, only. In case of a uniformly moving 
particle, we get from (11.15),

*{M}qa = 2^¿1 (11.16)

where, like in (II.6), we have taken into account the dispersion. 
Now, the force acting on the particle is given by

¿'long = — ziegrad? = — z^ i*,Xqa&a(vt) — q*a&'(vty) (H.17)

and, therefore, vanishes except for the contribution from the 
singularity in the terms representing wave-numbers for which 
£ = 0. It was to be expected, however, that only these components 
give rise to a stopping force, since the energy transfer to the 
medium takes place over the frequency a>A for which just e = 0 
(cf. § 7).

In the neighbourhood of co = a>A we may write the dispersion 
formula (7.3), by means of (4.4),

(11.18)

and, in complete analogy to the symbolism used in (II.7), we 
thus get

Zi c / 1 \U +M(-aA-(«..f(«o. Ona)

Introducing in (11.17) one finally gets, similarly to (II.10),

This expression, however, ceases to be valid for very large x, 
D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV, 19. i 
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since the whole procedure applies to distant collisions only. In 
analogy to § 4, where we considered the medium outside a certain 
distance q from the path of the particle, we may here introduce 

a cut-oil' at some wave number xmax. Choosing xmax ~ — it is seen, 

by means of (3.6) and (4.1), that (11.20) coincides with (4.11) 
as closely as could be expected, considering the arbitrariness in 
cut-off procedure.

The present investigation has been carried out at the Institute 
for Theoretical Physics, Copenhagen, and the writer wishes to 
acknowledge the great benefit he has derived from the continual 
interest of Professor Niels Bonn in the work. He is also grate
ful to Professor C. Møller for helpful discussions and to M. Sc. 
Børge Madsen for preparing the figures.

Postscript Added in Proof.
Since the completion of the present manuscript, a number of inve

stigations dealing with the same topics have come to the notice of the 
writer; some of these have been published only quite recently, while 
others were published already during the war, but the respective per
iodicals were not available in Copenhagen at the time in question.

(i) G. C. Wick (Rie. Scient. 11, 273 (1940), ibid. 12, 858 (1941), 
and II Nuovo Cimento 9, no. 3 (1943)) has considered the extension of 
Fermi’s calculations to the multi-frequency model (cf. § 8) and, on 
the basis of a dispersion formula of the type (8.2), has worked out an 
expression for the reduction in stopping power, easily susceptible to 
numerical calculation for any given set of dispersion frequencies. The 
result had been obtained independently by O. Halpern and H. Hall 
(Phys. Rev. 73, 477 (1948)), the publication of whose work was delayed 
by the war. These latter authors moreover have deduced an explicit 
formula for the stopping power, valid under certain simplifying assump
tions which are fulfilled in most cases of interest. This formula just 
coincides with (8.5); in fact, the approximation involved is equivalent 
to that underlying the analysis in § 8. It may be noted that the authors 
start from a dispersion law which, in contrast to (8.2), takes into 
account the Lorentz-Lorenz correction (cf. p. 12), but it would seem 
that, in the approximation considered, this correction may be neglected.

(ii) Halpern and Hall (loc. cit.) consider also the influence of the 
damping of conduction electrons and point out that the effect, although 
in general negligible, may be of significance in special cases like that 
of carbon, where the resistance is excessively large. From the line of 
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approach adopted in § 8, this effect is readily taken into account; in 
fact, it follows from (6.1) that, as regards the stopping power, the 
conduction electrons are equivalent to dispersion oscillators of effective 
frequency <oo- Thus, the phenomenon may be said to be actually 
covered by (8.5).

(iii) The influence of the polarization on the stopping power has 
been computed for various substances by Halpern and Hall (loc. cit.) 
on the basis of approximate dispersion-conduction models derived from 
X-ray ionization data. As pointed out by these authors, this procedure 
involves a certain latitude but, due to the relative insensitivity of the 
stopping effect on the exact model, the results may be expected to be 
reliable within a few per cent. More detailed estimates have been made, 
for a number of substances, by Wick (loc. cit.), who has employed X-ray 
data as well as theoretical calculations on the basis of the Hartree 
method in the establishment of appropriate sets of oscillators for the 
atoms in question.

(iv) V. I. Ginsburg (Journ. of Physics II, 441 (1940)) has treated 
the Cerenkov radiation by a Hamiltonian formalism which is very 
similar to the procedure applied in Appendix II. Such a formalism can 
be immediately quantized in the usual manner, and Ginsburg has 
developed a quantum electrodynamics which describes, in a phenomeno
logical way, the radiation field in a ponderable medium. In particular, 
Ginsburg verifies that the average radiated energy is practically equal 
to that given by the classical formula, a result which was to be ex
pected from quite general arguments (cf. § 2).

4
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INTRODUCTION

In every collision and disintegration process we have to do 
with two kinds of relations, viz., those which result from pure 

conservation laws and are valid both in classical and in quantum 
theory, and others which for the different processes allowed by 
the conservation laws give the probabilities resulting from quan
tum-mechanical considerations.

In almost all collision and disintegration processes one or 
two particles are present in the initial state; it is not necessary 
to treat separately the case of one particle (spontaneous decay) 
since it is a special case of a process with two initial particles, 
one of which has a vanishing mass and momentum. The final 
state comprises two or more particles. In the following, however, 
we shall consider processes with two particles only in the final 
state; a certain extension to the case of three particles will be 
given in the last section.

The present paper deals only with relations that can be derived 
from the conservation laws for energy and momentum. The con
servation laws are treated in the relativistic form, and only for 
some of the applications do we go over to the non-relativistic 
domain. The conservation laws allow an interpretation, by means 
of a simple geometrical picture, from which it is possible, for 
every collision or disintegration process, to obtain a qualitative 
and quantitative survey regarding the possible momenta and 
energies of the particles in the final state.

For the special case of elastic collisions, this picture was 
given by Landau and Lipschitz [1 ], but it can easily be extended 
to all kinds of collision and disintegration processes1^

1) Such a picture was also given by Wataghin [2] in the discussion of meson 
production by collision of nucleons.

1*
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As will be shown in § 1, the geometrical picture in question 
consists of a certain prolate ellipsoid of revolution with the major 
axis in the direction of the total momentum of the system, together 
with two points, Ax and A2, lying on its major axis at a distance 
apart equal to the total momentum of the system (Fig. 1). This 
ellipsoid will be called the momentum ellipsoid. If Ax is taken 
as the origin of the momentum of one of the two particles in 
the final state (denoted as particle 1), all possible end points 
B of this momentum vector lie on the surface of the momentum 
ellipsoid. The corresponding momentum of particle 2 in the final 
state will then be given by the vector from B to A2.

The parameters describing the momentum ellipsoid (e. g., 
the semi-minor axis and the eccentricity) are easily found from 
the total energy and the total momentum of the system and the 
rest masses and m2 of the particles 1 and 2, respectively. For 
a given ellipsoid, these two masses, m1 and m2, determine the 
positions, relative to the ellipsoid, of the corresponding points 
Ax and A2, respectively. The point Ax may lie inside or outside 
the momentum ellipsoid or on its surface; this is also true for 
the point A2. Consequently, from our geometrical picture, there 
are several different possibilities regarding the directions of Hight 
of the outcoming particles.

In § 2, the useful relations between corresponding quantities 
in the laboratory system and the mass centre frame of reference 
(m.c.f.) are derived from the geometrical properties of the mo
mentum ellipsoid. Directly, we find formulae for the momentum 
and the energy values of a particle as functions of the angle & 
between the direction of Hight of the particle and the total mo
mentum of the system. Moreover the relation between the angular 
distributions of the outcoming particles in the m.c.f. and in the 
laboratory system is derived. Especially simple is the connection 
between the angular distribution in the m.c.f. and the energy 
distribution in the laboratory system.

In all practical applications, we can assume that one of the 
particles in the initial state is at rest; the elements of the geome
trical picture for this case are given in § 3. In the following 
four sections (§ 4 — § 7), the geometrical picture is applied to 
the discussion of some physically important cases.

Elastic collisions are discussed in § 4. In this case, point A2, 
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referring to that particle which is at rest before the collision, 
lies on the surface of the momentum ellipsoid, while the point 

lies inside or outside the ellipsoid, depending upon whether 
the mass of the incident particle is smaller or larger than the 
mass of the target particle.

The discussion of nuclear reactions in § 5 is simplified by 
the fact that, here, we have generally to do with nonrelativistic 
energies for which the momentum ellipsoid goes over into a 
sphere. This allows a simple geometrical representation of the 
scjuare roots of the kinetic energies of the outgoing particles.

Photo-disintegration is treated in § 6. It is characteristic of this 
process (as of all endothermic processes) that the energy and 
the possible directions of Hight of the disintegration products 
change rapidly for relatively small variations of energy of the 
incident photon in the neighbourhood of the threshold energy.

§ 7 deals with the spontaneous decay of a meson into two 
particles. This problem is of particular interest in connection 
with the discovery, by Powell and collaborators [3], of the 
heavy meson. Energy and angular distribution of the secondary 
particles for a given primary meson energy are calculated.

Finally, in § 8, it is shown that the method can be extended 
to the case of three particles in the final state and, as an example, 
is given the geometrical picture for the ß-decay of a nucleus.
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§ 1. Geometrical Picture of the Conservation Laws.

In any process which results in the presence of only two 
particles the conservation laws for energy and momentum may 
be easily interpreted geometrically. We consider, in particular, 
an initial state in which there arc two free particles, I and II, 

with rest masses nij and and momenta k¡ and k¡¡ (momentum 

and mass will throughout be measured in energy units, i. e. k 
denotes the momentum in usual units times the velocity of light 
c, and m is the mass in usual units times c2). The case of a 
spontaneous decay with one particle only in the initial state 

can be described by putting = 0, kII — 0. The two free 
particles I and 2, present in the final state, are not necessarily 
of the same kind as those in the initial state; let their rest masses 

-> -> 
be /rij and m2 and their momenta and k2.

Denoting the total energy of the system by E, and the total 

momentum by K, we have when considering the initial state

E = + k‘ + |/m|, +Tf, (1,1)

A'(1,2)

and, according to the conservation laws,

E = kmf+Â’î + /ii+IÏ (1,3)

Æ = J, +!•„ (1,4)

For any Lorentz frame of reference, the quantity

N=]/E2-K2 (1,5)

is an invariant giving the energy of the system in the m.c.f. The 
velocity of the mass centre in units of light velocity is given by

(1,6)
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In the initial as well as in the final state, the particles move 
relative to the m.c.f. in opposite directions and have equal 
absolute values of momentum. For the final state, the momentum 
value in the m.c.f., which we shall denote by b, is readily com
puted from the energy conservation law in the m.c.f., and is 
equal to

l> = ~ (1,7)

The corresponding energies

(1.8)

(1.9)
. A’ 

e'= 2

e* = |/m‘f + 62 and e*2 — + b2

of the particles / and 2 in the m.c.f. are then

• _ N(, I. «'s 2 ( 1 + “

the asterisk referring to the m.c.f.
On performing a Lorentz transformation which brings us 

back to the laboratory frame, with the z-axis in the direction of 

the total momentum vector K, we find the following equation 

for the components of

(1,10)

where

(1,11)

(1.12)

ba =-------
|/1-^

ß .«i =------- e. .
]/l-ß2

An analogous equation in wich is replaced by

holds for the components of the momentum k2.

(1,12a)
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Equation (1,10) represents a prolate ellipsoid of revolution 

with the symmetry axis in the direction of K, and with the centre 

displaced by the distance cq in the direction of K from the origin 
Aj of the Åq vector1*. Any vector from Ax to an arbitrary point 
B on the surface of the ellipsoid represents, therefore, a possible 
momentum of the particle 1 in the final state, and vice versa. On 
the other side of the centre of the ellipsoid, in a distance «2 from 
it, lies the point A2, and the vector from B to A2 represents the 
corresponding momentum k2 of the particle 2. The ellipsoid 
defined by (1,10) will be called the momentum ellipsoid.

The semi-minor axis of the momentum ellipsoid is equal to 
the common value b of the momentum of both particles in the 
m.c.f. as determined by (1,7), whereas the semi-major axis a is 
given by (1,11). The eccentricity of the ellipsoid is, therefore, 
equal to the velocity ß of the mass centre, i. e.

ß=f, (1.13)
a

where

is half the distance between the foci (Fig. 1).
The considerations in this and the following section are 

equally valid for both particles 1 and 2 and we, thus, denote 
all quantities referring to one of these particles by the index n 
(n = 1, 2).

The distance an can, on account of (1,12), (1,8), (1,13), and 
(1,11), also be written in the form

an = £ + (1.15)

1) According to a remark by Professor O. Klein, the ellipsoid (1,10) can be 
considered to be the section in space of a 4-dimensional ellipsoid of revolution 
in a (A-j, x4) space. The equation of this 4-dimensional ellipsoid is

+ (x4 - mJ« + |/& - A)2 + (x4-m2p = E.
Putting xt = 0, we have an equation which follows immediately from (1,3) 

and (1,4). The foci of this 4-dimensional ellipsoid lie in the K, x4-plane and have 
there the coordinates (0, and (K, m2), respectively; the major axis is equal to E.
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and it is seen that, for a given momentum ellipsoid, the distance 
an is entirely determined by the corresponding mass mn. From 
(1,15) results the construction of An given in Fig. 2. Hence, we 
have always

«n > f-

Equality between an and f is established only when mn = 0. 
Regarding the possible directions of the momentum of particle

n in the final state, we have to dis
tinguish between two cases, viz. «n 
> a and an < a. In the first case, 

the vector kn always forms, with the 

direction of K, an acute angle &n 
which is smaller than or equal to a 
certain angle #nmax, whereas, in the 
second case no such limitation exists. 
To distinguish these two cases we 
introduce

yn = ^. (1,16)
a

Thus, the first case is characterized 
by the relation yn > 1 and the second 

Fig. 2. Geometrical determin
ation of the point An (origin 
of the k„ vector) as given by 
the proportion an : J b2 + m2 

= i-.b.
case by the relation yn < 1. The 
quantity yn has a simple physical meaning. As seen from (1,11) 
and (1,12),

yn = (1,17)

Taking into account that the velocity ß*n (in units of light 
velocity) of the particle n relative to the m.c.f. is equal to

we obtain

(1,18)

(1.19)
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In the first case, (yn > 1), the velocity of the mass centre is, 
therefore, greater than or equal to the velocity of the particle 
relative to the m.c.f. and, in the second case, (yn < 1), it is 
smaller than the velocity of the particle relative to the m.c.f. We 
have always

yn>ß. (1,20)

Equality exists only when mn = 0.
From Fig. 1 we can easily compute the maximum angle 

#n max occurring in the case yn > 1 :

An alternative expression for (1,21) is

(1,22)

§ 2. Relations between Corresponding Quantities in 
Laboratory System and m.c.f.

The geometrical interpretation of the energy and momentum 
conservation leads immediately to a geometrical construction 
connecting the value and direction of the momentum of a particle 
in the m.c.f. with the corresponding values in the laboratory 
frame of reference and shown in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3 we see that

(2,1)

the asterisk referring to the m.c.f.
From (2,1) we can also express the angle &*n in terms of &n 

and obtain
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COS &*n = 1 — ff2cos2#n ( ~ 7n sin2 ± (1 - ß2) |/1 — r^_ ß2 sin2 COS 0n J

The function cos #n is, for yn > 1, double-valued since, as it 
can directly be seen from Fig. 3, the line drawn from An at an 

angle #n with K will, for every angle 0n smaller than $nmax, 
have two points of intersection with the momentum ellipsoid 
giving, thus, two possible values for 0*n and two possible momenta 
in the laboratory system. The plus sign in (2,2) belongs to the 
greater possible value of momentum in the direction 0n.

As seen from (2,2) in connection with (1,21), 0n = 0n max 
corresponds to #*0 given by

coseno =------ . (2,3)
7n

For yn < 1, we need take only the + sign in (2,2) to obtain the 
correct value 0*t.

From (2,2) we can also easily deduce the momentum of 
particle n going in the direction #n. From Fig. 3 we see that

kn ('On) = a yn + cos On 
COS On

so that, according to (2,2),

(2,4)

kn = 1 - flacos2 On I 7n COS ± j/1 ~ ~l-ßi Sin® /’ (2’5>

where
p=6|/l— ß2 (2,6)

is the parameter of the ellipsoid. As regards the sign, the same 
conditions are valid as for (2,2).

The energy en = |/ kn + ¡nñ of the particle n can also be 
expressed as a function of 0n. The transformation equation for 
the energy from the m.c.f. to the laboratory system is given by

*

Cn = + feos Oí.
|/1-^

(2,7)

From this equation it follows immediately that the energy range 

• (2,2)
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of each particle in the final state is given by the distance 2 f 
between the foci, i. e.

(2,8)max <-n min

with
a

(2,9)fzi max — Cn min — n
P

Expressing cos &*n by means of (2,4), we obtain

(2,10)

Apart from the constant ^un, the energy of a particle in the 

final state is, therefore, given by the product of its momentum 
component in the direction of the total momentum times the 
eccentricity of the ellipse.

By means of (2,2), we can easily lind the connection between 
the angular distribution of the particles in the laboratory system 
and in the m.c.f. If we denote by tfn(#n, Ç9) an(^ <bi(#n> T7) the 
probability per unit solid angle of finding the particle n in a 
certain direction in the laboratory system and in the m.c.f., 
respectively, we have

(2,11)

We have here also, in analogy to (2,2) and (2,5), to distinguish 
between two cases, viz. yn"> 1 and yn < 1. In the first case, 
cos #n as a function of cos#* has a minimum value cos#nmax.

two branches (which correspond to different absolute values of
cosmomentum), , 'l has different signs. The sign is positive for 

d cos vn
the particles moving in the direction #n with a higher value of 
momentum, and negative for those moving with lower momentum 
in the same direction. In the latter case, the probability density 
is given by | o |.
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For yn < 1 , cos is a single-valued function of cos and 
dcos n sing¡e_va|ue¿> finite, and positive.
d cos vn

Carrying out the differentiation, we obtain from (2,11), (2,2), 
and (2,5)

where kn in terms of dn is given by (2,5). As regards the sign, 
the same conditions are valid as in (2,2) and (2,5). We see from 

> (2,12) that, in the case yn> 1 , and for a spherical symmetric
angular distribution in the in.c.f., the probability density for a 
given angle &n is, due to the factor Å^, always greater for the 
particles with the greater than for those with the smaller of the 
two possible momentum values.

In the case yn — 1 which is, for example, realized in an 
elastic collision when the particle under consideration is, before 
the collision, at rest in the laboratory system (cf. § 4), (2,12) is 
simplified, on account of (2,5), to

~ °n 7l 02 ^2 Q \2 COS •(1 — p¿ COS2 Vn)~
A very simple relation exists between the angular distribution 

in the m.c.f. and the energy distribution cn(en) per unit energy 
range in the laboratory system, which follows directly from (2,7). 
From this equation, we obtain by differentiation

den — fd cos .

Since <t*(#*, 99) will in general not depend upon the azimuth 
tp so that cr*(^*, 99) = or* (#*), we get, after integration over the 
azimuth 99, for tfn(en),

* ) JI&n (C;i) == CFn ($n) , Cn min < Pn < Cn max ,
' f

where we have to express in <r*(#*) by en in using the
formula (2,7):
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cos #n = y (en — y j .

If the angular distribution in the în.c.f. is spherically sym

metrical (<r* = the probability an(en) per unit range of 

energy is constant and equal to

On (On) = Cn min On On max

which is well known in the non-relativistic case [4].

§ 3. Collisions with One Particle Originally at Rest.

In all cases of practical importance, we may assume that in 
the laboratory system one of the two particles in the initial state 
is at rest. In the following applications (§§ 4—8), particle II will 

always be considered as being at rest (kn = 0). It then follows 
from (1,1) and (1,2) that

K = kj, E = f/inj + K2 + nijj (3,1)

and, for the energy N of the system in the m.c.f.,

N = |/^ + 2m„W1, (3,2)

where the index i refers to the initial state of the system, IV is 
the kinetic energy (defined as the total energy minus the rest 
energy) of the system

Wt = J/nif+A* - mj, (3,3)

and M is the sum of the rest masses of the particles present:

Mi = m¡ + mn, (3,4)

Mf = mt+m2, (3,5)

the index /’ referring to the final state of the system.
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The reaction energy Q released in the process is then equal to

Q = M¡ — Mf, (3,6)

which is positive lor exothermic and negative for endothermic 
processes. If

M = + (3,7)

is the arithmetical mean of the sum of the rest masses in the 
initial and the final state, we can write the value b of the semi
minor axis of the momentum ellipsoid in the form

b =
~ M* + 2mnW~

_ 1 /(QM+mjjWi) (QM+mnWi + 2m1/2j2)
1/ u2 _l o nz * (3>8/

For endothermic processes (() < 0), we obtain from this 
equation the threshold energy \V¡ = ô from the condition that b 
must be real,

(3,9)

and, for this value of W¡ we have Z> = a = 0. 
Using (3, 6), we get

ô = —i (3,10)

§ 4. Elastic Scattering.

In this particular case, the rest masses of the two particles 
remain unchanged throughout the process (/nx = mIt m2 = mn 
and, consequently, M = M¡ = Mf). The momentum ellipsoid is 
determined by its eccentricity ß (= mass centre velocity) com
puted from (1,6), (3,3), (3,1), and (3,4):

Å/+ W, 0,1)

and the parameter p = ft|/l — fl'!, according to (4,1), (3,8), and 
(3,6), is given by
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p = m2ß. (4,2)

The semi-minor and semi-major axes are then

, ¡"iß "hßb = —------- , a =-------- .
I/1-^ 1-0*

(4,3)

The distances íq and «2 are, according to (1,12), (1,9), (3,2), 
and (4,3),

nrf + --4/
“i = — ÿÿ <i> «2 = a. G,4)

From (4,4) and (1,16) we see at once that 74 > 1 for mv > m2 
and < 1 for m1<m2, while y2 = 1 , since the particle which 
is at rest before the collision has the velocity ß* = ß relative to 
the m.c.f, in the initial as well as in the final state.

The three possible cases, viz. /n¡ = m2, ml > m2, and < zn2, 
are illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

From the geometrical picture we can easily deduce the fol
lowing results for elastic collisions:

(1) The momentum of the target particle moving after the 
collision in the direction #2 is, from (2,5),

2/n2ßcos#2
2 “ Î-/?2cïïs2#2‘

(2) The maximum momentum Â2max transferred in an elastic 
collision to the struck particle is given by the major axis (= 2 a) 
of the ellipsoid as determined by (4, 3).

(3) The kinetic energy transferred in the collision to the target 
particle is, from (2,10), (4,2), and (4,4),

iv2 = ß k2cosß2 (4,6)

and is, therefore, given by the product of the momentum com
ponent of the target particle in the primary direction times the 
eccentricity of the ellipse.

(4) The maximum amount of energy is transferred when 
#2=0 and is
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(4,7)

(w2)max is> therefore, equal to the distance between the foci, as 
is also seen directly from (2,8).

(5) The angle #2 between the motion of the target particle 
and the primary direction of the incident particle is, from (4,6),

‘0^ = 11/-^P I + 2 m (4,8)

(6) The range of angles #2 for the target particle, for a given 
energy transfer w2, is from (4,8)

#2(^2) < 02(w2) where ctg02 = ]/(4,9) 
I 2 11I2

This limiting angle 02 is independent of the mass and the energy 
of the incident particle. From (4,9) it follows that the path of 
a particle which receives a relativistic energy in an elastic col
lision (iv2 >> 72j2) always forms a very small angle with the 
primary direction. Further, for a given angle #2, we have

< 2ctg2#2. [5]
n<2

(7) The mass 777 x of the incident particle can be determined 
from the knowledge of its primary momentum K (or its magnetic 
rigidity) and the direction of Hight and momentum of a struck 
particle of known mass [6]. By means of (1,6) and (4,6) we

1\. cos >can determine the total energy of the system E = — = K—-------
ß IV2

and, therefore, also mx which, according to (3,1), is given by

This formula becomes simpler in the case thx » m2, for 
instance for collisions of mesons with electrons.

(8) The kinetic energy Wf of the incident particle which 
makes an elastic collision with another particle of equal mass 
(mx = /n2 = 77») can be determined solely from the two directions 
after the collision (from the ellipse in Fig. 4):

0. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab. Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV. 20. 2
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Wi

- -----F 1 = ctg#xctg#2. (4,10)

For kinetic energies small compared with the rest energy, we have

#1+ as is well known for non-relativistic velocities. Formula

(4,10) is, therefore, convenient only for the energy determination 
of fast particles. It has been checked experimentally by Cham
pion [7] for collisions between two electrons.

(9) The angle ip between the particles after the collision, in 

the case m1 > m2, can vary between 0 and — , but for nix = m2

there is a lower limit y>mjn for this angle, given by

COS y’min —
vv,.

Wt + 4 in’

The minimum value is attained for #x = #2.
(10) The momentum k1 of a photon of original momentum 

K, scattered through an angle #x by a particle of mass m2, is 
given by the standard form of the equation for an ellipse in 
polar coordinates

¡"iß
1 —ß COS ^2 (4.11)

(4.12)

This equation represents the well-known Compton formula.
The energy determination of a photon by measuring the 

momentum (or energy) of the Compton electron is often used [8]. 
From (4,11), (4,12) and (4,6) we have

/.
— COS#2— 1

For #2=0, in which direction the probability for the motion 
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of the electron is highest, we have from the figure

A — a + f — — (k2 + W2) •

(11) In the case j?7x >zîi2» the maximum deflection angle 
$imax °f the incident particle is, from (1,22) and (4,3), given 
by

sin $1 max = — .

§ 5. Nuclear Reactions.

For the application of the geometrical picture of energy
momentum conservation to nuclear reactions, we may confine 
ourselves to the non-relativistic domain and treat only the case 
in which the kinetic energy both in the initial and the final state 
is small compared with the rest energy of any of the particles 
under consideration. The momentum ellipsoid goes then over 
into a sphere with the radius, given from (3,8),

a = b = ^2 + M Q). (5,1)

The distance an is found from (1,12), by putting

to be equal to

Also for physical reasons, this formula is clear, an now re
presenting that part of the momentum of particle n which comes 
from the motion of the mass centre, as seen in Fig. 7.

Expressing an in terms of the kinetic energy W¡ of the incident 
particle, we obtain

“n = Wi‘ ^5’2^

For the discussion of the different cases, it is convenient to 
introduce the quantity

2
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ó' = — Q (5.3)

which, in the special case of endothermic processes, represents 
the threshold energy ô with negative sign.

The directions in which particles 1 and 2 in the final state 
can move are determined by and y2 which, according to (1,16), 
(5,1), (5,2), and (5,3), are given by

/ni! mj \V{ a2
/-----------------IV •_!_ Â'’ ^2 = —ni2 nijj H . + o a

..(5,4)
y nii mn W ¡ + ô

For 7/t > 1 the direction of the outgoing particle n forms with 
the primary direction an acute angle smaller than or equal to 
^nmax which, according to (1,21), in the non-relativistic case 
considered here, is given by

sin &n max
1

7n’
(5,5)

From now on, we shall for convenience ascribe the index 1 
to that of the two particles in the final state which has the 
smaller mass, i. e.

nii < 72/2-
In almost all nuclear reactions1 Obviously, 

for exothermic (endothermic) reaction and increases (decreases) 
with increasing W¡. With the aid of these data we can, from 
(5,4), derive the following results.

Exothermic reactions.
(1) The quantity is always smaller than unity; consequently, 

the direction of motion of the lighter particle, or of both particles 
if they have equal masses, is not limited.

1 In fact, the only exception is presented by the bombardment of deuterium 
with «-particles.
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(2) The quantity y2 is greater than or equal to unity only in 
reactions in which (i. e. in (d, p), (d, n), (a, p), and
(«, n) reactions) and in which the energy Wt satisfies the condition

The direction of motion of the recoil nucleus is then limited 
by (5,5).

y2 = °°)-u = 0 (ri =

the primary direction,

respectively.Y and 2,for particles
(2) The quantity is smaller than or equal to unity, according 

as the energy of the incident particle exceeds the threshold 
energy ô by an amount greater than or equal to

Endothermic reactions.
(1) At the threshold energy = ô, it is apparent that 

Both particles in the final state move in 
iHj mj

with energies m,—-----Q and ni2-^— Q
Mmn Mmn

ni! mj 
M (n?2 — m7)

Hence, the direction of motion of the light particle is limited 
only when the energy W¡ lies in the small interval given by this 
expression. For yx = 1, the maximum kinetic energy of particle 7 
is about four times greater than the energy which it receives at 
the threshold.

(3) The quantity y2 is smaller than or equal to unity only 
in reactions in which > mj (for instance, N (n w)uB), and 
in which the energy exceeds the threshold energy ô by an 
amount greater than or equal to

™2 Ini_
M (mj. — m¡)

In order to obtain directly the energies of the outgoing particles 
by a graphical construction, it is convenient to introduce for each
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particle (7 and 2) a separate scale for the drawing of a and a. 
Thus, we introduce

for particle 2. The quantity (an)2 is then the energy which particle 
n receives in the m.c.f. The corresponding vectors in the geo
metrical picture will then give directly the square roots of the 
energies of the particles, as is illustrated Fig. 8.

§ 6. Photodisintegration.

In the discussion of photodisintegration, particle I is a photon 

(m2 = 0) of momentum K, and particle II is a nucleus of the 
mass ni2/ = m. In the final state, we have a neutron of mass 

and the residual nucleus of mass m2.
For the threshold energy <5 of the photon, we obtain from 

(3,9), (3,6) and (3,7)

The threshold energy in this case exceeds the binding energy
Q2I Q I of the nucleon only by the small amount—. For the deuteron 

(I Q| = 2.2 MeV) for example, the threshold for photodisinte
gration lies only 1.3 keV above the binding energy.

For photon energies small compared with the rest energy 
of the nucleus \K << m), we can confine ourselves, as before, 
to the non-relativistic approximation, and obtain from (3,8) 
and (3,9)

I m
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and, from (1,12),

units of the threshold value ó,

X 9

and

7i = 72

X — 0,

ni2 Ô

These ratios, 
decrease very 
value and are

«i 

a

Measuring K — ô in 
troducing

miô X +1
9

2 m2 ni j/.r

being infinite at 
rapidly in the 
equal to unity

K—Ô
Ô

an

the threshold energy 
neighbourhood of the threshold 
for

«2
y>= Ö

= --- K.in

i. e. in-

we have for the ratios =

for the particles Í and 2, respectively. Only for the photon energy 
corresponding to .t1 is it possible for the outgoing neutron to 
have a vanishing kinetic energy. The photon energy for this case 
was determined experimentally by Wiedenbeck and Marhofer 
[9] for the deuteron (2.185 MeV) and the beryllium nucleus 
(1.630 MeV). For the deuteron, this energy exceeds the binding 
energy Q by an amount of ~ 2.5 keV.

A minimum value for and y2 is reached when x — 1, 
i. e. when K — 2Ô. These minimum values of yx and y2 are

^1 min 1/2^,I m2 in Y 2 min mx in

and are very small (due to the smallness of —); therefore, in 
in

this case, the two particles are moving nearly in opposite directions. 
The three typical cases Æ = <5, yx = 1, Æ = 2 <5 are shown, 

for the deuteron, in Figs. 9 a, b, c.
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§ 7. Decay of a Meson into Two Particles.

In the initial state, we have a primary particle (meson) of 

mass = M and momentum kj = K (nin = 0, kn = 0). In 
the final state resulting from the decay of the primary meson, 
we have two secondary particles of masses 72ix and m2. Taking 
into account that in this process, according to (1,5), N = M, we 
obtain from (1,7) for the semi-minor axis of the momentum 
ellipsoid (= momentum of the secondary particle if the primary 
particle were at rest)

b — 9 jjj/{Af2—(/ni + 77i2)2} {A/2 —(/nj —t7?2)2}- (7,1)

The eccentricity of the ellipsoid is equal to the velocity ß of 
the primary particle.

For the following considerations it will be convenient to intro
duce the abbreviations

= ß
M j/r=^2 (7.2)

(7.3)

where the asterisk refers to the rest system of the primary particle. 
We can express K* through the kinetic energy iun which the 
secondary particle receives in the decay of a stopped meson :

(7,4)

From (1,9) it can be seen that, in the decay of a stopped 
meson, the kinetic energy w*n of the particle 7, its mass and 

the mass ratio — determine the mass m2 of the other secondary 
7»!

particle :

7711 I \771t / ^7711 7771
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The possible angles with which the secondary particle can 
move relative to the primary direction depend on the ratio

For ß > ß*H, the particle n always forms an acute angle with 
the primary direction, and the maximum value of this angle is 
found from (1,21), (7,2), and (7,3) to be:

sin i)n max K •
(7,5)

Only for K > K* is the direction of flight limited by (7,5).
The momentum of the particle n emitted in the direction Í),( 

is given by (2,5) or, in our present notation, using (7,2) and (7,3), 
by the equation

= ï+iâ^r{K + K"2cos^. ±

±K*| C1 + K2) (1—^*2 sin¿ #n) •
(7,6)

As regards the sign, the same specifications hold as in the case 
of (2,5), viz. for K < K* we take the + sign, whereas for K > K* 
we have in every direction two possible momenta which differ 
with regard to sign in (7,6).

In order to observe in the cloud chamber the decay in flight 
of a meson with a lifetime r0, the mean free path for decay 

cr0 (c = light velocity)

should be of the order 3—30 cm. For a lifetime r0 ~ 10“10 sec 
(/0 ~ 3 cm) this gives K of the order 1—10, whereas for a life
time r0 ~ 10~9 sec (/0 ~ 30 cm) we must have K of the order 
0.1—1.

The value K* for the secondary particle observed in the decay 
of a jt-meson can be estimated from the work of Lattes, 
Occiiialini and Powell [3], who measured the range of the 
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secondary particles arising from the decay of stopped mesons in 
emulsions. Assuming particular values for the mass of the second
ary particle, they obtain corresponding values for its kinetic 
energy w*n from which, by use of (7,4), K* can be determined 
as follows:

Mass m1 (in units of the 
electron mass) 150 200 250 300

in MeV.................. 3.0 3.6 4.1 4.5 4.85
k; ................................. 0.35 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.25

We therefore expect that in all cases where K > 0.35, the
secondary particle in the laboratory system is emitted within a 
cone with a half angle given by (7,5).

In the rest system of the primary particle, the secondary 
particle can be emitted in every direction with the same pro
bability. From the uniform angular distribution in the m.c.f. it 
follows, as mentioned in § 2, that the probability per unit energy 
range for the secondary particle having an energy en between 
the limits

p • p <2 pin min — cn — cn max

is constant and equal to

2f 2b K'

The minimum and maximum energies of the secondary particle 
for a given momentum K of the primary particle are given 
by (2,9).

The angular distribution of the secondary particles is given 
by (2,12). In the case K > K*, the direction of particle n lies 
within a cone of half angle 0nmax and the probability per unit 
solid angle becomes infinite for = ^nmax-

For this case, it is therefore more reasonable to calculate the 
integral probability P(&„) that the direction of the secondary 
particle lies inside a cone with the half angle $n. To the angle 

two angles #‘ + and #*_ correspond in the m.c.f., and to the 
angle &n — 0 correspond in the m.c.f. the angles = 0 and 
&* = n. Consequently, the solid angle in the m.c.f., which cor
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responds to the cone of half angle #n in the laboratory frame, is

2 71 (1 — COS #* +) + 2tI (1 + COS

Dividing by Itt, we obtain the probability PH (&rl) from (2,2) 

cos# i K2P(ÿ*> ” 1 - i+K’sin‘#n|/ 1 “K^sin2 ’’»•

For the decay of an ordinary meson (M ~ 200 me) into an 
electron and a neutrino, we have for the electron, from (7,1) 
and (7,3),

K*~ 100.

Therefore, the case discussed above, K >K*, is only realized 
for K > 100M, i. e. for meson energies above IO10eV. For meson 
energies much lower than 101(leV we can neglect K2/K*2 compared 
to 1 (ye = ß) and obtain from (2,12) and (2,5) for the probability 
per unit solid angle of finding the decay electron at an angle 
#, <p to the primary direction

/Q \ 1 W2
4rc(l-£cos#)2' (7.7)

The probability P

direction is, from (7,7),

that the electron goes in a forward

(7.8)

The formulae (7,7) and (7,8) are exactly valid when the secondary 
particle under consideration has a vanishing rest mass.

§ 8. ß-Decay of Nuclei.

So far we have considered only processes with two free par
ticles in the final state. In the case with three particles in the final 
state the conservation laws have the form
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E — j/mf + Aq + H“ ^2 V ;i!3 + A’b

/< = Å\ + k2 + k3.

If we now fix the momentum of one of the three particles, say 
particle 3, we have the same situation as in § 1 if, in all equations, 
K and E are replaced by K' and E' given by

-> -> ->
K' = K — k3 

E' = E—y/ml + kl-

The momentum ellipsoid together with the points and A2, 

defined by K , E , and m2, gives the possible momenta 
of the particles 1 and 2 for a chosen momentum of particle 3. 
It may be noted that the m.c.f. in the preceding considerations 
is now no more the m.c.f. of the whole system, but only that of 
the two particles 1 and 2.

We shall now apply the geometrical picture to the /9-decay 
->

of a nucleus of mass M at rest (/< = 0).1 In the final state, we 
have three particles: an electron, a neutrino, and a recoil nucleus. 
We assume a vanishing rest mass for the neutrino. We shall use 

the picture for the determination of the possible momenta ke and 

kv of the electron and the neutrino for a given momentum kr 
of the recoil nucleus. This momentum can vary between the 

limits Ármin = 0 and a certain krmax.
Denoting by mr and wr the mass and the kinetic energy of 

the recoil nucleus, we have

K' = -kr, E' = A-ivr, (8,1)
where

d = M — mr

is the energy difference between the initial and the final nucleus. 
The energy N' of the system consisting of the electron and the 
neutrino, in the rest system of these two particles, is now

iV' = [//i'2 —Æ'2 = |/Zl2—2 MiP,..

1 The possibility of applying the geometrical picture to the problem of 
,3-decay was suggested by mag. sc. O. Kofoed-Hansen.
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The semi-minor axis of the momentum ellipsoid is then, 
according to (1,7),

b =
A2-n%-2Mivr

2 j/Z2^^'

2 |/Z^2Afznr
(8,2)

Since b cannot be negative, we see that the maximum value 
of wr is given by 

and, consequently, A can be determined from a measurement of 
the maximum recoil energy [10].

For this maximum value of wr, we have b = 0 and, there
fore, at, — f = 0 (ar referring to the neutrino) so that the neu
trino energy vanishes. Since the kinetic energy of the nucleus is 
very small we can put, with a sufficient degree of approximation,

k2r = 2Mivr

thus obtaining from (8,2)
k2 — k2Krmax 1 r

For the eccentricity 
and (8,1),

of the ellipsoid we have, from (1,6)

(8,3)

and for the semi-major axis, in the same approximation,

(i = A
2 (J2-*2)'

The momentum ellipsoid goes for kr = 0 over in a sphere 
and reduces for Àrmax to a point. The semi-major and semi
minor axes decrease with increasing kr.

The origin Ae of the momentum vector of the electron is at 
the distance ae apart from the centre of the ellipsoid
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(8,4)

(8,5)

while ar is given by

The lower and upper limits of possible kinetic energies of the 
electron, for a given momentum of the recoil nucleus, are from 
(2,9) equal to

emin ß me f* ^fmax ß f’

respectively. Putting for ae, ß and /’ the values given by (8,3), 
(8,4), and (8,5), we obtain

= (A~me-krY = (A~ine + krY
2 (A — k \ ’ "'emåX 2 (J + k ) *

In carrying out integrations over the possible energies of the 
electron for a given energy of the recoil nucleus, it may be 
noticed that ive can assume all values between u?emin and wemax 
and that, since the point Ae lies outside the focus of the momentum 
ellipsoid, the angle &e is a single valued function of ive.

This paper was written partly in the Institute for Theoretical 
Mechanics, Jagellonian University of Cracow, and partly in the 
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Copenhagen. I wish 
to express my sincere thanks to Professor Niels Bohr for the 
opportunity to work in his Institute and for stimulating discussions.
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Plate

Fig. 1. Geometrical picture of energy-momentum conservation. The semi
minor axis of the ellipse is given by (1,7). The eccentricity is equal to 

-> —>•
the mass centre velocity of the system. klt k2 are momenta of the 

particles in the final state.

Fig. 3. Transition from the m.c.f. to the laboratory frame of reference. 
Quantities referring to the m.c.f. are denoted by an asterisk. The vector 
k*, with the origin in the centre of the ellipsoid has the length b and 
its component perpendicular to K is equal to the component of the vector 
-> -> ->
kn in the same direction, since k* and kn are connected by a Lorentz 

transformation with a relative velocity in the direction of K.

Fig. 4. Elastic collision between two particles of equal mass. The velo
cities after the collision form always an acute angle y> = -¡- &2

í w¡ \which is larger than or equal to ^lll¡n I cos ymln — TYm/ ',ie distance 
2 / between the foci = kinetic energy IV/ of the incident particle,

Fig. 5. Elastic collision in which the incident particle has a larger 
mass than the target particle (ml > m2). Maximum deflection angle of 

m2
the incident particle is given by sin &l mnx = . For instance, collision

'ni

Fig. 6. Elastic collision in which the incident particle has a smaller 
rest mass than the target particle, for instance, scattering of photons 

by free electrons (in this case, Ax coincides with Fx).

and the major axis 2 a — K.

b.a. c.

/r

Fig. 7. Geometrical picture of the exothermic reaction 2D (d, p) 3H, 
(() 4 MeV) for an energy IV/ = 2MeV of the incident deuteron, a =

83.5 MeV, a, = 21.5MeV, a2 = 3ax.

Fig. 8. Picture giving the energies of the outcoming particles in the 
endothermic reaction

9 ,-------------- 1»ße(p,n)’ß (Q = -1,83 MeV, d = 2,03 MeV, a, = J/W/ —2,03, a, = ^a,,

kn

for an energy W¡ which is 25keV above the threshold where ax = cx =
4.5 | keV. u>it and u>n represent the energies of the outgoing neutron 

and boron nucleus,

Fig. 9. Photodisintegration of the deuteron, a. K — <5, a = 0. Exactly 
at the threshold (1.3keV above the binding energy of the deuteron), the 
proton and the neutron are moving in the primary direction and have 
each an energy 0,65keV. b. K = dil + j^» 7 ~ At an energy 

1.3keV above the threshold, the proton and the neutron paths form a right 
angle whatever their angle with the primary direction, c. K = 2Ô, y = 0.04, 

the proton and the neutron are moving in nearly opposite directions.


